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ABSTRACT
A lack of comprehensive up-to-date textbooks designed

specifically for use in the computers in the education field
motivated the development of this resource handbook. There are major
sections entitled: computers in education; teaching about computers;
the computer as an aid to learning; the computer as a teacher; the
computer as a classroom management tool; administrative uses of
computers; computing facilities; computers in special education;
computers in research; and inservice training. Each chapter begins
with an introductory overview and concludes with a section of
abstracts of relevant articles. There are extensive lists of
additional information sources, including books, periodicals,
nonprint materials, people, and institutions. (WDR)
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PRE l'Acl

Alihough the field (II' computers in education has been growing rapidly
tor many years, it is still in its infancy. Especially at the public
school level (grades E-l2) little has been done relative to what will oceur
in the next two decades. Relatively few public school teachers or admin-
istrators are comfortable with comnuters, little good curriculum materials
exist, and few schools have adequate plans for or,lerly exploitation of
their growing computer capability..

because of the size of the computers in education field, and its
rapid growth, it is nearly impossible for one individual to encompass the
area. The idea underlying this Handbook is that a number of people, work-
ing closely together and following a coordinated plan, can complete a task
too largo for a single individual. The writers of this Handbook are teach-
ers and administrators who are involved in studying, teaching, and using
computers in education. Their total knowledge and experience far exceeds
that of any single individual. With minor exceptions the entire contents of
this Handbook were written during Summer, 1973.

The ultimate goal of this Handbook is to improve the quality of educa-
tion available to students. The Handbook itself contains some sections
directed lust at school administrators, some sections directed at teachers,
and a number of sections of general interest to the student of the field
of comouters in education. Chapter. I gives a more detailed discussion of
the purpose of this Handbook, and contains abstracts of each section. It

i eXeected that the reader will use the Table of Contents and Chapter i to

find the sections of the Handbook he may wish to study in detail. Most of
the Handbook presupposes some knoWledge of the computer field. The reader
with little or no knowledge of computers should read Chapter II before
delving into subsequent parts of the book.

It is expected that this Handbook will he substantially revised during
the coming year, and probably republished during 1974. Readers with sug-
gestions for corrections, additions, or deletions should contact David
Moursund, Dept. of Computer Science, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon
174(13.

September 1973

The first nrintino of the Handbook sold out comer than expected. It

was therefore decided to do a modest amount of revision and to produce a
second edition sooner than originally planned. Some material, deemed to he
of lesser value, has been deleted in order to allow the addition of a sob-
stantial amount of new material. of narticular interest is the addition
of Chanter 9: Computers in Special Education. Substantial changes have
also been made to Chapter 3.

June 1974
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CHAPTER I ITYTRIffrffiT7g

SEcTION h; Purpose and Rationale of the Handbook

The computer is an exceedingly valuable tool in the field of educa-

tion; its misuse, however, may contribute to a decrease in the quality of

educatien in the United States. The computer will be used properly or mis-

used, depending primarily upon the knowledge teachers and school adminis-

trators have in the area of computers in education. The purpose of this

Handbook is to aid teachers and school administrators to increase their

knowledge and understanding of the role and nature of computers in edu-

cation.

Much of the early research and development work on computers was car-

ried out fp: faculty members at various universities. Thus computers have

been used in education since their first production. Hy and large, however,

computers have entered most schools as money-saving administrative tools,

for processing student records, payroll, etc. Hy the early 1960's a sig-

nificant proportion of the larger colleges and universities were using com-

puters for administrative purposes, and computer programming courses were

beginning to enter their curricula. The 1960's saw considerable experi-

mentation with instructional use of computers at the secondary, and even

elementary, school levels. The computer as a media device (computer assis-

ted instruction, computer aided learning) received widespread attention.

The late 1960's and early 1970's saw the establishment of hundreds of

computer Science Departments in colleges and universities, with degree pro-

grams at the associate, bachelor, master, and doctorate levels. The teach-

ing of computer programming and the use of computers in mathematics courses

br2CA:14-' commonplace in many secondary schools. It was also during this time

that some schools of higher education began to develop special programs of

study for students interested in the computers in education field. For
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example, the Illinois Institute of Technology and the University of Oregon

each developed master's degree programs in computer science education. A

number of schools began to offer special teacher-oriented courses for pre-

service teachers and for teachers returning to school for a master's or

doctorate degree.

The University of Oregon began to offer courses specifically designed

for education-oriented Students during 1971, and has continued to do so on

a regular basis. During 1973-74 two distinct levels of year long courses

will be offered. One has no computer programming prerequisite, and the

other is a graduate seminar for students with a good background in both

computers and education. In teaching these courses it has become evident

that there is a lack of up-to-date textbooks specifically designed to fit

the needs of educators. This fact served as a prime motivation for the

development of this Handbook.

At the current time (1973) the state of Oregon is one of the leaders

in the instructional use of computers at the grades 1-12 level. For exam-

roughly half of the secondary schools in the state, representing

roughly 3/4 of the student population at that level, have access to compu-

ters for instructional purposes. The MFTCOM system in the Portland area,

the OTIS system in Lane County and seven other counties, and the Rogue Val-

ley network all provide time-shared computing on Hewlett-Packard systems.

A number of other schools and/or school districts have mini computers.

Thus, for example, each of the four high schools in Salem has a mini compu-

ter and also has access to a time-shared system. Other modes of computer

access used in Oregon include hatch processing at school district offices,

computing by mail, time-sharing on university computer networks, batch

processing on college computers, use of computer time on business computers,

and use of the Oregon Museum of Science and Industry computing facilities.
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A large number of Oregon teachers have acqUired substantial exnerienco in

the instructional use of computers under all kinds of conditions. 5-;ome of

the knowledge and experience these teachers have gained is communicated

by this Handbook.

This Handbook is not organized in a "read it from cover to cover"

basis. After reading this section you will want to browse through the

next few pages, which contain brief summaries of each section of the Hand-

book. You may then want to study Chapter II, which provides a technical

overview of the computers in education field. After that you will probably

want to read the sections and chapters that best fit your interests and

needs. Py and large each chapter (and indeed, each section) is independon

and self contained. The Handbook was designed this way in order to allow

the collaboration of a number of writers and to allow sections to be up-

dated periodically.



SECTION B: SECTION SUMMARIES

This section consists of a brief summary of each section of the Hand-

book. It serves as an "in depth" table of contents, and as a partial re-

placement for an index.

r.A: Purpose and Rationale of the Handbook

This Handbook is designed for teachers and school administrators
who want to gain "literacy" in the computers in education field. The

writing and publication of this Handbook was motivated by a lack of
comprehensive up-to-date textbooks designed for use in the computers
in education field.

I.H. Section Summaries

This section (the one you are currently reading) consists of
brief summaries of each section of the Handbook. (You have now read
a summary of a summary--are you in an infinite recursive loop?)

ILA: Technical Overview of COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

This section gives a brief introduction to a few of the key tech-
nical ideas needed to understand the field of computers in education.
It defines hardware and software end gives examples of each. It de-

fines and discusses batch processing and time-shared computing.

ILIA: Glossary

This section gives a list of somewhat over 100 terms which are
frequently used in the computer field. A student completing a
"comnuter literacy" course should he familiar with most of these
terms.

II.C: An Overview of Computers in Education

This rather long section gives a good introduction to the field
of computers in education. It divides the field into instructional
uses of computers and administrative uses of computers. Each cate-
gory is further subdivided, to provide a picture of all aspects of
computers in education, and how these various aspects are related to
each other.

II.D: Why Use Computers in Education?

Many schools are not yet started in using computers for admin-
istrative or instructional purposes. Others are making inadequate
use of the facilities they do have. This article suggests that com-
puters should he used for administrative purposes when they are cost
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effective. Similarly, computer assisted instruction (CAI) will come
into the schools when and where it is cost effective. Teaching about
computers (computer literacy and computer programming) and computer
aided learning require computing facilities. These instructional
uses of computers justify having computers in the schools now.

II.E: Abstracts of Articles

This section contains one page abstracts of about a dozen dif-
ferent recent publications concerned with the general field of com-
puters in education.

III.A: Overview of TEACHING ABOUT COMPUTERS

This section provides a brief overview of Chapter III. The
topic Teaching About Computers is divided into three parts. These
are Computer Literacy, Computer Programming, and Computer Science.

Computer Literacy

A person is "computer literate" if he can cope with the compu-
ter-related aspects of life in our society. The concept of computer
literacy is discussed along with the need for computer literacy. A

plan of action for the public schools is given. A computer literacy
course at the senior high school level is recommended, and some goals
for such a course are listed.

III.0 Goals in Teaching Computer Programming

This short section gives a brief history of the teaching of com-
puter programming. It discusses typical goals of a college level
introductory computer programming course. It then lists nine possi-
ble goals for an introductory computer programming course at the
secondary school level.

III.D Uses of CARDIAC

CARDIAC is a Cardboard Illustrative Aid to Computation. It has
been widely distributed (free) by Bell Telephone. In the hands of a
knowledgeable and skillful teacher it can be a valuable tool for
teaching the concepts of computer programming. This article also
discusses a nulther of more advanced applications of CARDIAC to com-
puter :ilv;truction.

III.E 'ghat Makes A Good Programming Example?

A common complaint of teachers is that they don't have enough
good computer program examples for use in class lectures, discussions,
and assignments. This section lists criteria for good examples. It
presents a detailed format for writing up examples for one's personal
library and for distribution. It illustrates this writeup format
and discusses its shortcomings. A list of sources of good examples
is given in the bibliography.
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III.F: Step-wise Refinement, Structured Programming, and BASIC

Sten-wise refinement is an essential idea for attacking nroblems
of any significant size or difficulty. Structured programming is a
method of incorporating the ideas of sten-wise refinement into the
Programming process. New programming languages need to be develow:d
and made available if structured nrogramming is to become commonplace.
A modified version of BASIC is examined, and comnared with BASIC.
This section is must reading for anyone who wants to teach comnuter
programming:

Comnoter Science in the High School Curriculum

The field of Computer Science is defined and various education-
related asnects of the field are discussed. It is suggested that a
secondary school should offer three types of comnuter science courses.
These courses would he (1) Comnuter Literacy, (2) Comnoter Program-
ming and Anplications, and (3) Advanced Programming and Comnuter
Structures. A description is given for each course.

Comnuter Science at the College and University Level

Computer science is a well establisher: nart of the higher edu-
cation curriculum. A number of nublications, such as the ACM issue
on "Curriculum 68" give details on appropriate course content. This
short section directs the reader to some of these nublications.

nr.r. Computer Science in High School

This is a detailed discussion of the possible contents and orienta-
tion of a year long seguence in comnuter science at the high school
level. Pew schools currently offer such a modern and far reaching
course.

III.J. Computing on a Shoe String

It is possible for a school or small school district to develop
an extensive computer education program with a relatively modest ex-
nenditure of funds. An example, along with many excellent suggestions,
is nrovided in this section.

IIT.K. Abstracts of Articles

it seems as though almost every teacher of comnuter programming
considers himself to he an expert in the general field of teaching
about computers. Thus, there are many publications in this area.
This section contains one page abstracts of about two dozen current
articles.
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1V.A: 07erview of THE COMPUTER AS AN AID TO LEARNING

Chapter IV discusses the computer as an aid to learning. Com-
puter assisted learning (CAL) can be divided into the situations in
which the student does not need to know how to program, and the
situations in which the student writes programs. In either case the
student makes use of computers while studying some subject matter
area The computer does not present the instruction, as in computr,r
assisted instruction (Chapter V).

IV.B: Simulation

Simulation is one of the more important tools of modern science,
business, and industry, and computers are essential to most real-life
simulations. This section presents an overview of the field of simu-
lation, with particular emphasis upon computer simulations. It dis-
cusses a number of uses of computer simulations in the classroom.
Several examples are discussed in detail.

IV.C: Packaged Programs

This section concerns the use of professionally written computer
library programs for problem solving. It discusses the educational
philosophy of using packaged programs to carry out the computational
aspects of problem solving. Tt gives several examples of uses of such
programs. The use of packaged programs is one of the most important
parts of uses of computers in education.

IV.D: Information Retrieval

This section defines the area of computerized information stor-
age and retrieval, and discusses its educational implications. Four
information retrieval systems, representative of the varying systems
found in education are illustrated and discussed.

IV.E: CompLters and Junior High School Mathematics

The author of this section is a talented and innovative teacher
of mathematics in a small town junior high school. Some goals of
mathematics education are examined in the light of the availability
of computers. It is shown that computers can contribute substantial-
ly to achieving some of the goals of mathematics education. The ex-
istence of computers should cause reexamination of some of these
goals.

IV.F: Student-Written Programs for Problem Solving

One of the major current instructional uses of computers is to
have students learn some computer programming and then use that know-
ledge while studying mathematics. At the secondary school level the
(:iVIP series of books and the Colorado Prcject materials have received
considerable attention. The CRICISAM materials are designed to teach
a college level calculus-with-computers course. This article provides
an overview of the general topic of having students write programs
as part of their activity in a regular mathematics course.
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IV.G: Abstracts

This section contains abstracts of more than a dozen current
articles in the field of the computer as an aid to learning.

V.A: Overview of Computer Assisted Instruction

The computer is an effective interactive instructional delivery
system. It must compete with other delivery systems, such as teach-
ers and movies, if it is to gain widespread acceptance for use in
this mode. This section presents a brief history and the current
status of CAI.

V.B: Computer Assisted Instruction: Some Current Literature

This section presents additional overview material for the topic
CAI. It then discusses several reviews of current research findings
in the field. These suggest that CAI is an effective educational
tool.

V.C: Three Computer Assisted Instruction Systems

This section looks at NEW BASIC, TICCIT, and PLATOIV. These
are three of the important and major CAI projects currently going on
in the United States. The latter two are receiving extensive
federal funding and are undergoing large scale field testing.

V.D: Abstracts of Articles

There is considerable literature ir. the area of computer assis-
ted instruction. This section contains one pa5e Abstracts of more
than a dozen current publications.

VI.A: Overview of Computer Managed Instruction

Chapter VI concerns the Computer as a Classroom Management Tool.
In computer managed instruction a computer may be used for scoring
and recording of homework and tests, diagnostic testing and pre-
scription, monitoring a students status and progress in a course, and
individually prescribed instruction. This section gives an overview
of CMI. It discusses several examples of current applications of
CMI, giving particular attention to projects that are going on in
Oregon,

VI.B: Abstracts of Articles

Computer managed instruction is one of the projected "bright
spots" for the future of education. Thus the pilot projects have re-
ceived considerable publicity. This section contains abstracts of
about a dozen current publications concerning CMI.
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VII.A: Administrative Uses of Computers

This long section provides a comprehensive introduction to the
field of administrative uses of computers. It is designed to give
administrators insight into the assistance computers might provide
them on their jobs. The sectiLn contains an extensive bibliography,
with particular attention being paid to sources of information in
Oregon.

VII.B: Administrative Workshops

A school administrator is often the key individual in deciding
whether computers will be available for administrative or instruct-
tional use in his school. Workshops to develop computer literacy
among school administrators are common. This section outlines the
steps to follow in planning such a workshop and describes the content
of a recent successful workshop.

VII.C: Abstracts of Articles

it is evident that many school administrators are interested in
the field of computers in education. Considerable literature in the
comouters in education field is written by and/or for administrator.
About a dozen current articles are abstracted in this section.

viII.A: Overview of COMPUTING FACILITIFS

The chapter on Computing Facilities is concerned with both com-
puter hardware and computer software. Considerable attention is paid
to the problems involved in acquiring appropriate facilities. One
section of the chapter discusses various aspects of directing a
small computing facility, while another section discusses the compo-
nents of a quality computing service. The topic of computer net-
works (especially national networks) is discussed in detail.

VIII.B: Acquiring a Computing Facility

This article is directed at personnel from a secondary school
or small college who may be involved in the computer acquisition
process. It discusses the steps one should go through in acquiring
a computing facility. The key is a careful needs assessment; the
use of outside consultants is recommended.

VIII.C: Some Hardware and Software Considerations

If a secondarl. school wants to acquire a computing facility it
may find that it has a large number of logical alternatives to con-
sider. This section discusses some of the major hardware considera-
tions and alternatives. It also discusses the question of software
alternatives. Differences in various versions of BASIC are listed
and discussed.
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VIII.D: The Terminal Facility

This extensive section will be of interest to teachers and
school administrators who are involved in the selection and installa-
tion of terminal facilities. It discusses the TTY, CRT, and card-
reader terminals most apt ti be used in lin instrtctional setting.
Both technical and practical aspects of terminal selection, installa-
tion, and location in the school are considered.

VIII.F: Operating a Small Computing Facility

A small computing facility may consist of a single time-shared
terminal, or a one terminal mini computer, or one or two keypunches.
This section lists duties and responsibilities of tr,e person who
serves as director of such a facility. It recommends "release time"
or extra pay for this person.

VIII.F: Components of a Quality Computing Service

The questions of what constitutes good quality computing service,
and how one measures it, are very difficult. This section contains
a detailed outline of many of the comoonents of a computing service.
It serves as a good starting point for those who want to design mea-
sures of the quality of a computing service.

VIII.G: Distributed and National Networks

We are in an era of rApid expansion of school district, state-
wide, and nationwide computer networks. This section defines some of
the standard terminology and discusses various sorts of networks.
It gives a good comprehensive overview of large network problems and
considerations.

VIII.H: Abstracts of Articles

This section contains one page abstracts of about a dozen arti-
cles on the general topic of computer facilities.

CHAPTER IX: COMPUTERS IN SPECIAL BOUCATION

This chapter nrovides an G'erview of computers in special education.
This is a relatively new, and very exciting area of computer application.
Many of the applications of computers here will eventually carry over
to all of education.

X.A: Abstracts of SURVEYS

Chapter X consists of a collection of absttdr;ts of survey:; that
are related to the field of computer science education. Each abs.-
tract gives a few of the main points in the survey and a reference tc
the original report.
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XI.A1 Overview of COMPUTERS "N RESF.ARCII

Computers are an object of research (developing new hardware,
software, applications) and a major tool in research (for example,
to process statistical data). This section gives an overview of the
role and nature computers in research. It makes no effort to indi
cate the nature, extent, or content of what research has actually
been done. It does raise a number of possible research guestioru;.

XII.B: A Teacher Training Course

This section gives a detailed outline for an introductory
computer science education course. The course is balanced between
concepts of computer science education and an introduction to program-
ming in BASIC. It is divided into ten class meetings of about three
hours each, to make it suitable for inservice presentation. Such a
course would carry 3 quarter hours of college credit.

XII.C: Abstracts of Articles

This section contains abstracts of three publications containing
material on teacher training for the computers in education field.

CHAPTER XIII: SOURCES OF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This chapter contains sections devoted to additional sources of
information. Two of the sections, Places to Visit and Key People,
are specifically aimed at Oregon teachers and administrators. The
remaining sections are more general, covering Books, Periodicals,
Non-print Materials, and Major Computer-Education Projects.
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COMPUTERS [N EDUCATION

by

David Dempster*

Warren Hall

Ray Korb

David MOursund*

Stew Weimer

*David Dempster, Computing and Mathematics specialist, Lincoln County,
Oregon, served as group leader for this chapter, and David Moursund
served as editor.
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SPCTTON A: TflCHNICAI, OVTIPVIM

David Moursund

Introduction

It is hoped that the title of this section will not keep the reader

from getting through this first sentence! And, once started, we hope he

will continue reading... Computer science is a field in which one studies

computers and their uses. Some aspects of the field are highly technical;

other aspects involve insight into application fields such as business,

engineering, the physical sciences, or the social sciences. This section

of the handbook will not make you into a corputer scientist. However, it

will introduce you to a few of the major ideas and problems of computer

science. Note that Section B of this chapter contains an extensive glos-

sary of terms that tend to be used in discussing the field of computers in

education, while Section C gives an overview of computers in education.

A computer is a machine which consists of hardware (physical machin-

ery) and software (computer programs). Hardware and software are two of

the key ideas in the computer science field, and we shall discuss each in

some detail. Then we shall discuss two classifications of computer sys-

tems--time shared systems and batch processing systems. Finally, we shall

summarize the key ideas discussed in this section.

Computer Hardware

An electronic digital computer system is a machine designed for the

input, storage, manipulation, and output of information. It can carry on

this task automatically, under control of a set of directions (called a

computer program) stored in the computer's memory. By "information" we
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mean anything that can be expressed using the letters, digits and punctua-

tion marks of a natural language (i.e., English) character set. In this

section we will discuss the various types of physical machinery (hardware)

found in a computer system. A block diagram of the computer system compo-

nents to be discussed is given below. These components may be classified

as peripheral equipment (input units, output units, and auxiliary storage

units) and mainframe memory, control unit, arithmetic and logic unit).

Input

Unit(s)

41.

Auxiliary
storage

Computer
Mainframe

Output

Unit(s)

Input Unit The ubiquitous punched card, for storing information, has

been with us since the United States census of 1890. It was at that

time that Herman Hollerith developed the ideas and equipment needed

to use punched cards for information processing. Information is "pun-

ched" into cards using a keypunch, which is a device much like an

electric typewriter. Punched cards are read into a computer using a

card reader, which is one of the standard computer input crevices.

Another important computer input device is a keyboard terminal.

One can think of this as an electric typewriter connected directly to

the computer mainframe. Such a keyboard terminal is also a computer

output unit.

Output Unit Almost all of us have received computer-prepared hills,

either in the form of punched cards or printed on appropriate forms.

Anything that can he stored in a computer's memory can he outputted

onto punch cards, or can he printed out by a line printer. Note that

a high speed computer driven line printer is several hundred times as
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Auxiliarl Storage
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Almost everybody has seen pictures of magnetic

tape units used in computer systems. 'chose are somewhat similar to

those used in home tape recorders, but are of greater quality and

precision. Another type of auxiliary storage is a disk or disk pack.

A disk is a circular plate (think of a phonograph record) whose sur-

faces are covered with magnetizable material. Several of these may

be stacked together, separated by air spaces, to form a disk pack.

On disk packsiand on magnetic tape, information is stored as magneti-

zed spots using an appropriate code. Typically the auxiliary storage

devices in a computer system can contain much more information than

the main computer memory, and at a much lower cost. Auxiliary stor-

age devices are generally much slower than main computer memory in

terms of time needed to store or retrieve a piece of information.

Mainframe The computer mainframe consists of the main memory, cont-

rol circuitry, and the arithmetic and logic unit. The size of the

main memory is one key factor in determining the cost of a computer

system. A small computer mainframe will have a memory which can

store about 4000-characters (i.e., letters, digits) of information.

A very large computer system may have a main memory that can store

several million characters of information.

The control unit of a computer is the circuitry which allows the

computer to follow a step by step set of directions automatically.

That is, a computer program is a step by step set of directions for

carrying out a particular information manipulation task. When this

step by step set of directions is coded in appropriate form and plaC7ed

in a computer's main memory then the control unit can cause these

directions to he executed (followed).
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The arithmetic-logic unit carries out the arithmetic and logic

operations needed to process information. It operates under tha con-

trol of the control unit (which in turn follows the directions given

in a computer program). One measure of a computer's "size" is the

speed of its arithmetic and logic unit. A modern "slow" computer may

be able to carry out 50,000 to 100,000 operations per second. A

"fast" computer may be able to carry out 10 million to 100 million

operationS per second.

To summarize, a co;aputer system contains hardware which may be

classified as peripheral equipment (input/output units, auxiliary

storage) and mainframe. The overall system is designed for the in-

putIstorage, manipulation, and output of information. WQ can think

of information as anything that can be typed or coded using a stand-

ard typewriter. Two short definitions of computers are automated

character manipulator, and automated information processor.

Computer Software

We have just discussed the fact that computer hardware is the physical

machinery needed to input, store, manipulate and output information. Com-

puter software is the computer programs that guide or direct the hardware

in carrying out such tasks or assist in preparing computer programs. We

discuss three types of software: systems software, applications

software, and user-written programs. There are two key concepts to keep

in mind. (1) A computer system is useless without appropriate software.

(2) Software costs money (it takes considerable time and expertise to

develop).

Systems Software A computer is built to "understand" a particular

instruction set called a machine language. Each model of computer
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has its own machine language, and this may consist. of 50 to 300 or

so different instructions. Typically these will include the opera-

tions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, various log-

ical operations, operations needed to run input and output equipment,

etc.

It is possible (but very slow and frustrating) to write programs

directly in a machine's machine language. This is rarely done. Rather

one writes programs in higher level languages and appropriate computer

programs (systems software) translate these programs into machine

language. At the most elemental level one writes programs in assem-

bly language. Here one can use mnemonics such as ADD (for add) and

SUB (for subtract) , and vaiiable names such as HODRE and RATE to ex-

press and keep track of what one wants to have the machine do. A pro-

gram written in assembler language is translated into machine lang-

uage by a computer program (software) called an assembler.

At a higher level there are a number of procedure-oriented or

problem-oriented languages such as BASIC, COBOL, and FORMAN. These

languages tend to be fairly easy to learn, and are designed to aid

the user in expressing the steps needed to solve problems in a wide

variety of areas. BASIC is essentially a student oriented language.

A sample projram, to compute the area and perimeter of a rectangle,

is given below

10 LET L = 28.95
20 LET W = 16.37
30 LET A = L*W
40 LET P = 2 *L +2 *W

50 PRINT "AREA IS", A
60 PRINT "PERIMETER IS", P
70 END

COBOL is designed for business oriented problems, while FORTRAN is a

general purpose science-oriented language.
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rOf etch higher level language, and each model of computer, it

is possible to write a piece of software (called a compiler or trans-

lator) which can translate programs written in the higher level lang-

uage into the machine's machine language. The software itself, for

just one translator, may require several man-years of effort to

develop.

The key concept in systems software is that there are literally

hundreds of computer languages available. When a new model computer

is first manufactured, software for it must be written. Many computer

systems have only an assembler and no higher level languages. Others

may have an assembler and BASIC, but not COBOL. When one acquires a

computer system he must pay equal attention to the hardware and the

software facilities he acquiring.

Applications Software It is possible for a person to use a computer

program written by another person. Thus it is feasible--and indeed,

highly desirable - -to construct a library of programs designed to

solve a wide variety of problems. These programs are examples of ap-

plications software. A good library will include dozens of different

statistical analysis programs, programs to solve ordinary and differ-

ential equations, programs to do mathematical curve fitting, etc.

A computer assisted instruction (CAI) package would be an exam-

ple of applications software. A good CAI package will contain very ex-

tensive programs designed for the presentation of instructional mat-

erial, the recording and analysis of student responses, and so on.

It will also contain programs designed to help people create CAI

lessons.

User-written Software Most people, given approprilte instruction,
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can learn to write computer programs. For the most part a student

will write a program to solve a specific problem, use the program and

then discard it. This is also fairly common in fields like science

and engineering, where thr practitioner may make frequent use of com-

puters. Such programs, which tend to have a rather short life span

and tend to be used only by the program writer, are referred to as

user-written software.

To summarize, it is important to understand that a computer cannot

solve a problem unless it is directed by an appropriate computer program.

Some computer programs (systems software) are designed to aid people in

writing computer programs and/or to aid people in running a computer sys-

tem. Other programs are designed to solve particular types of problems,

and are collected together in an applications library. When one acquires

a computer system he acquires both hardware and software. The quantity

and quality of the systems and applications software will often he the

key factors in deciding what system to acquire.

Time-Shared and Batch Processing Computing

There are two general classifications of computer systems, based upon

the type of input/output equipment they support. Block diagrams showing

the major features of each system are given below:

There may
he a
large num%;.

her of
these

FKeyboard
Terminal

. _

Keyboard
Terminal

Keyboard
Terminal

-

Auxiliary
Storage

Mainframe

1:--Communications Interface
- These may he telephone lines.

A Time-Shared Computer System
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Auxiliary
storage

Card
f

Mainframe Line
Reader

!

tni Printer
_______

A Batch Processing Computer System

A time-shared comp'.Lter system's hardware and software are designed so

that a number of people can make simultaneous use of the system. Thus

several users may be typing in programs, several others may be waiting

chile their programs are processed and still others could be receiving out-

put on their terminals. The great speed of a modern computer system makes

this possible. The computer divides its attention among the various ter-

minal users, switching rapidly from one user to the next. To illustrate,

suppose we had computer that could perform 1 million arithmetic and/or

logic operations per second, and that twenty users were active on the

system. In one second the machi,le ce,ild devote 50,000 operations worth

of compute-capacity to each user, Many of the users, however, will not

need nearly this much computing done in a typical second. They will he

typing in programs, or data, at a slow rate, and will require very little

of the computer's attention. This means that the users whose programs are

being executed can receive a greater fraction of the machine's capacity,

)erhans several hundred thousand operations per second.

In a batch processing computer system one person uses the computer at

a time. His program and/or data to,be processed are placed in the card

reader so they can be read into the computer's memory. Typically the

data consists of a batch of similar transactions or problems to be proces-

sed. Thus the program might he designated to prepare a bill, and one com-

puter run might be used to process a batch of several hundred bills.

The two "models" discussed above are over simplified, and there are
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many variations on these two themes. For example, a modern minicomputer

(say one costing $5,000) is apt to have a single keyboard terminal as its

input/output device, and its only auxiliary storage may be a paper tape

punch/reader located on the keyboard terminal. Such a system would be

classified as a batch processing system. It could he used to run an in-

teractive language such as BASIC, which is typically considered to be a

time-shared language.

Another variation would be to add a card reader and line printer to

A time-shared system. The resulting system then functions simultaneously

as a batch processing and as a time shared computer system. Note that it

takes both appropriate hardware and appropriate software to he able to do

this.

A key concept in any case is that a computer system can be used for

all kinds of purposes. Either a batch processing system or a time-shared

system can he designed to satisfy the administrative and instructional

needs of a school. However, some computer systems are designed mainly

for instructional purposes while others are designed mainly for business

and/or administrative purposes. A computer system designed primarily fc,r

one type of application is apt to he inefficient or even completely un-

suited to some other type of application. A small time-shared system

for instance, may be specifically designed for instructional use, provid-

ing time-shared BASIC at a low cost per terminal hour. Such a system

would probably prove unsuitable for many school administration uses.

Similarly, a small batch processing system may be quite suited to a

school's administrative computing needs, but be quite unsuited to a gen-

eral instructional environment. Colleges and universities tend to try to

acquire computer systems that are balanced between the instructional, re-

search, and administrative needs of the school. A single sufficiently
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largo computer system (with appropriate hardware and software) can pro-

vide high quality service to all three types of educational users.

Conclusion

This section of the HandbooJe caves a brief introduction to the ideas

of computer hardware and software, and of batch processing and time-shared

computing systems. Key ideas include:

1. A computer is an information processing machine.

G. A computer system consists of hardware and software.

3. Computer systems are generally classified as batch processing

or time-sharing.

4. A computer system may be designed to fill a single educational

need such as instruction or administration, or may be designed

to fill all of a school's educational needs.

Many of the ideas touched upon in this section are expanded in subse-

quent sections. The glossary given in the next section defines many of

the terms used in this Handbook.



SITTToN R: CIPSSAPY

Fach field or human intellectual endeavor has its own
vocahulary, and the field of computer science is no eyceptien.

numher or computer literacy and computer anpreciation text
hools vcre examined in order to select terms that :Ire consider(
essential to a minimal, non-technical, understanding of the
cemput in!' field. \ student completing ail introductory computer
i te racy course shoul ',aye a k'or' nowledgo r'0! of

these terms.

,'.ccc tiro. Tire reouired to read out or write in data fro(' a

storago system. This is an imnertant characteristic of a
storaye system. Cenerallv snenhinp the !;:lnrter occes ti!"0,
the, more costly t1 ,c storage system.

' computer language designed mainly for programming !7.cier-
tine applications. This is one of tl'e more rodern, and 1.A(101,
compiler lnnpunpe,, (i.e., Procedure-level langnagesL

'1porit!1. \ finite, ,zten-hv-step set of directions designo to
Sol-vi'' a Tiarticular tone of nrohlem.

\lnhnnumeric cha.racter. The letter!:, numhers, nunctuotion
as *oar) that a riven cornnter's innut/ontnnt
circuitry is constructed to handle. '%lnhanumeric c!',ar.actors are
also known as rollerith characters. (Merman Follerith pioneered
the ase of punched cards for data processing).

Analog computer. ' computer in which a'lalog representations or
data arc T;i3inly used. For example, volts cs or currents might
be used to represent the variables in a differential equation to
he solved by an analog computer.

,'in profram. The software for a computer syster Pa'' IWCIN,..-
cif]ed as ilpnlications Programs and tens Programs. An Ann-
lication Program is designed to solve a certain type or class of
nrohlems. For example, (no might have an Applications Program
der7igned to solve a certain type of equation, or to perform a
specific statistical computation.

\rittmetic unit. The portion of the hardware of a computer it
arittnetic and logical onerations are performed. one can

Cnink of it as a supersneed eWtronic calculating device.

Artificialint.eliigence. The hronch of comnuter science coneF..rned
WfthtVe study of fhenossihilitv of, methods of, and implications
of developing corruter systems which can perform intel!igent-We
taSLS ;lici! as interactinp in a natural language, game Playing.,
encstion answerinp, theorem nroving, etc.

Assemhler. A cemnuter Program that takes instructions written in
hsseTillly language and converts the instructions into the language
required for operation. Tt is an example of systems software.
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Assemlvlanguaye. A computer language intermediate between machine
language and compiler languages. Tt allows machine-language in-
structions to he written in simmlified form using mnemonics and
other standardized abbreviations. For example, mnemonics like
Mh and are used in place of their numeric codes.

\uxiliary_storafe. A peripheral storage device that can store
information in a form acceptnhle to the computer, such as mag-
netic tape, magnetic disks, and magnetic drums.

beginner's All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction ('ode. A

procedure-level computer languaRe that is well suited for time-
saring. it is one of the easiest computer Programming languages
to learn, and is designed to he used in a time shared computer
environment.

Htch processjne. A systems approach to processing where a numher
o f -similar Input items are grouped for processing during the same
machine run. Tt is generally associated with a single person
usiliF a computer at one time (for several seconds or a longer time
period) as contrasted with time- shared commuting in which many
users arpenr to he making simultaneous use of a machine.

rinarv. ompounde0 or consisting of two things or marts. Pinnry
,arithmetic is a system or arithmetic making use of the two symbols
O and 1. in binary arithmetic the arithmetic operations are per-
formed using the number base 2.

digit. '-'ee hit.

rit. A coined word from hinary digit; this is one of the whole
or 1, in a single position, in tl.e Binary scale of

netation.

Peg. . error in a computer proiirn.

::te. Amending flpon the rake and model of computer, a single
,:laractor in a computer's memory will require a specific number
e l 'H is of storage. This unit of storage is called a byte. Common
Hte lengths are ( to 8 hits.

(*Ai. computer Assisted Instruction. A method of using a computer
s-Vster as a means of presenting individualized instruction materials.
In CAI the computer is used as an instruction delivery device.

rcilittor Anrentek' Learnimn. A method of using a commuter system
to augment, or supplement, a more conventional instructional system.
typical example would be using canned programs to aid in the prob-

Ir'm solving process in a course of instruction.

rard punch. commuter outmut device that Punches holes ie caris.

Card reader. device that inputs the information on a keypunched
or earl -sense card into the computer.



Cnr'ode ray tide. A vacuum tube such as a picture tube in a
Mien used as a computer terminal, it displays output

on 3 TV-liLe screen. A 1.cybonrd terminnl containing a catIode ray
tuhe is often called a CPT terminal.

Centrnl.ffocessint,unit. ThO group of components of a computer'
system tint contains the logical, arithmetic, and control circuits
for the basic system.

Chprocter. A letter, digit. punctuation mark:, or other sign used
in the representation of information. Computers are decigned for
the input, storage , manipulation, and output of characters.

cnwL. \ computer language designed mainly for nrogramming
commercial apul i cati ons. This is one of the most widely used
compiler languages (i.e., procedure-level languages).

Computer managed instruction. An application of computers
to instruction in which the computer is used as a record 1,eeper,
manager and/or prescriher of instruction.

Compiler. A computer program (i.c., software) that translates
a program written in a procedure-oriented language such as
hAS1C, coEnL, or ITPTPAY into a mac' ine language or an assemLler
language.

Coui)erlarTuage. A language such as PASTc, cogoL, ronTPAY, etc.
designed to assist the programmer in writing procedures to solve
prohlems.

('omputer. A device capable of accenting information, applying
presihed processes to the information, and supplying the results
of these processes. It usually consists of input and output
devices, storage, and communica'ions units, and a central Pro-
cessing unit.

Console. That part of a computer used for communication betieen
tliC:bP-erator or maintenance engineer and the computer. It is

rougly comparable (hut general 1'' more cornlicated) to the 1..ey-
board on an electronic calculator).

('ontrol unit. A unit or portion of the hardware of an clec-
t-rbillCThigltal computer that is designed to direct a sentience of
operations, interpret coded instructions, and initiate proper
commands to the computer circuits. It is Part of the central
processing unit.

COyeorage. The main or integral memory of a computer. The
word comes from the verysrall donut shaped iron cores which, at
one time , were the most vieely ns,-0 f lrm of rerory. Yowadays
other, solid state, devices are ofte,- used ns mair remor"--hut
may still he mistahenlv called core memory.

Cybernetics. The study or control and communication in mnn
Ahe name of Yorbert Iiener is most often asecia±0C

with the developrent of t' is field.
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tetailed information such as facts, numbers, or quantities
used to SOIVQ sonic' problem or reach some conclusion. information
to he processed by a computer program.

col nrehensive collectiwi of libraries of data. VOr
example, one line of an invoice may Corm an item, a complete Ml-
voice may Corm a record, a complete set of such records may form a
file, the collection of inventory control files may form r. li-
hrary, and the lihrnries used hy an organization are Friown as its
:lata banh. The term is often associated with a collection of
information about people, and the possible misuse of computers.

yata preparation. The process of orranizin information and
storing ifin a form that can he innut to the computer.

nata processing. '!'he execution of a systematic sequence of oper-
a-tions ner ormed unon data. (!zYnonvmous with 'information pro-
cessing").

"chug,. To remove all malfunctions or mistal-es from a device, or,
more usually, from a Program.

jgi_talcornuter. (1) computer in which discrete representation
or data is rain]; used. (?) A computer that operates on discrete
data 1'" performing aiithmetic and topic processes on these data.
(('ontrast "analcg computer").

Hgiti:e. To render a continuous or analogue representation of a
7.1iriale into a discrete or digital form.

bisect access. '1TP 31-lilt" to read or writ:, information at any
'1-,.:)cai-TO-111-tlin a storae device in a nearly constant amount of
time. .1 computer's main memory is usually a direct access
itorage device. ^ mapnetic dish is another example of a direct
acces-. s torape device.

storage. 1 storage device that uses magnetic recording on
Flat'rotating disls. It is a direct access storage device.

rapidly rotating cylinder, the surface of which is coated
v:On a magnetic material on information is stored in the
,-orm of small magnetized snots. It is an example of a direct
access storage device.

Ctron ic dirit al computer.
r-('!;c:nted in digital f7rm.

computer in which data is rep-

lxecntion_time. That period of time while a program' is in execu-
tion. Also the total time reoui red to execute an entire program.

1:,edhacF. means of automatic control in which the actual state
cl-a-hcoss is vioasured and used to obtain a quantity that mod-
if es tbe input in order to initiate the activity of the control
system.

ile. collection of related records treated as a unit. For



OP line pf an invoice may Corr an item, a complet;,
invoice mav Corm a record, a complete set of such records may
form a file, the collection of inventory control files may form' a

library, and the lihraries used hy an orpani7ation are lnown as
its data haul..

Lirstgenerationcorputer. comnnters whose circuitry depended
upon vacuum tul,es, The vacuinn tuhe era ended ahout

105, when transistorized computers beean to he produced.

riol.chart. chart consistinf, of various flow diapram ,veil ols
uch as arrows, rectangular boxes, circles, and other synhols used
to tiranhically represent a nrocedure or natter!) of computation
to solve a particolar nrohlem.

MPTP.A`r. computer lanpruafTe designed rainIv for propramminp
annlications. The initial PnIZTPV 1-as develoned Iv

durine l'17)7-7. It is still one or ti,e most tide]" used
comelier lan,,nages (i.e., procedure-level lang'uag'es).

Faidware. The electrical, clectrOnic, magnetic and mechanical
devices or components of a corputer. Typically one speal:s or
a corputor syster as consisting of hardware and software,
I ardware includes the l/n devices, the central nrocessinp unit,
main rerorv, and the nerieleral devices slid' as auxiliary qlora,,e
devices.

I'ouristic. Trial-and-error rethod of tact ing a nrohlem, as
pn3)rs,--to the alporithric :eproach. 'Iany of the prohlers used

the Hold of artificial intellioence are heuristic pronrars.

f'ot lc'r i ti. character. sec alphanumeric character. l'erman 1011critl.
of Pune' er process s nf, (and in

particular, in tle processing of CA., ir°n census data).

Information. !r reference to cooploor!:, information is the re
yc rflla. inc. can t1'i0 or it as anvthinn tlat can i e co(loci or
rcrro;orto*' lisinp the claracter sct one ha,. a-,aikOle.

Inforr:ition retrieval. ' brane'- of cni"n'iter sciences relating' t,

i1 -,--tejeTii-U-05-TO-r-s-torinc, and searcl'ine larfe or seeeiric guar-
tilies or inforriation.

Trent. in rormation a col-renter system's elements receive
ri-rutsi,le comp,,ter

f/n. Ieeet (1/nr nutplit

IP) device. unit t' at accents new data, sends it into tie
crf,reter for processiiT tirnut), receives the results from the
computer, and converts them into a usable form. (output)

Instruction. A coded nroc'rnr' step in a nrograrrinp lanfutape, sncl
as in :1 i'';10,1 'e, aot-Iller, or corniler language.



1rterface. "I'Q point of contact hetween different systems or
parts of the sane system. rne or the most important aspects of
the field of corenter science is the man-machine interface prohleri.

l'e letter is used to represent the run.,rer
10

which 1(1?1,

Tle H:-.0 of a computer's remore is Stled in terms of a Mao
H..r of or eords or 'Ivles. a computer memory miyht
le 1 or °r Ards, while a large computer memory mipht he °(,r or
12`,- ,:nrds.., or more.

:evhoord terminal. electric-tynewriter-life computer 1/r device.

revreecl-. teyhoard device for runchinp holes in cards.

erinter. A nrirror 1There an entire lino of characters is
composed and determined within the device prior to nrintiny. Thus

a lire is printed nearly simultaneously; speeds of 30n-18()(
line nor minute are common, as are line leneths of 8n to 332

characters.

loop. The repetitinns execution of a series of instructions caused
IvTaving the last instruction in the series return the machine to
tlx, first ipstrnction in the same series.

-aehine lanpuage, or instruction set that a computer
"understand" or he ahle to perform.

'elypstic. corr. A data storape device based on the use of a highly
Thi.:-Ioss material, canahle of assuminp two or more

discrete states of magnetization. Sce corestorapo.

flit circular elate with a magnetic surface
on 1-,-Tic1' data can he stored by selective magnetization of portions
of the slirface. It is considered to he a random access storage
device.

':iVnet drum. A data stnrape device usinp magnetized spots on a
.

mlenetic rotating Ornm; permits quasi-random medium-speed access
to any Part of its surface.

-flepetic inl character recognition. ( "ire') The machine recognition
of characters int. (Contrast with O('r!).
standard application of ''Tat' is on checks.

7apnetic.tape. ' device for storing dipital or analogue data in the
fon' or rapnetieed areas or a tans of plastic coated with maynet:c
iron oxide. centrally considered to he a sequential access storage
device.

-cap tire to fai'!ure. The average length of tire' for which the
S;iSteig-,-Wr-ae-6-17P-oYent of the system, works without fault.

-emorv. computer's storage device.

-emery location. *cse stcLralie location.

'icrosecond. (Inc-millionth of a second. small or medium
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scale modern computer car add two nnwher in a fel

'illisecond. one-thonsandth of a ."cond. of
Storape device,: ttl'eir access timel i osnallv 1.:0,-,nred in

cnitor. nrogram to snrervise the proper seuuencipp of pro.
tass by the corrnter. it is an example or comnuter

software, and is often called an operating system.

Nanosecond. tine thousand -millionth of a second (i.e., a 1.11liontli
oT-a second) . , very fast , modern computer can add two numnr!,

than 100 nanos,,conds.

analvSiS. hranch of mathematics in

.11umerical procedures needed to solve "atiemati,11
;IVO Oninn('l'inl. type nrohlems of a compnter.

nrerical control. ' means of controllinp mac1 ino toolS
;(,'/-y-rccli-Sallf.1 control circuitry, co that the motions ( r

tool will respond to diniial coded ipstrnctions on tape.

nrP. character recopnition. "nchine identification or
rrinled characters throuph use of li)'ht-sensitive devices. (lort.1
with IrP).

°n Lino. r on syster mar le (10f1 7ied ns one in wlict,
inrint 'data enter the computer directly from their poiat of ori, in
and/or output data are transmitted directly to 1-ere they are
used. The intermediate stapes sire!' as runchinp data onto card
or paper tape, writinp mapnetic tape, or off-line priLltinp,
forp.cly avoided.

mayl reader. An input device that reads nraph i t r 1 an
cards or pages.

!nformation wIlich a commuter systems transmits via NH
output device such as a terminal, line printer, card punch.

PeriPheral ennipment. Ancillary devices tinder the control of tie
central processor, eg. magnetic tape units, printers, or card
readers.

computer lannage designed for programminp hntt soler
tific and commercial applications. one of the more modern
compiler languages.

Process control. t'se of a computer syster to control a nrocess,
iirll as ti -Oi.erat ion of part of an oil refinery.

Program. t set of coded instructions to direct a comnnter te
ne-r-fbr.r, a desired set of operations. (;ererallv a propran is
designed to solve a narticular type of rro1,1er or arry out a

specified tasl.

Programmer. 1 person who prepares programs. TYat is, a person



who nrePares nroblem solving procedures and flow charts and who
l'Iay also write and de-hug programs.

ran,. A 111 rare of connote r programs; tact' program
lil)rary is designed to solve a c(-rt air] type (class) of

r n !

!Troth ar0. Thin cardc on t!hih digits arc represented by holes
in -;eloctod locations for storing data.

l'unhed tape. A naner or plastic tone in which holes are punched
try sr;Cas-a digital storage device.

2urcedcard. ) card punched with a Pattern of holes to represent
jnti.' i\ punch card is the same card before it is punched. In

both cases the card is freouently called an 113' card and occasion-
ally is called a Pollerith card.)

Pandom,access. Access to data storage in which the position from
iP4Wrnation is to be obtained is not dependent on the lo-

cation of the previous information, c.f. as on magnetic drums,
disks, or cores. The tire required to access a piece of infor-
mation is nearly constant (nearly independent of the location or
the information).

real-time computer system may he defined as one that
cor'tro1s an environment bv receiving data, processing them and
returning the results sufficiently ouictly to affect the func-
tioning of the environment at that time. Generally this means
that the computer responds to the situation in a quite short
Period of tire.

Pecor. !N group of related items (i.e., a group of related pieces
roi-TdnTormation) 2ecords arc, in turn, grouped together to form
files.

I' mote terminal. A device for communicating with comnuters from
'S-i-ti,-0T-CVoro physically separated from the computer, and
usually di stint. enough so that communications facilities such as
telephone lines are used rather than direct cables.

lesponse time. This is the time the system tat-es to react to a
given input. lf a message is 1.eyed into a terminal y an operator
and the reply from the computer, when it comes, is typed at the
same terminal, response tines may he defined as the time interval
h,etween the operator pressing the last 1.ev and the terminal typing
the Cirst letter of the reply. Uor different tynes of terminal,
response tire may he defined similarly. It is the interval between
an event and the system's response to the event.

lenerat ion computers. A computer belonging to the second era
or teclIn6logiT:ifidevelopment of computers when the transistor re-
placed the vacuum tube. These were prominent from 1259 to 1961,
and were displaced by computers using integrated circuitry and
large scale integrated circuitry.
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.0(111P111)01.NeCeSS. A nrocess eon.-ists of rendiny or k.:ritiw,
data soriallY, and h extension, n data recordinr tat
he rend 5criallv, NS a rawietic tan(.

Hru.lat)on. The reproontatiop ni oLvsical sYst,,r.,: and phopor,
1:v computore., rn001,:, or other c-/H1Hrert. 10,0n inrorratior erlf.r.7
tho corputer to represont Inc to r'; of a ProCeqt;', th" cornnter nro-
duce; irforration that renreenfs the re,suliH7 nr the' rrOrn.

!'oftwane. Tle corrnter pre rams part of a cornuter system. 'oncrallv
divided into systems prof,rars, and annlic ntinns proprars.
tic ter most often applies to the "professionally written" gen-
eral purpose programs in a computer system, it sometimes is used
to denote any comnuter proeram.

pro!,rnr. N nropram that rust 1e translated into rachine
1an!itiaoVC:nre use. 1111s, a pronrnr 1.ritten in a Procedure
oriented lawman(' stul as l'\,Nc or c(vot yould ic called ,1 snt,m,

Prnprar,

r'-Nor` NIIY . r tillo'ro orn,00 {-( tr a1 can 1101-
1r!(.011"at. 'Corm accoP1:11 10 I() II(' connitor, , !;ticti f,n- I I r
1N1'0 :11!(1 r'NVTWIIC

Et,N.d ni.oc,rar, corpnter. ncni!Ilmir 11 an can store a pros rangy in

r,o(Irrii electronic diOtal cornut(I.

Yr! 111 rn colinvt CliaraC/ c.
comPuter's character set.

:111 r!low-nt of tie

aSSCVOlv of components united !v some form of reuk.ted
Htern-ction to forr on orpaniod T.Tnole, ll so a collation of 0p-
r:ration,: aid nrocer'ures, men and 1"ac1.inos 1ic1, an industrial
or husiness activity is carried connuter is a syster con-

of hardvare and soltoore.

-tems rrogram. The softynre for cornuter syster may ).c.
Prorams and "ystems Proprars. The '?:ters

l'roral-s include asserhlers, compilers, and monitors or
operating systems.

Teleprocessing. ' form of information hnndling in which a data
processing system utilizes telecommunication facilities.

Teyrinals. The means h of ich data are entered into the s` stern
tlilil !,-Y--Wl!ich the decisions of the s).ster are communicated to the
environment it affects. A wide variety of terminal devices have
been huilt, including tel special keyhoards, light
disnlays, cathode tuhes, therrocourles, pressure gauges and
other instrurentation, radar units, telenYnnes, and so on.

Ihird generation computers. computers which use large scale
7i0 miniaturization of components to re-

Place transistors, reduce costs, 1.:or1. foster, and increase re-
liahilitv. The third penerat.on of computers hegan about



ir,e-,;harinv. A nethod of operation in which a computer facility
"issiredhv several users concurrently.

Ihhreviation for a Teletvpev:riter hevhoard terminal.

mirnaround time. '!'ht' amount of tiro that is requi red for a
computational tasl to get from the proprammer to the computer,
onto the machine for ,xecution, and bacl to the programmer in
the form of tlIrs desired results.

1:ord. A set of characters or hits vhich is handled by the
computer circuits as a unit.

'z'ord length. The number of hits or characters in a word. nn
an 1M.'!--W-or 370 computer the word length is 32 hits. nn a
igital Lquipment Corporation PIT-10 the word length is 36

!lany minicomputers have word lcngths of 16 bits.
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Section CI AN OVERVIEW OF COMPUTERS TN EDUCATION - David Demnster

Introduction: Each year more and more schools are investing considerable
resources in the use of computers for various educational tasks. This arti-
cle presents a general overview of the many ways computers are currently
used in educational settings and what one can exnect to see in the near
future.

Much of the early work in developing comnuters was carried out by
universities and thus much of the early use of computers was in an educa-
tional environment. Usage gradually spread from high level research to
the undergraduate curriculum. By the early 1960's the use of computers
had extended down to include some high schools. This downward trend is
still continuing and is now starting to make an impact on elementary
schools. Although the educational use of comnuters lags several years be-
hind the use in other fields (business, industry, government) in terms
of breadth and depth, it will have a profound impact on education during
the next decade.

The field of educational computing can he separated into two general
areas--instructional and non-instructional. The following diagram shows
this division and the subdivisions of each major category.

Computers
.61

[Instructional Use of Computers

Computer Packaged i ; Program
Assisted 1 Programs 1! Construction
Instruction

in Education

[Non-Instructional Use of Computersi

Administrative Ancillary
Tasks Tacks

The major characteristic used (for the purposes of this article) to deter-
mine in which category a given educational task is placed is that of who
interacts directly with the commuter. If a student submits programs and/or
data to the computer and/or receives output from the computer, the the use
is considered instructional. Otherwise, it is non-instructional.

Instructional Use of Computers. The instructional uses of computers is
slowly becoming a reAlity in education. Computer facilities for students
are already quite cow,on in higher education and are becoming more common in
secondary schools. In Oregon, for example, approximately 3/4 of the high
school students attend high schools that have (at least some) instructional
computing facilities. Typically this is one or two time-shared terminals in
a school of 1000 to 2000 students. At this time facilities in elementary
schools are scarce. Because the applications of computers to instructional
problems are almost unlimited, however, the use of computers will continue
to grow.

A good way to look at instructional uses of computers is to classify
them on the basis of student knowledge required to use the comnuter. Very
little knowledge is required for certain types of commuter assisted in-
struction (CAI) or testing students with computers. Even first graders
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have been taught to interact with a computer. A good example of this is
provided by the CAI materials of Pat Suppes of Stanford University.

At a somewhat more sophisticated level we have the students using
packaged ("canned") programs (programs developed by someone else) to
solve problems and study some situation or process. In these cases the
program is supplied by "experts" and the student runs and interacts with it.

At a higher level of student knowledge we have the student actually
creating and running his own programs. Most of the current instructional
use of computers at the secondary school level is of this type.

Comouter Assisted Instruction (CAI): One can think of CAI as a delivery
system. (See Chapter V of this Handbook for a more detailed discussion of
CAI.) It competes with books, television, movies, filmstrips, slides, video
and audio tapes, teacher lectures, etc. The typical CAI setup involves
a computer terminal hooked to a computer (often via a telephone line). The
terminal may include both audio and/or video capabilities. The key concept
is one of interaction between the student and the CAI system. This allows
both good and rapid feedback to students, and the individualization of the
learning activities. The system can keep accurate, detailed records of many
students at one time.

CAI in the past has been examined in a few major projects, such as
those at Stanford, University of Texas, and University of Illinois. In ad-
dition to such major projects there have been many small CAI projects (usu-
ally just drill and practice) that individual teachers or schools have de-
veloped. This grass-roots develoment stems from the fact that small, sim-
ple CAI systems are relatively easy to construct. Most of this activity
is under the heading of research and development. Some CAI systems have
been fairly well tested, and have proven to be competitive with other sys-
tems as far as student learning is concerned. By and large CAI has been (is)
more expensive then. traditional educational delivery systems.

Continued research and development in the field of Computer Assisted
Instruction, along with decreases in the cost. of computer hardware, are
making CAI more cost/effective. Already the estimates of the costs of
CAI in a large modern system are on the order of 51U per hour of student
usage. Although this is expensive when compared to just a textbook and a
teacher (less than 3UU per hour at the pre-college public school level) one
must keep in mind the anticipated advantages of a sound individualized pro-
gram with rapid feedback and evaluation. As the costs of CAI decrease and
the advantages of the approach are proven CAT may eventually replace cer-
tain traditional delivery systems. It is worth noting that the cost per
hour of a modern CAI system is considerably below the cost of many special
education programs for slow learners, handicapped students, etc. CAI is
already cost effective in more expensive higher education programs such as
medical schools.

Teachers and administrators need to keen an open mini concerning CAI.
They should compare and contrast it against other delivery systems when it
becomes available. Since CAI may replace and/or supplement some classroom
activities, teachers need to learn how to make effective use of this new
educational tool.
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Packaged Programs: A packaged program is a computer program which has
been nrepared by some "expert" to perform some specific task. There are
two general classes of packaged programs. They are 1) those which perform
a task for the user and 2) simulations. (See Chapter IV of this Handbook
for a more detailed discussion of these topics.)

There are a great man,r computer programs developed by "experts" to
perform tasks that "non-experts" want done but lack the ability or time to
do. For example, there are many statistical packages which perform stat-
istical procedures on a set of data, such as test scores. All the user
needs to do is to supply the data which needs to be processed. Another
example would be a package which would solve certain types of mathematical
equations. Both of these examples free the student from the "grind' work
and allow him to use the results of procedures which would otherwise he
unavailable to him.

Computer simulations are a type of packaged nrogram which allow stu-
dents to experience situations and problems not normally available in the
schools. A simulation is a computer program which usually involves sev-
eral parameters which the student can manipulate for the purpose of seeing
how the changes affect the outcome of the program. For example, a comnuter
program can simulate the process of nollution of a river. The parameters
might be the tyres of sewage, the type of treatment the sewage receives
before it is dumped into the river, the temperature of the water, and the
amount dumped into the river each day. The student has control of these
parameters and may experiment to see how they interact with one another
and affect the result. (The Huntington II project has produced such a
simulation; it is called POL(TT, and is written in BASIC.)

Computer simulations range in size and complexity from rather small,
simple ones (such as simulating the height of a bouncing ball) to large,
complex ones (such as one recently developed to simulate the buying habits
of the American consumers). The Huntington II project (Polytechnic In-
stitute of Brooklyn) is developing a sequence of excellent simulations
written in BASIC, and designed for instructional use. These are being dis-
tributed commercially by Digital Equipment Corporation.

At present there is little research about the use of packaged programs
in the curriculum. Although there are many articles expounding the advan-
tages of packaged programs, especially simulations, there is little valid
research evidence to be found in the literature. With resoect to packaged
programs there are a number of things educators need to know. 1) Do they
lead to a more rapid assimilation of "facts"? 2) Do they deepen a stu-
dent's understanding of a subject or process? 3) Do they assist students
in solving problems that were previously too difficult for them to solve?
4) Do they affect a student's attitude about a subject and/or school?
There are a host of other questions that need to be answered. Part of the
difficulty in doing the research is to separate clearly the cause-effect re-
lationship. Also, the comput so new to the curriculum that the no-
velty of using it may obscure lat. 's really happening. Another problem is
that many of the advantages cla "led !or packaged Programs lay in the area
(problem solving, attitudes and un: rstanding) in which changes are extremely
difficult to assess with present evaluative instruments.



As computers become more readily available to teachers and students.
the use of packaged programs will expand rapidly. As the use of packaged
programs expands it will be necessary for teachers to constantly re-evalu-
ate their current classroom activities to determine if the use of packaged
nrograms can aid their overall instructional program. In addition, the
goals of instruction may need to he evaluated in light of the greater
range of concepts, generalizations and procedures packaged programs make
available.

Program Construction: Program construction (programming) requires the
highest level of student knowledge about computers. (See Chapter III of
this Handbook for a more detailed discussion of ideas related to teaching
comnuter programming.) At this level the student actually has control
over what the computer does and how it goes about doing it. Computer
Programming is much more than just coding instructions in some computer
language that is acceptable to a given computer. The following steps
give a general idea as to what one needs to do in order to use a computer
to solve a specific problem.

1. Clearly define the problem.
2. Analyze the problem and determine the most feasible method of solu-

tion, keeping in mind what a computer is capable of doing.
3. Design a solution, usually in very general terms so all simi-

lar problems can also be solved with the same program or with
slight modifications.

4. Code the solution into some programming language.
S. Enter the program into the computer along with the appropriate data.
6. Debug the program for logical and syntax errors.
7. Run the Program to solve the problem.
8. Analyze the results in light of the original problem.

These steps show all the traditional aspects of problem solving with a new
dimension of using the computer.

Computer programming is often introduced into the curriculum for one of
two reasons. First, it may be the subject of study in its own right. This
may be a one term, semester, or year course taught in the science or mathe-
matics department. The major goals are to be able to program the computer
in some language and learn about how computers function. The second type of
introduction to computer programming is for the purpose of giving the students
a nowerful tool to use in the study of some subject such as science, mathe-
matQa, or business. In this aspect nrogram construction is tied directly
to some existing part of the curriculum to enhance the learning of that
subject. The "Colorado Project", a 2nd year algebra and trig course, is a
good example of this.

To be able to offer computer programming in a school it is necessary to
have 1) a teacher who can program a computer in a language which is suit-
able for students and 2) access to some computer facilities. It is possible
to "write" programs by sorting a stack of prepunched cards containing a var-
iety of commands, and then submit these programs via US mail to a computer.
This would be an example of computing using ultra-minimal facilities. Better
facilities would include a keypunch, better access to a computer, or time-



shared terminals. The most common instructional computer access now-a-
days in the public school is a time-shared terminal.

As in the case of prepackaged programs there is little research back-
ing un the claims of the enthusiasts for teaching computer nrogramming.
Two questions which are especially in need of more research are: "Are stu-
dents who have learned to program the comnuter better nrohlem solvers
when the computer is not available than those who have not learned to pro-
gram?" and "Do students learn a subject better because they have learned
to construct computer programs for the study of that subject?" Note that
we do not dispute the fact that students can be taught to program a computer,
and that this may be a useful skill in its own right.

Teachers need to examine their already crowded curriculum in light of
the anticipated advantages of problem construction to determine if pro-
gramming is worth implementing. If they decide it is worth implementing
then they need to determine how and where such implementation should take
place.

Instructional Facilities: To some extent the type of facilities available
in the school will determine the type of instructional uses to which the
computer can be put. It is necessary to understand the two general types
of facilities and what can be done on each before thes relationshin is
clear. The two general types of facilities are "batch" and "on-line".

Batch systems usually consist of a comnuter with a card reader for
input and a line printer for output. Programs are submitted to an operator
who runs the programs through the comnuter at a convenient time. The results
are returned to the user at some later time. Often there is a delay ranging
from a few minutes to several days. The facilities may be located several
miles away from the school or may he relatively close by.

Obviously the proqrammer cannot personally interact with the computer.
If there are errors in the program or changes the programmer wants to make
then he must wait and resubmit his program. The two main characteristics
of the batch system are the inability of the student to interact with the
computer directly and the rather long time between the submission of the pro-
gram and receiving the computer outnut.

"On-line" or interactive computer facilities consist of a comnuter
and some sort of terminal (connected to the comnuter) such as a teletype-wri-
ter. The computer system may be a one terminal minicomputer or a time-shared
system. A terminal usually serves as both innut and output device. It

must be located in an area where students can have access to it (such as a
classroom). However, the computer may be several miles or even hundreds of
miles away, connected to the terminal by way of a telephone hook-up. This
set-up functions as if the computer were in the same room with the users.
In the following paragraphs we shall examine batch and on-line systems
in terms of their suitability for instructional purposes.

A key consideration in a batch system is the turn-around time. That
is, how long does it take to get a program run. If it is a few minutes
or less (which is standard at some universities) the system is much more
suited to instructional use than if the turn-around time is "overnight"
or several days.
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Batch processing has been (still is) the major mode of computing at
colleges and universities. Thus most computer programmers received their
initial training in this mode, and most textbooks are written to facilitate
this. A major problem with teaching computer programming on a batch sys-
tem is that of keeping the students involved in constructive learning acti-
vities while they are waiting for the return of their programs. A "feed-
back" delay of several hours or ("vs is discouraging to most students.
Ancther problem might be the language available on the system. The
most common programming languages available for batch systems and suit-
able for students are FORTRAN and COBOL. BASIC, which is currently the
most popular for teaching students at the secondary level, is usually not
available. (Note that this need not be the case. Batch processing
BASIC systems do exist on some computers.)

Batch systems are not suitable for running computer assisted instruc
tion (CAI) packages because of the need for immediate interaction. How-
ever, batch systems are quite suited to the running of most packaged pro-
grams. Most batch computer systems have extensive libraries of packaged
programs.

If the facilities are "on-line" then all three of the instructional
uses can be implemented to some extent. However, sophisticated CAI sys-
tems require quite a bit of auxiliary storage which may or may not he
available on a given computer. Program construction requires very little
in the way of size and can be implemented as long as a suitable language
is available. Packaged programs can he used with minimum facilities also.
There may be a few packaged programs which are too large for a very small
computer, but there are still a large number which can be used.

As mentioned in the section on CAI the individual student use of a
computer terminal is expensive. A somewhat limited time-shared facility
(such as the Hewlett-Packard 2000 series) costs about $4000 per terminal
per year. The lease-purchase of a more limited system, such as a PDP-8
with one terminal will cost in the range of $2000 to $3000 per year. Few
schools can afford very many terminals. The lack of terminals creAtes prob-
lems in that students are rather slow at using the terminals. Only a
limited number of students can use one terminal in a school day. One
major task of teachers planning on implementing instructional use of compu-
ters is to assess their facilities and situation and come up with a solu-
tion to this problem.

Id ?ally, educators would determine what type of instructional compu-
ter facilities they needed on the basis of the tasks that needed to be per-
formed. Realistically, instructional computer facilities are often pro-
vided somewhat independently of clearly defined needs. In such situa-
tions the nature and the extent of the facilities determine the type of
instructional use which may be implemented rather than the use determining
the facilities. unfortunately, this situation will exist in many schools
for sometime to come.

The Computer is Coming--Eventually: The great majority of public schools
(grades K -12) in the United States have no computer facilities available
for instructional purposes. In some areas (large metropolitan areas, cer-
tain states) the situation at the secondary school level is better. In



Oregon, for example, about half of all secondary schools have some compu-
ter access. Typically this is provided via one or two timeshared (on-
line) terminals in a school. That is, even in schools that do have com-
puter access for instructional purposes, one terminal ner 500-1000 stu-
dents is common.

There are many reasons for the current paucity of computer facili-
ties in the nublic schools. Major ones include high costs, lack of adequa-
tely trained teachers to use computer facilities, and lack of approoriate
curriculum materials. We will discuss each of these briefly.

The issue of cost is a fundamental one. It was not too many years
ago that cost of timeshared computer facilities was approximately $20-$25
per hour of usage. Currently a modern timeshared system designed for stu-
dent usage could provide service at approximately $1-$3 per hour of student
use. The cost of computer hardware has been decreasing rapidly for a
number of years. Put differently, the price/performance ratio has decre-
ased ranidly, and anpears likely to continue to do so. It seems to he a
common estimate that this ratio will decrease steadily during the next
ten years. It seems to be a safe prediction that by ten years from now
almost every secondary school, will be able to afford to provide their stu-
dents with computer facilities that will be judged excellent compared to
what is available in the best of situations today.

The teacher training problem is one that will take many many years
to overcome. Currently we have relatively little insight into the level
of computer knowledge that is needed by teachers at various levels and in
various disciplines. For example, the equivalent of a bachelor's degree
in mathematics is considered desirable for the secondary school mathe-
matics teacher. How much training in computer science does this teacher
need if she is to teach computer programming or to supelement the conventional
content of her course by the use of nackaged programs?

Few states, school districts, or schools have comprehensive Plans and/or
goals for comnuter education for their teachers. Such a plan would take into
consideration in-service programs, summer programs, sabbatical year pro-
grams, etc. It would also set desirable pre-service training criteria for
new teachers. The absence of such plans in schools and districts that
have invested heavily in computer hardware is particularly distressing.
However, it is clear that considerable progress is being made. In-service
courses are regularly offered in many of the larger population areas whose
public schools have computers for instructional purposes. Pre-service mathe-
matics education majors tend to take some computing courses, even when they
are not required. A few schools, such as Illinois Institute of Technology
and the University of Oregon have established computer .z.cience education
master's degree programs. The more progressive graduate nrograms in educa-
tion are making computer education courses available to their students.

Finally let us discuss curriculum materials. A good place to look is
at the higher education level. Ten years ago there was little but some
introductory computer programming texts, and books on numerical analysis.
There was little idea as to what courses might be offered in comnuter sci-
ence, or what the content should he. Now there are many well established
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degree programs in computer science. Comprehensive curriculum plans (for
example, "Curriculum 68") have been developed and widely disseminated.
New books at all levels have been published.

It seems likely that the same thing will happen at the public school
level ;n years to come. As computer facilities and trained teachers be-
come avalable to the schools, some degree of uniformity or stability in
computers in the eerriculum will develop. Existing books k ll be revised
to take advantage of the computing facilities, and many new hooks will be
written specifically for this market. In the area of packaged programs we
can expect to see large numbers of nrograms available on the market to do
most anything needed. These will be of a higher quality than that of
those available today.

To conclude this section, we suggest that teachers and schools should
look to the future as far as computers in education are concerned. The
barriers are being overcome; the computer will arrive--eventually.

eon-Instructional Use of Computers

The non-instructional use of coruters in schools is much more preva-
lent than instructional use. Although there are exceptions to this in
higher education, there are few exceptions at the secondary or elementary
levels. The main reason for this is chat the computer hae proven itself
valuable for many non-instructional tasks; schools are more likely to
acquire computer facilities for the staff (especially administrators) use
than for students to use.

The non-instructional use of comoutcrs can he separated into two
areas--administrative and ancillary. The administrative use is concerned
with running the "business" end of the schools. The ancillary use is a
catch-all category for those uses which ,.re lOt clearly administrative nor
instructional. We will discuss both caregories (see Chapter VII for a de-
tailed discussion of administrative uses of computers.)

Administrative Tasks: The use of the computer by the administrative division
of a school system parallels the use in many modern businesses or industries.
The computer is used primarily in the operation and management of the schools.
That is, it is used to keep track of masses of detailed information, and to
produce reports that are needed on a periodic basis. It does the normal
tasks more quickly and efficiently and, therefore, is usually easy to cost
justify. The following list presents some of the ways computers are put
to use: payroll; accounts payable; generating reports for state, federal,
and local agencies; test scoring; class scheduling; attendance records;
personnel files; grade reporting; material inventory; and other normal ac-
counting routines.

Currently this is the most common use of computers in the educational
setting. Eventually one can expect that the computer will become more of a
"management information system" and more inovative applications will be ex-
nloited. For example, the commuter will he used to assist administrators
to evaluate the instructional process in the schools by providing uo-to-date
results of testing programs, use of facilities and personnel, etc.
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Having a wealth of information at his fingertips, the administrator will
be able to make his decisions from a sound data base, and thus make better
decisions regarding the planning, implementing, and evaluation of high
quality education.

Ancillary Tasks: There are several uses of the computer which are not in-
structional (the student does not interact with the computer) and not admin-
istrative (an administrator is not involved). rxamnles of such ancillary
uses include teachers using the computer to helm in the management of in-
struction, counselors using the computer to assist students in making deci-
sions, and librarians using the computer to assist students in research. In
these cases the computer is used to support the personnel of a school who
are in direct contact with the students. We will briefly discuss each of
the three examples mentioned to provide more insight into the general area of
ancillary uses of the computer.

CMI (Computer Managed Instruction) can be thought of as an automated
teacher aide. (See Chapter VI for a detailed discussion of this topic.)
There are a variety of CMI systems doing many different tasks in sunnort of
the teacher. In one system, the teacher uses it to store and retrieve in-
formation regarding some specific student or group of students. For examnle,
the teacher may want to keep track of each student's progress in a reading
Program, what his test scores were for that year, what units he should study
next, and how fast his progress has keen. Along the same lines, it is
possible to have a system correct and process a diagnostic test and print
out a list of suggested goals for that student based on her test results,
and print out a list of suggested references for her to study. In this age
of stressing individual differences and individualized instruction the use
of computer managed instruction is apt to grow very rapidly.

There are many new ideas regarding the/use of computers to assist coun-
selors. Two examples which are currently being tried out are 1) using
the tremendous storage capacity and the speed at which information can he
searched and sorted to assist counselors in helping a student find the most
appropriate college or trade school or select a possible career area, and
2) using the computer to handle student records so that the counselor can
keep track of a large number of students with a speed and precision which
would otherwise no be possible. These two ideas by no means exhaust the
uses currently being tried out, but they are representative of the efforts.

The use of the computer by librarians to assist students in research
is a new area of computer application in the schools but is not without
precedent in other fields. There are several rather large projects in the
process of storing large amounts of information in computer files so that
search for certain groups of items can he done by a computer program. One
such project (the ERIC system--see the section on information retrieval in
this Handbook) attempts to store information regarding educational articles
puhlished each month in such a way that one can ask for a list of all the
pertinent literature on a specific topic (such as primary level individuali-
zed reading programs) and receive a listing of relevant publications and/or
abstracts of them. This can provide a research service that cannot he
duplicated by hand unless one has access to a rather large college or
university library and a lot of heln. Similar systems are possible for
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libraries, but it will he some time before it will happen.

Although these tasks are currently classified as ancillary, they
are very closely related to instructional use. The only major difference
is that currently the data received from the computer is not given to the
student directly. It first goes to some staff member who in turn gives it
to the student. In the future we may reclassify these tasks as instruc-
tional because the information will he given directly to the student.

The ancillary uses of computers is receiving more attention in the
last couple of years and should be exoected to grow rapidly. One reason
for this is that the equipment necessary for many of the uses already
exists in the administrative offices of the school. It is relatively easy
in many cases to extend the user base to include the school's teachers.
Extending the base to allow large numbers of students to use the system is
more difficult.

Conclusion: Realistically, there are no clear lines dividing the many ways
computers can be used in schools. The criteria used in separating one area
from another was somewhat arbitrary, but convenient for purposes of explana-
tion-. The whole field forms more of a continum ranging from the most
business-like administrative use to the students learning computer program-
ming. A given task may lie in several areas at one time. For example, stu-
dents could he tested with a computer on some aspects of the curriculum
and the results given to 1) administrators so they cculd make long range
plans regarding curriculum; 2) teachers so they could plan classroom acti-
vities to fit the class or student; 3) students so they could make more real-
istic decisions regarding their choice of classes; and 4) counselors so they
may assist students in planning their post high school experiences. As the
use of the computer becomes more widesnread we can exnect many similar
applications to be developed and implemented.

As mentioned before, there is a lark of much valid research concerning
the use of the computer for certain tasks. However, the lack of research
it sunnott of computers does not mean that the ideas are invalid. On the
contrary, there is a large body of "opinion" that supports the use of com-
puters. The problem seems to lie in the newness of computers in educational
settinas and the difficulty in generating objective research data concerning
the results of using computers. Slowly this void will be filled, but, like
many ideas in education, it takes a considerable amount of time.

The use of the computer in education will continue to grow and influence
the public school curriculum and administration.

1. Allen and Bushnell, D., editors. The Computer in American Education.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1967.

2. curriculum 63: Recommendations for Academic Programs in Computer Sci-
ence. Communications of the Association for Computing Machinery, Vol. 11,
#3 (1168).

1. Spencer, Donald D. The "omr,uter Goes to school. Association for Educa-
tional Data Systems CAMS) Journal, Vol. 4, #1 (1970) pp 3-31.
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SECTInN D: osr cwrurPs I Y VDPCATION?

David Moursund

Introduction This article could he a long, involved discussion
or pillosopTlical questions related to education as a whole, and
the role computers can play in the entire nrocess. Previous
attempts by this author to write such an article have been
"destroyed" by his colleagues. Thus, in this article we shall
restrict our attention to a few of the essential ideas and
"self-evident" truths. The result will he a relatively short
discussion of a few of the key asnects of using computers in
education.

Computers in Society At the current time, there are over
inojwo computers in existence in the United States. With the
rapid development of mini-computers in the past few years
this. total number is, perhaps, a misleading figure. Mini-
computers, costing in the range of S3,noo-$30,ono, arc being
mass-produced. These machines are small in price and physical
size, but can carry out several hundred thousand arithmetic
operations per second. The era of the "micro-computer" is
just now beginning. A single large scale integrated circuit
(one chip, costing well under Sinn) can he produced which
contains all of the circuitry for the central processing unit
for a computer. This same technology has produced the
o-inn electronic desk and pocket calculators which are now

readily available. We can expect to see many millions of
micro-computers produced in the next decade. For example, it
seems likely that every new car will contain one or more
microcomputers, and that such circuitry may become common
in TV tuners.

At the larger computer end of the scale we all accept
the fact that computers are already widely used in business,
government, and industry. Increased usage in all of these
areas is to he expected. The use of computers in automation
is really just beginning, and will havea profound impact upon
our society. Zenith, for example, recently built an automated
TV chassis production line in Chicago. Much of the operation
is controlled by minicomputers. This one assembly line can
produce about 2 million TV chassis per year, and uses about
l/20 the labor that would previously have been needed.

The main point is, computers are already widely used in
the United States and are having a significant impact upon
our society. But the proliferation of computers is just
beginning! Much of the early development of computers was
done in university research centers, and many early computers
were used sold.' for research and instruction. nverall,
however, the usage of computers in business and government
has grown more rapidly than in education. The remaining
sections of this article discuss the general issue of why
one should (or sholdn't) use computers in education.



SS Iliviters in School Administration Education is a large
business, consuming a ii-ifiCant fraction of the country's
total productivity. In many ways the school administrator
is like a businessman (perhaps one operating in a regulated
monopoly?). Schools and school systems have income and
expenses, budgets to balance, records to keep, reports to
generate, etc. In general, computers are used in business
and government when they are cost effective, taking into
consideration the quality and quantity of work to he done.
The same ideas should hold for the use of computers as an
aid to school administrators.

The key concept here is that one is considering a
change -- either from not using a computer to using a computer,
or a change of adding or deleting computer facilities. There
are well defined, logical ways to attack this decision-
making problem (whether to start using computers, use them
more, use them less). One first gets a clear understanding
of the information processing tasks to he performed. One
studies whether they are currently being performed adequately,
whether they should he performed, etc. One estimates as
carefully as possible the costs of performing these tasks
by alternative schemes. If it turns out that an information
processing task which a school wants done can he done more
cheaply by computer, then the school should probably move
in that direction.

To conclude this section, it seems evident that more
and more electronic data processing equipment will he used in
the administrative aspects of running schools. This will
range from SSO electronic desk calculators to $5,000 elec-
tronic accounting machines to 55fl0,000 computer systems.
The decision in each case should he based upon a study
appropriate to size of the problem and the amount of money
one is considering spending. The increasing information
processing demands being placed upon administrators, plus
the decreasing cost of electronic data processing equipment,
point to an inevitable increase in the use of such equipment
in education.

TeachingUsin Computers One can consider computers as
an educatiOiia media device. As such computers must compete
with teachers, hooks, video recorders, movie projectors, tape
recorders, etc. The competition is essentially in the area
of cost effectiveness. For a given amount of money, we would
like the instructional program to be as effective as possible.

It is worth noting that we do not yet have good insight
(flood instruments to measure) what makes an effective instruc-
tional program. This makes it difficult to predict whether
or not a program will he improved by buying an extra movie
projector, adopting a new textbook series, or adding a
curriculum specialist. It also means that any change from
the status quo (such as beginning to use a computer in the
curriculum) is hard to "scientifically" justify. Of course,



some research has been done on the effectiveness of computers
as a teaching device. The area of computer assisted instruc-
tion has received considerable attention. In general, the
results have suggested that CAT is about as effective as other
teaching devices (such as teachers). In certain situations
(such as with remedial students) CAT tends to he more effective
than in other situations (such as with supetior students).
In any event, relatively little research has been done compared
to what will he done in the future--and compared to what
should be done before any large scale introduction of computers
as a major instructional device in our schools.

Several key points are worth making, however, First,
the cost of computer hardware continues to decrease (while
teachers' salaries increase). The knowledge, understanding
and computer software needed for making effective instruc-
tional use of computers continues to increase or improve.
Research into the effectiveness of instructional use of
computers continues to go on.

Added to the above points is the fact that computers are
uniquely qualified for certain aspects of an instructional
program. An interactive computer simulation program can be
the basis for training an astronaut to pilot a rocket ship
or a lunar module. A computer model of an environment,
economy, or business can serve as the basis for interactive
experimentation into aspects of the real world that are
closed to most students. In many such instructional
siutations, the cost of computer facilities is no longer
the dominant factor. That is, the computer is cost effective
in a number of special instructional situations.

To conclude this section, we reneat that a computer is
a media device. A computer's unique characteristics make it
more desirable or more suitable in some situations than other
educational media devices. Over the long run one can expect
that computers will prove to he cost effective in an in-
.'reasing range of instructional situations. Tn particular,
computer assisted instruction will eventually have a signi-
ficant impact upon education, and computer managed instruc-
tion will prohahly become common.

Teaching About Computers In the earlier section on Computers
i-ETocle-ty, we indiC-aTFil that computers are widely used cur-
rently, and that their use will continue to expand rapidly.
One generally accepted goal of education is to prepare students
to cope with the current (and rapidly changing) real world.
Computers are a fact of life! Thus, computers should he a
topic of study in a modern educational system. We shall dis-
cOss briefly three possible aspects of teaching about com-
puters.

Computer literacy, computer appreciation, or computer
concepts, are all titles for a course of instruction designed
to acquaint the student with capabilities, limitations, and
implications of computers. Such courses have been available



in some colleges and universities for nearly a decade. In the
past three years a half-dozen good new textbooks, at the
college freshman level, have been puhlished. But such courses
have been slow to reach into the public schools. They require
trained teachers, texts, and equipment that tend not to be
available in most schools. The 1972 report "Recommendations
Regarding Computers in High School Education" prepared by the
Conference Board of the Mathematical Sciences Committee on
Computer Education recommended that a computer literacy
course become part of the regular course offerings at the
junior high school level.

Another aspect of teaching about computers is to teach
the role, nature, and use of packaged (canned) computer
programs. Quite a hit of what we teach (particularly in
math and the sciences) is of a how-to-do-it nature. Thus
we teach students to solve a certain type of equation, or
to balance a proposed chemical reaction. The how-todo-it
parts of our educational system can, to a large extent, be
stored in a computer program in a manner so that the computer
can actually "do-it". Thus a computer can solve a com-
plicated equation cheaper, faster, more accurately, than a
person. (Some electronic desk calculators can compute the
square root of a number as readily, and nearly as rapidly,
as they can multiply two numbers.) Students need to learn
to use such capability! Their education should build upon
such machine capability--not compete against it.

Finally, we shall mention briefly the field of computer
programming. With the continued proliferation of computers
it is clear that some people will need to know how to program
computers. At this stage of the development of the field of
computer science, it isn't clear what percentage of students
should learn how to write computer programs, or what degree
of skill they should he expected to acquire. Some educators
hold that computer programming is a suitable topic for the
grade school, and that all students should learn to write
programs. Others argue that a major sense of direction of
computer science is to make a computer solve their problems
without having to write programs. (Here the idea is that
one uses packaged programs: someday it might he possible to
just type in ones problem to a computer, and expect the com-
puter to select and appropriate program for its solution,
and solve the problem.) In any case, learning how to write
computer programs seems to he one good way to gain some
computer literacy.

Conclusion There is considerable justification to some
-cii-ritTil-Ses of computers in education, and to expanded use
of computers. Uses of computers in school admininstration
should he justified on a cost effectiveness basis. Similarly,
use of computers as an educational media device should he
justified mainly on a cost effectiveness basis. (An exception
here is that computers are uniqualy qualified for use in certain
instructional situations.) The computer is having a profound
impact upon our society, and upon almost all areas of human in-
tellectual endeavor. Because of this, computers should he the object
of study in our schools.
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Oivision of Instructional Systems of the School District of
Philadelphia
1.ajmen's Guide to the Use of Computers

Educati-OnaTTfaTaystems, Washington, D.C.,
64 pp.

Although the title of this publication does not indicate
an emphasis on educational uses of computers, a brief exam-
ination of the sections reveals that section five, "Uses of
Computers in Education," occupies a full two-thirds of the
text material. As is stated in the preface:

The emphasis of this guide is on instructional applica-
tions, showing how computers are now being used and can
continue to be used to help in the educational process.
It is designed to provide teachers, administrators, school
hoard members, and parents with an introduction to some
basic principles in data processing and to present an
overview of the use of computers in instruction.

After a brief introduction dealing with reasons for inclfl-
ding computers in the educational curriculum, several pages
are devoted to the historical perspective and development of
computers. Beginning with number systems, the abacus, and
elementary calculators, the concert of computers is developed
to an elementary understanding of the functions of l/p devices,
the central processing unit, and the concept of storage.

Section T[t goes into more detail of the components of a

computer and related peripheral equipment such as punched cards,
magnetic tape, core storage, registers, arithmetic and logical
operations, and a variety of output devices. Section IV de-
scribes the methods of writing and need for languages for a
computer. Examples are given of machine language, assembly
I anguage, and FORTRAN.

Section V deals with the uses of computers in education
md is broken down into twelve. areas. Each area offers not
wily general goals, definitions, and objectives, but also spe-
cific examples and applications. '[he twelve areas considered
are: I) the computer as an administrative aid, 2) the com-
puter as an aid to educational research, 3) time sharing, 4)
the computer as a subject of instruction, 5) the computer as
Dili instructional aid, 6) computer assisted instruction, 7) pro-
4rammed instruction and its relation to CAI, 8) computer man-

instruction, 9) simulation (including examples of four
educational games: the Sumerian game, the Sierra Leone De-
velopment game, the Free Enterprise game, and the Consumer
ame1, 1(1) counseling, 11) other projects, and 12) the future

ef computers in education.

eLi .

An eight page glossary of computer terminology is inc.ud-

Stewart C. Weimer
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R. W. Hamming
Intellectual Implications of The Commuter Revolution
American Mathematical Monthly V. 70, n 1, (1063)

The "energy crisis" is causing us to seriously consider the role of
the automotive industry in our lives. We are finding that the effects
are much more far-reaching than most of us imagined. Our culture lives
and thinks in terms of automobiles. Prior to the "crisis", only a few
intellectual prospectors bothered to explore these motorized ramifica-
tions.

Let's now turn to the computer for a moment. Is there a possibility
that it has or will have a far greater influence in our lives than auto-
mobiles? The influence can undoubtedly he good, but is it all going to
he good? What kind of crisis would (will?!) cause the man on the street
to examine his life in light of the computer revolution? Educators had
better examine some of these questions before they aet their tails caught
in some steamroller crisis. Computers can usher in an exciting new way
to think and live or they can usher in a frightening new master-slave re-
lationship. Hamming's article should encourage us to keep our tails
well ahead of the steamroller:

"The Industrial Revolution effectively released man From
being a beast of burden; the computer revolution will similarly
release him from slavery to dull, repetitive routine."

"It is a common observation that a change of an order of
magnitude in a technology produced fundamentally new effects."

"Automobiles are used at speeds about one order of magni-
tude faster than a horse and wagon. Each of these has nroducerl
whole new effects; ..."

"These are the bases of the computer revolution; at least
six orders of magnitude increase in sneed, at least three orders
of magnitude decrease in cost, and an increase in reliability
which makes practical comnutations involving billions of arith-
metical operations."

"It is as if suddenly automobiles now cost two or three
dollars, houses twenty to sixty dollars. And the changes in
the computer technology are still going on!"

"Think, then, of the six orders of magnitude in speed and
the three in cost, and the new effects they will produce."

Ron rdelman
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Alspaugh, John W.
Utilization of Computing and Data Processing in Education
(learinghouse, Vol.. 43 (April 1960)
Pages 455-457

The use of computers and data processing equipment in education may
he placed into three general categories: 1) computer-assisted instruction,
:1 computing in support of instruction, and 3) computing and data proces-
sing in support of educational administration.

Computer-assisted instruction is usually considered to he an advanced
torm of programmed instruction using the computer for control. The spec-
ial type of equipment needed for CAI is quite expensive, trained personnel
are required to operate this equipment, and computer programs are expensive
and time consuming to write. There are many engineering problems to he
solved for the system to be efficient. There is also little evidence to
indicate that CAI will reduce the number of required professional person-
nel. CAI is still in developmental stages and needs extensive research
before it emerges from the laboratory and becomes a feasible approach to
teaching students in the public schools.

Computing in support of instruction is concerned with the direct
support of the teacher and students in the classroom but does not itself
carry out any instructional nrocess. The computing equipment can he used
to grade, analyze, and record test results, to develop data banks of infor-
mation about each student, to provide a laboratory device to solve many
problems in mathematics and science, and to provide laboratory equipment
for vocational courses.

Computing and data processing in support of educational administra-
tion is concerned with registration and reporting of grades, attendance
accounting, payrolls, and financial accounting.

A thorough study of the clerical processes and records necessary for
educational administration must be made before setting up a system for
educational data processing. A systems study enables the district to
eliminate duplication and provide more comprehensive and efficient sys-
tems. A computer allows a school to carry out routine information proces-
:;ing with faster speed and accuracy. Two obstacles have prevented more
wideseread use of computers in educational administrative data processing:
1) cost, and 2) lack of adequately prepared educators to plan and supervise
the data processing activities.

There are three general approaches for obtaining computing and data
i:,roceiril services in a public school. They are: 1) contracting with an
outside agency to provide computing time, programming support, and consult-
ing services, 2) establishing their own computing and data processing cen-
ter and 3) getting a group of schools to work together in setting up a
regional. data processing center or a statewide system coordinated by a
state agency.

Hoeger
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Blackwell, F. W.
The Probable State of Computer Technoloay_hy19801 With Some Imlications_
for Education
Journal of Educational Data Processing, Pall 1971/72

It is very unlikely that many of the innovative leaps in the comouter
industry development could have been predicted in advance. Similarily,
although today's computer technology suffices for many needs in education
today, changing computer technology of the 1970s will have real implica-
tions for education in the 1980s. The greater variety of systems, lang-
uages and data files will provide expanded uses in many facets of educa-
tion and small general purpose electronic commuters, mini commuters,
should be common place in another decade. By 1980 they should cost no
more than $2000 as against $20,000 today.

It is easy to imagine a 1980 student; spending part of each school day
with a mini computer. It will be used for tutorial work, drills, listing
and simulation. Teachers and administrators will find management and
record keeping chores handled nicely by the mini computer.

Powerful software (language) is likely to develop. Software will
handle very large memories and many levels of interrupts. The use of com-
puters with simple languages will he routinely taught in secondary schools.
The 1080s should see thousands of computer tiro -trams es readily available
as library books are today. Many applications will be in education.

These advances will permit computers to be brought directly to admin-
istrators, teachers, and students. If costs go down there will be equal
computer opportunity for all the nation's schools. 'The infusion of all
of these new ideas into the field of education is a very exciting prospect.
Many political problems will have to be overcome, including the present
lack of acceptance of computers at all levels of education, but willing
ness of those holding the purse strings to try new ideas in education,
should insure that at least some of the new computer technology will he
used."

Ray Korb

4
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CODE, Ronald L.
An Administrator's Guide to Computers

College Management, October, 1972,
Pages 12-14

This excellent introductory article, although written primarily for
college administrators, discusses issues and offers tips that can be of
great help to any school administrator.

The article is divided into two sections. The first section offers
an interesting classification of computer facilities. Code's categories
are as follows:

(1) Ownership
a. College owned, leased or rented
b. Jointly owned with other colleges
c. Not owned; services purchased

(2) Mode of operation
a. Batch processing
b. Interactive
c. Both batch and interactive

(3) Control
a. Managed for the entire college
b. Under control of one department

(4) Application
a. Administrative Data Processing
b. Teaching programming
c. Integrated with non-coputer courses

The author explains each of these areas, and comments on each. This
classification scheme can easily be modified to meet the needs of a pub-
lic school administrator, and could prove a useful partial taxonomy of
issues to be considered in joining or setting up a computer system.

The second part of the article suggests a coordinated plan for estab-
lishing and maintaining a viable and valuable computer program for the
entire college. Code discusses such important issues as how to develop a
procedure for faculty training, and how to involve faculty in a planning
group.

The article is an introduction to the administration of computer pro-
grams designed to grow with, and serve, the entire school. It is not de-
tailed nor technical, but rather intended to offer some important consid-
erations, and suggest some directions.

Ken Bierly
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Dieterich,

Magical, Mvstical, Mechanical Schoolmaster; or, the Comnuter in the
rnglish Classroom
English Journal,Vol. 61, (December 1972)
Pages 1388-1395

There seem to he only two kinds of comments by teachers about CAI:
very good or very had. The people who swear by it note the individuali-
zation, the remedial or extra work it can branch to, the excitement child-
ren experience using terminals, even for drill and even for slow learners,
and the freedom it gives the teacher from routine chores.

But the others see CAI as a threat to their jobs, something that will
"destroy the teaching profession as presently practiced,... impose value
systems often at variance with those traditionally revered", and a system
in which all students resnond identically and which can he used to gain
"control of the mind of a nation." They wonder about teacher training in
computers, how often the students will have personal contact with teach-
ers, and interdependence and uniformity. They even wonder whether it
will handicap or ignore poor students and whether "home computer con-
soles might have a marked effect on the quality of life."

Following Dieterich's article are 13 brief abstracts of ERIC Docu-
ments: 1) World Conference on Computer Education 2) The Computer in
Education--EDEA 3) Bibliography of Programmed Instruction and Computer
Assisted Instruction 4) Computers in the Classroom 5) The Possible Useful-
ness of Poetry Generation 6) Variable Modular Scheduling Via Computer,
Developed by Stanford University and Educational Co-ordinates, Inc.
7) A Methodology to Achieve Secure Administration of English Comprehen-
sion Level Tests--Phase 1. Final Report 8) Drill and Practice in CAI
Spelling: Word Ratings and Instructional Treatment. Project Interim
Report Number 1 9) The Edison REsponsive Environment Learning System,
or the Talking Typewriter. Developed by Thomas A. Edison Laboratory, a
Subsidiary of McGraw Edison Company. 10) Cost and Performance of
Computer Assisted instruction for Education of Disadvantaged Children
ll) Teacher's Handbook for CAI Courses--by Patrick Suppes and others.
12) Preparing for Computer Assisted Instruction and 13) The CAI
Author/Instructor. An Introduction and Guide to the Independent Prepara-
tion of Computer Administered Instructional Materials in the Conversational
Modc.

Marlyn 3. Kern



TACK ON, Philip W.
The Teacher and the Machine
!tureen Mann Lecture, 190 at universlly
of Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh Press

This essay is divided into three assertions: 1) that changes in the
teacher's work resulting from the growth of educational technology will
not be as dramatic, and will not occur as rapidly, as many head-line-
making predictions would have us believe; 2) that several of the educa-
tional benefits alleged to accompany technological change will either
fail to materialize or, at best, will be mixed in benefits; 3) that al-
though the expanded use of machines in the classroom poses some problems
for educators, a more fundamental question concerns the extent to which
a mechanistic ideology should be allowed to permeate our view of the
educational process.

The author argues that many other mechanical teaching devices such
as airborne television and instructional films have been heralded as
dramatic break-throughs in education. Although it is foolhardy to coun-
ter one set of predictions with another, since future events have a way
of eluding prior description, there is some reason to suspect that many
of the bolder forecasts concerning technological change which involves
computers in education will not he fulfilled.

The avowed goal of the machine promoters is not to displace teachers
but rather to help them do their jobs more effectively. The essay dis-
cusses why teachers are not very open to technological change.

(Avon the pressures from government and industry urging educators to
experiment with newer technological devices, there will inevitable be
more widespread use of computers. But widespread adoption does not nec-
essarily mean penetration into a significant number of classrooms. There
are Loth strong and weak points in using computers as instructional aids.
Much more concern will need to be given to the process by which people are
treated mechanically and the educational problem of how to create and
meintain a humane environment in our schools.

Ron Boys
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Molnar, R.

Critical Issues in Computer-Based Learning
Educational Technology V. 11, n fl, (August 1071) pp. 60-64

Computer-based learning, as a classroom tool, is most widely Found
in colleges where 70 per cent of all college students are enrolled at
schools having some computer instruction available. However, this
Percentage drops to 14 ner cent when applied to secondary schools. com-
outer classes have traditionally been about the operation of computers.
However, the use of computers as a tool in teaching quadrupled in the
two years from 1968 to 1970 and continues to rise.

This rapid increase in computer-assisted learning approaches has led
to a number of problems. Bernard Luskin is quoted as listing the seven
most critical obstacles of CAI as being:

"1) availability of individuals with appropriate comnetent skills;
2) sufficient local funds for implementation;
3) sufficient funds for research and development;
4) attitudes of faculty;
5) lack of sufficient incentives to stimulate preparation of educa-

tional hardware;
6) floor documentation of educational software;
7) existence of a communications gap between educators and repre-

sentatives of industry. (p. 61)"

Molnar feels that certain key issues must be resolved before CAI really
reaches the take-off point in education. They are:

1. Is the computer a tool or a medium? As a tool, it improves the
quality of education. As a medium, it allows education to reach
more students.

2. Are we dealing with evolution or a revolution? The evolutionary
approach would allow the student to he creative, while the re-
volutionary approach would require a modification of educa-
tional disciplines.

3. Do we centralize or decentralize comnuters? Centralization leads
to larger computers with a cheaper time cost overall, while de-
centralization may necessitate mini-computers with limited capa-
bility.

4. Are costs benefits a myth or reality? Cost effectiveness is
more difficult to substantiage in a culture where the telephone
is seen as being more essential to the average person than is a

computer terminal in a school building.
5. Can the federal government achieve a unified nosition in assist-

ing CAI programs being implemented? Some nrograms get assistance
while others don't with neglect and waste growing out of some
programs. Furthermore, through the use of seed money, some
programs are terminated before they really get off the ground.
funding must not be limited to research but should include
development and maintenance of programs.

In summary, are we going to allow the foregoing obstacles and issues
to continue stagnation of an important component of the American education
system, or are we going to utilize educational technology to meet the
needs of our society?

Ray Dodson
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Liana, Andres dr.
COWUTLR TUT-SHARING: A DI:MOPING TECHNIQUE

"ln its simplest form, time is the simultaneous
accessing of a single computer by many users, each of which is
asigned a quantum of time within the central processor. This
puantum of time is based upon several conditions and is subject-
ed to continual swapping in and out of the processor until the
particular user's needs are met."

Time-sharing was originally conceived as a simnle means of
lowering turn-around time for computational-type problems. It

is thought of as being the first real "bridging the gap" between
the user and the computer. The typical currently available time
shared system can service about l6-64 simultaneous users. Ac-
cording to a recent U.S. Office of Education study, "1,000 sim-
ultaneous users would he more consistent with the needs of a
typical large-city school system".

Allen Dabcock developed a system called RUSH (remote use of
shared hardware) whereby "They offer the user time-sharing with
background batch-processing. In addition, there is a background-
to-foreground capability in that a file developed and updated in
hatch enviroment may be queried in a time-shared environment."
'ore recently G.P. has developed G.f.C.O.S. ill, a system which
is a combination of time-sharing, background hatch and fore

ground to background and direct access programming. ...The pre-
sent package offers the user an on-line time-shared operation,
with batch processing, remote batch processing, and direct ac-
cess." Such setups reduce the cost of time-shared computing to
the user.

The educator is the largest potential market for future
time-sharing services and at present is benefiting the least.
nS1C, develop(d at Dartmouth Col lege, has become a sort of
standard for the industry. Recently, it has been learned that
business has developed many business games, using BASIC, for
use in their executive development programs. The Industrial
Coliege of the Armed Forces has spent years developing a com-
Hete set of management games which last from three to four
ays. Thus, for the educator, one trend seems to be toward
T:imalations. Here a school can provide an ideal means of ex-
ioring a wide variety of problems, and by using a time-shared
ystem, does not tie up an entire computer. CAI, by using a
crT, will make feasible now instructional materials founded up-
)n new standards for instruction and course content.

"Certainly the opportunity is at hand for innovations in
the use of computers in the environment of the educator.
...The educator has a stake in this developing technology. He
must assert himself through active participation in its applica-
tion to his environment."

Gerald barer



Maloney, J. P. Jr.
Electronic Data Processintl in Education
Journal of Educational Data Processing, Vol. 6, Winter, 1968-69
Pages 225-229

The major use of computers in elementary and secondary schools is in
recordkeeping for purposes of administration. Schools today are moving
away from pure recordkeeping and finding new ways for computers to handle
the analysis of records to better prepare for the future. Computer ana-
lysis of areas such as instructional counseling, can highlight items that
need immediate attention.

In class scheduling, schools have moved away from simple schedules
to complex ones such as daily demand schedules, in which a student is re-
scheduled each day to meet his individual needs. Schools are experiment-
ing with quarter schedules, year around schools, and modular scheduling.

With schools undergoing tremendous financial pressures there is a
need to change from plain recordkeeping to recordkeeping with analysis.
This is true for inventory problems, student records, and personnel
analysis. Individual record files in the data base can now be subject to
close analysis to staff schools better. Such files can contain informa-
tion about curriculum content, staff experience, training, and need for
new or updated training, facilities and their availability, and complete
student records.

The next step in this trend is a total school information system.
These new systems allow the administrator to have a comprehensive analy-
sis of information available for important decisions. Allied with these
systems is the so-called planned program budgeting system (PPBS), which
tries to analyse possible alternative solutions and set a cost measurement
on them. The computer can play a double role here: 1) it can help to de-
velop new measurements; and 2) it is essential in processing the huge
anounts of data that are created in testing, evaluation, and in general,
material being generated by the education institution itself.

CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) has volumes of material being
written in its support, though this area is still very new. One impor-
tant CAI potential lies in diagnosing student learning problems and sug-
gesting alternative strategies. CMI, (Computer Managed Instruction) is
also making progress to help individualize instructional content and se-
quence. Computer Concepts are being taught in the public schools as are
computer applications. Some districts are moving forward by using compu-
termobiles to reach students in outlying distri-As. The whole concept
of vocational training in terms of data processing is being overhauled to
prepare students to move along comfortably with computer technology and
its improvement.

The computer manufacturers are currently well ahead of the educa-
tional thinking. Educators should try to reverse this situation.

Paul S. Ashdown



Neierhonry, Wesley C.
Comnutors in Education
Computers in the Classroom-317.3944 State Library, Salem, Oregon (1971)
7.ages 141-162

This article provides a good overview of the field of computers in
education. it begins with a short abstract, which is quoted below.

in his article which follows, Dr. Meierhenry shows a calm
acceptance of the computer as a tool to be used by human beings
for good or ill--a device with an impact on education which
will force us to be precise about our goals and means in the
classroom and will allow us, if we accept the challenge of its
notential, to expand surprisingly our capacity to educate.

As both teacher and educator, Dr. Meierhenry is concerned
with the learner's need, as well as the logictics of the system.
His paper ranges from the advantages and weaknesses of present
instructional programs to the dangers of mechanical reliance on
the computer. Well founded in today's structure, it looks to
tomorrow with imaginative suggestions for concept development
model-building in education."

The author hits upon many tonics not generally covered in discussions
of computers in education. Considerable emphasis is placed upon the role
of computers in learning about the learner, and the learning process.

Oscar V. Evenson



Rork, Alfred
The Computer in Teaching-Ten Widely Believed Myths
SIGCUF Bulletin V. 7, n 4, (Oct. 1971) pp. 2 -'

This article discusses In widely hold misconceptions concerning the
computer in teaching.

Myth 41: You must choose hetween direct and adjunct use of the com-
puter.

Literature seems to stress that a choice must he made between ad-
junct use--where the student does his own programming, and direct use--

where the student interacts with nrenared nrograms. Actually, both moses
can be accommodated in one system and can both he usefully applied to a
variety of uses.

Myth 42: You must have massive egnioment to use the computer in educa-
tion:

Actually, many interesting applications can come from small mini com-
puters, although they are more limited than larger models.

Myth 43: One language is much easier to learn than another.
Actually, the ease of learning a computer language denends more on

the teaching methods employed than the snecific language.
Myth 44: Comnuters will he widely used in education in nresent organi-

zational structures of institutions.
Actually, comnuters are likely to revolutionalize the organization

of schools.

Myth 45: At this time, your hest buy for a terminal is a model 33
teletype.

Actually, educational users should never buy a model 33 teletype
to day. They are much too noisy and slow, and maintenance costs elimi-
nate much of the initial economy. A thermal printing terminal or graphic
terminal is a better investment.

Myth 46: Comnuters are too expensive to use in teaching. This is a
matter of bookkeeping. The stated costs of educational components de-
nends largely on how the bookkeeping is done. Although it is hard to
demonstrate, the author feels that computers are nresently nriced com-
petitively with alternate teaching methods. In any case, while all other
educational expenses are increasing, comnuters are becoming less expensive,
thus more competitive with other teaching methods.

Myth #7: If we acquire a CAI language, that solves our problems.
Pctually, the whole Problem of an authoring system--incentives,

facilities, nersonnel testing and feedback procedures, text material- -

is more important than the language.
Myth 4A: PLATO and MITRE are solving all the problems.
It would be unfortunate if the success of educational apnlication of

comnuters depended on these two large-scale projects. We need many
diverse Projects to explore all fve nossihilities.

Myth 49: Valid educational material can be developed without involv-
ing experienced teachers in the area.

Teaching is still teaching, on a computer or otherwise. The really
Affective educational materials are being developed by people involved
in teaching, not just computer scientists or educational psychologists.

Myth 410: The computer used educationally uses only minor amounts
of computer resources.

It is dangerous to plan computer uses in teaching under the assump-
tion that minimal computer resources are required. Actually, many exist-
ing examples make areat demands on comnuter core canacity and computer
time.

David Malouf
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psrkei , John 0.

Startirstcomputer Instruction? _The Third Phase is the Most Difficult
Journal of Edutiational Data Processing, Winter 1967/68

The first phase of adapting to computerized instruction is that of
iinding small amounts of computer time for students.

During the second phase, the following situations arise: (a) learn-
ing to program the computer; (b) keeping communicatinn lines open with the
company in order to obtain supplies and software; (c) inventing problems
tor students to use during the allotted time--during this phase a program-
ming course was introduced to students.

After a few years primary emphasis moves to phase three, where and
when to use the computer rather than how to use it. The problem is that
one of providing expanded facilities for computer oriented instruction.

A formidable question emerges: once you have usable hardware and you
know how to use it, what do you do with it?
(a) The computer may be used to teach students the concepts of computer
programming.

(b) The computer may be used as a teaching aid within the regular course-
work.

(c) The computer may be used by students working on individual projects.
(d) computer may act as the teacher and the student is taught by
_action or the computer. This is commonly known as Computer Assisted In-
struction (CAI) .

ih tile Palo Alto school district, the general computer programming
class consists of the following:

(a) A general history
(1) discussion of hardware
(2) discussion of software

(h) Machine language programming
(c) Lmphasis placed upon the order of operations in a symbolic lang-

uage section
(in Problem solving iv 1.0TBAN

(1) use cf the language and monitoring system
ineeractive techniques and looping

(3) program execution time
(4) rounding and cropping errors

[r most cases the students are encouraged to select programming pro-
jects related to their other academic interests.

silo Alto system has committed itself heavily to the premise that
teshers msst teach for deeper understanding even at some cost of time.
soals are reached through examples rather than lectures. The concepts
taught should be those which are common to all computers, without undue
eeehasis on peculiarities of any specific machine. Experience with a real
s,smeuter is an integral part of instruction, but the computer used for the

should remain the means to an end and not the reason for the in-
struction.

Ray Korb
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Spencer, Donald O.
The Con uter Goes to School_
The --Fssa-&Tti61-1-for Educational Data Systems Journal. Vol.
VI, No. 1, (Fall 1972), 3-30 and Vol. VT, No. 2 (Winter 197..'.1,
pp. 35 -37.)

This is an excellent overview of computers in education
and should help anyone who attempts to read this handhooL.
The concept of computers in education is broken down into
six areas. After a brief introduction describing some of the
pA.esont problems, the author discusses 1) recent developments
in the field of computers, 2) the use of computers in the
classroom, 3) a computer science curriculum for the secondary
school, 4) the cost of a computer, 5) the necessity and ex-
tent of teacher training, and () some results to date.

The author discusses such recent developments as CDC's
Star-1(10 *, (a super-computer that can handle 100 million oper-
ations per second),multi-programming to allow one computer to
handle several tasks simultaneously, the growth in the field
of minicomputers, the development of simple languages, the in-
crease in speed, and the overall decrease in cost per unit of
computer power..

Section 11 lists several objectives of computer education
in the secondary school: 1) to motivate students, 2) to allow
for increased creativity and complexity in solving problems,
3) to better prepare the college-bound student, 11 to remove
the mystery of computers, S) to individualize instruction, 6)
to provide teachers with a powerful tool, and 7) to provide a
foundation for students who wish to continue in computer sci-
ence. The use of computers in the classroom is then divided
into six categories: as a tutor, a drill master, an exper-
imenter, a student scheduler, a simulator, and a problem sol-
ver. Each area of discussion includes several concrete ex-
amples.

Several approaches to computer science education in schools
are offered and course outlines for three different one-semes-
ter courses are esented. The section on the cost of a com-
puter is divided into four parts: 1) the cost of a computer
in regard to administration and educational use 21 the cost
of a time shared system, 3) the cost of a minicomputer, and
4) the cost per student.

Teacher training for computers in education should in-
clude general orientation, the influence of computers in so-
ciety, computer solutions to a variety of problems, and me-
thods of employing a computer in several discuplines. The
sixth section, dealing with results to date, looks at fifteen
different computer systems in fiteen different localities,
briefly describing the system and its results.

S. Weimer
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knioe, waiter B.

Tho[Tmtter At nrand forks: Seeking the Individual
rducational Technology V. 11 n 8, (August 1473) on. 44-46

when the school hoard at (rand Forks decided to individualize in-
struction, they first had the teachers establish goals of instruction
for grades K-12. The second step was the writing of behavioral objec-
tives which would serve as the nuclei of learning nackages.

Each of these packages utilized a multi-media approach and offered
to the learner a choice of learning experiences within the Confines of
the established behavioral objectives.

In 1971 the project began utilizing a PDP-12 with a 16K core and
a 256K disc memory which would accommodate the following Program lan-
guages: Basic Fortran, Focal, and PAL-D.

CM

To date, over 200 math and science packages have been developed
and revised. The average terminal time for these programs is 10-15
minutes but some Programs accommodate grouns of 3-4 students and thus
one terminal can he used by 80-120 students in a given day.

The most popular of the orograms involves simulation of real life
experiments such as complex chain reactions in a chemical analysis of a
given formula.

CMI

Criterion referenced tests in math are currently being utilized
while similar tests are being developed in reading, science, social
studies, and some vocational programs.

The individual responses on the test are read and scored by the
computer and the teacher receives a list of names nlus demonstrated
weaknesses. The print-out also groups the results thereby allowing the
teacher to group the students for help with common problems.

There is also an Instructional Information Service which consists
of collected indexes of instructional materials in math and science.
There is also a Professional Information Section which provides access
to ERIC for the staff to develop further programs of instruction.

An excellent article of a system which seems to be accomplishing
the ,ought after goals.

L. Shipley



Mess, Robert 0. & Tenezakis, Maria D.
The Computer as a Socializing Agent: Some SocioaffectivL Outcomes of rAl
AV Communications Review. V. 21, (Fall, 1973) n. 311-125

The authors used students at a San Jose high school to determine
whether students who used CAI or students who did not use CAT in their
learning activities would have the most favorable attitudes towards
the computer; towards the teachers; other media; the expertise of the
computer vs. the teacher; and the trustworthiness of the computer vs.
the trustworthiness of the teacher.

The results of the project (using semantic differentials) showed
that students had a more favorable concept of the computer than of the
teacher; that is, the students given CAI regarded the comouter in more
nositive terms. For the non-CAI group, differences were even larger than
the CAI group, indicating that these students had an even more favorable
view of the computer as compared to the teacher.

The actual differeL'.: between the groups was in the images of the
teacher rather than their images of the computer. The non-CAI group held
a clearly less favorable image of the teacher than did the CAI group,
whereas there was practically no difference between the two groups in
terms of their ratings of the computer.

Roth groups rated the comnuter more favorably than either textbooks
or TV, on validity or accuracy of information. The computer was also
seen as "faster." The computer outranked the teacher on items designed
to elicit feelings of the students regarding the expertise of the com-
outer vs. the teacher.

nifferences observed and noted were believed to be the result from
differences the students perceived in the learning situation in which
they found themselves when working at the computer terminal and in class
with the teacher.

Students believed the teacher was more responsive to student attempts
to change "something", e.g., content or format, of their lessons.

The major reason for the more positive view of the computer was it's
expertise in the field being studied. Students had a greater feeling of
trust for the computer.

Implications of such research findings are that the teachers will
have to develop new roles, for example, leaders in group projects; syn-
thesizing information; and acting as a catalyst. The greatest work of
teachers will he in the affective area, in subjects where the computer
will be best able to teach the subject.

Jim Thiessen
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''his chanter contains material related to the comnuter as an object of
stuiv. It considers the major areas of comnuter literacy, comnuter nrogrammina,
and comnuter science.

Section B deals with comnuter literacy. Because of the growing imnact of
the comnuter on society, computer literacy has become one of the most imnortant
tonics in the study of the comnuter. It should he the first course in a high
school or junior high school, to he followed by comnuter nrogramminq or computer
science (for the student wishing further study). mhis section presents the need
for comnuter literacy, basic course content, and some curriculum imnlications.

sections C, fl, F, F deal with computer nrogramming. This section includes
goals for comnuter nrogramming; the CARDIAC comnuter and its ability to illus-
trate comnuting concepts and provide an introduction to programming; a discus-
sion of what makes a good nrogramming examnle, with some suggestions as to an-
nronriate student handouts and teacher references, and an article on structured
orogrammina which shows the direction of comnuter language develonment.

Sections (1, 1(, I deal with computer science. Computer science curriculum
for the high school, small college, and university is suggested, followed by
a rather difinitive discussion of comnuter science in high school.

Section ,T "Computing on a Shoestring" contains hints on starting a comouting
nregram with limited resources.

Section K is a set of abstracts of articles related to the chanter.

In aeneral, this chanter nulls together much of the current thought related
to teaching about comnuters.
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by Mike flunlan and navid Moursund

romnuters are a well established and rapidly groWing "fact of life" in
the united States, Western Furone, .lanan, and a number of other countries.
They affect all of us in our daily lives. For examnle, our telenhone system
is highly comnuterized; all large comnanies emnloy comnuters in their account-
ing and billing onerationst all charge-card systems are comnuterized. romnuters
are essential to the oneration of banks, savings and loan commanies, and insur-
ance commanies. Airline, hotel, and motel reservation systems are commuter-
ized. The IRS uses commuters to process federal tax returns, and the social
security system makes extensive use of commuters. Commuter controlled machine
tools and commuter controlled "robots" for assembly work are heginnina to have
a significant imnact upon industry. Often, in such cases, one is talking about
the direct reolacement of a human worker by a machine!

Who needs to know something about commuters, and what do they need to know?
What role should the schools grades 1-12 mlav in this general area? Tn the fol-
lowing naves we shall explore some nossible answers to these auestions. The
reader should he aware that the auentions are very difficult and that there is
not universal agreement about the answers.

The "romnetent" Adult Within any culture, there is a body of skills and know-
ledge which is generally exnected of an adult. Some of these comnetencies seem
to he universal: adults in all cultures are exnected to understand and function
within the social sanctions of their groun, to communicate with each other in
some way, and to attend to bodily needs. Others are culture-specific: the
African oveny must he able to move swiftly and ouietiv through the junale, while
the modern American is exnected to he able to read, write, and do arithmetic.
For each of these individuals, to nossess the skills needed by the other would
he as unnecessary an it would he unusual.

To single out any snecific body of knowledge or skill, then, as a univer-
sallY useful or desirable thing to know, is natently foolish. it is nerhans more
reasonahle to define such specific areas within a narticular culture. Yet even
here there are "twilight areas": most of us know, for examnle, one or more fun-
ctionally illiterate adults who nevertheless lead useful and worth while lives
in our own literacy-oriented country. (nearly, for any generalization about
neonle there are excentions. The existence of such excentions should not, how-
ever, nrevent us from trying to draw useful generalizations about the kinds of
skills and knowledge that would he desirable for most neonle to have; and
"literacy" is certainly such a skill.

The tonic of commuter literacy has been discussed by nrominant commuter
scientists for at least the oast decade. Their general conclusion is that it
would he desirable for the adult nonulation as a whole to have "commuter lit-
eracy". The comnuter literate nerson is not intimidated by computers. He can
function in a comnuterized world on a live-and-let-live basis. He has some
knowledge and understanding of the camahilities, limitations, and imnlications
of commuters. Me recOanizes that meonle design and build comnuters, that neo-
nle are resnonsihle for t1;! actions of commuters. He sees the commuter as a
tool which can be used for good or for evil. To summarize, he understands that
commuters onerate under the guidance of commuter nrograms, and that commuter
nroarams are written by neople.
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Pecause computers are relatively new in our society, computer literacy
is not widesnread. The following (nrobahlv anocrynhal) story of a situation
which occured more than a dozen Years ago, is still renresentative of the
nowers most neonle ascribe to comnuters. A graduate student at a large mid-
western university carried Nit a research study and used a comnuter to analv7e
the data he gathered. Ho showed the results to his major nrofessor; the nro-
fessor rejected the results as being "imnossible". The student then returned
to the comnuting center ann added a counle oe statements to the comnuter nro-
gram used to nrocess his data. These statements caused the following sentence
to he nrintea out at the bottom of the comnuter nrintout of the research results;

rillr ('N' 16114 rnmPTPR SAvg THAT THP AROVR RPSMTS ARP corlarcT.

when the nrofessor was shown this new comnuter nrintout he accented the results
of the research without further Question!

All of us have read newsnaner stories about neonle fighting with comnuters
that reneatedly send hills for 1 dollars and n cents, and threaten court action
unless the bill is naid immediately. Whose fault is this, and what can he done?

comnuter literate adult can cone with these and other products of comnuters
in society.

The comnuter literate person is not overwhelmed by comnuters. When he re-
ceives a comnuter-nrinted nersonalized ad (for example, headers Digest sends out
tens of millions of these) he does not nigh out and bier the proffered nroduct.
"e checks his comnuter nrenared monthly hank statement carefully (people tvOn in
the dollar amounts that are fed to the comnuter) . He guestions errors in billing.
(A riood example is a telenhone bill. The telenhene billing nrocess is highly
comnuterized, but nponle freguentiv net billed for calls they did not make) .

An analogy is often drawn between comnuter literate and "automobile liter-
acy". *low-a-lays students learn a great deal about automobiles and transnorta-
tion by growing un in a world in which cars are an everyday mode of transnortatio
The noint is made that in the early history of the tonic (when automobiles
were just beginning to he mass nroduced) there was a need for nuhlic education
about the tonic. This need went largely unsatisfied. Thus, for example, auto-
mobiles now nolute our atmosphere to an untolerable extent, and have caused
our cities to become concrete jungles. Perhaps some of this could have been
avoided if nrooer attention had been given to the study of the canahilities,
limitations, and social imnlications of automobiles.

The tong Term Future If we look 50-101 years into the future we can foresee
a world in which computers are as common as automobiles are today. The nreschool
child may use a comnuterized information retrieval system to remind him that his
favorite TV nrogram is coming on, and to turn on and nronerlv tune the set. The
family TV set will also he an interactive computer-assisted instruction terminal.
Adults and children alike may play comnuterized games, nerhans spending many
hours a day interacting with a remotely located machine.

The comntiter will be integrated into all asnects of the nublic schools.
(This assumes, of course, that schools are still recognizable in today's terms.)
All teachers will know how to use CAT systems and computerized information re-
trieval systems; all schools will emnlov comnuter managed instruction. Thus all
students will interact daily with comnuters, at home and at school. They will
develop a great deal of comnuter literacy as a by-nroduct of this interaction.



This will occur without benefit of any snecial instruction designed to teach
comnuter literacy, and indenendentiv of whether or not computer programming in
taught as an essential cart of the school curriculum.

What nigher Pdacation is moing nefore discussing current nossible anornaches
to comnuter literacy via the schools grades 1-1P. it is worth while to see what
is going on in higher education today. We will use the university of nreion as
an example. Approximately seven years ago a comnuter scientist in the 'lathe-
mattes nenartment of the University raised the issue of comnuter literacy, and
oronosed that the Mathematics Denartment offer a course designed to Produce lit-
eracy. The course would contain no mathematics -- indeed, it would contain no
comnuter nrogramming: )"eedless to say, the idea was re-lee:tel. A counle of
years later a comnuter Science nenartment was formed (hi, a snlit-off from
Mathematics): a comnuter literacy course has been offered regularly for the
east four Years.

"he issue of the annronriate content for a college level comnuter literacY
course has been hotly contested from its very heriinnine. Among the sonnorters
of comnuter literacy courses one finds two major camns: one favors inclusion
of comnuter nrogramming in the course, while the other is against it. As re-
cently as four Years ago there were almost no hooks suitable for a college fresh-
man level comnuter literacy course, with or without orogramming. rarlP (nnn-
nronrammina) comnuter literacy courses at the University of nrogon either used
no text, or used hooks of readings, or used other books which nroved to he
generally unsatisfactory. A change of texts occured almost every term.

mhe oast three years have seen the nublication of about a half dozen good
hooks designed for use in comnuter literacy courses. These contain little or
no comnuter nrogramming. At the same time a number of comnuter science texts,
desioned for a semester or vear-long freshman level course, have anneared. mhese
hooks are strongly oriented towards comnuter nrogramming but also contain a
health" lose of comnuter concerts, comnuter annlicationn, comnuter imnlicationn,
etc. students studYing such a course certainly gain comnuter literacy.

'schools of higher education, 1w and large, are not being overly successful
in their attemnts to oroduce comnuter literate ora'ivates. Although annronriate
courses are hecoming increasingly available, many students choose not to take
them. of oarticular concern to the world of education are the attitudes of many
college of education and teacher training nrogram nersonnel. "any schools are
still graduating mathematics education maiors who have had no training in con-
outer science. Manv graduate education nrograms do not even encourage their
students to take courses in the field ("other things are more isnortant - -and
besides You know those courses are suite difficult"). An insignificant frac-
tion of teachers nrenaring in the social studies fields receive training in the
coMnuter field. host students in the social sciences are not heing trained
to discus 5 the social imnlications of comnuters, or to nronare their students
to understand such critical issues as national data hanks and invasion of nri-
vacy bv comnuter surveillance. (Someday we may have a "scandal" involving in-
vasion of nrivacv using national data hanks that will make the Watergate seem
like a Sunday school nicnic.)

comnuter Literacy in grades 1-12 tt is ens,/ to see hv little has hannened so
far in terms of comnuter literacy for the ouhlic school student. Yost teachers
know little or nothing about comnuters. "'hose teachers who do know something
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about computers are mainly mathematics or science teachers--honce unlikeiv
to he nartirelarly interested In including in their courses issues such as
data banks and invasion of orivatv.

mho issue is coMnonneled by a lack of annronriate texts and curriculum
materials. Certinalv the definitive computer literature texts for junior
high school and high school levels remain to he written.

Still another difficulty is the lack of adequate and/or annronriate ccm-
outing facilities in most secondary schools. An imnortant nart of many enm-
miter literacy courses is having the students interact with a timeshared system,
run a number of game °laving and/or simulation programs, try out some nAT les-
sons, etc.

mn the nositive side we have the fact that a number of good movies and
film strins on comnuting now exist. A significant fraction of the secondary
schools in the United States now have some instructional comnuti.nq facilities,
and more and better instructionally oriented comnuter nrograms are becoming
available in comnuter lihraiieq. ';ome modern textbooks are beginning to con-
tain units on comnuters. In many schools a reasonable number of teachers know
something about comnutors (for example, nerhans all of the mathematics teachers
know how to nroqram in nAsic). All of this combines to provide a beginning,
but Pinch remains to he done.

The tonics and ideas leading to comnuter literacy should he integrated
into the curriculum grades 1-12. In the elemontary school this would nntail
very little change. Students could he exonsed to the concept. of the enmnner.r
as an information nrocessino machine, and as a key element or communications
systems such as a telenhone system. A strong analogy between electronic desk
calculator--human onerator, and comnuter -- comnuter nrogram, could be develoned.
Students could learn that a comnuter allows automation of many of the activities
that can he carried out by a man working with an electronic desk calculator.
A visit to a commuting center (including running some annronriate demonstration
programs) and viewing some films might he the high points of the nroaram. t'er-

hens most imnortant at the current time at the elementary school level is that
students not he fed misinformation. They get enough of this from the TV!

In iunior high school the tonic of computer literacy becomes more imnortant.
At this level the student should study the effect of the comnuter unon government
business and industry. (The use of comnuters by the military is also worthy of
snecial consideration.) Students should vain a familiarity with the canahiliti.es
and limitations of comnuters, and current uses and misuses. Most of this in-
struction should occur in the social studies courses taken hv all students.
however, the comnuter should he mentioned frequently in mathematics and science
courses, since it is a fundamental tool in these fields.

It is at the high school level that the imnortance of comnuter literacy be-
comes critical. In the elementary and iunior high schools the student is far
from terminating his formal education, and the development of comnuter literacy
can he a slow and carefully reasoned nrocess. Tn blab school, however, many
students are on the verge of terminating their formal education. This is the,
last time they can he reached in a systematic manner. Thus a formal, reauirei
course desinned to give comnuter literacy seems imnerative. Such a course



should nrobahly he a semester in length. it should he taught by a teacher
who is enthusiastic about the field of comnuters, and who has annrooriate
training and exnerience in that field. rollowinq is a list of tonics for
such a course.

1) 'YllP student should understand what the computer is and what it does, and
that the commuter is not a magic black box or an answer machine. He should re-
alize that commuters make errors, what the source of those errors may be, 10
how they can he corrected. The student should heCome aware that the commuter
is a machine - -a Machine in the hands of nrnni,r.

2) The student should realize the value or commuters in nrocessing informa-
tion for business and industry, with some stud', devoted to the apnlirations of
the commuter in education, manufacturing, government, the military, and law
enforcement.

1) The student should recognize some of the dangers associated with the comou-
ter. fleneralized data hanks such as credit files, medical files, and criminal
history riles should be studied along with their implications. Students should
realize how the comoutnr makes this information morn dangerous or valuable he
cause of the sneed with which it is available. The neonle in control of commu-
ters can exert control over other neonle by using the information stored in the
commuter.

4) ',41P student should become aware of some of the vocational immlications or tIln
COMMO-Mr. Here, information should he mrovided as to the effect that the Com-
muter is having on the nature of worl-, and what kinds of training the student
might cr!r4".

5) The student should have a nersnective on where we hive come as a result of
the commuter, or where we might he without it.

4) rinallv, the future role of the commutmr for the betterment of our Geri et"
should be considered in come detail.

The issue of whether one should teach some comnutinm nroorammino in this
commuter literacy ,-:ou',:se will not be resolved in this article. TF adequate
commuter facilities exist, and the teacher is qualified to .in so, then teaching
some commuter orogramming can enrich the course. conversely, teaching too much
nrogramming will surely destroy T. major nroblem in the next few vears will
he the variety of backgrounds that students will bring to the course. some
will have used comnuters for Years, in their -junior high schools. others will
have zero background nlus considerable fear. Such a course will challenge the
hest of teachers:

As mentioned earlier, over a neriol of years 010 need for a snecific comnu-
ter literacy course in high schools will slowly disannear. elementary
school, junior high school and the home will gradually take over this asnect
or commuter education. The high school level material can he integrated into
the so;:ial studies curriculum, and he handled by the social studies teachers.

concluiion The commuter is an imnortant tool to our society. Tt increases our
brain mower, as our earlier machines increased our muscle newer. lilt, as an ex-
tension of the mind, the commuter is far more flexihl.e and mowerful than any of
man's tools. As a resW.t it is imnerative that ,m nrenare our children with the
basic COMniltr literacy that they will need in the world of tomorrow.
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(10ALS Ifl TFACHING COMPMTPR PROnRAMMIfln

IfistoricalIV the commuter tool was considered soniewhat difficult to use;
the first nroarammors were research scientists, most of whom had Ph.M.'s.
Soon, however, graduate students were "allowed" to learn to write oroorams,
nv the earl,/ lqrn's many colleges and universities offered comouter nrogramming
courses that were oven to undergraduates (the courses were enerallv numbered
at the senior undergraduate level). It was about this same time that romniltor
orogrammina began to come into a few secondary schools, and it was soon demon-
strated that even junior high school students could learn to write orograms in a
lanauaan such as PORTPAM.

The mid-1WIn's saw the development or TIASTr and the soread of heainnina urn
aramming courses to more and more universities, colleges, junior colleges, communi
tv colleges, data nrocessing schools, etc. A large numher of nroaramming tnts
(in narticular, ropTRAM texts) were nublishod. nv the end of the lmrm's most
schools were offering such a course at the freshman or soohomorn level. in some
reasonable sense the content of an introductory FoPTRAN course at the colloae
level was "standardized" by the rather standard content of most texts on the quh-
ject.

An introductory nrogramming course can have a number of different aolls.
the college level the two key goals tend to he:

At

1. To nrovide the student with adenuate skill to use commuters in hi.
chosen field (business, engineering, etc.).

?. To nronare the student to an on the the next higher level course in com-
outing.

At the secondary school level the introductory nrogrammina course does not
fact the same restrictive goals. list or some ossible suitable (rolls ter
such a course is given below.* note that a tynical course will not have all of
these coals.

1. To teach nrohlem analysis and solution from a comouter-oriented noint of
view.

2. To teach a subset of a compiler lanauaele such an rIASir, row., TImPTRAPI,or
nT,/1, and to (live the student st ill in nrogramminthe chosen language.
It is imnortant that the instruction he (liven in such a manner that it
is not too denendent on a narticular lanauage.

1. To present the canabilities and limitations of crr,nuters (and nerbanc
of a narticular. nroaramming language), and imnlications or the realy
availability of comnuters.

4. To acailaint the student with the idea of machine and assembler language
orogramming.

5. To teach the student how to use nackaaed ("cannel") nroarams.
A. To rave the student sufficient traininn in comnutine so that he can crr

with a nroarammer.
7. To introduce the student to the basic concents, ideas and goals or

comnuter science.

*trop or. mavid '"oursund's "Machina nAsIc and rnw"DA'!", Jan. 1f171.
oublished manuscrint).



cl. "Y) instill in the student certain attitudes toward computorq.
1. To nrovidn a combination of the above noints which will nrenarn 010

student to no on to a more advanced coursn in computer science.
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USES oF CARDIAC by Don Callarther and Jim Muck

I. Tntroduction to cAPDIAC

CARDIAC is an acronym for cardboard Illustrative Aid to comnutation. The
cronrAc illustrates the oneration of a comnuter without actually beino a comnuter.
It is a nractical aid to nnderstanling comnuters an comnuter nronramming.

Many teachers who are looking for chean, effective methods of Presenting nom-
outer science concents have overlooked cAnniAr. The cARNAc is a simple comnutr,r,
develoned by Pell Telenhone I.a),oratnris. Tt in made of cardboard and has a set
of ten machine languaoe instructions. The student maninulatos the narts or tho
rARDIAC, and in so doing gains an understanding of how the comnuter works.

''he rAitntAr may he obtained free from Pacific morthwest Roll Telenhone.

TT. Uses of CARDIAC in Introductory Courses.

r7ARniAr could he used in an introductor" nrogramminq course. Tn this sitn-,

ation it could he used to lay groundworl- For more advanced ideas. Tt can al,In

he used as a motivation tool in encouraqinn flow charting and other basic con-
cents which will he discussed later in this article. Using CARDIAC as a tool will
give the student exnerience he will find useful when he comes into direct con-
tact with a comnuter facility.

CARDIAC could he used for a two to three day neriod in a comnuter literacy
course as a means of introducing the hasic narts of a comnuter, and illustrating
the flow of activity within a comnuter. It should he noted, however, that only
very simnle nrograms should be written as this is nrobahlv the students first
exnosure to a machine language. such use of CARDIAC should nroyide tho student
with a better understanding of hasic comnuter concents.

ITT. Uses of CARDIAC in Other Courses

Machine language programming:

CARDIAC may be used in any programming course as an introduction to machine
language nrogramming. With its set of ten oneration codes and one hundred worn
memory, CARDIAC would he a valuable aid in an introduction to machine language pro,-
gramming for the hinh school student.

Assembly language nrogramming:

An internreter could he written in any available nrogramming language which
would internret the CARDIAC machine code. This internreter could then he used
as a basis for offering a nrogramming course in CARDIAC machine language at the
high school level. (Writing an internreter which executes machine code would he
an excellent nroject for an advanced high school nrogramming student) . Another
good nroict would he to build an assembler which nroduces machine code from
assembly code. The internreter could then execute that code. The develonment
of an assembler could then lead to more advanced stndent's considerations of
text editors and file handling routines.
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comnuter arithmetic:

A modification of rARDTAC to use another have arithmetic,(such as oc-
tal) would nrovide a means for introduction of comnuter arithmetic to the stu-
dent. This amain would aid the student in the understanding of comnuters as
he obtains an annreciation of the way in which commuters do arithmetic.

TV. trues of rARntAr to Illustrate romnuter roncents:

The rAPTITAC is an excellent tool for illustrating many concents of comou-
ters and comnuter science. The tonics may vary from very elementary tonics
(narts of the comnuter, counters) through intermediate tonics (bootstranning,
subroutines) to some quite advanced tonics (sorting, stacks). The following
discussion suggests nossihle uses of the rARnIAC in illustrating various con-
cents. An introductory course would cover the basic concents; however, it is
mossible to introduce a few intermediate tonics such as subroutines.

Basic r'nncents:

rive. Pasic Parts of the comnuter ( , Memory, Arithmetic, and rontrol);
The student becomes involved with the carts of the commuter by manually moving
data around and nroyiding some control functions. He can see the interaction of
the comnuter marts, the flow of data, and thereby gain an understanding of the
role each segment of the commuter clays in the nrocess of committing.

Innut/Outnut: ny actually doing the innut and outnut the student encounters
the need fo, memory and the relationship between innut/outnut and memory. The stu-
dent is thereby able to distinguish between a memory location and the contents of
a memory location.

instructions and Pata: The student soon becomes aware that within the com-
miter there is no difference between instruction and data. Here the student he-
gins to realize that the distinction between instructions and data is a control
function of the comnuter and denendent on the alacemont of the nroeram counter,
which in rAvnTAr is called the "hug".

Simnle Programming: The CARDIAC provides a number of exneriences in writ-
ing simple comnuter nrograms.

Algorithos and rlowcharting: The need for a sten by stem nrocedure to nro-
gram the rARNAc nroyides an excellent onnortunitv to introduce and work with

roncents of algorithms and flowcharting which are essential narts of a pro-
(.1-ann courr-1,

retch and rxecute rcles: The student has the onnortunitv to observe first
hand the control functions of the commuter. The control cycles which fetch,
decode and then execute an instruction are exnosed. "In snecial onerations that
result in control such as branching and testing data values can he observed in
the control unit and through the actions of the program counter.

counters: The concocts of nrogramming renetition and loaning can he ob-
served by the student who may want to construct a counter as an example of both
a control routine and a simple nrogram.
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Intermediate ronceots:

''nn is in stern for the student who has progressed beyond the stage of
basic contents by examining the following conconts and questions.

nootstragning: now does the comnutor nrogram actually at into the con-
outer, The conceets in bootstranning nrovide the student the answer re this
muestion and at the same time show that the grogram which ultimately winds um
as control information is itself read into the commuter as data.

toaders: A natural extension ot the content of bootstrannine i in t%,0

use of loaders. once a loader is bootstranned into the comnuter a STnorAh not
easv access is available for other greet-1ms. nne very imnortant conceet that
annears here is in address modification, where the loader must have the cana-
hility of changing the location where it loads an instruction.

Since the rAPoTAC does not have a mnitigliation or division command in-
cluded in its instruction sets nrograms can be written using the concents of
regeated addition and subtraction. '"his leads to consideration of the following
comnuter concents.

oetimizatien Tf the student is moltinlving ten times two is it, bettor

for him to add 1') two times or 2 ten times/ goes the nrogram have to have the
data nresenterl in a certain order, or can the student find a method of testino
the data and have the comnuter order it in the most efficient manner.

Overflow: What hannens when the data horones too large For the accumolator',
What are the imnlications of not heino able to store the overflow digit',
nreservation of accuracy leads the student into considerations of double oreni-
sion numbers and double precision multinlication.

hiftinnr mhe shift command is necessary in dou'le nrecision and i 11u-,

trates one Of the most powerful characteristics of comnuter registers. 'Mit
hannens to a number when it is shifted one snace loft or right?

Integer nivision: Uow does the student decide when the division -wocess
will end and then what is done with the remainder?

necimal nivision: mhe use of storaoe and shift nermit the student to con-
tinue a division beyond an integer result. What are the imnlications of decimal
division? !tow could the student do double nrecision division?

5utiroutines: A very crude subroutine iunn and return mechanism is built
into cell gn of the rAROTAr from which the student can gain insioht into the
ideas of subroutines and subroutine pacv.age. Since only one subroutine is nor-
mittel at a tine, the student may invent methods of saving the return address
of the previous routine so that he may have a subroutine -Sumo from another sub-
routine.

,Ndvanced roncents:

flsino 0AnnTre" it is possible for students to consider more advance con-
cents as onerations of the co' nuter in memory snace management or in the
construction of higher level lanounons. !7nme of the follrveing concepts

mioht be annronriate.



Arrays: The CARDIAC does not have nrovision ror arrays; however the in
genions student can gain much insight into memory management through the im-
nlimentatinn of arrays. nne of the questions to he encountered here is that
of subscrinting and the translation of the subscrint into actual memory loca-
tion,. The mannings that are involvee: in the use or the matrix will challenge
oven the ton student.

sorting: one of the hettPr annlications of rARTITAr7 nrogramming in in
sorting since the student must deal with innut, cutout, counting, nested count-
inn, arrays, suhscrinting, testing data, and nossiblv subroutines.

Stacks: The stack is a first in-last out type of list and is essential if
the student is going to develon subroutine calls beyond the second level.

Simnle Linked List: Memory allocation and use can he studied through the
amnlication of linked lists. here the student provides both a data item and a
nointer to the location of the next data item. The content of dynamic storage
allocation can he studied using the linked list which has annlication to keening
data in an ordered fashion.

V. Summary:

An acronvm for Cardboard illustrative Aid to Comnutation, cARDIAC nrovides
a very nractical aid to understanding of computers and commuter nrogramming.
While we have seen that some very advanced computing concents can he illustrated
using CARDIAC nrobahly its biggest asset is the fact that it is a very inexnen-
sive method of nroviding an introduction to comnuter contents and nrogramming.

CARD-Mc could he the basis for a programming course at the high school
level at minimal cost.

CARDIAC is not a commuter but it illustrates the oneratinn of a comnuter
and thus can he a very nowerful aid to understanding whether you use it for a few
hours AS an introduction to comnuters or whether von use it for a comnlete course.

0erhans the notent4a1 of CARDIAC has peen overlooked. There are definitely
more desirable ways of studying commuters but probably none as simnle or as in-
exnensive to use. Why not consider CARDTAC for use in your classes? You micht
he surnrised at the results!

VT. Di!rerences:
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ence", 1071. (Unpublished manuscript).
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by Pobert Tavton and David Moursund

Introduction: courses in comnuting nrogramming rely heavily on nrogramming
examples and exorcises. often the success of a course denends on the quality
of the examnles. A nrimary concern of teachers or comnuter nrogramming at
the secondary and community college levels is the lack of good examnles which
Are suitable For use in class discussion or as exercises. A number of books
are available which nresent and discuss suitable nrohlems for solution on a
comnuter. The fundamental dicciculty, however, is that most general sources
of nrohlems do not take into consideration the narticular noels of secondary
school teachers. In the secondary schools one finds widely varying levels
and lengths of courses, tunes of student orereguisites, depths of teacher know-
ledge, kinds of comnuter hardware and software, and degree of comnuter acces-
sahilitv. Thus most secondary school teachers of comnuter nrogramming end 'in
creating a nersonalizel set of examoles and exercises. This article discusses
some of the features of a good examnle or exercise and nresnnts a method for
the systematic collection and nresentation of examples and exercises.

Desirahle reatures in rxamnles and rxercises

It is said that "beauty is in the eves Of the beholder." To a large extent,
this same is true of comnuter nrogramming examnles and exercises: what anneals
to one student nay he boring or confusing to another. Ueyertheless, most good
examnles and exercises have some common features. A list of such Features would
include the following!

1. relevance to the student interests.
2. challenge-encourage the student to think.
1. Ceneralizabilitv to a larger class of nrohlems.
4. rxnandabilitv.
S. Annronriateness for comnuter solution.

r,et us briefly consider each of these in turn.

Pelevance - rxamnles and exercises should relate to the interests or the
students. A seventh-grader is nrobablv more interested in batting averages than
in the ribonacci seouence: a business oriented student would rather comnute a
comnound interest table than a table of square root values. The teacher is facr.d
with the challenge of addressing the nroblem or exercise to his snecific stu-
dent nonulation. Tt is no secret that interested students tend to learn more
than non-interested ones.

Challenge - The comnuter is a valuable tool in Problem solving, and students
should learn to use it as such. A comnuter nrogramming course should teach corlinq
as a means to nroblem solving, not as an end in itself. The exercises and nroh-
lens should challenge the student's ingenuity and should encourage him to think
of creative solutions. while trivial examnles can he useful to illustrate the
syntax of a nrogramming language, more meaningful and challenging nrohlems should
lead the student un to--and bevond--the limit of his analytic skills. challenge
of this sort will stimulate the student to use his nroe4ramming skills as well as
to generalize them to other nroblem situations.
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fleneralizabilit - Wherever possible, an examnle or exercise should re-
nresent a broad class of comnuter annlicationn. t'or examnle, a math oriented
student might he anted to compute a table of values of an algebraic or trig-
onmetric function. such a problem may he used to illustrate the general con -
cent of looping. Additionally, table construction is the key to the solu-
tion of many imnortant nrr lems in mathematics! non-linear equation solving
in one unknown, finding the area under a curve, determining the extreme°. of
a function, and solving differential equations are all examnles or nrohlems in
which table-construction can he used. Tf the teacher recognizes the ways in
which A technique generalizes to many sorts of nrohlems, she can use this
understanding exnlicitly to enhance the student's grasn of nroblem analysis.

Pxnandahilitv - This characteristic is similar to qeneralizahilitv, but
has to do snecificallv with the broadening of a simnle technique to solve nro-
gressivelv more comnlex nrohlems. An examnle may he presented initially in a
very elementary way, and gradually extended to more difficult situations. one
might henin, for example, with the nroblem or finding the arithmetic mean of
5 nunhers, and exnand this to the general case of N numbers. The more open-
ended an exercise is, the more likely it is to entice the students into in-
vestigating solutions on their of `,Amilarlv, simple routines may he incor-
norated as snhnrograms in a larger nroblem over the course of a term's work;
this enhances course coherency and nrovides some insight into nrogram segmen-
tation.

Annronriateness Tn the real tuorlrl comnnters are used for a brows varlet.,
or nrohlems. 'any nrohlems involve large amonnts of data maninulation (comne-
tation) and/or large amounts of innut and ontnut. Other nrohlems involve nearly
instant resoonse to relatively comnlicated situationn. Introductory courses in
comnuter nrogramming tend to he built around "trivial" examnles. Thus, the
student may he asked to write a nrogram to comnnte the nerimoter of a rortangle.
It must he kent in mind that snme learning can occur in the nrocess of writing
a comnuter nro'ram to solve a trivial oroblem. Rut solving a sentience of such
nrohlems MAIr.015 little sense.

'If course the comnuter facilities available to the student as well as the
tvning (kevrninching) skills of the student must be taken into consideration.
Problems involving a modest amount of data nrenaration effort are desirable.
imilarly, a nrohlem whose solution involves 10-21 thousand arithmetic onera-

tions is to he desired over one involving a 10-2o million arithmetic onerations.
A erohlen involving 50 lines of ontnut is to /"'.(' desired over one involving 501
lines of outnut. Thus one must comnromise between real world examnles and what
is exnedient.

A Model for Problem Writeuns

efle systematic collection and classification of examnles and exercises ran
serve two nurnoses. It can °rove to be of' value to the student in intereretinn
the nrobl.em and orovide a means for documenting the exercise or example, for the
use by other teachers.

The format oresented here was develonel by secondary school teachers in
comnuter science summer institutes during the summers of 1170 and 1171. The
format consists of two marts. one nart nroviden guidance to the student in
hi, develonment of the solution and the other is written for teachers as a 17.-
ference.
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one of the orohlems with a format For nrogramming nrohlnms is that the,/
do not always fit very well. ror this reason the format given below should
he viewed as a general guideline and should he modified to it your needs.

Student Section

model is designed to he handed to the student. It nrovides him with
the information necessary to complete the orohlem.

PAIn' I

(Student Section)

nPooPAM triTr.17

(Title should he descrintive of the nrohlom)

Prorl1,r4: (live a careful statement of the nroblem. This should be in a form e:o
that, by itself, it could he handed out to students. lormallv, the handout would
include the data to he used in the orohlem and samnle innut /output (see helow).

oTco#;SSION (Narrative) : Include a short discussion or the subiert matter in-
volved in the orohler for example, the suhiert mattpr might be nhysics or tus-
iness). The basic nrogramming content; which are illustrated in the nro'le.1
should be discussed. At this noint the stulent should have an indication if
he has the bacl-ground to attack the nroblem. 'Phr, discussion should show the re-
levance of the problem to the real world and to the subject of learni n' i the nro-
gram.

'1A,q1T,r T/nt In this section the teacher #4ill define the innut data an1 41.1t
form the out data will take. At times this may take the form of sugge.:ting
.hat characteristics a good set of data (to adonuatelv test the nrogrim) fltr

and suggest the student create his own data. 'Ianv teachers use a standard data
set, arranged so that it can he used for a wide variety of nrohlems.

Prrg7orur, A snecific reference should he listed only if annronriate to stu-
dents at a beginning level in comnuting, and if the reference is reasonahlv iv-
iilhle to students. Otherwise this section should he omitted.

r`."TNSIO'IS: Include here extensions on the eroblern to make the assignment bigger,
harder, more useful, more general, or more challenginn. The better student will
want to include some of these in his nrogram.

AmnITTr-vIAT, flnOTII,r"!s: fist additional oroblems of ammroximatelv the same level
of difficult" whose solution involves essentially the same knowledge of a pro-
gramming language. Alternatively use this se,:ti.,11 to list locations of where
one can rind additional, related nroblems.

mFArgwo S

This model is designed to serve as a reference for the teacher. It gives a
clear nicture of the task and desired outcome.
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PART TT

(Teacher Section)

PR(X,RAM TITLF

(r)escrintive of Problem)

nrereguisites:

a. r;rade level or maturity level.
h. romnuting (what lanauage features Are needed to solve the nrohlem) .

c. Subject matter (indicate the subject matter field in general and sne-
cific tonics in that field).

d. romnuting facilities (will one need °articular hardware or software
facilities not universally available).

objectives: (nurnose, goals). The goals or nurnose of the exercise or examnle
might he stated as measurable behaviorable objectives or as teaching ideas as
related to h, and c above, under nrerequisites.

niscussion: in this section the writer attemnts to communicate the knowledge
and exnerionce he has gained in nrevious use of the exercise. Ue ma" noint out
nnod use of the exercise, and how it fits into a narticular course. The section
may contain discussion on how to »resent the narticular material under considera-
tion.

rlowchart, 'lock oiagram, or Program Torlic: rither a flowchart should he in-
cluded, a block diagram, or discussion of the nrogram logic, as seems most
annrnoriate. often one can tell the degree of difficulty of a nrogramming ex-
ercise by a brief glance at a flowchart or a solution to it.

qamnle Solutions: c,enerally a solution with samnle nutnut should be (liven.
The solution should corresnond to the nrooram logic given above.

Additional comments: (This section is ontional). generally these remarks would
nertain to the solution given above.

'71,0 intent of the nrevinus model is to enhance the communications between
teacher-student and teacher-teacher. The systematic documentation of ones ef-
forts will nay for itself in the long run.

It cPerl annronriate at this time to nresr'nt an examnle illustrating
some of the ideas out forth in the nrecedinn naranranhs. 'Iote that the nroblem
selected by a teacher must fit the environment (hact-eround of students).

;en,, assumntions have to he made nrior to considering the following examnle.
Pssur, a first or second course in nrogramming is being taught and the students
'Ave taken At least an introductory course in algebra. The languaae available
for use on the comnuter is RASTr, and the students have been introduced to auh-
scrieted variables and the "rim,..." statement. The examnle will be nresented
usjry the format for write-uns suggested in this naner.

sm11nF9T1 fi ronv

PINT) TIT LARtlFST 1111,47,5rn

nrohlem: "'he nrohlem is to develon a comnuter nrogram to find the largest number



in a set of integers. Write the nrogram to use a maximum of one hundred in-
tegers. mho nroqram should print out the answer as follows:

The largest number is (answer)

miscussion: The nrohle, as nresented here, is hasicallv one in mathematics,
but nroblems similar to this are encountered in the world of business. A com-
nanv might request that their warehouse renort which item last month, of severll
itens,sold the most. Tf the inventory control was being Performed by a comn
ter, then a nrogram similar to the one you will write could he imnlementel to
provide the answer,

mhpre are a numher of algorithms which might he rlovplOnnd to solve the orob-
lem. One method would he to read the numbers into an array and then to comely-0
the elements in the array to find the largest. Arrays are not reauired for this
nrohlem but will he useful on other related nrohleris dealing with the a signed
set of integers.

I /o_: mhp sot of integers to use for the nrohlem are as follows: (15, IPI, -41,
0, 84, 542, 67, 333, 89, 121). After You run the nrogram using the above set,
You may use a set of your own selection. Tle sure to use zero, oositive, and neg-
ative numbers.

Fxtensions: There are many interesting and useful nroblems that can he gen-
erated using the set of integers given above. Instead of the largest number, one
might he interested in finding the smallest, or the median in the set. A nrohlem
frenuentiv encountered is that of ordering a set of numbers in either ascending
or descending order. Any of these nroblems are worthwhile and will nresent a
challenge to the student interested in attempting a solution. Try one iF you
desire.

mFAOTTFDlq row,

LANJ7ST TIMTIFP

nrereolAsites:

a. mhe student should have at least an introductory course in algebra
and one in comnuter science.

h. An exnosure to subscrinted variables, and the TIASIr "prm..." loon are
desired. mhe nrohlem can he nrogrammed without subscrinted varia-
bles or "rnR..." loons, but they are required on some of the extensions
to the oroblems.

c. The Problem is basically mathematical in nature, but can he related
to many fields such as inventory control in the husiness field.

objective:

mhe hasic ohiective of the problem is to develop an algorithm to search
4 through a set of numbers and find the largest. It also is intended to motivate
the student in considering the more difficult extensions to the nrohlem. mhe
class can then nursue solutions to the extensions as separate assignments.

!Ascussion:

The nrohlem has nroved to be a highly motivational force in expanding the
students knowledge in the areas of searching a set of numbers for snecifi



nronerties. initially the nrohlem searches for the largest number but can
he exnanded to search for the smallest, find the median or the mole. The
tonic of sorting can then be considered by taking the same data set and sort-
ing in either ascending or descending carder. Related tonics in statistics
such as frequency counts, means, and standard deviations can become exnan-
ions of the basic problem.

The problem and its extensions create a learning environment in which
the students' problem solving abilities can he enhanced at the same time
his maninulative skill, in the Program language are further develoned.

The point should be made with the students that the assigned nroblQ71,
with its limited data set, is not a suitable comnuter program. if the numbers
in the set were increased to 100,000, then a comnuter solution would be justi-
fied.

PrigIrl{t,RT MID COM

The flowchart for one algorithm that ma" he used in solving the nrohlem fol-
lows along with the coding. The nrohlem was run on an interactive time-sharing
aystem using RASIc.

Start

! Poserve snare for a
list of lno variables.

.!

Innut the data into the
storage snac0 while count-
ing the number of data
items. The end of the da-'
to is indicated by the
sentinel value (Inc).

. .

netermine and output the
value of the largest ele-
ment among the data in
storage.

Stop
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10 RrM COMPirrATIoN OF LARCFST FLPMPNT TN A LIST
10 Rpm SrNTIMAL VAUM 0O PlnicATrs rmo Or DATA
11 PrM N<=110 IS T,TkITT o4 Lrwm OF LIST
40 DIM X(101)
5n rrM TUT: START:; Tmr SrCTIoN

it -r1

7r1 Pr,71r

r11 Tr V=111 TIWN 150
11 ,!=i1+1

00 Tr. m>11/ TH'! 111
111 v(m1=,
1ln mo 71

111 n"T'Trl "rvpon: "'no vmrm rvyrA,"

111 co To 141

1C1 DFM TITTS rtre-J'IS Tur SrirrTTO*1 Or TAPDXST ,!A*Pr

1/1 u=v(1)

171 rnT1 T=2 To '!

r/) Tr q>=Y(T) Ti!ri'; 211

111 P=v(I)

211 NEXT T
211 rPTIT "Tut' TAr.rST ,'?\T,ur TS"; P.

221 OATA 2r),111,-41,1,14,542,0.7,111,P1,121
21n n?\mN non

740 r,lo

R'ho ,nint to ho mado concornin,1 tho ,)rol)lerl nrosontol here is that a simtdo
orohlom can he exnanded into a more meaningful, challenq:na nrohlom for the stu-
dont. The emoansion into thr' more dirrirult nrohlem orovides the toachor with
rho onnortunitv to introduce new nroorammino concents. suallv the students
will he motivated to take advantarte or these new techninues.

sources of Problems. "here are many 000d sources or nrohlems. The two most 01,-

yinus ones are introductory comnutor proorammina textbooks, and hooks devoted to
listinn nroblems annronriato for comouter solution. q41P references at the end of
this article are all or the latter tune.

"any rfood sources of nroblems exist around the teacher. Here are some olaces
to lootc! Took at what you teach, and the textbooks you use, for ideas. or,

have the students surliest problems. Perhans You could talk to other teachers to
get ideas. That sorts of nroorams would he useful to vou, Your fellow teachers,
or the school administrators? What sorts of nrograms might be of use to stu-
dents in other courses, or to narents. The comnuter is a widely annlicable
tool - -start lookini for examnles of annlications and you will find them every-
where.

Peferences for Comouter Problems:

garrodale, Poherts, & rhie--Ftementan, comnuter Annlicatinns in Science, Pnoinenr-
ino and Tlusiness; John Wiley & Sons, 1171

Danver, leanSuggestions for Programs; Yiewit Comnutation center, Dartmouth, 1171
Dorn, flitter g tfectorcomnuter Annlications for calculus; Prindle, Weber r.

Schmidt, 1172
rorsvthe, organick g Plummercomnuter Science; Projects and Stud,/ Problems;

John Wiley Sons, 1173
(;oldaker, Charles -- Revised g rdited by rook Firev--comnuter Programs in "athe-

matics for secondary schools; Comnuting Center, orelon State mniversity, 1171.
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f1rumberger E JeFFray--Prohlems For comouter `;olution; John Wiley F, cons, 11(';

Maurer r, Williams-.-A Collection of Programming Problems and Techniques; Pren-
tice P111, 1072

'qolan--r'ortran T\1, comouting and Annlications; Addison-Wesley, 1071
silver--^Amolified Fortran TA7 Programming; Wiley and Eons, 1171
=.!teinbach--Programming Fxercises For Problem nriened languages; cdencoe

Press, lr)r.r)

Pohnrt--romnuter Problems For Portran qolution; canField Press (San
rrancisc!o), 1077
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SreTTol

stenwise Refinement, Structured Programming, and PASTr
by Peter ?Toulton

-his section discuss some regent Onyelonments in nrogramming methods
and the design of nrogramming languages. These develonments are coryornn,1 with
writing nrOgrams and then determining that the orograms worle. '"hey are gaining
increasing attention of comnuter scientists and will certainly have consider-
able influence on the teaching of nrogramming and on the nrogramming languages
ee 11qP.

A traditional method of teaching orogramming has heen to oresent students
with the statements of a grogramming language together with some examnles and
then set them, to the task of forming combinations of statements with the hone
that the resulting comoutation would orovinle a solution to the nrohleo at hand.
-his skill at forming successful comhinatinns of statements has been called
the "art or nrogramming". Tn some cases boxes and diamonds of flowcharts have
been ,IsoA to circumvent elo SVntactir, details of statements and are ort-on
to understand. roweyer, the search For the right combination rertain
standard natterns of statements dealing with standard nroblems have accumu-
lated as /1r-or/ramming techniques; hut still nrogramming has remained an art.

711 ten frequently this art degenerates into the nractire of qu-littino or
almost random sentience of statements to the comnuter in order to determine dis-
crenencies between the resulting romnutation and the desired connutation. (Tn

some gases the desired comnutation itself is not really clear.) After altering
the nror-tri to remove the most obvious errors, it is rnsulviittwl in order to
rinA the nett set or errors. mhis might he called "nrogramming by error", a
frustrating, timeconsuming orocess Yielding results which are usuallY mistrusted.
however, beginning orogrammers frequentiv fin,1 having the comnuter dn something
wrong more rewarding than having it do nothing at all:

Tn th' naqt Few years inc:reasing attention has been given to develnming more
organized and disciolined nrogramming methods which might mave nrogramming more
or a science than an art. The method currently receiving most attention is
called structured-nrngramming hv P. W. niiin.stra (2), sten-wise refinement her
wirth (7) or develonment. Thin methodSug;;.si7Sthat ;ITbridge
the gap between a nrohlem and the desired nronrram in a series of stens beginning
first with a very general and short statement of what we want to do and then
nrooressing through a series of exnansions or refinnments of the more general
statements into seguences of more detailed statements. This nrocess is continued
until at the final sten all of the statements are legitimate exnressions in our
nrogramming language.

A very trivial examnle is to find. the surface area and volume of a box.
The first statement describing what we want to do is:

1) netermine the surface area and volume of a box. This is not a legi-
timate exnression in most nrogramming languages and must he r?XnArldPri.

la) rind dimensions of box
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1h) Comnute surface area and volume
1c) Print results

Again each of these three comnonents must be exnanded or refined.

la) can he expanded into:

laa) find length of box
lab) find width of box
lac) find height of box

1h) can he exnanded into:
lha) comnute surface area
lbh) comnute volume

lc) can he exnanded into:
ice) output surface araa
lcb) output volume

At the next level each of these statements could probably he written in an ex-
nression of a programming language.

The brevity and generality of the first statement allows us to grasn the
entire computation. As a refinement sten expands a general statement into a se-
quence of detailed statements, the level of detail is limited so that the refine-
ment can still he grasned as a whole. If the refinement is too detailed and re-
sults in a comnlex sequence of statements, it is difficult to convince ourselves
that the refinement is equivalent to the more general statement. The rule is to
proceed in steps sufficiently small to prevent gettina lost.

As each of the more general statements is refined into a second level se-
quence of more detailed statements, the order of the second level statements is
snecified by the refinement. As each of these second level statements is being re-
fined into a oroun of third level statements, not only is the sequencing within
the third level groun specified, but the sequencing between third level grouns
is specified by the sequencing of the second level statements. The ordering result-
ing from the step-wise refinement can he seen in a tree structure. For the ex-
amnle of the box:

refinement
levels

V find dimensions

fletermine surface
area and volume of
a box

comnute surface outnut
results

find find find comnute comnute outnut output
length width height surface volume surface volume

area area

of box area & volume

sequencing ----4

The ordering of this structure is extremely imnortant. For examnle it
tells that any comnutation resulting from statements written as a refinement of
"cam/lute surface area and volume" must occur after that resulting '-om "find dim-
ensions of box" and before that resulting from " outnut results." The imnortance
of this ordering is that we may deal with the smaller nroblem of comnutinq sur-
face and volume and then know exactly where to place the corresponding statements,
not getting this Part of the refinement confused with other narts.



As the refinement process continues, the items of information or data
being manipulated will become more explicit. Tn this way the specification
of the data structures will develop in parallel with the program develonment.
neferring decisions specifying data structures as long as nossihle will
help avoid awkward data structures not well suited to the comnutation.

Another examnle will he given after we have considered the other question:
"how can we he confident that our programs work?"

As a nrogram becomes larger and more comnlex, it becomes imnossihle to
hold all of the parts in one's mind at any given time. This limitation is simi-
lar to that which brings the need for sten-wise refinement methods and it is
dealt with in a manner similar to step-wise refinement in reverse. One method
allowing an awareness of the whole when dealing with any of the parts is to
form grouns of smaller narts according to some logical associations and then to
think in terms of the functions of these larger units. The grouning of narts
and the sequencing of the comnutation invoked by these grouns is called the
control structure of the nrogram.

ultimately our concern is not with the nrogram statements themselves, but
first with the comnutations invoked by the statements and then with the total
comnutation consisting of the senuence of all of the comnutations invoked by the
statements in a riven execution of our nrogram. It is seldom difficult to un-
derstand the action of a single statement taken by itself. The real difficulty
is to understand the collective action of a group of statements. In cyder to
understand the total computation, the control structure of the program must he
understood. If our nrogramming language nrovides features which enable us to
clearly and easily grasp the control structure of a program, it will he easy to
understand the total comnutation by examining the nrogram. If we do not have
a nrogramming language with such features, then we must employ traces, interme-
diate dumns, and nrintouts in order to understand the total coppntation. rot
these reasons, the control structure features Provided by nrogri..mming languages
have come umier very close examination.

nijkstra has suggested that the control structure of a programming language
be based upon three basic tvnes of control.: concatenation, selection, and re-
netition.

Concatenation grouns two or more statements into a single comnound state-
ment. The comnutation of the resulting comnound statement is the computation
of the first comnonent statement followed by the computation of the second com-
nonent statement and so on. The normal manner of indiating the concatenation
of statements is to write one after the other, sometimes bracketing the groun
within snecial words such as begin end.

Selection alloos the comnutation to select between alternative comnutations
according to some condition. Most commonly the condition is evaluated to true
or false and a selection statement will take the form:

IF condition THEN s
1
ELSF s

2

where s
1
is a statement which will he executed if the condi on is true and s

2

is a statement which will be executed if the condition is false. Statements s
1

and s
2
might he compound statements or selection or renetition statements. An .



example is
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IF A05 THEN BEGIN A=A+B

END

ELSE S=B-1

PRINT 71/4

Repetition allows the repeated execution of a statement (which might be
a comnound statement). In order to terminate the repetition, we can make its
continuation dependent unon a condition. The form suggested by Dijkstra is

mtmr condition DO s

where s is a statement which will be repetitively executed as long as the condi-
tion is true. An example is

WHILE I>1 DO nrnim rAcTu,rAcT*I

I=I-1

END

Obviously the repeated statement must alter the condition if interminable loons
are to he avoided.

There are to very strong arguments for basing the control structure of a
nrogramming lanalage upon these three statements. First they follow quiLe natural-
ly from the process of sten-wise refinement. Hopefully this can he seen to a
limited extent in the example given below. If nrogrammers are to he encouraged
to use :..en-wise refinement methods, the refinement nrocess must lead naturally
into exvressions of the ororyrammina language. If the final refinement step re-
quires awkward or tedious translations into unnatural combinations of statements
of the programming language, programmers will he encouraged to think ahead and
work in terms of shorter or "more efficient" constructs of the nrogramming
language rather than follow the organization of sten-wise refinement.

The second argument for using the control structure suggested by Dijkstra
is that we can find methods to verify our programs. As nlikstra has pointed
out, nrogram testing can only show the oresence of errors, not the absence of
errors. What we nead are more direct methods to convince ourselves that our
nroarams work. Dijkstra has given methods for nrovinq assertions about programs
constructed using concatenation, selection, and repetition.

It is significant that limiting ourselves to these three types of statements
eliminates the GO TO statement common to most current programming languages.
There has been considerable controversy over the use of the no TO. (3) It has
been shown that indescriminate use of the GO TO is a frequent source of diffi-
culty in finding errors and that its inclusion in a nrogramming language allows
the nossibility of control structures so comolex that general nrogram verifi-
cation methods are impossible. On the other hand it has been shown that in
many cases limitation to the control structures suggested by niikstra result in
longer and less efficient programs than are nossible with use of the GO TO. The
use of the oo TO does not imolv that our programs will he difficult to under-
stand; its undisciplined use brings this about. At the same time limiting
ourselves to niikstra's control structures does not mean our nrograms will he
correct; it does mean we will have methods by which to analyze them and nrove

.assertions about them. Using the method of sten-wise refinement together with



a language incornoratino niikstra's control structures does allow us a more
organized annroach to nrogrammina with a greater chance of success.

Following is an examnle of nroqram develonment by sten-wise refinement.
The nrogramming language is a BASIC -like language incornoratinq the control
structures suggested by nijkstra. Although the program is still short and eas-
ily develoned by less discinlined methods, it is honed that it will illustrate
step-wise refinement and, when comnared with an equivalent AMU'. program, dem-
onstrate the more natural control structure.

our task is to develon a general nurnose drill program. The nrogram is
first to present instructions to the subject and then for each of a set of
questions, nresent the question, accept the response, and keen score of the
response. After the last question, the total score is to he comnuted and nre-
sented. Since the nrogram is to he general nurnose, the narticular instructions
to the subject and the set of questions and correct answers must he nrovided
as innuts to the program rather than he coded into the program.

We have already described a nrocedure:

1) nresent instructions to subject
2) for each of the set of questions nresent the question, accent the re-
sponse, and keen score
3) comnute and nresent total score

if we had a programming language in which these were legitimate statements, our
nrogram would he comnlete. However, this is not the case; each of these state-
ments must he refined. in order to nresent the instructions, they must first he
innut.

Sten 1 can he refined into
la) inout instructions
lb) present instructions to subject

These two stens may then he translated into TIASin-like statements:

100 READ INSTRUCTS
200 PRINT INSTRCTs

Where the first nATA statement is something such as
900 DATA ANSWER FACE nUESTION WITH ONE won).

Variable names longer than a letter and digit are used for the greatly increased
clarity.

The second instuuction of the first level can be refined to;
2a) innut number of questions in drill
2h) initialize current auestion number to 1
2c) while there is a next question

a) innut question and answer
h) present question
c) accent resnonse
d) score resnonse

The third instruction of the first level can he refined to:
3a) compute total score
lh) nresent total score to subject

All of these refinements with the exception ot the last sten of 2c, "score
response" can he written as single RAST' statements.
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There are many ways in which to refine this sten depending upon the
sonhistication and comnlexitv of our drill °roc:ram. The most straightfor-
ward refinement might he:

score resnonse

a) if resnonse = answer then

let score = +

else nresent answer to subject

However we might want a retry feature incoroorated as

score resnonse

a) if resnonse = answer then

let score = score + 2

else retrY

Here we must refine the statement "retry". one nossible refinement is:

retry
a) nresent "try again" to subject
h) innut response
c) if rennonse = answer then let score = score + 1 else nresent

answer to suhject

The imnortant feature of sten-wise refinement is that we can select any
one of many refinements of "score resnonse" without affecting any of the other
marts of the nrogram. We could also select a refinement with a "retry" and
change refinements of "retry" without affecting the rest of "score resnonse".
This molularity allows us to work both at an overall level where details of
the narts may he deferred and at a detailed level where relative indenendence
of surrounding narts may he assumed.

Taking the refinement of "score response" with "retry" as given all of
the stens may he easily written in a BASIC-like language to nroduce the following
grogram.

010 READ ImsTRtirT
070 PPVIT ImSTRI/CTS
030 READ 9DiVTEST
040 LET QUESTNIIM=1
050 LET ScoRE=0
0A0 wHILE (TrEsTNIN( E-Urrsm) On
070 TIE(ITN

080 READ VESTS ,ANS102$
01/ PRVIT curSTS
110 IN 7T RpspoNs

110 IF (PFSPONS=A*ISWRS) THEN
120 LET Sr0RE=SCORE+2
130 ELSE
140 REGIN
150 PRVIT "TRY AGATN"
160 iNtitr RESPONS

(Continued next nage)



170 Tr (RESPONS=AW;WRS) THEN
180 LET SCORE=SCOT(E+1
190 ELSE
200 PRINT "THE ANSWER IS :" ,ANSWRS
210 END
220 LET DDESTNVM=onrs^NDM+1
230 END
240 LET SCORE=INTHSCORE/(2*MITMoUEST))*100+0.5)
250 PRINT nvoNR SCORE IS :"S(70RE,"%9
260 END
'70 DATA ANSWER EArm OF THE EOLLOWINq QuESTIONS
280 DATA 3
290 DATA WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
300 DATA VICTORIA
310 DATA WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF SASKATCHEWAN
120 DATA REAINA
330 DATA WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF ALBERTA
340 DATA EDMONTON
350 END

Although a hit longer than the first example, this example is still some-
what trivial and several criticisms may he nresented. Since the size of an
example is limited and since we are concerned with methods for develoning large
and comnlex nrograms, any examples will he inadequate.

Perhans the most significant criticism is that the example, is too slick;
everything works. In practice the method only offers some guidelines to help
organize our nrogramming efforts; it does not automate programming. Frequently
on attempting to refine a general statement, a nrogrammer will not know exactly
how to nroceed. The statement "find the best move" in a chess nlaving nroaram
does not have a clear easily found refinement. Erequentiv the attempt to
further develon some sten will bring about the need to alter some sten earlier
in the refinement; and the whole nrocess must he hacked un. This may require
a considerable amount of rewriting and bookkeening of names and sections of
nrogram. Some exnerimental interacti7e systems have been develoned to aid a
nrogrammer with the clerical details of the step-wise develonment of nrograms.
(4) For a fully develoned non-trivial example of sten-wise refinement see
Wirth (2) .

Once we have develoned a nrogram with these methods and a Programming
language designed for these methods, the product can he quite readable and
easily understood. To illustrate this claim, consider the following examnle of
an equivalent drill nrogram as written by a tvnical BASIC programmer.

010 READ 15
020 PRTNT IS
010 READ N
041 LET 9=1
050 LET S=1
060 IF 0>N THEN 210
070 READ Qlq,AS
opn nRINT 91$



090 INPUT RS
100 IF RS4,W; THEN 140
120 LET 0=no+1

130 GO TO 60
140 PRINT "TRY AGAIN"
150 INPUT R$
160 IF RS,OAS 111PN 190

LT7T s.5 +1

1A0 (V) TO 120
191 PRINT "THE ANSWER IS:" AS
200 GO TO 120
210 LET S=INT((S/(2*N)) 1,100+0.5)
220 PRINT YOUR SCORE IS:" S;"%"
210 DATA ANSWER EACH or 'rUE roLLowivn oHESTIONs
240 DATA 3
250 DATA WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF BRITISH coLumnIA
260 DATA VICTORIA
270 nATA WU" TS THE CAPITAL OF SASKATCHEWAN
291 DATA REGINA
210 DATA WHAT IS THE CAPITAL OF ALBERTA
300 DATA EDMONTON
110 F.Nn

Although the abbreviatrl variable identifiers nrohibit much of the desc-
rintion of the previous nrogram, the real difficulty in understanding the BASIC'
program is in discovering its organization. in order to understand the compu-
tation which will he invoked, we must play "comnuter" and follow through each
(-;() To and TP-TIMN. The larger organization of the nrogram is not nrovided by
the programming language.

The beginnings of BASIC late from the early 1960's. it is an easy language
to learn; it has certainly received wide snread acceptance and has Promoted the
introduction of computers in many schools. However, it was designed without
benefit of many of the recent advances in nrogramming methodology.

Although criticisms are made about BASIC's limited identifiers or its file
features or methods of innut/outnut formatting, these are minor details when
considering the teaching of programming methods and the development of well or-
ganized programs. For two reasons the fundamental shortcomings of BASIC are with
its control structure. First its control structure does not nromote well
structured nrograms. Both the GO TO and the IF-THEN make use of line numbers
which may be selectad indiscriminate/v; there are no built-in checks or con-
straints. Programmers are reauired to think in terms of individual statements
and are frequently tempted to take shortcuts in the name of efficiency (lazi-
,iess?) which nroduce tangles of complex unreliable code.

Still a student programmer can he encouraged to develon well organized
nrograms with step-wise refinement. Sten-wise refinement is independent of any
particular programming language. However, this presents the second fundamental
shortcoming: methods such as sten -wise refinement do not lead naturally into
niNsTr's control structure. Consider lines 170-200 of the first version of the
drill program:



170 IF RESPONS=ANSWR$ virm
100 LET SCORE=SCORE+1
190 ELSE
200 PRINT "TEE ANSWER IS:",AMSWRS

A atraightforward translation into BASIC would he

170 IF RS=AS THEN 200
100 PRINT "TVE ANSWER IS:", AS
190 no TO 210
200 LET scoRp+scnRE+1
210 no TO 150

which requires nrogramming the ET's F: case before the 'TIMM case and leads to a
redundant execution of a no TO. Most programmers would quickly see other ways
of coding this logic and could nroduce something such as the more efficient
but less clear code of the lines 160-200 of the second version. A construct
such as IF-THEN-ELSE--cannot he easily or naturally translated into a standard
nattern of BASIC code.

What are the alternatives for a secondary school commuter science curriculum
at the Present time? -- -very few. Languages such as the one used for the First
version of the drill nrogram are being designed and imnlemented. Dilkstra's
three basic statements are not the only ones for incorporating well structured
features into programing languages and, in fact, have many limitations. Many
alternatives are heing examined. Languages have been imnlemented for exneri-
mental work, for limited instructional use in universities and for some produc-
tion programming. (5), Some of these languages will soon he available on the
small machines tvnically available in high schools. However, availability of a
language is only a small part of the needs. Instructional materials, demonstra-
tion nrograms, in-service training are all essential and will he develoned more
slowly.

At the present time one might become aware of current developments in nro-
gramming methods, make use of them where nossihle to encourage more organized
nrogramming habits and he aware of some of the shortcomings and pitfalls of
languages such as BASIC.
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SFCTION G

ervkiPtITPR scIFNrr TN THF HIGH smom, cITRRmiulm

by Jay nee Smith

The intention of this section is to develon a notion of what comnuter
science is and then construct a high school curriculum based on that notion.
niscussion will he limited to secondary education.

Like most of mans' tools, the commuter came into existence because of the
demand--societies' demand for vast amounts of information that needed to he
nrocessed and the sciences' comnlex nrohlems that needed solution. Today, the
functioning of society and the development of the sciences are dependent on
the computer. An individual cannot escane the effects of the computer.

As a general definition of a science, the following is offered: wherever
there exist phenomena and the effects of these phenomena which are of interest
to man, there can he a science to describe and exnlain these nhenomena.(4) Tn
particular, the discipline comnuter science, is the study of information re-
nresentation and nrocessinq, the information processor (the comnuter) and the
phenomena resulting from its use. As a field of study that is distinguishable
from other disciplines, commuter science is no more than 25 years old.

Just as the student of economics or mathematics starts with fundamental
concepts and builds unon these concents in later study as well as uses them in
everyday life, the student of computer science should have some foundation
unon which to expand his knowledge of computer science and, more simply, annly
in everyday life.

As every educated nerson knows, his existence in today's society is based on
his study in a wide range of disciplines. In particular, for the high school
student, there are certain core requirements which have been predetermined to
he necessary for his later existence. Recause of society's dependence on the
commuter, every educated person should have a knowledge of the foundations of
comnu ter science, i.e., he should have as a mart of his core requirements a
computer literacy course.(1) Beyond computer literacy, a comnuter concents and
annlication course should he available to nrovide the student with nroorammine
skills he needs for nersonal use. What the student needs for personal use
will denend heavily unon the individual person, the computing facilities avail-
able to him in later courses (or on the job), and his area of academic and vo-
cational interest. A certain percentage of students will have the interest and
he ability to go on to more advanced courses in nrogramming and other asnects

of comnuter science. This caliber of student would most likely continue in a

commuter science underoraduate education nroqram.(7) Thus beyond the introduc-
tory concents and annlications course, a higher level course, advanced nrogram-
ming and machine structures, might he made available.

In addition to the three basic commuter science courses suggested, modules
integrating the computer into other disciplines should he created. For example,
using the comnuter to compute the results of a nhysics lab from data frees
the student to focus on the concents of the experiment rather than becoming
bogged down in a myriad of calculations. (3)

For the nrescnt, the above three culnuter science courses and modules
to he develoned are recommended as part of a well-established high school comnu-
ter science nroqram. A detailed descrintion of the three courses will he found
later in this section, however, at this time a discussion of the nresent state



of comnuter science seems annronriate.

As stated earlier, computer science is an inquisitive child prodigy
in a room of scientists well- disciplined in numerous fields. Comnuter science
is a young, ranidly expanding field with its fundamental concepts and its
role in education not too well defined. For most high schools computer faci-
lities are usually limited. (See this chapter "Computing on a Shoestring",
ITT.J) rood text and other instructional materials are not readily avail-
able. (See chanter 13). The teacher of comnuter science usually has limi-
ted formal instruction in the field but unlimited enthusiasm. (7) (See
chanter 12).

It is not recommended that a school with no comnuter science department
found one and immediately offer the three courses just to he on the bandwagon.
Father, the comnuter science program should be built carefully, with modest
goals. As the program shows results and student interest grows, additional
facilities and better instructional materials become available, and the
teacher(s) aain experience and knowledge, a comnuter science nrogram with a
variety of goals can he offered. The computer science program suggested in
this section offers courses that might be consistent with a program after
3-5 years of develonment.

computer Science Courses

Following are the recommendations for the computer science program given
earlier.

Course 0

Cl
C2

C3

Course Title

Computer Literacy
Introduction to Compu-
ter Science
Advanced Programming and
Computer Structures

Computer Literacy Cl

Prerequisite Core Requirement

None
Cl, High school
math or Algebra 1 No
(72 No

Yes

Description: This course is designed to acquaint the average student of varied
(or no) interests with the reality, nature, vocabulary, and the capabilities of
thr comnuter in current and future society. ff the facilities are available, a
programming language, e.g., BASIC, might he introduced. (See this chapter on
CARDIAC,IITD) (A fundamental result of this course would he to dispel the idea
or notion that the comnuter is a box with almost limitless canabilities and in-
telligence, and plant the truth that the comnuter is merely an incredibly fast
machine that can he made adaptable to some of the needs of man.)

Major Areas of Study:

1. History and develonment of the digital computer.
2. Information processing - the elements of information processing using the

computer.
a. the notion of an algorithm - a finite sequence of onerations or deci-

sions which must be executed in a »articular order to nerform a job.
h. the flowchart of the algorithm



c. The writing of the comnuter program from the flowchart using
nAsIr if the facilities are available.

3. The nature of the digital computer
a. The basic requirements of an information nrocessor, i.e., the taking

in, nrocessing, and the giving out of information, e.g., a telephone
receptionist.

h. The 9 main comnonents of the digital commuter, i.e., innut, outnut,
control, storage: and arithmetic and logical units (see this chapter
on CARmIAC,III.n)

c. The canacities and limitations of the digital computerdirect inter-
action with a commuter facility using nAsIc and/or nrenrogrammed nack-
ages would facilitate the teaching of these imnortant concents. (See
chanter 4).

4. Wide samoling of the ways in which commuters are used in our society with
non-numeric as well as numeric annlication. The imnact to those various
uses on the individual should he made clear.(3)

S. Vocational onnortunities available in computer science

Introduction to commuter Science r2

Mescriptiont This course is designed to acquaint those interested students
with more refined nroblems solving skills, a more complete nrogramming language,
and the general field of computer science. (A student who makes continuous use
of a computer will he faced with a wide variety of different software and
hardware configurations. Specific details of how to use these systems vary
widely. Thus, it is very desirable for the student to learn general ideas and
nrincinles, i.e., those concents that are not dependent won narticular software
or hardware.(7) It is also imnortant that a student learn not just procedures
for imnlementing a certain algorithm but also how to construct their own
procedures.)

Major. Areas of Study are outlined in Section T.

Advanced Programming and Machine Structures rl

mescrintion: This course is designed to acquaint those students who have
the ability and the interest to pursue commuter science beyond the high school
level with more detailed commuter concepts, the nature of programming languages,
and advanced nrogramming techniques. (It is important that the student not
learn just another nrogramming language but he made aware of the structure of
nrogramming languages, i.e., the grammar, the construction of sentences in a
language, 0-, syntax, the rules of the language, and the semantics, the meaning
of the syntactical structures. A structured language as ALML, MAO, or sNonot,
would give him an awareness of a natural communication with a language closely
following the problem solving methods. Imnroved methods of nroblem solving are
being develoned; and advances have been made in nrogrammina language design and
imnlementation. The methods and languages can he made available; it is imnor-
tant that they ha incornorated into the school curriculum).(q)

major areas of study
1. Comnuter concents
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a. Data representation - hits, bytes, words, double words; bi-
nary, octal, hexadecimal representations; binary and octal arith-
metic
h. computer logic - introduction to Boolean algebra, AND, mmn,
NOR, OR gates, flip floe, one hit memory unit for both registers
and main storage.
c. comnuter structures - a review of the anatomy of the comnuter with
an in depth look at the central processing unit, i.e., arithmetic-Ionic
unit, control unit, registers, buses; a discussion of various I/O
devices and interfacing
d. information flow and machine cycles - short machine language in-
struction set such as CARDIAC would facilitate the teaching of
this section (see this chanter on the uses of CARDIAC, TII.jl ).

2. Nature of programming lanauages - grammar, syntax, semantics; knowledge of
a structured programming language with some programming experience. This
sten will require a great deal of time if proficiency in programming in a
structured language is desired.

3. Advanced nrogramming techniques - some sungestions are
a. nrogram segmentation using subroutines
h. file management, undating, searching methods
c. use of storage printout or core clump for debugging purnoses
d. tracing techniques, i.e., tracing the steps followed during execu-

tion of a nroaram and the nrintinq out of data, addresses or in-
structions in core or the registers during each sten. This is
used for debugging nurnoses.
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CnMIliTER scuNrr AT VIP COLLECT Amp uMTVFASTTM

Many people have exneilded considerable time and effort to develop curri-
culum guidelines for the college and university. nne widely known and signi-
ficant study was conducted by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM).
This curriculum considered undergraduate and graduate nrograms and recommended
courses of study leading to both the masters and doctors degrees in computer
science. Tt anneared in the March 1168 issue of the Communications of the
ACM, and has become known as "Curriculum 68". Some people felt, however, that
"Curriculum A8" did not meet the needs of small colleges. So in the March
1971 issue of the Communications of the ACM an article anneared which consid-
ered the snecial needs of the small college in teaching comnuter science.
Meanwhile, a groun of neonle met to discuss and consider the snecial needs of
the small liberal arts college. The result was the Wheaton College report.
The Wheaton report was made available in July of 1972 and considered the
lege which had only minimal facilities, and was not interested in develoning a
comouter science major. The wlieaton report is significant because it concen-
trates on oroviding comonting as a basic sunnort to other courses, rather than
a study in its own right.

Abstracts of each of these renorts annear at the end of this chanter.
(See abstracts 1, 7 and 19 resnectiv0v.)
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COMPUTER SCIENCE IN HIM SCHOOL

"A Course Outline"

by

Jackson M, Dunlap

Introduction

Computer inA at the high school level is increasing rapidly. Many
schools already offer courses in computer literacy, comnuter programming
and comnuter science. This paner is designed to illustrate an "ideal"
computer science course for the high school level. It is written for
teachers who are currently involved in computer instruction or about to
enter this challenging field. The goal of the paper is to present one
model of an exceptional high school computer science course in the hope
that current nrograms will he measured against this guide.

It is the firm belief of the author that students who learn about
comnuters in high school should he exposed to a comprehensive and broad
based computer science course. Narrower approaches (computer programming)
generally do not succeed in providing students with perspective about
computers, computer use and computer function.

It should he noted that a course in computer science is not a study
of comnuter programming. Programming is a definite part of computer science,
but the major focus of computer science is a balanced approach to computers
rather than an emphasis upon one part.

Overview of the Course

This course is dosigned to provide the student with a basic introduction
to computer science. It considers the history of commuters, a simnlified
look at comnuter programming, problem solving, problem logic with flowcharting,
concepts of computer systems and architecture, survey of available commuter
languages, simple computer mathematics, elementary computer electronics,
applications of the computer, the computer industry, and the future of
comnuters.

Prerequisites include familiarity with the mathematical concept of a
variable, and an ability to do basic computation (at the 9th grade basic
math level). If a commuter literacy course is available, it is desirable
that the student take that course first. Such a course will deiil more
completely with the effect rf comnuters unon society which is not the major
objective of a computer science course.

This course should be taught so that the common average student will
be successful. Some of the ideas are difficult when considered in their
full generality; however, each can he handled in a manner acceptable to
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below-average students. Major ideas of computer science should be con-
sidered from an intuitive point of view and then expanded to an acceptable
level of technical sonhistication. The general level of this course should
be satisfactory for an average tenth grade student.

Philosophy of Course - Problem Solving

The basic philosophy of this course centers on the concept of problem
solving. Problem solving is seldom adequately taught in our schools. Yet
problem solving is a basic survival skill. Students in a complex and inte-
grated society need to know how to annroach a problem, how to distinguish
a solvable nroblem from an insolvable problem, how to break problems into
fundamental narts, how to refine the subparts into a set of actions to he
performed, and how to carry out this process in an orderly and systematic
way.

One problem solving approach to this course is to consider basic
Problems of mankind. Man has faced some rather major auestions in the dev-
elopment of society which serve as relevant examples of problems. The pro-
blems selected should he ones in which the computer has played an important
role. Problems of this kind include war, manufacture of goods, the need
for information, and the result of the information explosion. Each selected
problem should be discussed, the solutions considered. and the role of the
computer explored. In this way the student can see hcA problems affect
mankind, how problem solving is anproached, and the rot of the computer in
the solution. This process is characterized by dealing with a major pro-
blem, discussing how mankind solved it, and considering the part played by
computers in the solution.

This philosophical structure to the course permits the subject matter
to be intertwined in an interesting manner. As each orohlem is discussed,
there are narts of problem solving, programming, computer systems, proce-
dures, algorithms, and hardware involved. In this way the study of the
computer is anproached through the problems it has solved, rather than
approached as independent units of study.

Level of the Course

A way to look at this course would he to consider it a one year intro-
ductory course with a horizontal development. Such a course would not have
later topics dependent upon earlier information.

This method would not support advanced nlacement college nrograms. it

would he of service to the wide group of students who will not become computer
scientists and who may not even go to college. In this context it is like
high school biology. The background gained in such a course can benefit
the student in college, but the student is still required to begin his formal
collegiate study at the standard freshman level.



In a one year introduction to compnter science the instructor is
free to examine the field without being under pressure to achieve a cer-
tain level of knowledge by the end of the course. The author believes
that this is the best approach to computer science in the high school
because it best provides for different groups of students.

The major drawback of this annroach is that it does not provide
the student who will major in comnuter science the strong, sunporting
background that is desirable. On the other hand, it does expose a wide
variety of students to computer science and in the nrocess may spark the
interest of many future data nrocessors; and at the same time it provides
the budding computer scientist with some of the basic background that will
ease his entry into a formal study of computer science.

The design recommended for this course is a free, flexible, and
relaxed annroach to the subject of computers and computer science. Such
a design prohibits a rigid schedule. It requires the flexibility to
follow areas of narticular interests of students. Such an approach does
require considerable skill and knowledge on the nart of the teacher.

Goals

This course fits under three- of the state goals defined by the Oregon
Board of Education high school graduation standards. The three state goals
are a) Personal Development, h) So ial Resnonsibility, and c) Career
Develonment.

The following goals are defined on four levels. The most general
(denoted by roman numerals) are state wide goals. The system goals (denoted
by canital letters) are student goals describing a major area of understand-
ing suhordinant to a state wide goal. Program goals (denoted by numerals)
are related to a school or district program. And the course goals (denoted
by lower case letters) are student oriented goals related to a specific
course of study and are suhordinant to the program goals.

I. Personal Development.
A. Understand the basic scientific and technological processes.

1. Understand the commuter as a development of our technology
and its function in a technological age.
a. The student knows basic problem solving techniques that

can be aonlied to computer Processing.
h. The student knows the elementary processes in design and

constriction of commuter programs.
c. The student knows that different comnuter languages exist

and that each is designed to fit a specific annlicatior.
d. The student knows the various configurations of commuter

systems, and their relative merits (hatch, timeshare).
e. The student has an understanding of the nature of mathe-

matics in computing.
f. The student knows about the technological development of

the commuter.



g. The student knows some of the expected developments in
the future of computers.

I1, ,octal Resnonsibility.
A. As a consumer of goods and services.

1. Understand the computer an a tool in our society.
a. The student will. know some of the applications of the

computer to areas like; business, industry, medicine,
law, government, and education.

III. Career Development.
A. As an adult working within our society.

1. Understand the comouter field as a place tor employment,
and the implications off computers in various vocations.
a. The student knows the basic employment categories in

the comnuter industry.
h. Thy student knows the requirements for various types of

work the computer industry.
c. The student knows the effect of the comnuter unon currently

available jobs.
d. The student will nroject the effect fo computers upon

work in the future.

Instructional goals, behavioral objectives and performance indicators
have not heen defined here. These areas are more properly left to the indivi-
dual teacher.

rourse Tonics

while this course should he integrated into nrohlem oriented units,
the basic tonics Permit indenendent discussion. The major areas to consider
are: problem solving, comuuter nrogramming, computer languages, systems
contents, computer mathematics, computer electronics, history of comnuters,
applications of the computer, vocations in the computer industLv, and computers
in the future.

In each section that follows, the area is described in general terms
and then considered in some greater detail. The discussion that follows attempts
to make clear an area and its nhilosoohical underpinnings.

Problem Solving

Problem Solving--The student should gain a feeling for the nature of
an algorithm and a procedure. Both the flowchart and the English
language procedure should he used _ncrease student problem solving
abilities. Problem solving sunports the programming sections of the
course and increases the skill of the student in solving general
classes of Problems.
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Problem solvirm is a key element of this course. It is the logical
framework around which the course is built. As such, it requires signifi-
cant amounts of class time and will be one of the most difficult topics to
teach. one reason for the difficulty of nrcblem solving is that students
frequently come into computer science poorly nrenared to logically anproach
problems. Fortunately, students can learn nroblem solving if they first
realize that each major idea of comnonent of a Problem must he isolated and
dealt with individually. Once a student ht.s this basic skill it is easy
for him to solve more advanced Problems.

Problem solving is a basic part of computer programming. Tt should
he introduced nrior to any programming and .;sed as a tool throughout the
programming portions of the course. A tool to illuminate Problem solving
is the flowchart, which lays out the logical elements of a problem in a
graphical form. A second toot in nrohlem solving is the stepwise refinement.

1

In stepwise refinement the nrohlem is thought of as large indenendent blocks.
Each of those blocks is subdivided into smaller blocu7s, (English language
procedures) until the problem is defined precisely enough that it can he
solved with a number of well defined and discrete actions.2

It should be noted that flowcharting and stepwise refinement are general
procedures. The,' are anplied to orogr.,mming hut are general enough to he
applied to nearly any problem.

Flowcharts must he done CARFF(ILLY. It is important to realize that when
computer code is written into the boxes of a flowchart, the chart loses most
of its meaning. Flowcharts contain English language expressions; that is,
flowcharts contain boxes each of which has a meaning, and the contents of
the flowchart box is an English language description of the action to he
Performed. Careful attention to this point nermits the student to bridge
the cap between comnuter and human language definition of the problem.

It should be noted that flowcharting, and stepwise refinement work
together in the solution of nroblems. The flowchart being the graphical
representation of the problem and the stepwise refinement a method of problem
definition.

Comnuter Programminc

Computer Programming -- Programming should include one simple comnuter
languaae. Reasonable nrogramming topics include, the concept of a
variable and its relationship to the memory, the nrocess of program
documentation., its importance to the Programmer and to the indus-
try, innut/outnut, simple mathematical calculation, a discussion of
control statements and, their function within a program (LIKE: TF,

r,OTO, AND looping mechanisms), strings, basic contents of loops and
counters, and simple one-dimensional tables.

t Wirth, Niklaus; "Program development by Stenwise Refinement," Communications
of the ACM, Anril 1971, Volume 14, Number 4.

2 Stepwise refinement is an important concept in comnuter program design and
should be a part of any reFnectable computer science course.



The programming aspects of the course should not exceed one-fourth
to one-third of the total time (including lab work in programming). The

Programming Portion of the course is designed to exnose the student to
nrogramming, not to make him a programmer. The material learned here should
help the student to better understand the computer.

Fxnerience working with students at this level indicates that most
students can learn comnuter Programming through the one-dimensional table.
After this point the difficulty of the material increases rapidly.

A teacher is wise to set the limit of programming to the one-dimensional
table. Topics beyond this level should be handled in more advanced courses,
devoted to programming.

The student who is capable of absorbing considerably more programming
than is suggested here should be given a manual and permitted to devote
any extra time he has to programming.

Sample programs, exercises and examples should develop a balanced
approach to computer programming with a (50-50) mix of string (alphabetic)
and numeric types of processing. Strings are imnortant because they reppire
less mathematical sophistication, and illustrate the idea that computers
do more than process numbers. The key idea here is to move away from
math oriented problems and give the non-math student a chance to perform in
programming.

Some examnles of nrcgrams that can he developed with strings include:
the form letter, billing for an electric company, drawing pictures, CA/
programs, labeling of output, and designation of input.

The study of programming is not complete without a discussion of
structured programming. It is an important modern concept in computer pro-
gramming and has significant relaticns to human problem solving.

Computer Languages

romnuter Languages-Students should he exposed to computer languages
including: translation of languages, compilers, interpreters,
and assemblers.

One interesting tonic in computer science is a discussion of various
computer programming languages. Today there are a proliferation of computer
languages, each with a different purpose. Of the more than one hundred com-
puter languages, several have snecific nurposes and value. Such languages
include FORTRAN, APL, COBOL, BASIC, ALGOL, BLISS, SNOBOL, PASCAL, and PL/1.
Students should be aware that computer languages are translated by computer
programs and that there are both machine and higher level languages.

3 Dahl, O. J., Dijkstra, E. W., Hoare, C. A. R.; Structured Programming,
Academic Press, New York, 1972.
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System ('on:lents

System ConcentsStudents should study: major components of the com-
nuter) the basic architecture of the computer, software including
concepts behind timeshare and batch, and the functional relationships
between the parts of a computer system.

The comnuter is more than a central processing unit. The comnuter is
a system of components that interrelate in inte..'estinq and comnlex wa,,s. The
study of the computer as a system is an important topic which provides the
student with a firm understanding of the nature of comnuter processing,

Computer Mathematics

romputer Mathematics- -The student should gain an understanding of
basic computer mathematics including: binary, octal, decimal notation-
why binary and cctal are used in computer systems; an intuitive view
of nrecision and accuracy including the effects of round off errors,
and that methods exist for increasing the number of significant digits
available in the computer.

The mathematics of this course should he kept as simple as possible. It

is very undesirable to deal with advanced mathematics or even topics common
in algebra. Yt is entirely possible to consider the tonics mentioned above
from an intuitive and numeric basis without any sophisticated mathematics.

Computer Electronics

Computer ElectronicsStudents should study core memories, why core
memories are used, newer types of memory devices (i.e., solid state),
basic logic and logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, INVERTOR, FLIPELOP, HALF-
ADDER, FULL-ADDER), the basic circuitry necessary to construct gates
using transistors, a study of logic represented with nrimative gates,
changes brought on by miniturization of electronic components, inte-
grated circuit devices, and circuit manufacturing.

The computer is an electronic device. Part of the mystery of the com-
outer is veiled by the basic function of its electronics. When students real-
ize that the computer is constructed from discrete functional comnonents they
also begin to understand that the computer is not magic. These topics provide
basic and fundamental understanding of how the computer works.

History of comouters

History of Comnuters -- Students should study the history of comnuters
including: the effects of comnuters on problem solving, the develop-
ment of computing devices, the generations of the computer, and the
effects of various problems on computer levelopment.



An interesting way to deal with the history of computers is to present
a basic problemiconsider the problem, analyze solutions to the problem, and
the technological changes brought in comnuters by the problem. One examnle
of this nrocess is to examine the events leading to the development of
Pascal's adding machines, Babbages Difference Fngine, or the punched card.

A study of history inter-ties various developments of the computer and
nrovides a platform for consideration of computer applications.

21nplications of the Computer

Anplications of the Computer -- Students should consider: applications
of computers to education, government, law enforcement, medicine, pro-
cess control experimental design and control, models and simulation.

It is extremely important for the student to gain an understandini of
how various industries use the computer, what effect computers have unon
that business, and what the comnuter might do in the future for that business.

Vocations in Computers

Vocations in the Computer Industry -- Students should explore jobs in and
associated with the computer industry, including: keypunch, control
clerk, control sunervisor, comnuter maintenance, field engineer,
customer engineer, OP manager, computer operator, shift supervisor,
operations manager, computer sales, programming computer applications,
systems programming, systems analysis, computer design, and comnuter
manufacturing.

Imp/ications of emnloyment in the computer industry is important. Many
of the jobs in the future will he either entirely or partially related to
the computer.

Computers in the Future

Commuters in the Future- -The student should consider the exnected imnact
of comnuters unon education, government, law enforcement, medicine,
automation, research and society.

Teacher Skills

It is evident that this course reguires considerable formal background
and experience with computers. In the future teachers of comuuter science
like teachers of biology, will have a level of training equivalent to an
undergraduate degree in the subject field. Unfortunately, few teachers
currently have the nualifications necessary to teach this course.



A teacher who does not have the full qualifications for this course
can do two things. First, he should go ahead and teach his current courses.
As the courses are taught they should be comnared with this model. An the
teacher notes area of departure, he shJuld zero in on a few tonics of inter-
est and over time improve his knowledge of those areas. After a few Years
of this activity the teacher will increase his overall knowledge and comp
closer to the set of desired qualifications.

A second thing the teacher can do is return to school. Several fine
universities offer summer nrograms in computer science for teachers. Some

of these programs lend to a master of arts in teaching computer science.
This type of training, which does not interfere with the standard teaching
Year, will increase tha mialifications and nroficiencv of teachers very
rapidly.

A very modestly qualified teacher may desire increasing the actual
balance of programming to comnuter science within his course. While comnutor
courses at the high school level should not become programming courses, it
is respectable to increase the balance of nronramminq while the teacher
gains wider experience. Once the teacher feels more comfortable with :Jomputor
science he should hnqin to look at various areas of the course and make
adjustments away from programming.

In time, and with some effort, !-.e person who is currently involved
in comnuter instruction can become a master in the subject.

CONCT,USTn4

The outline nresented above is a radic& narture from typical high
school computing courses. Its emphasis is upon understanding, exposure,
and integration of ideas. It is, indeed, a difficult course to teach in
its full generality, but with a talented teacher and the nroper circumstances,
this course could become one of the most significant in the student's school
background.
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COMPUTING, n14 A SOFSTRINn
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Introduction This article is intended for secondary (grades 7-12) teachers
and administrators who are interested in starting or expanding a nrngram for the
instructional use of comnuters. There are several key stens you must take to
start a nrogram using comnuters and a variety of nossihle ways to exnand
nronram once yra have established it.

There are several assumntions made regarding your nresent situation. rirst,
You have no program or you have a minimal Program with minimal facilities. Sec-
ond, since the Program is non-existent or new, there is a need for sunnort (on-
inions and money) to make the nrogram grow. Third, whoever is in charge of the
nrogram is knowledgeable about comnuters, comnuter nrogramming, and the instruc-
tional use of comnuters. t'ourth, the tvne of activities You want to do will
require several volumes to nresent the tonics.

There are a large number of factors You must take into consideration as you
start to establish a program for instructional use of comnuters. your of these
factors which need immediate attention are nrogram goals, types of computing
facilities, courses (where in the curriculum do you stant using the comnnter?),
and authority.

(loals. The goals You establish will give direction fir your entire onerat.ion.
You need to have a clear ilea of what you want th,. students to know and nain
from the nrogram. It is best to select one or two major goals which are nelagogi-
callv sound and realistic for your situation. Three examnles of such goals are:

1. The students will be able to use the comnuter as a tool in nrohlem
solving by (a) constructing simple computer nrograms and/or (h) using com-
puter nrograms developed by someone else.

2. The student will be aware of the importance of computers in our soc-
iety and the impact comnuters will have on his life. (He will know what the
comnuter can and cannot do, how the comnuter is used in our societY today,
what the potential developments will he, and he will learn not to have
Fear or he nreludiced about comnuters.)

3. The student will exnlore the career onnortunities in the field of data
processing and learn how the comnuter is used in business and industry.

Any one or two of these goals would he a sufficient base to build a nroaram.
There are a large variety of goals You could establish but the main point is that
they must be established. Your individual preferences and values will determine
your selection. However, make sure your goals can he achieved and are reasonable
in terms of facilities, staff and time.

Facilities If you start with nothing You have several ontions for gaining com-
nuter facilities. The ideas discussed here are based on the assumntion that you
do not have much money available. For each ontion some of the advantages and
disadvantages are mentioned.

First, someone could allow You to use their comnuter facilities free of
charge. In most communities there are public and nrivate comnuter facilities
which are not used to their canacity. In some cases they may allow you to run



etudent programs at no charge. Thus, one of the first things You do in in-
vestigating facilities is to study your community for available resources.
The big advantage of this idea is that it won't cost you much. You may have to
rent A communication device (usually a card nench device to prepare cards) at
about 'flOO rer month, but this is the minimum you will have to spend in most
cases.

There are several disadvantages when using donated facilities. The pro-
gramming language available often is not designed for student use. Programming
languages such as BASIC are seldom available. Since many businesses onerate a
hatch oriented system the tyne of activities you can involve students in is
limited. For examnle, it is difficult to run many types of simulations or nro-
grams which require direct interaction with the comouter. Since the facility
has a major function other than education, your programs will he on a very low
nriority. This causes delays in having your programs run. In general, the
turnaround time is longer than you may desire for educational purposes, but an
innovative teacher can usually work around this handicap.

Second, if you are unable to find someone who will donate comnuter faci-
lities, then look for someone who will rent you comnuter time on his system.
many comnuters sit idle after five o'clock or are not used fully during the day.
This idea is similar to the first, but it has the added cost of rental fees.
The cost will vary widely from niece to place. The advantages and disadvan-
tages are the same as mentioned previously.

Third, there are many organizations and comnanies which rent computer
time on a largo comnuter system on a timesharing basis. Normally you lease or
nurchase a teletvnewriter and accessories which allow You to establish communi-
cations with the comnuter. Teletype rental fees vary from location to location,
but one can usually be rented for about $80 ner month plus installation fees.
Computer time costs vary in rate and overall monthly charges will denend on how
much time is used. Comnanies contacted can give estimates for rates. In addi-
tion von will need a telephone at about $14 ner month nlus an installation
charge.

The advantages of this third option are that the teletvne will be in the
classroom, ranid turnaround time, student oriented languages (usually BASIC),
a program library, and often storagecanabilities. This is almost like having
a large comnuter in your classroom, but not the responsibilities and problems
which accomnany such a system. The disadvantage is that you have only one (two
if you're lucky) teletypes in the room. Trying to get one or two more classes
of students time at the terminal is a major obstacle teachers must overcome.

The fourth ontion is to ourchase a minicomnuter for instructional purposes.
There are several types of comnuter :-."stems available for under $10,000. If
the cost is snread over two or three 1./..?ars the yearly costs are much lower.
"wo nossible configurations are (1) a minicomputer and a single teletypewriter
for communication and (2) a minicomnuter with a card reader which reads cards
marked in nencil for communications. These two configurations are among the
more common tvnes currently used in schools. The first can he acquired for
anoroximatelv SA,000.

The advantage of nerchasing your own facilities is that you nurchase a sys-
tem which fits your needs. You can usually have the lanquane, tune of communi-
cations device, and amount of time you need for your nroeram. Many of the small



computer systems have the capacity for expansion as your nrogram grows.

uowever, with your own facilities will come several notential nrohlems.
You may find that the small comnuter cannot handle large nroorams. The mini-
mal system has no storage capacity such as magnetic tapes or disks. Also, you
have the resnonsihility of keening the system running. Since this is the most
exnensivn and comnlicated method of acouirinq facilities You need to do much
nlanning and investigating before you make a decision. It will nay, in the long
run, to get help from someone who knows the ins and outs of nurchasing computer
hardware and who can alert you to nrohlems, both potential and real, which
accomnanv such a nurchase.

Courses. There are several ways a school can start using the comnuter for in-
struction. The three ideas nresented here are the most comelon.

One method is to operate a separate course in "Computer Proqramming","Com-
miter Science", or "flata Processing". This is a one semester or one year course
designed to teach specifically about comnuters. hlthoulh there is as much ration-
ale for offering this course as many others in the secondary curriculum, it
is difficult for schools to add another course on ton of already crowded schedules.
The addition of this course may mean the elimination of some other course,
which may or may not he desirable. In addition, a sufficient number of students
will need to he recruited to actually operate the course.

Another method of implementing computer instruction is to offer a unit or
section on or about comnuters as nart of a regular coursa. The length of time is
flexible (2 to A weeks) and denends on the instructor. This usually occurs in
a science, mathematics or business course. This gives the instructor a large
number of students and the opportunity to integrate the study of computers with
the main course. The advantage of this annroach is that it does not affect
the school's schedule. When you attempt to add a new unit to an existing course
something has to he changed. Tither some tonics in the course of study must he
omitted or the depth of coverage must he changed to allow the new tonic. This
is no mean task for any instructor.

A third method of implementation is to teach an existing course using the
computer. Per examnle, mathematics could he taught using the comnuter. There
are several textbooks currently available which are structured in this way.
l!ere the computer is a tool used in learning the subject under study. The
normal subiect matter is the focus of instruction, not the comnuter. Of course,
the students must first learn to use the comnuter.

Authority. In every school system there are several neonle who have a defi-
nite say about what is done in the classroom. They are head teachers, nrin-
cinals, curriculum supervisors, superintendents, and school hoards. Their
opinions and goals directly influence what you actually do. If. You are to
make manr chances in the curriculum you will need their annroval even if you
don't intend on snending much money. Once you enter the area of snending money
the annroval is more imnortant and often harder to obtain.

'lost schools have a method for teachers to nronose innovation programs.
The structure may he formal or informal, but it is there. Since you will have
to work within the system You should investigate how it works in Your school.



Most administrators are concerned with quality education and willing to help
you develop a reasonable program. You need to gain their support if You
want to nromote your program. There are no surefire mehtods of winning the
annroval of administrators or school hoards. BY studying Your system You are
in the best nosition to judge what to do.

Tdeally, a school would determine what it wanted to achieve (goals),
develon an instructional proaram, and then acouire the anpronriate facilities.
There is a variety of reasons this approach is seldom used in implementing a
oroaramjyou must make changes or concessions based on the realities of your situ-
ation. The four key points mentioned are not exclusive from one another. A

change in one area causes changes in others. The goals, facilities, your over-
all curriculum structure, administrators and board, faculty, etc. all interact
to determine your orogram. ror examole, if your facilities will he using a
hatch nrocessing computer at some local business then you cannot expect to run
simulations or teach the BASIC language. If the only teachers available are in
the mathematics denartment then it would he difficult to ooerate a course in
business data processing. These examnles are just two of many types of situ-
ations which occur when You start olanning.

Several alternative nlans should he develoned to take into account the
various conditions with which you may finally have to contend. These nlans
should include decisions regarding the four noints mentioned and other factors
which exist in your situation. A tentative budget should he included in each
nlan.

When developing clans for a nronram You need to know snecifically what
you want now (or next year) and you need to have a long range elan for at least
five years. This long range plan gives your immediate Plans direction.

School Board and Sunerintendent. Before recuesting facilities or money you
need to convince neonle that the goals of your nrogram are sound. The nuroose
of your presentation should he to convince the hoard or sunerintendent that
the orogram is valuable. A aeneral outline of such a oresentation follows.

1. A major goal of education is to nrenare students to function in our
society. The computer is an integral nart of our society. Alert them to
the fact that they are in contact with comnuters every day. Many of the
local businesses will he using comnuters. Point this out snecificallv,
using comnanies they are familiar with.

2. Present the goals and rationale for each. ror examole, if the coal
is the student will he able to use the comouter as a tool in nroblem
solving, then the rationale is: the use of the comnuter in the secondary
schools provides many advantages not otherwise available. A few of
these advantages are

a. Generalizations, concept development, and nrocedures are
often a major goal of instruction. The hich sneed and accuracy
of the computer allows the emphasis to he placed on these major
goals rather than just the answer.
h. The use of the comnuter becomes a highly motivating device in
the classroom.
c. The use of the comnuter can eliminate the boredom of doing lenathy
and comnlex comoutations. Also, it can el.4.minate errors made in com-
nutation. Thus, the student has accurate results to analyze and a



much longer time to snend on analysis.
d. The computer extends the student's ability to handle nroblems that

were previously too difficult. ReCause of this, more realistic nroh-
lems can be °resented for study. Also, tonics that were mreviously left
out of the curriculum because of the computational comnlexities involved
can now he included.

e. The comnuter can be used in every department in our secondary schools
and can he used by every student.

f. Fvery college or university and many iunior colleges and vocational
schools have computing facilities available for students. Those
students who will he involved in post high school training need to he
nrenared to make use of the existing facilities for their own advantage.

g. In addition to being able to use the commuter for problem solving, the
learning of computer programming is valuable because it teaches stu-
dents to think logically. romnuter programming is much more than lust
constructing a code for the commuter. Programming involves several
stens. They are:

I. nefinition of the nrohlem.
2. Analyze the Problem and determine the most feasible method of solu-

tion.

3. Pesign a solution - flow charting.
I. (-rling the solution in the nrogramming language.
5. Peter the Program in the commuter.
r). Possible debugging.
7. Run nrogram.
R. possible debugging.
R. obtain nrint-out and analyze results.

To he able to construct a nrogram reouires a high level of under-
standing of the concepts and procedures being studied. Fvervone agrees
that one must understand a tonic very well to teach it to someone else.
To teach a tonic to a commuter (nrogramhing) reouires an even better
understanding.

h. The use of the commuter reouires the active narticination of the students.
i. "It is curious that in the 'normal' secondary school with its lessons

to he memorized and exams to he massed, there is so little occasion for
a student to ask his own ouestions and nursue their solutions with imagin-
ation and enthusiasm. If the solution to his nrohlem is a working com-
puter nrogram, he will have learned as much as one learns a suhiect when
one must teach it. In addition, he will possess a finished product that
is very much his own creation." nigital Fouinment r7ornoration

3. nnt on a demonstration of your facilities if Possible.
4. neave sufficient time for questions and be nrenared to resnond adeouatelv.

Ruildinc a Program. Once a program for instructional USa of comnuters has been
established it is often necessary to sunnort it so that the program will he kent
in the curriculum or so that the nrogram can he exnanded. The following ideas
arc, activities which may help sumnort a mroaram.

1. Try to gain the sunmort of other teachers in the building. You can
demonstrate the commuter in their classroom, run statistics on tests, or
surveys, or helm them on classroom research.
2. Gain supDort of school administrators by running statistical nrograms
For them.



1. Present your nrogram at a staff meeting. reen it brief and
oositive. Stress what the students have learned and their attitudes
toward the class.
4. Keen narents informed of what you are doing. Make a nresentation
to the PTA. Stress the "high quality" of the nrogram and how modern
it is
5. Arrange for teacher inservice on educational use of comnuters.
This can he done at a local college or at a local school. Most areas
are able to nrovile instructors for such a course. (The school district
will often nay for this type of inservice.)
6. Have the local newsnaner do a short article about vonr Program.
This could include several pictures and a few short statements about
the intent of the nrogram.
7. Keen records of what the students have done (academically) on the
computer, the amount of time ner day the teletvnewriter is actually in
use, number of students involved in the nrogram, oninions of students.
At the end of the first Year of oneration a comnlete renort of your nrog-
ress should he submitted to all neonle roncernerl (superintendent, nrinci-
nal, denartment head, PTA, school hoard). This could contain the goals,
student nrogress and achievement, (cost ner student, notional) data that
has been collected etc. It is the task of the teacher to he sure the
nrogram is successful. If for some reason it is not, find ont why and
sunnort your reasons.
S. Several small drill and nractice nronrams ran he made available to
simulate large computer assisted instruction (CAT) nrograms. These can
he used in some mathematics courses to motivate students. This is time
consuming but may nrove valuable.
(4. A brief overview could he prepared and distributed to other teachers,
narents of students involved, newspaper, etc. The idea is to keen the
concept alive in the minds of other people involved ;n education.
11. Once the nrogram is underway it is helnful to keen the school hoard
informed. A short 10-15 minute nresentation is a good idea. Most school
hoard members are interested in what is hanneninn in the classroom. rind
one or two students who would he willing to stand urn and state what they
feel they have gained from the course. A one or two nage handout should
he available to everyone at the meeting.

conclusion. Khether You are starting or building a program for the instructional
use of comnuters there ar? a tremendous number of decisions and nlans to he made.
To mare your program successful keep in mind these four ideas. rirst enthusi-
lstir teachers and students are necessary for any successful nrogram. This
gains sunnort and gives your nrogram momentum. Second, ho neenared. mou need
to know where You are going and he able to sunnort vonr nronosals. Third, stay
small and build on success. if you try to do too much at one time you are more
li*e:v to run into nroblems. Once You have failed to succeed it is harder to try

secncrl time. roirth, since your nrogram is new you will need to nrove it's
merit. Nothing bolos a nrogram to grow more than success.
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v Coniputer Likes )40...*when i speak in RASIC
CaliTorn-Ta

This short ((C3 pages!) delightfully written booh is an
excellent self instruction manual for learning the rudiments
of IL SIC on a time sharing system using a teletynewritter (TTY).

The theme throughout is, as written on t:te first page,
xperiment: 6amhIc! Guess,...then Try it!""1

1

hy varying a given problem the beginner is led through a
step by step exploration of primitive BASIC. There are many
examples and short exercises to help him. A typical problem:
In year zero, we start with a population of P people. The pop-
ulation ihc.-10t1Ses by R% each year. In N years, the population
will He: P(I + it /100)N.

Topic's that are introduced are: line numbers, PRINT state-
ments, LIST, RETURN, correcting mistal:es, SCR, RUN, EN11, sci-
entific notation, INPUT, GO TO, CNTRE C, ESC or ALT MOPE, READ,
DAT!;, !'nth .todols, IF...THEN, INT(e), FOR-NEXT LOOP, STEP, sun-
SCRilYtrD VARIABLE, rm SUBROUTINES, double subscripts, infor-
mation retrieval, etc. Strings and Files are omitted.

This is a clearl, written a variety of type is used
in printing to make each page eye catching. It is inexpensive
(1.IP) and well worth the expenditure for the beginner.

Sue Waldman
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*Recommendations for P.caderriic Programs in Coauter Science--A Report of the
AC": Curriculum Committee on computer Science
Communications of ACM, Vol. 11, No. 3 (March 1968)
Pages 151-197

This report can be described as a major contribution to the literature
concerned with the development of educational programs in the computing and
information sciences. It contains recommendations on academic programs at
both the undergraduate and the graduate levels developed by the ACM Curric-
ulum Committee on Computer Science. That portion of the report devoted to
the undergraduate program is really a revised version of an earlier report
entitled "AN Undergraduate Program in Computer Science--Preliminary Recom-
mendations." (Comm. ACM 8,9 (Sept. 1965), 543-552; CR 7,1 (Jan.-Feb. 1966),
Rev. 8767) .

A classification of the subject areas contained in computer science is
presented. These s!:1-)ject areas are grouped into three divisions: (1) infor-
mation Structures and Processes; (2) Information Processing Systems; (3)

Methodologies; with several related subject areas, grouped into two divi-
sions: (4) Mathematical Sciences; (5) Ihysical and Engineering Sciences.

Ft is somewhat distruhinq to this reviewer to find numerical analysis
(grouped under mathematical sciences) dosOnated as a "related subject
area".

There are twenty-two courses descr.ed in these areas, along with pre-
requisites, catalog descripti ms, detailed outlines, and annotated bibliog-
raphies. Thosc, readers interested in setting up academic programs will
find this information extremely useful. They will also be quite pleased
to find detailed recommendations for the undergralate degree program.

(;raduate programs in Computer Science are discussed, and sonic recom-
mendations are presented for a master's degree program. However, doctoral
programs are discussed only in very general terms with no specific recom-
mendations. The importance of service courses in computer science and a
minor in computer science are stressed, along with the importance of con-
tinuing education in this highly dynamic field.

Attention is given to the organization, staff requirements, comoutor
resources, and other facilities needed to implement educational programs
in computer science.

R. T. Gregory

*Reprint from the May 1968 issue of Computing Reviews



Conference hoard ot the Mathematical Sc iences
Comm i I tee on Computer Fdtic at ion
Recommend at ion'', Po 0,a rdine COMF_U t P 1'11 Schou I F Itt ion

\vc Slittr .,, sT1 n t o , r)r. , n 0-7, 7

Apr i 1 1 972

With computers rapidly coming :tto the educational score,
a pressure Oil secondary s, 001 teachers to teach some-

thing ahout computing. The charak, .r and quality of what is to
he taught depends heavily on the guidance and materials avail-
ahle to these teachers. Seeing the need for national guidance,
(lie CRMS issued this report after a year committee study of
coondary computer education. They addres.ied the report to
the mathematical-scientific community.

recommendations for preparation of courses and edu-
cational materials Are as follows:

A. A "junior high school course in computer literacy de-
Hned to provide the student with enough information about the
nature or the computer so that he can understand the roles which
computers play in our society." This course would he required
for all students and should be one semester in length.

i',. An introduccion to coriputing course, provided as a
to to the computer literacy course, with emphasis on
nrobiem solving. [11 addition, some modules integrating comnoting
into secondary math courses and introducing simulation into the
physical and social studies.

Special programs in comPuter science for gifted student!;.

M. A high kiaality, vocational computer training program.

Also included in their recommendations is National Science
Loundation supi,ort for the development oC a variety oC program,
H)a the training of teachers and the traI!)inp of teachers of

ni corlputer courses. It WN.-; .-Jiggested that a clear-
,hou.;,.' for information about high school computer education

should he (:stahlished.

The report does not go into detail concerning content of
computer science courses or preparation of suitable educational
material hut does give considerable direction for meetilg -their
recommendations.

Jay Dee Smith



A11lRon, Ronald
i'omeuter Programming for the? Seventh ca-ade
Mathematics Teacher Vol. No. 1, (January 1973)
pages 17-19

Valley Stream .loith High Jehool is a suburban school on Long Ts1at ,

comprising grades 7-12. In September 1970, the ',1athematics departmeni:

owned one Digital PDPP.P computer with 8K memory and four on-line termi-
nals. no equipment was housed in a fairly large room called them Computer
Lab. The room was used only for computer instruction.

During the eight-period day, two sections of computer mathematics were
taught as a one-semester elective open to students in grades 11 and 12.
For the remaining six periods, the lab was open for student use and was
supervised by a mathematics teacher as one of his duty assignments.
dents enrolled in the computer mathematics courses were permitted to use
the equipment during the time when they were assigned to study hall or
lunch. Since approximately forty students are enrolled during any one
semester, two pertinent questions have arisen: 1) Are a capital outlay of
approximately $15,000, a yearly service contract of $2,400, and eight
teacher-periods a day economically justifiable for 80 youngsters? ?) inrn

t1:0 program is offered only to eleventh and twelfth graders and affects
only a small number of mathematically oriented, college-bound students, is
it sufficiently justified?

The decision was made to troaden the computer program to include as
many youngsters as possible. Computer instruction was to begin in the
seventh grade; further direction could he determined by the success or
failure of that instruction.

A two-or three-week unit of computer instruction was given to all
seventh graders. The unit included flowcharting, writing simple programs
and hands-on experience. Each section was instructed in its regular
mathematics classroom and was moved to the computer lab on a prescheduled
basis for hands-on experience. When the instruction was completed, stu-
dents were given access to the lab during their free time. High school
students with experience in cementer programming assisted in the lab.

As a result of this program, all 229 seventh-grade students were
given at least a twc-week unit of comnuter mathematics with a minimum of
three days of hand-on experience. A survey of he students indicated that
227 of the 229 enjoyed their experiences and wished to continue such a
program in the eight grade. One hundred and two students continued using
the computer on their own time for both teacher-assigned nroblems and
problems of their own choosing.

Some of the problems encountered included supervising thirty youna
sters (with almost zero typing ability) trying to use four teletypes,
preparing the teachers to teach the three-week units, and in coming up
with meaningful problems that were caeahle of solution on the computer.

Rod Kohler
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lmarel Saul
Yomrut.:r A Conceptual Yramework for Curriculum Plannirg
oTimunicationer ff An, \,off -. une , pp . :10

Two views of cw)nuter science are considered! a global
iew and local viev. T1,o glohal view attempts to capture

H'oad characterities of the field and its relatienshiP,-: to
ot:or fields. The local view i:-, concorned with tH.-. innr_sr struc
tures of the fic'd: the 1-inds of Lrowledge, orollems, and act-
ivitles that cxi!;ts withH tLe discipline.

The Global View: Computer science is concerned with information
processes anTthe classes of prohlems that give rise to them.
It i 5 therefore also concerned uit i g,nerol m,'Ihods for ',.,olving
problems with the help of information processing machines.

\'-tiv:ty in computcr science Sr'ClIs to tale forms. One in
,:oncerned with system synthesis, exploration, and innovation:
and the other oriented to analysis search for ftmdamental put

and formulation oftTieori-es.

The local View: The formualtion of a solution or an algorithm
:s (prTiliary concern in computer :-,cience. Tho lawizIgo ut;e1
to formulate the algorithm to be processA by a computer is also
o f major concern.

It of inIerest iH compwer science to applications
not 1,v discipline, by the kinds of prI)lem solving methods,
iplormation structures, and procedures that are characteristic
o f t problems.

cHlt, important objective of computer science is to develop models
and of computation that are responsive to the major de-
iga problem in the Cield.

COnCerii are in the areas or machine level lang(age, ma-
,,Hne organi:ation, and theory of formal languages. Results
e l the latter field are relevant to the design or high level
languages, translator, and programming mechanisms.

Implications on curriculum planning are that there seem
to he tA.0 broad areas of acti'ity: ffl activities with pro-

nethod of solution, and programming; and (?) activities
\..ith languages, schemes of processing, and design principles.
Yildergraduate study should provide a broad understanding of
the two ahovc areas and provide the skills needed to hold a

profesional position in the field.

lohert Layton
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Austing, P. II. / 1Thgle, I-

A Computer :cionce Course Program for colleges
Communications of the ACM Vol. 11, No. 3

Pages 139-147

This report is authorized by the ACM ilbcommittee on Small College
Programs of the Committee on Curriculum in computer ;science. IL gives
recommendations of the content, implementation, and operation of a com-
puter science program for small colleges.

Pour basic courses are described, roughly corresponding to the areas
of algorithms and programming (Course 1), applications of computers,
(Course 2), machine and system organization (Course 3), and file and data
organization (Course 4) . The first course introduces the student to com-
puter science and is a preregusite for each of the other courses. The
latter need not be sequential.

tmplementation of the program requires student ac:(2e5.; to a computer
with aL least one higher-level programming language for student use. cot
can be justified only if computing services are used on a campus-wide Pa:.
is. Hence, development of a community of computer science users on campus,
as well as an excellent implementation of Course 1, is necessary. Minimal
staff would be at least one full-time instructor, offering courses 1 and
each semester; and 3 and 4 each year. If possible, the school should
hire a computer scientist to implement the program; if not, give a faculty
member a year' leave to gain experience worki.ng in a computer science de-
partment. -;ome expansion of supplementary facilities, notably library
holdings, should be provided.

operation of the program is covered in detailed course descriptions
which include:

Introduction: Outcomes, emphasis, what is included and not included,
organization, and structure.
catalog Description.
)ut.line: Main topics; , of class time for each.
Texts.

Hriel recommendations for additional work are given, followed hy an
item library list.

Sister Clare MacIssac
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l'it I d i a Conk.icpt ua 1 Combat er
tics Teacher, vO5, n (Januc,ry onS7-01

Providing students with an introduction the the ranidly
expanding ,field of computer science can he somewhat of a Pro-
Hem for the majority of toachers who do not have easy acces,;
to a computer facility. The .seemingly inherent fascination
that computors hold for many children can be subvcrted if a
teacher's First lesson about computers does not provide proper
motivation For students. Lengthy discussions of history, hi-
oary arithmetic, hardware, and programming can best be present
cd after the stage has been set by an initial informative and
motivational lesson providing opportunity for student partici-
pation.

The following format for the first lesson about computers
has heen tested successfully with fourth graders, junior and
senior high school students, college students, and teachers.
la thio approach, students are permitted to act out the func-
tions oC the computer components in a situation designed to
conceptuali:e a computer. In the construction of our concep-
tual computer, the teacher, called the ROSS, will function as
the control unit. A student , called the ADDER, will he ..elect
cad to perform the arithmetic 'lilies of the accumulator; a se-
cond student, the RFAriER, wil' serve as the input unit; and a

third student, the WPITER, will act as the output unit. Two
additional students, a RUNNER and a LnniaR, are needed to res-
rectivelv change data in storage and copy data from storage.
our storage unit will consist of two sections. Section 1, a

large sheet of poster paper, will contain the list of instruc-
110W-; (the program) that the computer will follow in solving
A specific problem. Section 2 of storage will be a set of
olall empty foxes, each one of which will be given an appro-
priate nano corresponding to the name or the variable whose
Current volue will be written on a card and stored in the hox.

After ossemhling the computer components, we need a pro-
icY the eowouter to solve. In selecting a problem, it is

orudent to choose a relatively simple exercise in arithmetic
..;o the computer will not he obscured by intricacies of the
algorithm used in solving the problem. For motivational pur-
ooses it l'oy also be desirable to find a problem that is new
,o tin stu,:ents. One problem that appears to satisfy both of
:hese criteria is that of finding terms of the Fibonacci se-
cnce Students should he encouraged to

construct the list of instructions for the computer to follow.

lilc comouter simulated by people parallels the actions of
real computer. After students have been introduced to a com-

ooter in this informal manner, a detailed description of the
operations of an actual computer can be discussed in relation
to the conceotual computer.

Jon R. Lewis
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Aithur
A Prorammer Project
Communications or the ACM, Vol. 1.1, (Julv 19711 , ,11P-15:

The purpose of the training Project 1:;ls to trail 10J..
vesidurt,,-, of the Albany-Schenectady area on covputer progra
mirg. The project also arranged for johs for the gradual -s.
The course trained tho students in FCIPTRAN on a Gh time sharing
system.

Joh.; for the students were of primary concern for the peo-
ple involved in the project. Managers were inferred that the
;raduates of the program would not ho competent programmets, nit
ould be individuals that had demonstrated hasic intelligencc
lbility to learn, and displayed an interest and gained some
..liowledge of computer programming. The intent Was to provide
later on-thc-job training to bring the individual's sAill up to
the level of a computer programmer.

The only entrance requirement for 11 c project was that the
student must he blac1.-.. No testing was performed, hut select ior,
was hased on !tigh school records if available. The ages or
the studcnts ranged from 20-35. Most of 1:11 st idents 1;00r

mathematics bacl:groulds.

The class Oct two evenings per veel for approximately 'ov-
en months. flne evening wa'.; devoted to tiA'o hours of lecture a!!.1
the other evening consisted of open-ended tutoring. Homewor
was assigned each wee. Complicated arithmetic expressions,
double precision, and trigometric functions were omitted due
to the students' poor math bacl.ground. I/0 nod format state-
rent s were left to the end of tic course.

The major problem in the class was going from the state-
ment of the problem to ar algorithm for its solution. T)e stu-
dents also had problems using Hon charts. .1\out :!09,, of the
entc'ring students dropped within a fey class:-s and another 2nr:
left during the rest of the course. All 18 graduates were r.if-
Cored lobs. Six of these student: became productive progra71-
mer.s. There was no correlation hetwee:. ligh school performance
and performance in the training program.

lobort layton
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Crowley, Thomas H,
APPLICATI0V-; or COMPUTERS
OVTIT.nANTIMI--nYinITAJC.,-Chapler 11, :IcGraw Hill, pp. 101-111

This book was one of the very First 'computer appreciation"
books. It is available in paperback form at a reasonable price.
A summary of a typical chapter Follows.

If ice look at the purposes of a computer, we can classi ty
the applications of computers into three rather large hasic
categories. Tbese categories ore:

Ml To gain economy'.
(2) To make the job feasible at all and;
(3) To achieve insight into some process .

Lor any practical use of a computer to he possible, at least one
of these objectives must exist.

Nor example, computers arc capable of storing large quan-
ities of information and retrieving it rather rapidly by using

magnetic tape or disc storage. Thus a company can save many
loilars by committing payroll data (or sales reports, inventory,
billing information, parts lists) to "memory". However, if it

roquircs more work to put this information into a form accept-
able to the computer than to do the original computation, the
ohjective of economy is lost.

Computers are used in weather forecasting. Since it is
Hossible to do a large number of complex calculations very ra-
pidly and with very high accuracy, we now have reports, using
data relayed from all over the world, ready within minutes of
,ur data gathering. Therefore we now have in avail-
able in time to use it for records and statistical purpos-
es only. Thus the computer may make a job feasible because
of its speed and reliability of svmbol processing. This is an
example of a real-time application. Others are: controlling
-odnetion lins in oil refining, cement manufacturing, elec-

tronic parts manufacturing and banking applications.

Simulations are used to gain insight into a given process
or iwilaYior of some model. ft can, for example, simulate a
g,iven blisin?ss ever a given period of time and thus predict out-
%:omes ba.;,:d on many different management policies. War "games"
can be played. New machines or new processes can be "simulated"
before hying put into production.

co;',1puters ,,ecome faster and ChoanCr, only our in-
'LgInation llmits their use

Gerald Larer
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Dijkstra, E. W.
The Humble Programmer----------------------
Communications of the ACM, Vol . 15, No. 10 (October 1972)
Pages 859-866

C. W. Dijkstra was selected as the 1972 winner of the Turing award,
given for outstanding contributions to the field of computer science.
The Humble Programmer is the ACM Turing lecture given by Dijkstra. It

is well written and very thought provoking.

Dijkstra traces the history of computers from a computer programmer's
point of view, and his own involvement in this history. He notes that in
the early days people tended to characterize programmers as being "puz-
zle-minded and very fond of clever tricks", and felt that programming was
nothing more than optimizing the efficiency of the computational process.

Second generation computers were much more capable, and the needed
level of software we.: much higher. Operating systems and compilers were
good challanges to the computer programmer.

Dijkstra continues by recounting his feelings about the introduction
of the third generation machines (IBM 360 series). "Then, in the mid six-
ties something terrible happened: the computers of the sc-called third
generation made their appearance."..."But the design embodied such soriowi
flaws that I felt that with a single stroke the progress of computer
science had been retarded by at least ten years; it was then that I had
the blackest week in the whole of my professional life."

Dijkstra then goes on to discuss what is right and wrong about the
current state of computer science. In particular he is critical of huge
languages like PL/I, and is very supportive of "structured" programming
languages. any of his ideas are summarized by: "The sooner we can
forget that FORTRAN ever existed, the better, for as a vehicle of
thought it is no longer adequate: it wastes our brainpower, and it is too
risky and therefore too expensive to use."

David Moursund
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[lot- 'ichard k'.

irrT::.mina a calculator

Introluction to Computers and Computer Science, Chanter 6
hoyd and t'rasor Puplisliing Company , 1T7 2

Pro(irammable electronic calculators are constructed like digital com-
puters. They rival digital computers for solving mathematical problems
with small amounts of input data. Many have somn of the features of a
computer such as program storage, registers, floating point and fixed point
numbers and arithmetic, logarithmic and exponential functions.

The line between a mini-computer and a programmable electronic calcu-
Loot. is not clear as many calculators have attachments similar to a mini-
computer, such as a line printer.

The electronic calculator has the advantage of being portable and
low-priced, and operates with reasonable speed.

Programming a calculator is somewhat similar to working with a compu-
ter. You usually need to flowchart, an algorithm to program a calculator,
lust as you do for a computer. Programming a calculator is much more dif-
ficult than a computer, because of the mathematical nature of the program-
ming language.

Another disadvantage of the electronic calculator is that the oper-
ator must enter all the data into the calculator by hand.

john Stedman



Dorf, Richard C.
A History of computers
Introduction to Computers and Compute: :a.ience, mter
Boyd And Fraser Publishing Company, Uri:"

Apparently man has always needed to process data and to calculate, and
has invented various machines to help him. One early example, called
Hero's odometer, adapted gears and wheels to count rotations. Another, the
abacus, was used as early as 1000 BC. Stonehenge, an ancient British ston,
monument, illustrates a different type of caluclating device, possibly an
astronomical observatory used to predict seasonal changes. Still another
was the union, or knotted cord, the basis of an elaborate information sys-
tem developed by the ruling Incas in the Feruvian Andes, some 500 years
ago.

Coming more modern times, we can name some of the nen whose ideas
and inventions arc landmarks in the history of calculators and computers.
Toward the end of the 16th century, John Npicir developed logarithms and
"Napier's bones", a simple device for multiplication. Others used his
logarithm principle to develop the modern slide rule.

In the 17th century, !liaise Pascal invented the numerical adding
machine and C. Wilhelm Von IkAbniz made improvements still used in some of
today's calculators. By the 18th century, orogress in the clock-making
industry and advances in metal-working led to greater mechanical precision.
Early in the 20th century, mechanical calculators had become important
tools in science and commerce.

One who contributed greatly to this development was Charles Rabbage.
By 1823, he had evolved several basic concepts of his "difference engine",
designed to calculate with numbers, store information, select different
ways of solving problems, and deliver printed solutions. His machine would
have proceeded automatically once the instructions were fed into it by
the operator. Babbage spent most of hie life dealing unsuccessfully with
engineering difficulties which prevented the realization of his dream:
his machine was never built.

Meanwhile, however, other developments were paving the way for a later
realization of all he had envisioned. In the early 19th century Joseph
Jacquard developed a system of punched cards for automatically directing
the intricate process of weaving. In 1890, Herman Hollerith adapted the
punched card system to the special needs cf census-taking. He also used
electrical sensing and driving equipment.

The first modern digital computer, Mark I, developed by Howard Aiken
and his associates, was presented to Harvard in 1944. Instructions and
data were fed into it by punched paper tape. Its components were electric,
electronic and mechanical. The first electronic digital computer was
built by J. P. Eckert and J. W. Mauchly at the University of Pennsylvania
in 1D46. Analog computurs were also developed about this time. These
early computers were all designed to solve military problems. Not until
1954 with Univac I were compnLers commercially available.

In one sense, the modern electronic computer is a result of the



evolution of earlier calculation machines under the influence of the new
technology in radio, radar, and telephone transmisioos. Rut technolgoy
alone was not enough. Modern computers wnially calculate in binary
arithmetic, using a logical system invented by c,eorge Boole in the 19th
century. Further, John Von Neumann, in the mid-40's, demonstrated how
binary logic and arithmetic could work together in stored orograms. In

combination, all of these developments have made possible our modern data
processing and computing facilities.

Sister Clare MacIsP.ac

Edwards, Judith L.
Computers a beginning
DCE Book developed under a NSF grant - Oregon State University - 1970 - 90 pgs.

Since virtually everyone is affected by computers in one way or another,
everyone should understand their operation, capabilities, and limitation.
We must find ways to bridge the "comprehension gap" that society has hi the
area of computeriz tion. The text is part of a program of instruction
designed to place concise, basic, easily digestible information about com-
puters into the hands of the person best qualified to disseminate it--the
personnel of our public schools.

WQ need to examine the five basic functional units of a computer system
and look at the organization of the Central Processing Unit. This should
he done in very basic terms. Such topics as the different kinds of compu-
ters. the history of their development, and the binary number system should
hr discussed.

What kinds of problems are best suited for computer solution and how
do they solve them? We need to look closely at the answer to this question
and compare it to the different ways man solves problems. There are several
important steps needed to prepare a problem for computer solution. Of

these steps, the process of developing an algorithm and constructing a flow
chart should be examined in detail.

How does man communicate with a computer? The text does not include
any hi.,411 Level language programming but does take a brief look at different
types of languages and includes a discussion of machine, compiler, and
assembly language.

How is the computer used in education? It can be used to aid the
administrator, the teachez, the student or the librarian. Administrative
Applications include such areas as accounting, scheduling, and student rec-
ords. Instructional uses include computer managed instruction, computer
asistcd instruction. student problem solving, computer science classes,
And siulations of real life situations. Other areas of application include
the automated library and automated counselling systems.

Of course there needs to be some discussion on the social and cultural
implications of the computer.

Robert Thomas
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Franta, W. P.

athematics Teacher,vi-1,n5,(ay Imin()-114

S t udents new tO e ()Men t r og r Minn f t en WI t e C011inli e 1'
p re g rams that fa i I to perform ati eXnee ted . inll t0 e01'1'C'CI
t he resulting deficiencies, the student ofton 10015 In voila for
an error 1n 10!),ic, when 1. Ile t rue c;itise o;- the trouble
fiiilure to consider the nature of computer arithmetic. It is

the purpose of this paper to point out the characteristics of
computer arithmetic that may, if not considered when writing a
computer program, cause certain programming statements to per-
form in a manner not intended.

To understand arithmetic as done hv a computer, We must
first know something about the way numbers are stored in a com-
puter. !lost computers store numbers in a format known as
"floating point," which is much like than of scientific notation.
Ke can easily see that only a finite sot of numhers can be re-
preented by the floating-point format. from another point of
view, we may say that to store in the computer a number not
having a floating-point representation, the number rust be
rounded off to the value of the nearest number that possesses
a floating-point representation. Thus each floating-point num-
ber must represent all the real numbers in some interval.

The limitations of computer arithmetic as discussed can
easily cause computer programs to produce strange and often
seemingly impossible results if the effects of these limita-
tions are not kept in mind.

bnfortunatelv, an attempt to organi:e the calculations of
a nrogram to minimiLe the propagation of round-off error is no
guarantee that we have a computationally sound Program.
algorithms are sensitive to the approximations of numbers used
in the computer and are thus unsuitable for computer use.

ttihcn FORTRA\ programming was taught to college freshman
over' the'past three years, it was noticied that students ensile,
fall are to pitfalls of the typ:' described above. ;;Inc- the
nature of the pitfalls is a function of the arithmetic, as done
by the computer and is independent of the programming language
used, it is to he hoped that slightly more emphasis by mathe-
matics instructors on the above considerations would deep many
students from falling prey to the pitfalls mentioned.

:Jon R. Lewis



cimpulc_i*,Ind_Soci_etv: A luToposed Coursm for cc2moulsit:
7mmmunicution of ACM, Vol, l5, (April lW121 pp 257-2(o

l,c purpose of the paper is to present a :iractical organization to
Lt e to initiate interdscipl mary courses on the impact of

put ers on society. The main objectives of such a course are to educate
:omputmr ..imnlists on the present and future impact of computers on
soc, ity. The course is concerned with ethical questions and gives a human-
istic perspective on the use and mi!;u50 of computers.

a ,:our this typo it is suggested that the first few lectures
P rovide on r.iervic.w of the present state of technology. This overview
miuht includm the followiiii areas: 1) telecommunications; 2) manufacture
of eh or' large storage; 3) the growth of computer utilities; and 4) the
proliterutton of inexpensive THlinicomputers. The rest of the course should
proceed from the devices to implications of the technology. The moral and
ethical implications are left until the end of the course. The areas
studied, relative to the impact computers have on them, are: 1) political,
2) economic, 3) cultural, 1) social, and 5) moral.

format is lunose,1 which include:; both lecture:; and discu:;-
'Ti Gus; t: lecturers are encouraged. Students should be chal-

lenged to read, think, and to explore sensitive issues. Surveys, papers,
and formal debate,: may he assigned. It is suggested that humanities and
socIal ;c.lence majors r. id appropriate computer backgrounds) ho mixed
with comPuter science major-5. Ixperienr:e points to the need for a full-
flodgel 'Hredit" course.

ii. (.-11r0 is dmsionmd to hlin,5 the perspectives of the sciences,

And the hp7anitieL; to consider the queot:iOn of the impact
:-,r:puters on socir?ty.

Pohert Layton
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Kreitzborg, Charles B. and Schneiderman
The Elements of Programming Style
Journal of Data rducation Vol. XII No. 5, rebruary 1973
Pages 23-2')

This article is an effort to apply a comprehensive sot of rules for
literary syle, proposed by Professor William Strunk of Cornell Univer-
sity in 1919, to computer programming. There are many similarities be-
tween the writing of good prose and he writing of good programs. Roth
hive rules of spelling and sentence formation. Variables correspond to
nouns, operators to verbs , expressions resemble phrases , and statements
resemble sentences.

Programmers seldom share a common background because of variations in
compilers, operating systems, hardware, and programming environments.
Fach programmer must decide which rules will produce results and as in
prose the hest. effect sometimes results from deliberate violations of
rules. A good program is one which produces results: beyond this, some
may be faste:, require less storage, be more accurate, or structured to
facilitate modificatic . In addition programs should, as much as possi-
ble, he compiler independent.

Professor Strunk's rules, and their applications to programming:
Work from a suitable design: Avoid the temptation to begin program-

ming segments before planning the whole program. Programs should he
modular, logical and meaningful so that debugging is easy.

Be clear. You are not likely to re the only person to read your
program; and sA< months later even von will have forgotten what you've
done. Insert comments, choose meaningful variable names and subprogram
names. Provide good documentation.

Revise and re-write. Programs can usually he improved and usually
ate not modular. Therefore revisions should be considered.

Do not take shortcuts at the expense of clarity. They usually lead
to trouble and seldom pay off. If you must shortcut, document your in-
tent carefully.

Omit needless words. Make every statement count. Don't use unneces-
sary computations or unnecessary statements.

Prefer the standard to the offbeat. Avoid the great temptation to be
cote and clever.

Do not use dialect. Try to avoid the niceties of a particular com-
piier. If the program becomes compiler-dependent, transfer to another
system is difficult. Try to stick with ANSI standards where they exist.

Do not overwrite. There is a point at which programming effort
leads to diminishing returns.

These rules arc basic to good programming. Since taste and style are
subjective every writer must make the final decision as to whether his
p:ociram is suitable to his environment.

:red-?ric R. Daniels
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Hrrmik:1' Pr. jacques and Roth, Prof. P. 1Valdo
Comeuter Science for Liberal Arts College
l' ;eaten Coll6;e, lawaton, ilirnois
July

A tor".-shop, July 1972, was held to discuss a com-
puter science curriculum that would be relevant fof the liberal
arts college. Ill the Past, curriculum proposals have been de-
igned t'OY universities. The eight members oC the worl:sbop

team were mainly from smaller lilwral arts colleges with an
irterest In computer science curriculum.

"There was agreement by IIIOSe attending the worle4hop that
studies in computer definitely !lave a place in a lib-
eral arts program irrespective of the institution's attitude
toward vocational preparation."

Discussion at tLe worhshop centered on four main areas:

I. The resource;-; available and necessary for a computer
program. !oost computers served a combinatiea of aca

demic and administrative functions. Budgets ranged from Q.1,000
to 40,011l. The most common computer appeared to he the IM
1130.

'Hie obligations of the computer center to other de-
,artHcnts and to -;tudents who need the requisite background
for enrlovment. A service course should be established en-
abling Parsons from all departments to learn how to make ef-
leCtitY' ti:s,o Of GC COrlflUtOY in their discipline. There was
ell ied opini)n on the obligations to prepare students for em-
loyment iii Plata Processing.

A computer science curriculum created.

he implementation of ;1 computer science curriculum,
:;nin with a program that of onlv an introductory course
r,ovipg to a full-fledged small college Program. It was

:J'rJ11,.- agreed that a small college fl:ould not he able to
otrr t seiece education of a caliber couivillcnt to

;az , a university.

pcommendations represent the host thinking of the
rtic; JIlt at the time of the writiny of Clis report, but

r conmeations are :011 to ongoing evaluation and re-
lecause of new Information, experimentation, and dynamic

Ciaitto in the discipline."

to Pro Smith
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Lewellen, Lee
CW!1n1:1? THY ChASSROW1
:InnPNAL 01:LIW:A1' IONAL 11ATA 1'ROCIY(1, v , 3, (1971 )

"Is the use of a computer a good instructional tool? Pow
can the computers add strength to classroom instruction? 1(-)

students learn more, or faster, when a computer is used? In
what suhject areas do computers aid the teacher? Are schools
in any number using computers in the classroom? flow are hfl
Computers afforded?"

Tradi ionally, the educational system started late (Mit
is, behind husiness, military, indu,-,try and science) in apply
iii technoloy. And when they did hegio, it was at
the administrative level. At this time, however, the greatest
growth is taking place in the use of computers in the instruc-
tional process.

exrcr Imcsnt;,, l,tl ice, halo iwun coildlic l ell thus far !I;Ivi

Mown that: "Students with varying degrLes of academi, pro-
FiciCHCV invariably do hetter on College hoard exams and Sch(,-
lastic Achievement Tests after heing exposed to commiters in
the classroom."

l'or example, Project LOCai, founded by live !°assachusetts
communities with hel;) from the Title III declares:
"Over the school Year, the group which worked with the comuter
improved more than either of the other gjoups (one used flow
chartingthe other traditional) in general scholastic and
reasoning MCnSUred by standardi:,ed tests.

the computer does seem to enhance learning, primarily
improving the .---,tudent's prohlem solving skills and his under-
standing of the conceot underlying problem solution and it

provide its own motivation force."

hven though not completely understood hy recarchers
the aria, experimental work indicates that students are ahle
to learn more in le time when the computer is properly used
in the education process.

Included in this article are: (Informatie-, for lists he-
low from survey conducted h': American Institutes for Research)

1) Comparison of test scores for Project Local

Lists showing:

2) ('.onruter NnplieNtion:-; for alninistrntion and instruc-
tional use

3) Extent of Administrative and Instructional An
1) 1.),ree of Administrative and Instructional use among

computer user:;



I Nature and Purpose of Instructional use
Love] and Source of Support of Instructional Use
PIans for Future use

(Ioraid Larer

Mosmann, Charles
ComiLters and the Idberal Education
Education Forum, Vol. 36, November 1971
Pages 85-91

Information science or computer science should be a required part of
the curriculum of even the most humanistically oriented liberal arts sch-
ools. There are three major reasons for such an assertion. First, many
people will be (are) directly associated with a computer in their piofes-
sional life. This includes not just the programmer and systems analyst,
but the people who tell programmers and analysts what they want the compu-
ter to do. Once, only engineers and scientists made use of computers,
but more and more disciplines are finding the computer useful. Already,
accountants, bankers, soldiers, architects, social scientists, public
servants, doctors and lawyers are using computers; eventually all fields
will be influenced. Therefore, everyone needs to know about the applica-
tion of computers in his field: what is possible, what is difficult and
what cannot be done (by a computer)

Seeond, many people will be involved with the computer in a passive
way. Everyone is in contact with computers in their daily life; i.e.,
banking, billing, and mailing procedures are often computerized. The com-
puter often stands between an individual and any large organization.

The third reason for including computer study in the liberal arts
curriculum is that its implications in our society is in itself an appro-
priate topic of study and research. The age-old question of "What is man?"
een be trinsformed into, "Can machines think? and if so, what makes man
unque?" The impact computers are having and will have on individuals and
society !eems t.,) he a futile area of research for those in the humanities
and social sciences, as little research is being done here.

A eehool should he sure to include at least three areas of content
in introductory course in computers: 1) an introduction to computer

teehnology and ccmputer science. This would include what a computer can
and cannot do, hardware and software explanations, how a computer works,
etc. 2) An explanation of how problem solving with computers is done.
his may include some rudimentary problem solving and programming. 3) A

:tldy of the implieltions of computers in our society now and in the future,
with reference to ethical, economic and psychological issues.

David Dempster
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toursund, David C.
defect mill; Coals for an introductory Computer Programmin!, Cour:;e

appeal' TT) t t k'cril11". I )77') -1

Computing is coning into the secondary school, generally
tht'olu interested mathematic,: teachers. Computer ,-,cience is

a very large, expanding field that is still changing so rapid-
ly that it has not vet stabilized at its most elementary lev-
e ls. The teacher of a computer programming course will have
to establish and defend the goals of Such, a course consistent
w ith the facilities tluvt he has to work with.

After the above background, Iloursund discusses a variety
o f goals for an introductory comnuter programming course.
These goals are independent of the particular teacher, student
level, hardware, and software available.

Coal P1 To give the teacher training and experience in
teaching such an introductory course. tost teachers lac': for
nal training, and for (at least) the first several times through
such a course, the teacher himself will he in a learning sit-
uation.

Coal q2 To increas a student's ability to solve problems,
that is, a student must learn how to attach and solve new and
different problems. A solution technique, algorithm, must he
developed.

Coal r'') To familiarize the student with the types of sit-
uations in it computer is apnlicahle, that is, some of
the capabilities and Limitations oC computers. lie should learn
to appreciate the problem-solving power of the man-machine
combination.

Coal ft4 To teach comnuter programming. This section is

divided into three levels given as sub--goals: i.) tc provide
a student with the skills he needs for personal use r, his
areas of aca(lerCe and vocational interests, ii.) to prepare
the student to !,J.; on to a higher level of computer science
(at the present, this is generally at a university level),
iii.) to prepare a student to get a jot' in tbe cono field
(generally, this goal is not attainable at the secondary school
level).

nther goals are flow charting, debugging ((letecting and
correcting errors), and program segmentation (breaking the Pro-
gram into smaller units using subroutines).

The article is easy co understand and well organized. The
goals given arc of a general nature. For the teacher who wants
to design a course, the article provides some desirable goals.

Jay Pee Smith
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:;tanley And Mosmann, Charles
COL,1211tel 2nd.'iocioty

fence Research Associai es, fnc., 1972

Mc hook, Computers and SucieV, apeears to he suitable both as a
'extbool,, or cl liasic Surve y course Iii computer science as well as a readable

ok fist fc. layman who wishes to inviritigAte time roles of computers in
our autliors have organii:ed the book around three major

\'11Y :;Ludy computers? M What are computers? and (3) What
ih the influence of computers on society?

In order to adsoss what computers will be able to do in the future,
oue twain by separating facts from emotional arguments. Thus it is
imortant for a person to have some idea of what a computer is and what it
doe::. The reader is given some insight into time structure of a computer;
howevor, the major portion of the Look is given over to the influence of
computers in our society. This is the question which concerns the majori:y
of our citi,..ens.

with anything new and unfamiliar, many peopl o are very concerned
about fhe peact computers have on their lives. A considerable portion of
the text is devoted to overcoming emotional reactions the reader may have
toward eomiuters. The authors do indicate that many concerns are valid
hut: Unit umerous safeguards have been developed to insure privacy and pre-
vent othet corn; of mica-. . A good balance between the pros and cons of
various u7ed of computers is maintained.

Computers are one of the major inventions of this century. They are
becoming much more widespread as the number of torminals increases, as the
cot of operation decreases, as the number of trained personnel increases,
and A. the nlriber of applications increases. As the increase of computers
qont..su i t is nectsar7 that more people acquire varying degrees of know-
16dge unit omputers and their application.

ijor emnhasis of the hook was tie coverage given the four major
3ticern in computer usaue--automation and employment, privacy,

1 h9fy riality, and abuse of power. The coverage appeared well-balanced
time tour areas examined. careful consideration of each

roador ahould certainly he an aid in personal assessment of
com mr vement.

chapter devoted to the future of mankind. Estimates are made as
to .she n -any tecl-mDlogical improvements are likely to occur. In this exam
ir, stir future happenings the authors see the computer as neither the

not as a destroyer of mankind. Thre trends are noted in the book.
Tees o ;ire an increase9 mobility of men, materials and information, future
ide of automation, and people's expectations. All point to increased use
of corn011t_2r:.; in the future.

At the close of the hook the authors have used a narrative format in
pla_selitin a .d,ssary of Computer .Terminology. This seems like a good way
to present vocabulary in the context of its usage. To locate specific
terms the novel format there is a Glossary Index.
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This book appears to have two particular strengths--(1) it should
be very readable by the average citizen and (2) a balanced viewpoint
regarding computers is presented.

Ronald Little

Weizenhaum, Joseph
Computation Linguistics
Communications of the A.C.M., Vol. 9, No. 11 (January 1966)
Pages 36-43

ELIZA, a program developed at M.I.T., allows natural language conver-
sation between man and computer. The program is written in MAD-SLIP for
the IBM 7094 and operates on the MAC time sharing system at M.T.T.

ELIZA creates the impression that there is a human entity at a tw,e
writer, somewhere, responding to each remark made by the user. This, of
course, implies that the computer has a certain amount of intelligence.
The purpose of this article is to explain the techniques used in creating
this illusion and to dispel it.

Briefly, the program works like this. The user tyres in an innut sen-
tence. Tne computer analyzes the sentence using a set of decomposition
rules, which, in turn are determined by key words appearing in the input
sentence. Associated with the set of decomposition rules is a set of re-
assembly rules. It is this set of re-assembly rules that permits the com-
puter to make responses to the user's statements.

ELIZA has many features which would allow it to simulate the responses
of a psychotherapist or a counselor. Normal language conversation is the
main feature of the system. This feature permits anyone to use the program,
withot having to learn a complicated language that the machine can under-
stand. ELIZA also creates an illusion of "understanding." This ability
allows the computer to appear to draw valid conclusions from the conver-
sation. So important is this feature that the primary goal of ELIZA is to
conceal its lack of understanding.

Mike Moser
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l':ei...ynhaum, Joseph
(si ti's) kvact ef the Computer on --;ociety

19'4. V) pp-

H,enbaum i 5 A we I otintiter 'lent st and
11:140 '..',11h:AAntid1 or to tlx field. This well wrii
'en, In provoking article, should 1),.. "must" reading for
all p-..ople involved in lire computer science field.

])AS lUk.1 very considerably less societal
than mnss ra(=dia would lead 10 o believe. The Computer

Hdustry is in In part self serving. It is like an is-
t:CONOV in whiLh the natives mal,e a living by taling in

Ii Cl: other's laundry. That which is not self serving is large-
ly -:upported by too: government and otlor industries that %now
the short-range utility of computers but have no idea of their
u ltimate social costs.

The impacts of t'p2 computer Oil society that will prove
to be most important will be Cr:used by the side effects of tho
cemp;t:r. I it re;Hinahle to asl wilelher the comnutor will
pdroi chages 01 man':-- image of 11imselr And whether that
lnfluebee will prove to he its mnst important effeet on society?

sn, although he A')MitS that the comnutor has
not vet told 115 much AOli!. clan and hls !tature. bleat is wrong

thnt ve lave permitted technological metaphors and tech-
n iques to so thorouhly pervade our thought 1)1'0005 SOS that ice
have Cinallv abdicated to techroloy the very duty to formulate
questinns For socioty.

IC 1 e,ts that the computer revolution n-ed not
and ii not Lnill man's dignity and autoaomy into question.

ther tb,. computer less threatening than ve might hove thow!,ht?
I oC 1 1,0 realize that our visions, possible nightmarish \isions,
40 OIlS 1 10 t'.0 effect et' our own creation on us and our 5(1 .et y,
,eir thrert to J.-; is surely diminished. But Gat is not IL

'nal rcali:Atien alone oipes nut all dangcr.

, 1 . 1 2 I 12 1 0 1 1 1 1101 11)2(5 i es f the computer
oil ot7 First, mo.--t, of the harm comnuters can Potentially

entrain is 011 C more a function of propirties People attribute
ce]Isuters than of i;hat A computer can or cAnnot actually 1,o

in ne. 'llicrefere the computer professional has an ener-
6nsly fl 1 r Ilat reHrnnSCPility to he modest in his claims.
\lso tne comPutyr scientist 1111151 be aware constantly that his
i!.truments are capal)10 of having gigantic direct and indirect
e ffects.

harry `->nencer
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Wirth, Niklaus
Program Development. by Stepwise Refinement
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 14, No. 4 (April 1971)
Pages 221-227

The ideas of structured programming and stepwise refinement are being
pushed by some of the leaders
Dijkstra, and Niklaus Wirth.
refinement. Its introduction

of the computer science field such as V, .W.

This article details the ideas of stepwise
is quoted below. The article itself con-

tains a long example illustrating Writh's ideas on stepwise refinement.

" Programming is usually taught by examples. Experience
shows that the success of a programming course critically
depends on the choice of these examples. Unfortunately,
they are too often selected with the prime intent to demon-
strate what a computer can do. Instead, a main criterion
for selection should be their suitability to exhibit cer-
tain widely applicable techniques. Furthermore, examples of
programs are commonly presented as finished "products" fol-
lowed by explanations of their purpose and their linguistic
details. But active programming consists of the design of
new programs, rather than contemplation of old programs. As

a consequence of these teaching methods, the student obtains
the impression that programming consists mainly of master-
ing a language (with all the Peculiarities and intricacies
so abundant in modern Pl.'s) and relying on one's intuition
to somehow transform ideas into finished programs. Clearly,
orograMming courses should teach methods of design and con-
struction, and the selected examples should he such that a
gradual development can he nicely demonstrated.

This paper deals with a single example chosen with
these two purposes in mind. Some well known techniques are
briefly demonstrated and motivated (strategy of preselection,
stepwise construction of trial solutions, introduction of
auxiliary data, recursion), and the program is gradually de-
veloped in a sequence of refinement steps.

In each step, one or several instructions of the given
program are decomposed into more detailed instructions.
This successive decomposition or refinement of specifications
terminates when all instructions are expressed in terms of an
underlying computer or programming language and must there-
fore he guided by the facilities available on that computer
or language. The result of the execution of a program is
expressed in terms of data, and it may be necessary to intro-
duc further data for communication between the obtained sub-
tasks or instructions. As tasks are refined, so the data
may have to he refined, decomposed, or structured, and it is
natural to refine program and data specifications in_parallel.

Every refinement step implies some design decisions. It
is important that these decisions he made explicit, and that
the programmer he aware of the underlying criteria and of
the existence of alternative solutions. The possible solutions



to a given problem emerge as the leaven of a tree, each node
representing a point. of deliberation and decision. Subtrees
ma'; he considered as families of solutions with certain com-
mon characteristics ,Ind structures. The notion of such a
troo may he particularly halpful in the situation of chang-
inu eurpose and environment to which a program may sometimes
bay to ho adapted.

A guideline in the process of stepwise refinement
holid be the principle to decompose decisions as much as

posible, to untangle aspects which are only seemingly in-
terdependent, and to defer those decisions which concern de-
tails of representation as long as possible. This will re-
ell, in programs which are easier to adroit to different

environments (languages and computers) where different .re-
presentations may he required.

The chosen sample problem is formulated at the begin-
ning of section 3. The reader is strongly urged to try to
Find a solution by himself before embarking on the paper
which -of course--presents only one of many problem
so]utions."

DAVID MOUR:UND

7,obrit, Albert and Carlson, Frederic
An Advice-Taking Chess Computer

Scientific American, (June: 1973)"1. 2213, No. 0

page U.

di field of aitifioial intelligence (can a computer be programmed
to think ) is one of the more interesting and challenging aspects of
'MtILI" science. The problem of writing a .7.omouter program to play a

good t ;c1me of chess has a long and progressive history. An annual compu-
terized fj.ess tournament has hcl:.)ed to stimulate renewed interest in
this particular problem.

authrs Of article work at the llniversity of southern
tor:ja. The7 'navi? written a chess playiriq oroqram which they feel is fun-
daiTicntally different from ones wrjttri yreviow31y. It has a built-in
bility m-) -1 merson. 'Che author's pregrxii was defeated
ih re out computerized Lbes tournament; hmever, the alith-
r,ri5 teei the la,-)o grc171 will ontintm-: to i71orove as it r-ceives appropriate

frrt tfleir consultant (a schior chess master),

is ar excel lent int roduotofy articl..- for a student who has
,-;',.7(n-ound end j It traces the lorAnent of cony

-.)f 10.: 1.-j'Y _1716 the current rrljor problems. 'r'ile article
a and d:scu-iL,::ion at a game between the computer end a

person.

David Dilii()S0
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CoMPUPERS A(.4 AN AID TO LEARNING

1)y

Fred Hoard

rlifi ki:rtv;

Lloyd Fraser

David Moursund

fan Moursund

Toni Stx)no

Wally Waldman

*Dick Bach of North Eugene High School, Fugone,Orcgon, served as a group
leader for tnis chanter.
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SECTION A: OVERVIEW by David Moursund

Introduction In this Handbook we have divided the topic
nr-insTructional use of computers into three major snh-
topics. Chapter II/ discusses teaching about computers,
including teaching computer programming. Chapter IV (this
chapter) is concerned with use of the computer as an aid
to learning. Some people call this topic "computer assisted
learning" to distinguish it from "computer assisted in-
struction" covered in Chapter V. In computer assisted
instruction the computer serves as a delivery system--it
presents instruction. The dividing lines are not clear
cut, and it is certainly not critical that one should
classify each instructional use of comnuterS' into exactly
one of the three general categories.

The field of computer assisted learning (CAL) can itself
he divided into two suhfields. Many aspects of CAL do
not require knowledge of computer programming either on
the part of the teacher or on the part of the student.
Both the teacher and the students use the computer, but
they use programs which have been written by other people
and stored in a computer library. (occasionally the program
writer will he the teacher or a student in his class).
Sections 11, C, and n of this chapter are devoted to a dis-
cussion of various aspects of this form of CAL.

A second major subdivision of CAL is concerned with the
situations in which students are expected to write computer
programs as an aid to their studies of some field such as
mathematics, business or science. Generally a high level
of programming skill is not necessary. However, both the
teacher and the student will need some programming skills
In either case the person with very minimal or inadequate
skills will he handicapped.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a brief dis-
cussion of the topics discussed in more detail in subse-
quent sections in this chapter.

Simulation One of the most fundamental concepts of science
airat 6f prediction--that is, of constructing models

which accurately describe some aspects of the real world.
A formula such as d = .Sat2 relating distance to acceleration
and time is an example of a model. It can he used to pre-
dict the position of a falling object (acceleration due
to gravity) after a certain time period. The model assumes
that the object moves in a vacuum under a constant accelera-
tion; neither of these assumptions may he correct in a
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typical application of the model. That is, a model need
not he perfect to he useful.

The concept of modeling can he applied in the social sci-
ences, business, government, military, etc. The word
"simulation" is often used in these more general contexts.
Moreover, the complexity of the models often makes a com-
puter helpful, or even necessary, in actually using the
model. A model (simulation) of the economy of the United
States, for example, might involve several hundred variables.
To use the simulation to predict the effects of a tax cut
might require billions of coputations.

Packaged Programs Many thousands of computer programs have
been written to solve problems- -math problems, engineering
problems, statistics problems, etc. Often it is possible
to write a computer program with sufficient generality so
that it can solve all of a certain kind or type of problem.
Thus a program can he written to compute the correlation
of two sets of n numbers. It makes no difference whether
the actual data to he analyzed are sets of student test
scores, or sun spot counts vs. stock market activity.

Over the years many hundreds of general problem-oriented
programs have been written, carefully tested and documented
and published. The typical computer center maintains a
library of such "packaged" or "canned' programs. Packaged
programs of this sort can he an object of study in their
right, or can be used in studying the subject matter which
happens to require a particular computation. In either
case they play an important role in a modern educational
system.

information Retrieval A computer is a machine designed for
the input, storage, manupulation, and output of information.
If one downplays the emphasis upon manipulation (i.e., es-
pecially arithmetic computations) then what is left is the
concept that a computer is a machine designed for information
retrieval.

In the world of education, computerized information retrieval
has made significant progress in two areas. In school ad-
mini-Aration a computer can be used to store student infor-
mation (names, address, parent information, course schedules,
academic record, etc.) in a form to allow easy access. This
is widely done. In educational research the computer can he
used 10 store huge amounts of information (for example,
titles and short abstracts of all journal articles published
in a certain field) in a form to allow rapid, comprehensive
access.

A third major aspect or computerized information retrieval
is largely not yet realized in public education. Eventually
we can expect that the previously mentioned tool being made
available to select researchers will grow in power and be
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made available to all students. One can think of this as
the computerization of libraries. A student will he able
to 'look up" information on a topic while sitting at a
computer terminal. lie will have access to a huge central
library independently of the size or remoteness of the
particular school he is attending. This library will he
much more comprehensive than could he afforded by any
single school.

Computer Prorammin As An Aid to Learning Almost all
students can learn to program a computer at a level which
is useful to themselves and useful in studying subject
matter such as mathematics, business or science. Of
course, learning to program a computer is a non-trivial
task, and what constitutes a useful level of skill is
subject to debate. At the college level many field of
study (i.e. business, engineering) require all of their
students to take at least one course in computer pro-
gramming. One might conclude that the material covered in
one college level introductory uogramming course is a
useful level.

Computer programming can he taught at the grade school
level. It is fairly common to find students learning to
program at the junior high school level. As an example,
Mike Neill at Roosevelt Junior High School in Eugene,
Oregon offered a nine weeks introductory programming
course each quarter for several years (1969-71). The
course was open to the general "run of the mill" seventh
and eighth graders.

It is possible, then, to teach a lignificant amount of
computer programming to A typical 7th or 8th grade mathe-
matics class student. If this is done, then many of the
mathematics topics at these grade levels can be examined
in light of this new, additional tool.

If this can he done at the junior high school level , then
clearly it can also he done at the senior high school
level. The National Science Foundation supported the
"Colorado Project" (1) which developed a second year
algebra and trig course involving the use of computers.
This course is now offered at a number of high schools.
In Oregon a Colorado Project "workshop" was held in
summer 1972 and again in summer 1973. Thus, quite a few
teachers in Oregon have studied these materials fairly
carefully and are involved in using them in their high
schools.

Quite a hit of instructional materials involving students
writing programs have been written for use at the college
level. Perhaps the hest known materials are the CRICTSAM (2)
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materials--an introductory calculus course using com-
puters. Although these materials have received wide
national attention, they have not been used much in Oregon.
An exception is lane Ccmmunity College in Eugene, which has
offered such a course several times.

Conclusion The use of computers as an aid to learning is
just beginning. As we make further progress in computer
hardware, software, and instructional materials, it will
become commonplace. Eventually students will make every-
day use of computers in the manners discussed in the
following sections.
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It: SPoULATION

Introduction

Imagine yourself ai; a visitor to City High School. As you
walk down the hall you pass a small room hustling with activity.
rpon entering the room You observe four enthusiastic students
surrounding one of three teletype terminals in the room. You
decide to take a closer look to see what has them so excited.
You find that they are engrossed in making football strategy
decisions. They are using the terminal to interact with a
computer program that has been written to simulate a football
game. The students have the ball on the computer's :in yard
line with a third down and 12 yards to go situation. The
students have decided upon their strategy and the student
seated at the keyboard types in the number that is the code
for that strategy. The students moan upon seeing the
following message: 'Intercepted pass. Return to So yard
line. Select your defense.' Now you move on to the next
terminal at which a girl is interacting with a 3-dimensional
tic-tac-toe program called OlTIC. This game requires her to
visualize, in three dimensions, the two-dimensional display
before her. A cheer from the girl seated at the third terminal
interrupts your observation of the fll1BIC kgame, and you walk
over to the third terminal. The girl relates that she has just

"made a on the stocl market in a simulated stock market
vame.

i Ic placing yourself in the role of an observer in the above
paragraph, you have actually experienced a form of simulation.
`limulation can be thought of as a model for a given situation.
l'suallv it attempts to replicate the essential aspects of
rea:ity, so that reality may be hotter understood or control led.
'!:aming' is a term often associated with simulation. 1t may be
described as a procedure involving competition and requiring
decision- making to achieve pre-specified go,17. There is not
complete agreement within the field about the classification of

and games. Some exnerts helievc that games are a
t'.,ne of simulation, some feel that certain games are simulations

ile other games are 'n a classification of their own; :Ind

till others feel that games and simulations are separate
(siltitl(2. There is, however, agreement that games are com-
etitive y nature while simulations are not necessarily com-

potitive. Also, simulations usually attempt to produce a
realistic situation concern forrealism in games is not
usually necessary. point out those differences, consider
two examples. First, the testing of a rocker nose cone in a

tunnel which attempts to produce conditions similar to
those it ti ould encounter upon entering the earth's atmosphere
is a simultion. rote that competition is not a factor. Second,
the menu ar game "Iononoly- has competition as its main em-
n1 aims even to the point of distorting reality. .A goal of
simulation is the transfer of exnerience so that the learner
is better prenared to cope with real events, while this is
not necessarily a goal in gaming. Further mention of gaming
will be made later in connection with the computer's role in
Hmulatijn.
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General Ilse of Simulation

The field of simulation/gaming has passed through three
phases since the 19SO's: Acceptance on faith through 1962 or
1963, a 'Post-Honeymoon' reriod during the years 1964 to 196S
when the first crude attempts to evaluate simulations and
games led to disenchantment, and the present period of
'Realistic Optimism' brisey upon acciimulated experience and
further experimentation." A teacher who has never used
simulation or gaming for instructional purposes must decide
if they would be valuable learning processs, and if so, how
they could be incorporated into his discipline. There are
two ways that one could use Simulation and gaming in his
teaching. First, the modeling process could he studied; this
would involve learning how to write and analyze simulations
and games. Second, simulations and games could he used as a

means to learn about something else. This section is concerned
with the latter idea, and will now proceed to list some of the
possible advantages and disadvantages of using simulations in
this manner.

Advantages of simulation:

I. Vmphasizes the enquiry approach to learning.
2. Provides experience in thilp,s too expensive or dangerous

to he otherwise feasible or practical.
3. Permits expansion or compression of real time.
4. Forces students to take an active tole in learning.
5. Increases self-motivation.
6. Promotes discussion because of common student experience.
7. Is expected to improve retention of transferable action

(hut evidence is not yet- available).
8. i'liminates some measurement difficulties.
9. Requires clarity of communication (both in following

instructions and in expressing ideas).

Disadvantages of simulation:

1. May require increased teacher plalning time.
lay require too much class time to complete.

3. Results in lack of teacher control over what is learned.
4. Is often expensive.
S. ay create a classroom situation in which students are talking

and moving about the room.
Is difficult to validate as an effective learning instrument-

7. May produce conformity in students.

As is true of just about any educational instrument, there
are times when simulation is highly effective and other times
when it is not. The advantages listed above suggest that it can
be done effectively when a student would benefit from a real-life

Boocock, Sarane S. v, Schild, Y.0, Simulation, Games and Learning,
Sage Publications Inc Beverly Hills, California.



experience, but for reason of time, cost, danger, etc., the
tri.-. experience would he innractical or impossible. forever,
before using a simulation, the advantages and disadvantages need
10 h wei:,hed and considered with the context of course worl
;Ind the teacher's willingness to plan and experiment before it
can he effectively utilized.

Computeried Simulation

The nrecedinie paragraph dealt very hriefly with the ;Tneral
use of simulation in education. Powever, since this Pandhcol,
is devote] to the use of computers in education, the remainder
of this section will deal with comnuterized simulation.

Why should a computer he used in simulation? An obvious answer
is that many simulations require an immense amount of com-
putation. There are a number of other reasons. A teacher may
be reluctant to use simulation or gaming in a course because
of the amount of time and effort required for teacher prepar-
ation. The preparation time can he greatly reduced if the
teacher is able to gain access to a computer system and locate
a prepared computer program of the desired simulation. (Location
of prepared simulations will be discuss.d later.) Also the
in-class student time required to complete a simulation can
often he reduced significantly for two reasons. First of all,
single students or small student teams may conduct the simulation
at a computer terminal while the rest of the class works on
something else (or the simulation could even he done outside
of class time). Secondly, many educational simulations and
games that are not computerized require interaction between the
teacher and students or between student teams, and responses
are required at both ends of the interaction, which can he
quite time consuming. The computerized simulation can speed up
this process by providing immediate responses at the computer
end of the interaction. As is true for simulation in general,
computer-aided simulationf provide learning experiences which
might not he available to students hecause of factors such as
safety, equipment cost or availability, prohibitive time, or
other factors of cost of convenience. Simulations may also
provide to students an instruction approach which will enable
them to attain a lesson's objectives with greater speed and/or
ease. An example of this would he an acid-base titration simula-
tion experiment used in a chemistry =Mass. Because of tech-
nological laboratory acvelopments, a chemist rarely needs to
perform a titration manual?'*. Pecording PP "Jeters and automatic
Burettes have made typical high school laboratory titration
procedure ol''olete. Therefore, the acid-base titration is
important, not as a laboratory technique, but as a means for
demonstrating the application of chemical principles. The
student may now use a computer simulation to demonstrate the
application of these concepts in a way that might he faster,
safer. and cheaper than performing the laboratory experiment.
Some other advantages that computer aided simulations provide
are (1) instantaneous feedback to the student who has just made a
decision in a simulation, (2) quickness in performing many
rigorous and/or lengthy computations, (3) easy access, and
(1) the use of models of a greater complexity.
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Now can a teacher with little or no computer experience begin
using computerized simulations? ilere we are assuming that time-
shared computing facilities are available in the school. Of
course, computer simulations can also be run on a hatch processin$
computer facility.) Such a teacher may be apprehensive, but
in reality it can he very easy to use a computer-aided simulation.
If a teacher is interested in trying a simulation, the first
thing he should do is attempt to find a teacher who has had ex-
perience in the area. There is generally at least one teacher
in a school district involved in some form of computer-aided
instruction. In larger districts there is probably a teacher
in each high school that could he used as a resource person.
This person could explain the hardware and software facilities
available and demonstrate their use. A typical case would
involve going, into a classroom where a teletype terminal is
located and typing several short instructions on the keyboard
:,ust as would he clone on an electric typewriter. This would
initiate a response from the computer. At this point the
person at the teletype would have the option of calling into
use one of the prepared simulations or other programs available
in that system's library. No could then continue interaction
with the computer until the program was completed. in this
way the novice could he introduced to the use of a computer
under relaxed conditions, thus relieving the original appre-
hension.

There are available a large number of instructionally
oriented simulations that represent many discinlines and
which use the computer to varying degrees. 'lost of these are
written to he used with the interactive process because of
the advantage of immediate response. Powe,:er, there are some
simulations that lend themselves very well to hatch processing

Once a teacher is aware of the facilities available to
him and is somewhat familiar with their use, he must then
initiate his students to the use of computerized simulations.
Just like teachers, many students are also apprehensive about
their initial encounter with a computer. This would he an
excellent time to use a computerized game, like the game of
football mentioned earlier, which would provide the means of
a painless introduction. Because of the nature of gaming,
students can easily become addicted to it. Thus the teacher
needs to take great care so that after the introduction to
the computer, any simulations or games performed should he
used only as the means of accomplishing an educational goal.
For example, assume an economics cliss is dealing with the
stock market. A simulation dealing with the daily or weekly
transactions of buying, selling, and trading could he an
excellent means of giving the students a feeling for how the
stock market operates. Rut the simulation needs to he nreceded
by discussion of the stock market, a study of necessary economic
concepts, and other information needed to enable the students
to activate the terminal and perform the simulation. Follow-up
activities similar to those that would he used after seeing a
movie on the stock market should also be planned. in other v4c,nek;
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a simulation is just a tool used to help a student rain under-
standing of his environment.

How can a teacher locate prepared computerized simulations?
The hest source is probably a cata;or listing and description of
all prepared programs, including simulations and games, that
are available from system's library of stored programs.
Depending on the syste.- being used, the list of simulations could
he quite extensive. For example, the Oregon Total Information
System (OTIS) Hewlett Packard User's Library of scored programs
contains over fifty simulations and games. Not only are library
programs easily located, but they are also quickly and easily
accessed. For additional sources, one should refer to the
source bihliography at the end of this article. It is also a
good idea to examine subject area journals such as Science
Teacher, Socialjducator, Journal of Chemistry Fducofion,
`ialheMidtics Teaclier AMerican Journal 6TTWS-Tcsa nnce
a tecielfer vies beyond his computer system's fiTrary of stored
programs, however, computerized simulation becomes more
difficult; this brings up the question, how can a teacher
modify a prepared simulation to meet his particular needs?
There are two reasons why one would need to make modifications.
First, the program may need to be altered in order to make it
compatible with the computer system hying used. This could range
from a simple change in format to a possibly complex translation
into a different programming language. The other reason for
altering a program would be to change the actual simulation so
that it would be a more effective learning aide. This too
could require either a miner or very complex modification.
In either case the novice programmer will no doubt want to
eel heft. on the other hand, the teacher with some programming

experience clay decide to make the chaores himself, depending.
On the degree of complexity of the modification and the ex-
tent of his programming ability.

Computer-aided simulations are, of course, developed by
people. There is no theoretical reason why a teacher might
not develop his own simulations. In actuality, however, it

is generally a time-consuming and difficult task to develop
a good simulation. Thus , it is a task that should not he
lightly undertaken by the typical (overworked) teacher.

The following are four examnles of simulations. These
were taken from the Hewlett-Packard Library. (These are
representative of the approximately seventy simulations
listed in the !LP. ',7anuls.)

The first example is called PONT. It was developed by
the Huntington II Project. An actual run is shown in order
to illustrate (1) the format, (2) the variety, (3) the input
needed by the students, (4) the preparations needed by the
students, (5) the different output disnlays, (6) the
accompanying instructionn in the program, and (7) other
features (such as language, error messages, etc.) Comments
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are written throuphout the output from the computer run.
Note that the underlined portions are the responses of a
student ( i.e., student input) .

WATER POLLUTION STUDY

INSTRUCTIONS (1Yrs, ONO) ? YES (Note that student
makes a mistake here.)

? INPUT DATA NOT IN CORRECT FORMPLEASE RETYPE

(Machine is proprammed to respond to such errors
?1

IN THIS STUDY YOU CAN SPECIFY THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS:

A. THE KIND OF BODY OF WATER:
I. LARGE POND
2. LARGE LAKE
3. SLOW-MOVING RIVER
4. FAST'- MOVING RIVER

B. THY WATER TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES FAI)PENHEIT:

c. THE KIND OF WASTE DUMPED INTO THE WATER:
I. INDUSTRIAL
2. SEWAGE

D. THE RATE OF DUMPING OF WASTE, IN PARTS PER MILLION (PPM)/DAY.

E. THE TYPE Or TREATMENT OF THY WASTE:
O. NONE
1. PRIMARY (SEDIMENTATION OP PASSAGE THROUGH FINE SCREENS

10 REMOVE GROSS SOLIDS)
2. SECONDARY (SAND FILTERS OR THE ACTIVATE!) SLUDGE METHOD

TO REMOVE DISSOLVED AND COLLOIDAL ORGANIC MATTER)
**************************

BODY OF WATER ? 3

WATER TEMPERATURE? 64 (Input underlined)
FIND or WASTE? 1

DUMPING PATE? 11-4

NEW YORK CITY ONLY POLLUTES ITS WATER AT THE RATE OF 12 PPM/DAY.
MAKE YOUR RATE BETWEEN 0 AND 14. (Note the response

and comparison.)
DUMPING RATE? 6
TYPE OF TREATMENT? 1

DO YW WANT: A GRAPH (1) , A TABLE (2) , OP BOTH (3) ?



TM
DAYS

OXYGEN CONTENT
PP\I

WASTE CONTENT

n 8.11 2.67

1 7.0 5.35

2 7.54 7.43

3 7.23 9.05

4 6.98 10.31

5 6.79 11.28

6 6.64 12.04

7 6.52 17.63

8 6.43 13.08

9 6.36 13.44

In 6.3 13.71

11 6.26 13.03

12 6.23 14.09

13 6.2 14.22

14 6.18 14.32

15 6.16 14.4

16 6.15 14.46

17 6.14 14.5

18 6.14 14.54

19 6.13 14.57

20 6.13 14.59

21 6.12 14.61

29 6.12 14.62

23 6.12 14.63

24 6.12 14.64

25 6.12 14.65

26 6.11 14.65

27 6.11 14.65

28 6.11 14.66
2) 6.11 14.66

30 6.11 14.66

9.oXYCEN-SCALE ..... S...oNYCEN-SCALI . In .OXYGEN-SCAL1'....15
0..WASTE.10..SCALE.20..WAT1'.3n. SCAIT 40 WASTF.50..SCALEJ)

DAY I I T I i I 1

n I W n

1 I W n

2 1 w n

3 1 w 0

1 I W 0

5 I w n

6 I IV 0

7
I W 0

S I IN' n
n I W 0

ln 1 v: n

11 I
n

12 1 w n

13 I
n

14 I W n

TIT WASH: CONTVNT AND OXYGYN CONTINT WILL MAIN AT TITSL LEVILS
UNTIL ONE OF TIT VAPfARLFS CVANGFS.
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ANOTHER RUN (1 -(FS, O=NO) ? 1

Notice the outline structure that the simulation is written in,
thus wAking it fairly easy to follow. If an individual were n
slow reader, he is not rushed to finish the reading. After the
teletype has printed the words ''BODY 01' WATUR?", it will do
nothing else until the student responds by tyninp in a nomlwr
from "1" through "4'. The student is then asked to presc;'ihe
the temperature of the water and the specific type of waste.
Then he is allowed to determine the amount of waste placed in
the water and the specific type of treatment. (Again this is
done by typing numbers which act as codes.) After typing all
of the information, the student is even given a choice of
displays (graph or table or both) . However, this does not end
the simulation as the student pets a chance to redo the simulation
and thus change any parameters if he wishes. In making repeated
runs with some responses changed, the student could obtain
comparative data and thus try to determine some conclusions as
to (1) the effectiveness of the types of treatments, (2) the
differece in the ease of polluting various types of water,
(3) the effect the temperature has on the pollution of a body
of water, etc. The instructor could determine if a student
could interpret tabular or graph data.

En the next three examples a description of the
rrognims will he provided, but no actual runs will he produced as
was done for the first example.

FABOP consists of an interaction, representing
collective bargaining, between students. nue or more groups
of students are used for several periods. (The time is
optional.) Fach group splits into two smaller groups to
represent the role of management and the role of labor. The
simulation involves the following issues: (1) duration of
contract, (2) wage rate, (3) work hours per week, (4)overtime
and overtime wage rate, (5) vacation days per year, (6)
number of paid holidays, (7) days of sick leave, and (8)
bonuses and insurance. Before using the simulation, the
student should be familiar with each of these issues. During
the bargaining, if no agreement is reached in a length of
time, pressure is applied to both management and labor to
end the strike. If a deadlock occurs in negotiations or
the negotiations extend for a "long" tine, the computer
arbitrates and both sides must agree to the terms. More
interaction before and during the simulation is accomplished
between students in the LABOR example then in the POLUT
example. (Indeed, this simulation can he run without the use
of a computer if desired.)

The third simulation is entitled WITYLS. This
model simulates some of the economics related to the ownership
of an automobile. It involves the purchase and maintenance of
a car for a period of one year. Some of the facets involved
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are (I) the method of financinr, (2) the choice of insurance,
(3) the method of recordinp the expenses, etc. The computer
plays a very active part itt this simulation in that it randomly
determines daily expenses, unexpected events such as accidents,
maior repairs, aP(1 inCrVa';o t)1 decrease in insurance rates.
This pros,rdn is dependent on other materials that can he
purchased for ,)..51) for a sample set for a teacher or C10.0(1
for cnony}t to outfit a class of students. (All of the
materials may re used repeatedly, thus maHtiti the initial
cost the only ono.)

The fourth example is called PO P. The computes
-aphically displays hydropen enission spectra and the student

must decidi which energy level transitions arc responsihle for
the lines of the sNctrum that he has chosen. Ir that is

done accurately, the s!.lident is then .1!400 to determine the
enery of photons emitted hv the electron at: it 'falls' helmece
certain enory level..; after some exrianntion by
the computer. rowever, if the student did not estimate the
encrt,,y level transitions correctly, then he is tutored iv the
computer throupt six steps of instruction. This simulation
is independent of supplementary material such as was needed
for example tfrce.

:)rc, -,,01-.1y similarities common to all four of
the simulations descrihed. rowever, there are also many
differences. This is true of all computer-aided simulations.
Thus, it is imperative that an instructor he fully aware of
the content, nature, and structure or any computer-aided
simulation that Le wishes to utilize in a tenchinr situation.

1')PhfoC2.1')'

huhlications and nrlianizations

corm titer Ixplored .`;cries
f'nfltrn1 ONtfl Institote
flivision of Control Pata corporation, cloo 34th ,Avenue Muth
inneapolis, Hnneseta /12(1

(emputin and Thteratics Curriculum Project W'CP)
Hvision of lati,ematical 7c.-iences
cniversity of Penver
flcnver, Colorado S0210

Prcvram Lil)rary
houipment Crrnoration

aynard, 'Iassachusetts n1754
(P,,c,f;)

Crnws Central
57) ',':heeler s=treet
Camhride, "assachusetts 021 35
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The Guide to Simulations/flames for Educ.:tion and Training
Second Edition. David W. Zuckerman and Robert Horn
lnforwation Resources
P.O. Box 117
Lexington, ,lassachusetts 02173

r.P. Basic Program Library Handhoo
Hewlett- Packard, Software Center, 11900 Wolfe Road
Cupertino, ('A 95014
(r,s,c,1972)

11.P. Educational users Group Porgram Library Vol ,

Hewlett-Packard, Software Center, 11000 Wolfe Road,
Cupertino, CA 95014
(P,S,G,1972)

Huntington Computer Project
Polytecbnic Institute of Brooklyn, 333 Jay Street
Brooklyn, NY 11201
(S)

Instructional Simulation Design
P.O. Box 3330
Leon Station
Tallahassee, Florida 32303

Public Policy Research Organization
University of California at Irvine
Irvine, CA 92664

REACT Curriculum units
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 710 S.W. Second Ave
500 Lindsay Building, Portland, OP 97204

`econdary School Publication
Computational Center

Dartmouth College
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
(P,S,(1)

Hmulation and Games
Sage Publications, Inc.
275 S. Beverly Drive
Beverly Hills, CA 90212

'2,;imulation Councils, Inc.
P.O. Box 2228
La Jolla, CA 92037

Tecnica Books
Tecnica Education Corporation, 3301 Vincent Drive
Pleasant Hill, CA
(P)

CONDUIT

915:23

Conduit is a cooperative exneriment in transportabilit)



or curriculum materials. This National Science Foundation
funded project uses :'omputers at °repo!) State University,
`Forth Carolina rducational Computing Service, Dartmouth
Collere, and the Universities of Iowa and Texas, Write to

Computer Center
Ore nn State University
Corvallis, OR 0733I

Conference Perorts

Conference on Computers in the Undergraduate
Curricula. (conferences were held in 1!)70, 1971, 1072, 1073.
These reports arc an excellent source of ideas for the in-
structional use of computers at the college level.)

.,.ewspapers and Newsletters

Cemputer Conversations
The Math Group, 562S Girard Avenue South
"inneapolis, Minnesota 5S119
(A collection of Math Prohlems for J,u, rp H.S. problem solving)

Vducational Products Group, Digital louirment Corporation
116 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts nl751
(AsL for Vducational Delp ''ewsletter)

People's Computer Company
c/o Dymax, P.O. P.0.x. Sin
Menlo Park, CA 9402S
(..71.00 per year for S copies of PC(' Newspaper. Ilach issues
arc ayailahle. P,S, C)

Simulation/Caning/ergs
Lox S81)(1
Stanford, ('A 913nS

Perincl i cal s

The Two Year College Mathematic Journal
53 State Street
Poston, massachusetts n210n
(Puhlished twice a year)

\perican Journal of Physics
.\merican Institute of Physics, Inc.
335 Fast 45t Street
Yew York , !':Y 10n17
(1: tires a Year, ',18.00)

Journal of Hucational Data Processing
Iducational i'ata Systems Corn.
c/o ! Levin, Pox 7995
gftanford, CA 9,17n.

(1 tires a Year, ''11.(10)

'athematics 'leacher
12P1 Sixteenth St.
nshington, P.C. 2on36
(Puhl ished 4 times a year)

P Prepared Program's
S - Simulations
C Games
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IV.C.I

1)7 Jan Moursund TIC1 Wally Waldman

It is possible to Write computer progr ims i n a form so that they can

ho used by someone who does not know how to program a computer. Such

nrogram!z, can he titored on an auxiliary storage device (disk, magnutic

paper tape, punch cards) and brought into the computer memory when needed.

It is common to refer to these programs as "packaged" or "canned" programs.

A library of packaged programs is a critical part of the software of a

computer installation.

Any computer program which is made accessible to someone other than

the original program writer might he classified as a packaged program. In

this article, however, we are concerned primarily with programs degnefl

to f:;olve specific types of problems. Thus we are not concerned wi(h

as:;en11)1ers, or other major item; of systems software. Nor are we

concerned with ('Al (compuper assisted instruction) systems. Typical "can-

didates" for inclusion in our category of packaged programs would be a pro-

gram to salvo a linear system of equations, a program to compute an

orbit of a planet given several observations on its location, or a program

to copute the ,correlation between two sets of measurements.

In order to consider the use of packaged programs in education, it is

n(2cessary to look first at a broader question: to what degree is it valua-

ble to relieve the student of the necessity of actually manipulating his

data-of "getting hiq handc dirty" with computations. Cne might argue for

instance, that children no longer need learn multipli. cation tables, but

instead should use electronic desk calculators to solve simple arithmetic

problems; few educators, we suspect, would accent such a proposition. nn

the other hand, it makes sense to many teachers to allow students to use

square root tables, desk calculators, or slide rules, rather than go



through the labor of extracting square roots by hand. It seems clear that

there are certain class,?s of problems which students need to learn to han-

dle without mechanical help, and that there are others in which the avail-

ability of an "answer" io considerably more important than the means by

which that answer was obtained. The line between the two is fuzzy and

at. times all but invisible. Nevertheless, the two categories do exist.

"IL is useful to distinguish between day and night", the statistician

S. S. :7;tevens comments, "despite the penumbral passage through twilight."

Pecognizing that there is indeed a "twilight area" we shall in the next

few pages attempt to restrict or attend to the class of problems for

which access to solution is more important than mechanics of solution. in

the context of this class of problems packaged programs represent some

truly exciting possibilities for education.

The student who wishes to use a packaged program must deal with throe

sets of skills: selection of the proper package, preparation of input

materials, and interpretation of output. Each of these sets has some im-

portant implications for the learning process, and we shall consider each

in turn.

selection of the Proper Package

In order to choose an appropriate program to solve a given problem

one must first recognize the problem fits the problem class represented

by the program. In other words, one must be able to generalize from a

:Tecific problem to a general model--one must be able to find the common

dimensions or characteristics held by one's particular problem and the

whole class of similar proble7,n to which it belongs. Learning to recog-

nize the relationships often requires a clear understanding of the

nature of the problem and the logic of its solution; developing such an

understanding is frequently much more beneficial to the student than
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learning to work his way through a "cookbook" solution.

, 11 In strat. the prohlom class we ,./ I I V1110; i r quadt A--

lit, equations. 'Cho general equation is of the form ax thxto-0 whore a,

h, c are specified in a given problem. A relatively small subclass of

such ilroblems consists of the cases where and the solutions are into-

tiers . Thus one could teach a unit on solving such equations as x
2
-5)0.1),.0

and have students learn techniques (try each tactor of "cl which are es-

pecially suited to this small problem class. We know, of course, that

it is possible to give techniques to solve any quadratic equation. Com-

pleting the square, and use of the quadratic formula are two such techni-

ques. but quadratic equations are themselves a subclass of all polynomial

equations. i'olynomial equations are a subclass of all algebraic equations.

Algebraic e tat ions are a subclass of all nonlincar equations in one un-

known. It might. he that one would want to teach and/or discuss methods lor

solving; A general nonlinear equation, and to teach students to recognize

when a problem falls into this category. This, in conjunction with a

ckaged proqram to solve nonlinear equation might be more valuable than

m(.1,1(Jrizing the quadratic formula and developing skill in its use.

Consider for a moment the effects of incorporating packaged programs

flt.r., a high school physics course. There is a program called DECAY2 in

the Hewlett-Packard library that can handle a variety of pr-:dems dealing

with nuclear decay. Students studying this phenomenon may use qeiger

readings, measures of time and mass, or the like to gain an understanding

of what is happening. With access to the DECAY2 program they can look at

7iiny more sets of data than would otherwise be possible, and at the same

, on the nature of the relationships involved rather titan on

the (let arithmetic computations.
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Preparation of Input Materials

Thin skill set breaks down into two main parts: learning to read and

utilize program documentation, and learning to physically organize and pre-

pare one's data.

Prepared programs of the sort found in computer center libraries usu-

ally are accompanied by documentation: written accounts of what the pro-

gram intended to do, how it works (in varying amounts of detail, depend-

ing on the program) and instructions for inputting data. While docu-

menters make evt.ry effort to write these accounts clearly and simply, it

is inevitable that they develop some formalized terminology. Trying to

work one's way through the documentation of a complicated program in itself

can lead to a better understanding of and new insights into the solution

process.

Organizing one's data carefully requires a certain amount of self-

discipline; here too, the very process of organizing will often help the

student to understand, at an intuitive level, the nature of the problem.

Particularly in problems where large amounts of data are common, organiza-

tion for computer analysis makes the student painfully aware of the imli-

r:atiors of missing or mis-labeled information. Moreover the demands of the

input devices of the particular computer system being used may provide the

student opportunity to familiarize himself with the teletype terminal,

t :hc keypunch, the cathod ray tube, the paper tape punch, the optical scan-

ner, and/or tr,e other auxiliary machinrry. addition to being a valuable

part of his education in and of itself, working with these sorts of tools

is usually very inte:esting to the student and serves as a strong moti-

vator for working with the problems at hand.

interpretation of output

A part of the documentation of each program will indicate the form in
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simple and straightforward. The output device may simply print "THE

ANSWER is... ", for instance. Other outputs may be complicated graphs,

charts, and/or tables. Learning to interpret and make sense of the output

regardless of its complexity, is again an adjunct to understanding the

underlying nature of the problem.

In a broader sense, we may think of using the output of a program as

a scans of understanding the relationships among the variables dealt with

in the problem. Programs can be run over many sets of data, in order to

demonstrate the effects of manipulating one or more variable. In the

nuclear decay program, for example, the number of radioactive particles in

a sample may he studies over varying lengths of elapsed time and original

mass. A financial program BANK (Hewlett-Packard library) can be used to

show how a savings account balance is affected by interest rates, with-

drawals, and deposits, and frequency of compounding. Another widely avail-

able program, 1'1IM:2,YN (Hewlett-Packard library) demonstrates relationships

between carbon dioxide concentrations, light intensity, and nholosynthesH

in plants. Again, it slould be emphasized that the major gain to the

student is not the solutions themselves, but the opportunity to study

many sets of solutions and work out an understanding of the relationships

reflected in them.

Sources of Programs

The bibliogranhy following this section lists a number of sources of

programs. Additionally most computer installations have nrogram libraries;

the potential user should check with nearby installations to find out what

is available locally. no major advantage of using locally available

programs is that one is usually assured that the program is compatible

the local computer system. The teacher need only run the program to
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make doubly sure it is suited to his students' needs (and that he or she

knows how to use it) and he is ready to co.

Sources of Programs

A major failing of the computer science field is its continued re-

invention of the wheel. For any simple problem solving application that

one can readily think of, probably thousands of different packaged programs

have been written. Almost for sure a program to solve the problem is

available in a half dozen different computer manufacturer's program lib-

raries, and hundreds of different computing center libraries. The point

is, look before you program! Look first in your local computer center's

library. Look also in the private libraries of your fellow teachers

and/or other friends.

If you must look further, the the task becomes more difficult. If a

program is in a library not on the local computer system there will usually

be changes that must he made before it can he implemented on that system.

Unfortunately, the variety of computer languages and hardware now in use

frequently causes serious diffi3ulties in shifting a program from the

library at one institution to the library of another. For example, BASIC

is not a standardized language. This means that different computer manu-

facturer's versions of BASIC differ considerably. A BASIC program that

runs on the Hewlett-Packard 2000-C will probably need modification to run

on a PDP-l0 or POP-8.
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TXPMMATION ITTRIVVAL

by Cliff Burns

Introduction ociety as we iglow it is based on information
gstorae and retrieval. liven before the development of natural

languages one person could show another how to do something
(how to hunt) and that information could he passed down from
generation to generation. The development of speech greatly
facilitated the acquisition and transfer of knowledge. But
the human memory is fall;ble, and much important information
may he lost with the death of a key individual. Thus the
development if pictorial methods of storing information,
and eventually writing, were critical.

A tremendous sten forward :,ccurred as a result of the
development of the printing press. Multiple conies of im-
portant information could he published and widely distributed.
Literacy for the masses became a possibility. More and more
people were not constrained by only having available the in-
formation that they could store in their heads.

The past Inn years have seen an ever (thickening race of
human acquisition of information, and of development of
methods and machines for storage and movement of information.
!ow radio, telephone, telegraph, and television allow the
rapid movement of information over vast distances. Information
is stored on paper, film (including microfilm) and in many
computer reducible forms such as punched cards and magnetic
tape.

It tool: about seven years to process the United States
census information gathered in 18P9. !luring that time it
became evident that increases in population from 1Rv)-180n,
plus an increase in the amount of information it was
desired to collect, would mean the 1890 census data would
not he processed prior to time to begin the 1999 census.
Thus there was strong motivation to develop new, faster
msJ:hods for storing and processing such information. Perman
Follerith developed the punch card and associated unit record
equipment for its use. Using his equipment, the 1899 census
information was processed in just three years!

The U.S. government continued to be a very large user
of automatic data processing equipment. P'hen computers first
became commercially available (l9S1) the Census Bureau was
the first customer. Computerized information storage and
retrieval has made rapid progress in the past 21) years;
overall, however, the field is still in its infancy! This
article discusses some of the key ideas in the field.

1,:hat is Information retrieval?

Intellioent information in the form of handwritten or
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printed matter can he collectively descrihed as records. Iii

a library, some of the common records that we encounter are
the books, periodicals, and the cards of the card catalogue.
A record that most educators are familiar with is the locator
card which is a condensed version of the data contained in
the permanent record (such as name, parents' names, address,
phone nuinhe r , class schedule, etc.) which are kept on each
student enrolled in school. Records can he gathered into
organized collections from which information may be extracted
as the need arises. The field of information storage and
retrieval is concerned with the methods of creating and
managing collections of records to facilitate the recovery
of pertinent records. The use of information storage and
retrieval systems is an everyday experience for almost
everyone. Some examples of commonly used systems are: the
library, correspondence files, checking accounts, telephone
directories, and even the dictionary. As each of these
systems grows in size, a point will be reached at which
the manual process is not fast enough and automated systems
are considered. The development of an automated information
storage and retrieval system not only demands the develop-
ment of technology and techniques for storing and manipu-
lating records, but also the improvement of our understanding
of the ways that people make associations and value judgments,
and better methods of nredicting what the incormation needs
will he. Becaut;e of the cost of automating an information
storage and retrieval system, one must not only meet today's
needs but must predict with good accuracy what the needs of
the user will he five years from now.

Operationally, all information storage and retrieval
systems employ three basic processes: the analysis of
records, creation of new records from old records, and the
movement of records over distances. The centra element
in the system is the analysisIbecause the creation of new
records and the transmission of records if determined by
this phase. Analyzing records is the action of comparing
a record or part of a record (sometimes called a key) with
something else such as another record or a set of keys or
features. A satisfactory comparison implies the ability
to recognize important parts of a record. This is prob-
ably the most difficult exercise to communicate--from one
person to another, let alone to a machine.

An example will help to clarify the key ideas of
information storage and retrieval: A superintendent asks
a principal for a renort on the attrition (dropout) rate
for his current graduating class. l'e wants to know what
hannened to large freshman class ,c)f four years back. Some
of these arc now graduating: others left the listrict,
others dropped out of school , and many of this year's
graduating class transferred to this school after their
freshman year. Preparing this report will require sorting
out all students who began as freshmen in the school four
years ago.
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in the school lour yea rs ago Thus, t he s tilde n t record data
hse 1,Thild he sorted using as a ley the requirement of heiw,

tre-J,man in the school four Years N,10. The records
''t( 11r 0( !.!tudents would then ho sorted on the leV -Y1,10Ved
010 er the school district. The remaining set of stndents
are the ,students ehn could nossihly he graduating. Sorting
this list on the key 'is graduating" gives the data needed
to determine the attrition rate.

An information retrieval system is created in anticipation
of the need to retrieve certain information. Thus it is care-
fully planned and organized to Facilitate the retrieval of
certain information. The keys that one may wish to sort on
should he decided in advance and the information that is
stored in the system should he indexed using those keys. In
a large this is like indexing a hook. Certain tonic
headings are selected for the index; nape numbers of each
reference to these tonics are given in the index. Information
ON a topic is 1,trieved by looking in the index, noting the
page references, and then going to the apprpriate pages.
'These same ideas carry over to the computerization of an
information retrieval system.

There are two standard strategies employed in developing
an information storage and retrieval system. ()nn method is

to analyze and organize the information in anticipation of
certain specific oucstions. As an example, student locator
cards would he filed alphahetically by last name: tI is would
he ?ood for finding where a student is at a certain time,
but would he a poor organization if one wanted to male a lit
of all students in 'Irs. Jones' 4th period class.

A second organizational strategy is to avoid almost all
Preprocessing of the records. For example, the student locator
cards could he in random order and when a question about the
records is asked, the entire information file could he
searched, one record at a time. This sounds inefficient,
but can be done effectively by the computer.

In reality, most systems employ a blend of the two pure
strategies. There is no reliable quantitative guideline for
selecting the hest mix of these strategies for a particular
system. Mc role of the system planners and rperators is to
find an apnropriate blend of Processing and service activities
that will give the best results.

A typical example of an information storage and retrieval
system which blends these two strategies is a student record
system. When a person wishes to find out where a particular
student is during a piven period, he wants utlick access to the
individual's record. Searching record by record would he a
slow process, but if the records are in alphabetical order
the search (using the name as the key) can be performed with
little wasted effort. When is time to prepare a list of the
freshman class, the search of all the records using the
current class as a key, would select only the freshmen and
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would nroduce the names in alphabetical order. In a school
of 2con students (about 500 freshmen) which had an automated
system, the above list could he produced in 10 minutes; but
in a school with only 100 students (about 25 freshmen) the
list could be produced manually in ten minutes and the in-
creased speed of a computer would not he worth the cost of
automating such a system.

Examples _of Some Existing Information Systems

This section discusses four representative education
oriented information retrieval systems.

1) AdministrativeOregon Total Information System (OTIS)
2) ResearchEducational Resources Information Center (rn1(')
3) InstructionalTnterdisciplinary "achine Processing

for Research and Education in the Social Sciences (UIPRESS)
<1) LibraryOak Ridge National Library.

OTISthe Oregon Total Information ',),stein--was started in the
mid-1960's by a group of Oregon school superintendents, under
the direction of Dr, William P. Jones, the Lane County ITT
Superintendent. Financial support was obtained from the
U.S. Office of Education. Tt is a cooperative computer center
offering a range of data processing services to educational
institutions. Actual operation began in ,lay 196R. Steady
growth has expanded the-services to 250 schools with more
than 100,{100 students in Sn school districts, and several
community colleges and educational agencies in Oregon.

The organization currently operates on receipts from
member school districts. The basic charge for administrative
services is .g0 per student per year. Four times the volume
of services,with lower expenses and smaller staff, are now
provided, in comparison with the first year of operation.

Although not a state or county agency, OTIS is organized
under the legal authority of the Lane County TF11. Guidance
is provided by an advisory board made up of educators from
throughout tha state.

The OTIS system is a large scale educational management
system. It supol ies student services such as those described
earlier as well as enrollment, attendance, mark reporting,
student class scheduling, and test scoring. Tn addition, it
supplies business services, such as fiscal accounting, payroll,
etc. This system can provide educational administrators the
ability to retrieve from their districts' or schools' information
file the data necessary for decision making and planning.

Some typical questions an administrator may ask of this
syster arc:

a) What will he the cost of teacher retirement next year?
hl Precisely what will he the financial effect if teachers

are given a three percent increment?
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e) What was the grade frequency distribution in last
year's standardized tests in mathematics? For the
last three years?

IPIC is an example of whet is generally termed a document
retrieval system as opposed to a data retrieval system such
as mis. it is like a massive library of all current material
in the realm of education. It was created under the snonsorshie
of the Pepartment of health, Yducation. and Wel fare. Pric
was created in answer to the information explosion in education
rapid the concern of educators for the burden of information
dissemination. in the words of Lee Burchinal of the ration6)
Institute of Fducation:

We believe tlx day is not far distant when the EPIC
networL will link universities, professional organiza-
tions, school systems, hoards of education--the entire
educational community--to speed all research results
to places where they are needed and when they are
needed. That is our goal."

Through a collection of eighteen clearinghouses, each
resphnsihle for a particular portion of the entire educational
area, documents are classified by a set of terms called de-
scriptors which describe the document to those who wish to
locate it. The classification of documents is one of the
main functions of the clearinghouses and at each one there arc
experts on its particular educational area. The university
of Oregon is one such clearinghouse and handles the area of
educational administration. The descriptors are selected
from a thesaurus which specifies for each entry one or more
synonymous categories or concept classes. Each of these
categories may he classified as a narrower term ffT), broader
term (BT), or 1-elated term (PT). Currently there arc about
15,00o entries in the FRIC thesaurus.

PLAITING ABILITY 440
PT Ability
PT Cloze Procedure

Informal Pending Inventory
Peading
leading Achievement
Pending Comprehension
Pending Pevelonment
Pending Diagnosis
Pending Level
Pending Skills
Pending Sneed

ACUIVYPW" 14 °
Pending (lain

PT Achievement
T'T .A.unOrmic Achievement

Yarly reading
Pending..

Beading, nility
feadins7. ilevelorment



Peading revel
Pending Skills

PFADING Wz,TC,NVNTS 440
PT Assignments
PT leading

A search is begun by estahlishing a list of descriptors
which will hest collectively or separately describe the area
of educational literature the user wishes to examine. The
thesaurus is the key in establishing this list because only
terms used in it will he used as descriptors. The precision
of your retrieval is highly dependent upon a good selection
of descriptors and also that the thesaurus can adequately
describe each field of education. In addition to obtaininp
a list of references, the user may also request microfiche
(,'.65 per reference) or hard copies (Xerox at !';3.29 per
hundred pages) of the listed references. This search may be
done manually er by computer, for a fee. To perform the
search manually one must locate an educational institution
which has an of the PR IC documents, (such as one of the
eighteen clearinghouses). To have the search performed by
the comnuter one must send his request to an authorized
agent of YPTC; in Oregon this would the state Board of
rducation or one's local TFP office. rither manually or
by computer the user also has access to an abstract of
the listed article so he can more clearly see whether or
not the article is relevant.

In the instructional area there are few information
torage and retrieval systems. IMPPFSS is rather an

elegant system developed at Partmouth College during
1269-71. As surveys of relevant data are collected by social
scientists they may he placed into PIPITSS files ( a file
is a collection of records, i.e., questionnaires). A
codebook is prepared for each file, giving a name to each
of the items that have been collected in the questionnaire,
such as:

a) age
h) race
c) political party
d) which presidential candidate voted for in 1268 election
el etc.

in addition, all possible responses for each of these items
are provided so that the user knows the meanings of the coded
responses. This is the storage part of the information storage
and retrieval system.

To perform a search (retrieval) the user goes to the
appropriate codehook and notes what variables (names) are used
to refer to specific questions in a survey. After the data has
heen selected from the codehook, the user locates an available
teletype. Next he identifies himself to the computer and



,elect,. the l!IMS!. system. The mw;!.; SVStOM will then nsk
ior data such as which file (survey', which variables (item),

what is to he done with the file. The PIPPI,
system is more than lust a retrieval system; it is also a small
statistical systen with a huilt in report generator.

is a data retrieval system which may he viewed as
a rigid pro-allocated system similar to a student record system
or a fairly loosely structured system lihe rlIC, wherein each
record is examined during each search.

Tr better understand hov a system such as 1`TT'YSF may he
used by teachers, let us view the followinp hypothetical
classroom setting:

A class of modern problems at the Fast Podunk Pigh School
is studying voting. Patterns of neonle to determine what might
he a good criterion for voter prediction. After a lengthy
classroom diS-i-.ussion many different suggestions have teen
brought out, such as: ate, income level , region, occupation,
educat ion, rlipion, etc. nfl^ student noted that a survey,
sampling person nationally and asking SV.0 questions,
was available to test these different hypotheses on the

system. The teacher then gave an assipnrent, with
any groans, to the students to check out different sets of

hypotheses.

hater that clay one could see the students poring over the
68 codehool (1)1:, 6P was the name of the survey mentioned

in classl. They were finding voting preference is measured
an I'lTISS variable called VOTVM, relipious preference '

,LIC, occupation by OrCi, etc.

After the students had made their notes tbey went to the
teletype room and signed on to the computer system in the
usual manner and proceeded to generate the different cross-
tahulntions or varinl-les to get: at nossihle relevnf& facts.

cora such as TAF: occl, voTr!) produced the following
output:

ocri

ACiTss:

yoTIT

11PoNlirYT' r1T corl'
vnTrn PAU VnTrP POP Ixn" P. is

TETI !'"I'."\C,P,

TOTAI.

.1Sr 71" 42:7.

WI° 70' .1f7

53" 47" 830

is conman(.l a sls the machine to eive the perceutnge preferril
l'unpbrev ard Hxon among white and hill(' collar vorl-ers.

The following day all the students returned with endless
strips of teletype output to arne that their set of hypotheses
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was the best set of predictors.

This was, you reali7e, just a hypothetical situation but
the actions taken arc typical of users of the NPPFSS system.

An example of a fairly tvnical automated library system
is one located at the Oak Pidge National Laboratory. Yach
horrOwer is issued an identification card similar to a credit
card, in addition, a card for each book, bearing an identifi-
cation number is kept with each book. When a hook is borrowed,
both cards are placed in a reading device which transmits
them to the computer. Similarly, when the book is returned
a message is transmitted to the computer indicating that the
transaction has been completed. Late notice are prepared
automatically. Reports to the librarian (management), on
borrowing traffic and the precise holdings of each borrower,
are prepared routinely.

Some of the newer ideas are to keep profiles of users
and when new hooks arrive to notify the interested users.
In a similar way, departments can he kept up to date as to
the library's holdings which pertain to them.

One major impediment to the great use of computers in
the library has been that as automation has been attempted,
librarians have discovered that they know very little about
users needs or how the users actually make use of their
facilities.

What Does the Future Hold?

The future will see a greater use of automated infor-
mation storage and retrieval systems. This will occur
because of advanced techniques which are making the imple-
mentation of ISR systems easier. They are also going to
be more economically feasible as the price of mass storage
devices comes down and speed increases. In education these
two changes, advanced techniques and lower mass storage
costs, are the principal burden holding back educators'
use of this most important concept.



SECTiON E:
COMPUTERS AND JUNIOR HIGH

SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
by

Fred Board

Computers arc already having some effect upon junior high
school mathematics. For example, some of the content of "new
math" was inspired by computers. A more down to earth example
is the increased emphasis upon flow charts and flow-charting
found in many modern texts. And finally, of course, some junior
high school books actually contain material on computer program-
ming, and many at least make mention of computers.

Before computers can have a really significant impact upon
a mathematics curriculum, however, the teacher must have some
knowledge of computers and "computer math." it is also helpful
if students (or minimally, the teacher) have access to a computer.
Under these conditions considerable change in the mathematics
curriculum will occur. For example, Koethkc (3) states: "Topics
related to algorithm and computation can no longer be treated as
supplementary; they have become a very necessary and important
part of the mathematics curriculum."

A major goal in both mathematics and in computer science is
problem solving. To use a computer to solve a problem it is
necessary to have an appropriate computer program. Often such
programs can be written by the students in a class, and this
writing process can he a valuable part of the course. Before a
program can be written and used successfully three main objec-
tives must be met: 1) the problem must be understood. 2) An
algorithm or procedure must be developed to solve the problem.
3) Test data must he prepared to determine if the process actually
does what it is supposed to do. Once a student has met these three
objectives, he is well on his way to having a successful program.
Any changes in the mathematics curriculum should reflect these
three objectives as well as Koethke's comment on algorithms.

MATHEMATICS GOALS AND THE COMPUTER Any change in the mathematics
curriCul-Um must either change tie goals and objectives or' mathe-
matics education or be implemented to help reach the present goals.
Listed below are six major goals of math education as stated by
Johnson and Rising (2). Following each objective are some suggest-
ions as to how a computer may help the students reach these goals.
After the ccmputer becomes a more familiar instrument in the
classroom, some goals may be changed or new ones added.

1. "The student knows and understands concepts such as
mathematical facts, or principles." Included in this objec-
tive is the ability to apply knowledge to a new situation.
The computer opens up an entire area of exploration and cer-
tainly offers an opportunity to apply newly learned skills.
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2. "The student understands the logical structure of
mathematics and the nature of proof." In Algebra I, a

student learns to find the zeros of a function by a vari-
ety of methods, such as factoring or using the quadratic
formula. By implementing the computer, Newton's method
of solving equations can be taught and the student is able
to find the zeros of almost any function. Using methods
like these should improve the students understanding of
the structure of mathematics. Students can learn to solve
classes of problems rather than employ special "tricks"
to solve certain types of problems within the class.

The concept of proof, or the correctness of a chair,
of arguments, is quite difficult for many students to learn.
Indeed, many fail to appreciate the need for proof. A com-
puter program is, in a large sense, a proof. Many of the
concepts of proof can be taught in the process of teaching
computer programming. A student who can write a correct
program to solve a class of problems has developed many
of the skills needed to prove a theorem, and in a context
that may be more acceptable to the student.

3. "The student performs conputations with understanding,
accuracy, and efficiency." Much of mathematics education
seems to emphasize accuracy in computation, even to the
detriment of understanding. Machines can do computations
more rapidly and accurately than people. What is left is
the need for understanding--the use of machines places
considerable more emphasis upon understanding. The empha-
sis on student computation will be one of the areas that
will have to be re-evaluated as machines are used more.
If machines are available, should we expect students to
be able to do long involved arithmetic computations, or will
approximation be sufficient? Approximation will be di .s-
Lussed below.

4. "The student has the ability to solve problems." With
less time being spent on actual computatio, and more on
problem solving, students should be able t move on to more
difficult problems more rapidly.

5. "The student develops attitudes and appreciations which
lead to curiosity, initiative, confidence and interests."

6. "The student learns how to develop proper methods of
learning mathematics and communicating mathematics, and
also develops study habits essential for independent pro-
gress," These are grouped together because they are best
answered by Stenberg and Keotke. "Aside from computing,
I have seen no field of study in which so many students
become inspired to invent problems, learn on their own
and tackle major projects." Stenberg (4). When refering
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to the alteration in the role of the teacher when compu-
ting is used in conjunction with math, Koetke (3) stated:
"Most apparent is that the time spend reminding students
that they must pursue other studies in addition to mathe-
matics far exceeds the time spent in pursuit of students
who are not attempting to complete their work."

AREAS OF SUGGESTED CHANGE In the text below arc some suggestions
in fhe 7t) anJ 8th grade math programs. These arc

written under the assumption that programming is introduced at
the 7th grade or earlier, although most of the changes could
be implemented without access to a computer. This is not in-
tended to be an enhaustive list; rather it is a partial list-
ing of suggestions.

First let me give three programs in BASIC that might have
been written by a 7th grader. They each illustrate ideas to
be discussed later.

10 REM TABLE OF SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS
20 LET K=1
30 PRINT K, Kf2, SQR(K)
40 LET K=K+1
50 IF K( =100 THEN 30
60 END

10 REM AREA AND PERIMETER OE A RECTANGLE
20 READ E,W
30 PRINT L, W, L*W, 2*L+2*W
40 GO TO 20
50 DATA 16,7
60 DATA 23.8, 14.9
70 DATA 62.97, 62.97
80 END

10 REM COMPUTER DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF FRACTIONS
20 READ N,D
30 PRINT "THE COMPUTER DECIMAL EQUIVALENT OF"; N;"/I;D;"IS";N/D
40 GO TO 20
50 DATA 2,3
60 DATA 1,7
70 DATA 2,7
80 END

Study of Variables

The concept of "variable" is one of the most important ideas
in mathematics. It is also fundamental to computer programming,
as is demonstrated in even the most simple programs. "Tradition-
ally, a variable is a symbol for which values may be substituted
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from a certain set called the domain of the variable. In
computing a variable is a symbol which at any time has a
definite value although this value may change from time to
time." Stenberg (4).

Teaching variables as having a definite value at any time
seems to hel students understand expressions such as
( -B +4T. - 4 A -C)/(2 A). Each variable has a value
and the expression becomes a means of calculating a numerical
value rather than a string of symbols to be memorized.

Algebraic Symbols Man creates symbols and assigns them mean-
Trigs. The same symbol may be assigned different meanings in
different contexts. Thus a "period" is used to denote the end
of a sentence, as a decimal point, and as the symbol for
multiplication. The "equals sign" in programming has a dis-
tinctly different meaning than the same symbol in algebra. In
programming X=X+S is a perfectly reasonable "assignment" state-
ment, indicating that X is to he increased by S. In algebra
this is an equation with no solution, or an example of a non-
sense statement. To remove the possibility of misunderstand-
ing, some programming languages use a different symbol, such
as := in their assignment statement. Similarly, is often
used in the assignment statement in a flow chart.

A student should be exposed to the above ideas, and should
learn to cope with a variety of notational systems. He should
get some insight into good and bad notation, and the value of
having a goon notational system.

Flow Charts

An algorithm is "a complete, unambiguous procedure for
solving a specified problem in a finite number of steps." Dorf
(1) p. 41. A computer program must also contain the character-
istics mentioned above: a. Be finite (have an end to the num-
ber of steps) b. Be complete (do the job) and c. Be definite
(the computer must be able to do each step).

If an algorithmic approach to math is implemented as
suggested above, then a naturl way is to use flow charts. A
study reported by Stenberg (4) showed that the use of flow
charts in math classes greatly increased the students perfor-
mance when compared with a control group not using flow charts.
This study was conducted on junior high students in a Minnesota
school district. A flow chart is a diagramatic representation
of an algorithm. This step by step process is easily learned
by students and quickly adapted to problem solving.

The use of flow charts is an easy way to begin teaching
an algorithmic approach to math. In addition, flow charts are
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easily converted into programs. Once a student is able to
flowchart a program, most of his work in writing a program
for the same problem is finished.

Fractions and Decimals

When was the last time you saw a problem like 2/7 + 1/9
or 3/14 X 21/6 outside of a math textbook? If you answer
honestly, it was probably a long time ago, if ever. Most
people in the "real world" don't have many problems like this
and the ones who work this type of problem generally have a

calculator or computer at their disposal.

A computer does a complicated computation such as 87.93
times 164.37 just as rapidly and easily as it computes 2.5
times 3. Similarly it has no trouble handling computations
such as 2/7 + 1/9. The need for a student to develop great
skills in doing such computations by hand is questionable.
Does this mean fractions and decimals shouldn't be taught?
No, but it does suggest that a change in emphasis is appropriate.

One possible change would be to place greater emphasis
upon approximations, and civeloping an "intuitive feel" for
the relative sizes and inherent "meaning" of various fractions
and decimals. Some ideas related to this are discussed in
the section on Approximation which follows.

Another important idea is that of scientific notation. In
the language BASIC all computations are done in floating point
arithmetic, which is a machine version of scientific notation
arithmetic. The floating point number line is quite interest-
ing, and distinctly different from other number lines (integers,
reals) that the students will have previously studied. It is
a source for many interesting and difficult questions.

ApTroximations

If a student wants accurate answers to a complicated com-
putational problem then he should make use of a tool such as
an electronic desk calculator or a computer. Most "real life"
problems don't require accuracy, however. That is, the housewife,
or logger need good skills in computing "approximate" answers
to relatively simple problems. The ability to make good
estimates and appropriate approximations, and to carry out simple
computations in one's head, is valuable to most people. More
emphasis could be placed upon this in mathematics education
if less emphasis were placed upon developing skill in doing
more complicated computations.

The ability to make appropriate approximations and to do
rapid (simple) mental arithmetic is also quite useful in the
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computer programming field. One of the major aspects of
writing a program is to make sure that it is logically cor-
rect. A standard approach is to prepare test data, and to
compare the computer's answers with one's own hand computed
(or, computed via desk calculator, or in one's head) answers.

Gross errors in a computer's output are often obvious
to the person who has good number sense--i.e., to one who
has a good "feel" for what an appropriate answer is.

SUMMARY So far computers have had relatively little impact
upon junior high school mathematics. It should be evident
to the reader that there are a number of possible changes that
might occur because of computers. Currently, however, few
teachers have the knowledge to implement such changes, and few
students this grade level have access to computers.

Some of this situation can change (will change?) quite
rapidly. Electronic desk calculators are now quite cheap,
and could become a standard tool in the classroom. The larger
change, having computer terminals in every math classroom, will
be longer in coming. But, it is coming!
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Iti( rach and flavid

jhere arc 111;111V approache to the in!:truciional
of computer,;. currently ono )r tho flOSt COmMon at Ihe

;econdary H,chool level is to incorporate some instruction in

computer programming into a standard math course, and then
have the students use their programming sLills as they study
the standard math topics. !;ttch an approach can he used in any
of the mathematics courses standardly offered by secondary
schools. This article discusses a few of the Ley issues;
particular attention is given to the "colorado Project"
materials, which are an excellent example of instructional
materials incorporating computer programming into a standard
1.ithematics course.

An initial ouestion is "II- n cornuter is availahle, why
not just use nocaged provrnrs'r This is not an easy onestion
to anwer. In general one uses pacl:age programs when "getting
the answer' is the goal. nne does not do this A.hen it is

desirahle for ,A:udents to gain a clear and cerinlete understan-
ding of the nrOCeSS needed to ret the anser.

lt is y.'nerallv accepted teat if a student Can write a
prOraP to solve a certain type of prohlem, then he prol
ahly has a 0d understanding of how to solve that type of
prohlem. This is a Ley idea. A computer nrogram is a de-
tailed step hy step set of directions telling a computer how
to solve a certain type of prohlem. in general, tellin a

computer how to solve a pi-el-1cm is more difficult than
telling a person, or actually solving the nrohlem. n com-
,luter nrorr am is ruch Mr, a proof. Tt consists of a logical
s(Huence or steps, each of which must he correct, and which
must he performed in a correct order if the nrohlem is to
he solved. To writo such a "nroofr is often very challenging
to the student.

There are four things needed if one is to have students
write Programs as part of their activity in studying Tathe-
matics. These include a certain amount of programming hnow-
ledge en the nart of the F,tudents, a larger program hnowledge
on the nart of the teacher, comnuter access, and appropriate
instructional materials.

The programming knowledge needed i'v students can he
integrated into any mathematics course, with perhaps a week
or so of concentrated effort on computing at the beginning.
.\n important idea here is that of imitation. Suppose a
student studies a Program to comnute the area and perimeter
of rectangle. ( A PST(' example if, given helow.)
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10 LET L=I5.8

20 LET W=6.5

30 LET A=L*W

4n LET 11=2*1,4-2*W

SO PRINT E,W,A,P

60 END

Using this as a model, almost all students can write
programs to carry out the computations indicated by most of
the standard formulas appearing in secondary school math
course below the trigonometry level. When "undoable"
cases occur, such as a formula involving square roots,
additional language features (like ST? in BASIC) are easily
presented to the student. The major point here is that one
presents only a limited amount of instruction in computer
programming. Each additional topic should he motivated by
need for that topic.

As far as teacher knowledge isconcerned, it is perhaps
enough to say that the teacher should know significantly
more than he expects most studentsto learn. The teacher
should he comfortable with using computers; he should he
able to read and understand simple student-written programs
as easily as he can read and correct other homework. (Note:
the brighter, more venturesome teacher may disregard this
suggestion. Learning by doing is common in the teaching game.)

Having appropriate computer facilities is important.
However, quite a wide range of facilities can he used provided
the course is adjusted to the facility. At the secondary school
level (assuming computer facilities are available) one most
typically finds one or two time-shared terminals connected to
a remotely located computer. These may be located in one of
the math classrooms, or may he in some other part of the
building. If a teacher has access to only one time-shared
computer terTinal, and it is located in the administrative
offices, he `rill probably have relatively little success in
having his students write and run programs as part of their
math activity!

A much more desirable setup is to have several computer
terminals in the math classroom (hopefully, in a soundproof
adjoining "office", with access from the hallway) or to have
a single terminal and a mark sense card reader. In the latter
case students write programs on mark sense cards and these
are hatched to the computer. Quite a few programs can he
processed during one class period.

Finally, there is a need for appropriate instructional
materials. By and large, relatively few such materials have
been developed for use at the secondary school level. Of



course, many hundreds of teachers have developed their earn
materials, and this will continue in the future. I'll on a
nation wide hasis there is little apreement on what con-
stitutes aPPronriate materials, and few texts have heen puh-
lished specifically aimed at the secondary school level. Two
exceptions are the CiV,IP materials (2) and the Colorado
Project materials (1). The latter is discussed helm.'.

The Colorado Schools Cornuting cience Curriculum
Pevelopment Project has prepared ,a text which incorporates

lanpuage propramminp into second year alrehra and trig-
onometry. A quote from the Preface describes the general
nature of the mathematical content:

'\!ost of the topics of the usual alpehra-
trHonometry course will Fe found in this
text. rowever, the emphasis placed on
various topics may he different from that
normally Oven in other texts. The authors
feel this is a result of an honest effort
to uncover the proper role of the computer
it mathematics education. In Chapters 1-3,
properties of sets; axioms of the real
numher system, rules of proof, and prof,ramming
are presented. These concepts are used in

a precise development of the mathematic,
in the renmininp chanters. The concept Of
function becomes the unifying thread of

Chante.s (1 1

Conies covered in Chnaters 1-ln include relations ;1110
functions, linear functions, circular functions, quadratic
functions, polynomial functions, sequences, and exponential
and loparithmic functions.

TIlere is considerahle interest in the Colorado
Project materials in nrepon. yrarshall Watkins (Peavert'pn)
and hill Best (1,:i/lamette Pigh !',chool) ran a three day,
orkshop on those materials durinp summer 1072 for teachers
in the Portland area. A similar flour day workshop, +,,

inch (Yorth Pupene Pi ph School) and Pill Pest , was
held in the Pupene area in summer 1073

At the risl of closiiv on a nepative note,
it must printed out that nrohlems can arise with this
approah to teaching mathematics. tf one does not have
appronriite teacher knowledpe, computer access, and curri-
culum materials. then the computer Parts of the course ray
prove unsatisfactory. ore must also face a standard
:11Tupent--if ti77e is snout trachinp computer nropramminp,
then sometlrintt else must he dropped from the course. .14-

one's school, school district, and/or adrinistration
think of a course only in terms of the specific topics
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it covers, then this will be a considerable prohlem. A

better way to approach this situation is to think of the
overall effect of the course on the student. If the student
Ic]rns as much or more, overall (rememher, computer pro-
,,,ramming is a worth while topic in its (,wn ripht) and learn;
it in an interestinp and modern environment (u!;IT19. com-
puters) , then it is difficult to argue against this
approach,

1, Beavers, Collins, erher and Larsen; Second Course in
Allebra and Trigonometry With ComputerProframmItTFT

Milversity of Colorado; 1973.

2. Johnson, D,k., id (ilditor and author of several parts):
Com2pter Assisted Mathematics Program (6 Volumes) ,

Scott, Foresman and Company,-P69.
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classroom computers Serve Students
'lotion's Schools, Vol. R3, March 1969
Pages 88-89

In Yorktown Heights, New York, a group of sixth grade students are
participating in a project to determine if computer simulations are an ef-
fective teaching tool. The goals of instruction had to do with basic
economic principles, such as how an agricultural economy works, how capi-
talism works, and economic problems of an emerging nation.

The student interacts with a sophisticated computer program through
use of a standard teletypewriter. The computer also controls an audio-
visual device which contains a slide projector and audio tape recorder.

The program simulates a total environment in which the student has
a specific role, such as king of a small nation. Through a combination
of role playing and programmed instruction, the student makes economic
decisions relevant to his role, and sees the eff:xts of these decisions.

A 6-weeks comparison of 20 students using the simulations with a
matched control group in a traditional setting revealed the following:
1) all but two of the students with reading difficulties finished the
units; 2) almost all of the students said they enjoyed the simulations;
3) in one unit the experimental group (computer simulations) showed s)gni-
ficant gains over the control group, and on another unit no significant
differences were found; and, 4) the experimental group used less student
time.

Dave Dempster
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Alpert, P. Bitzer, D.1-
Advances in Comegtor-Psaol O cduation_

:;cience, Vol. 167 No. 3925 (March p)70)

Pages 1'412-1500

The rtaantity and quality of education possible When a school utilise :;
high-speed COMpUt,T .1:; vet an unanswered question. Me PLATii syste.'

was installed at the University of Illinois for the purpose of 1) exploring
educational possibilities of the computer in the instructional proces!s and
2) designing an economical systPm that incorporates valuable approaches to
learning. In connection with the first objective, four misconceptions are
common: 1) commit: or-based education is synonymous with programmed instruc-
tion; 2) the instructional strategy must anticipate all conceivable student
responses so as to compare them th "correct" answers stored in the mach-
ine; 3) computer-based instruction may he useful for the transfer of infer-
mation hut is not of value in the development of critical thinking; 4) a

cpmputer system used for computer-based education cannot_ be used in a
time-sharing mode for conventional computer programming. The article re-
futes each of these misconceptions.

Just as the textbook has distinctly different uses at various educa-
tional levels, so must computer-Lased education. This article descrihec
!.i()Plfl alternate uses of the comonter in education using PLAT(). A comparHon
of ctildents in a traditional medical class vs those in in computer simulated
class utilizing computer simulation is given. Itludents using PLATO scored
as well in medicAl diagnosis at the end of a semester Iit. put in one-third
to one-half as much time in instruction; over a half year period, the com-
puter group retained more than the normal class group.

Available CAI systems entail costs which range between $2 and $5 per
student contact hour. The intended PLATO IV system could reduce this cost
to about thirty-five cents per student-contact hour.

The availability of a system that is economically feasible and educa-
t;onally structured could produce some of the following: 1) reduction in
the number of large lecture classes, 2) special instruction at home for
bvsically handicapped students, 3) gradual abolishment of lock-step
schedules and narrowly specified curricula in formal education, 4) effective
70b training and retraining, 5) provision of remedial instruction or
tutorial assistance during regularly scheduled courses for students with
insufficient preparation, and 6) provision for continuing education for
professional personnel.

(2verall this is an excellent article about one of the most exciting
aspects of computers in education.

Lloyd Fraser
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P.itter, Cary C.
Calculus and the Computer: An rVa 1 wit ion Part i c ipaat

Two'Aear C61-14c MtlieMati&s 1 ?)7f1), ".

This article discusses a questionnaire evaluation by tIn
participants of a calculus-with-computers project which va,;
done under the auspices of the Computing and Mathematics Cur-
riculum Project (CMCP) during the fall of 1969. Five Colorado
colleges and universities participated in the computer-extended
calculus project.

Interested instructors were selected at each of the schools
to teach a computer-extended introductory college calculus class.
Each instructor was permitted to assign any calculus text he
desired. The computer was used to demonstrate the various im-
portant introductory calculus concepts and to solve homework
exercises. No previous programming experience was required.
The programming language used was BASIC. Computer time sharing
Was used to accommodate the computer needs of the classes. Fach
scLool had one Teletyne (input /output device) per twenty stu-
dents. The canahility of a time-sharing service to allow a
student to input various guesses, get output immediately and
to immediately input new guesses on the hasis of this output
was considered to he necessary for the incorporation of the
computer into the calculus course.

Comnuter units were written by this author for distribu-
tion to the instructors of the participating colleges and uni-
versities. The units yore written on the topics of function,
limit, derivative, application of derivative, integration and
numerical integration. Fach unit included an explanation of
the concept into the class, completed examples with comnuter
programs and output, discussion of the example, and selected
exercises that the instructor could assign the student. The
units were presented to the class as the relevant topics were
taken up in class.

AN evaluation cluestionnaire was given to the students and
.e results and a discussion of them can be found in the art-

icle. Two conclusions of particular interest arc: 1) students
are aided Py computer applications in organizing their thoug its
t:er attaching problems; 2) the computer-extended topics of
function, limit, and derivative were helpful for the students'
understanding of these concepts.

Sue VaidMan



Hohlick, John M.
The Use of Computer-Based Simulations and
Problem Drills to Teach the Cas lawn
science Education 56(1) : 1972, pp 17-22

A fundamental. part of a high school chemistry course is the study of
the behavior of gases. Reliable laboratory equipment that would enable
a student to experimentally determine the relationships among the volume,
temperature and pressure of a gas usually is not available. A computer -

based simulation has been del)Hsd so that a student can investigate the
behavior of an ideal gas.

[initially, the student is told that at the end of the program he
or she should be able to express the relationship between the volume rarid
the pressure of a gas. After being informed of the goal the student in-
teracts with the computer system to gather data. The investigation be-
gins by entering the variables which remain constant during the simula-
tion. In the case of Hoyle's Law, the number of moles of gas and the
temperature remain constant. The computer calculates the values of the
corresponding dependent variable and displays for the student both the
set of pressures which he or she entered and the corresponding volumes.
The student than has the option to view a graph of the variables plotted
against each other.

After viewing the data which she has just collected, the student ma'/
chno!ie to go directly to the [milt iple choice quiz, continue to inve:Ai-
ote the ryiot.ionship between the variables, or see the teiieher for deli,
he:ore continuing. Drill problems rlre built into the program to direet
the :udent. to investigate different. properties of the gas laws. The
student is able to control the drill and provide for himself the
lis±:a1-y to ,r2quire the desired problem-solving skills. When the stu-
dent. eempleta the drill she is provided a summary of her performance;
thit: sumary also may he provided to the classroom teacher.

:tudents wore given pre-tests and post-tests to measure performaice.
'Weir attainment of the termiral objectives of the programs exceeded
expectations. On the portion of the test pertaining to the basic gas
law relationships 90% o`_ the students answered correctly 92.6% of the
guestions.

The proc-ams are being reviewed to improve the response time by
programming revisions and newer programming languages. An improved res-
ponse time would enable a student to move through the drill much faster
and solve more problems in a given time. Most student comments about
the program were positive in nature but some remarked that the drill
problems were presented too slowly.

Pon Boys
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Dorf, Pickard C.
Pata hanks, Information Retrieval and libraries
'Int rs- aTia TOinputer- -P;Z:Te". Chapter 12,
pages 351-370.
hoyd Fraser Publishing Company, 1972

The hook "Introduction to Computers and Computer Seience"
no excellent example of the recently published texts design-

ed for an introductory sequence in computer science Li,- the
freshman-college level. Such texts are also suitable for use
w ith good high school students. Quoted below is a summary of
one chapter.

The computer is a useful device for information storage,
processing and retrieval. With the advent of relatively low
cost storage the computer lends itself to the development of
data banks. A data bank is an on-line storage unit retaining
large masses of data. Data banks are used to retain economic,
social and industrial data among others. A terminal is one
possible access connection for the potential user. A computer
data bank is automated, of high speed, and it usually operates
at a reasonable cost per item stored.

Information is the meaning assigned to the data or an ag-
gregate representation of the data. It is the desired output
o f an information retrieval system. Information retrieval is

the process of accumulating, classifying, storing and search-
ing large amounts of data and extracting the required infor-
mation from it. The quality of an information retrieval sys-
tem is measured by how much relevant informat ion, in compari-
son to how much irrelevant information, is provided in re-
sponse to a query. Inforr.ation retrieval systems have develop-
ed for airlines, government functions, and the legal profession
among others.

Computer information retrieval systems will aid in the op-
e ration of the libraries of the future. Comnuters are being
!rT;cd for automated acquisitions, receiving, cataloging and
circulation. The primary items of cost for automated librar-
ies will he the amount of information stored and the response
time required as a result of an inquiry. In the future, a de-
ice in the home of the office may display information upon

request.

Computer information systems containing information about
individuals are increasingly necessc ry to govern and manage
OAF complex society. However, the ready availability of in-
famation about persons leads to a concern about the privacy
of ieformation. Privacy, in this context, is primarily con-
cerned with unauthorized access to personal or confidential
information. The conflict between the need for accumulating
information in a data bank, and the protection of an indivi-
dual's freedom, must he reconciled.

Sister Clare MacIssac
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Dorf, 1:ichard C.
Simulation and Games
introduction to Computers and Computer Science pp. 371-12f)
Boyd Freser Puhlishirg Comnanv, (197.).), Ch. 13

Modeling and simulation are of great value to businens,
indutry and government because they permit one t',) study the
effects of varions decisions of choices without going through
the complete process of the phenomenon being considered.

A computer model is a representation of a sfftem or phen-
omenon in a mathematical or symbolic form suitable for demon-
strating the behavior of the system or phenomenon. Simulation
involves subiecting models to various stimuli or situation. in
such a way a :; to explore the nature or the results which might
he obtained by the real system.

A computer simulation nay he developed in FORTPAN, BASIC
or a language specifically developed for simulation. Two
w idely-used simulation languages are GPSS (General Purpose Sim-
u lation Syntem) and STMSCRIPT, which is a FORTPAN-based laiiptniy(

The digital computer has recently been introduced as a
general purpose simulator in the high school elasnroom. The
idea is to expose students to experimentation which would not
normally he available in the school laboratory. Simulation is
1)arl.icularly apropos for students when the exneriment is too
complex, expensive or dangerous to carry out in tho laboratory.
A computer simulation program entitled 1N01,1; nermiN; the user
to explore some of the factors which affect evolutionary channeH,.
In addition, a program einitled POLUT, which is an elementary
simulation of a water-pollution situation, has been developed.
Such uses of simulations in the schools clearly affords onpnr-
tunities for students to experience certain phenomena rather
than to learn about them vicariously from teachers.

A major advantage of the utilization of simulation tech-
n iques is that the participant can learn from Pis mistakes
w ithout suffering the real-life consequences when mistakes are
made while learning. The sirulation exercises are useful in
teaching political and diplomatic skills when the consequences
of error in the real-life context are so costly as to effect
ively brohibit trial-and-error learning.

Today eomputer scientists arc dcn'icating a cors:derable
amount of effort toward programming digital comnuters to play
gimes. A which is it common activity, is a closed sys-
tem with a set of explicitly stated rules and a fixed peal.

fine ha!; a rational, analytic component and an emotional, cre
ntlen eomponet. Ln game's iinalytic dimension iacludes the
stratngic and .;:ruetural characteristics experienced in life.
ihe emotional aspect of the game includes chance and a real-
inntion that often the action of the game is as important as
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the outcome. Ciames are quite useful in training students, man-
agers and public officials to make wise decisions and to exper-
ience the resulting consequences. Also, computer games arc of
interest to computer scientists since the programming and de-
velopment of algorithms of games is a challenge in itself.

Wally Waldman

Porn, Killiam S.
Computer-Extended Instruction: An Example
The YfatriemaTics-Teacher (17-e.firuary 1970) p147 -1 58

This article discusses the computer and its use as a la!)-

oratory in conjunction with a traditional mathematics course.
This type of computer use has a direct analogy with the use
of ;t physics lahoratory as it applies to a physics recitation
clas. The mathematics used in this; article should he within
the each of most 8th or 9th grade students. That is, it uses
ehl> elementary algebra including some inequalities. However,
He proLlems are interesting and difficult enough to challenge
12th ,rade students and, in fact, any pre-calculus student.

simple maximi:ation aad minimi:ntion prohlems arc
d1scu:-,sed and a computer is to perform some experiments
v,itfl t)em. The (1-ijectives of these experiments are: 1) to
ilevelop some insight Into the mathematical concepts or maxi-
mum and minimum: to .allow student to "uess" at some
theorem regarding when a maximum or minimum occurs ; 3) to
tiotivate the student to study the calculus.

This article also discusses the value of nerforming some
Ireliminary mathematical analysis in order to reduce the amount

CSI cor-i,nter time consumed and to reduce CA- amount of data
:Iat is printed. Perhaps even more important is the disciN-
Hen (If hm. and why ve should have the computer do song hook-niii' idorl, for us.

particuIar excrinent are presented. The results
of the experinelts were used to make some conjectures. In one
cse the coniecture was actually proved. A lengthy discussion
Colleed on just what constitutes a mathematical proof and what
Hirt a computer can and cannot play in a proof.

The article contains examples including maximum area and
volume. Instruction is extended as the results of one rro-
gram h.eitiate another question until the reader is led one

one through several programs until the inLial conjecture
is leund to be true.

Wally Waldman
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(his type :;hnld ho ;,(Iv111 o011, to t), 'iv
teac',eg dues oct to an ei-lipe or time-

sharing system hut does have access to a computer which
has a Yortran IV cormiler.

Tlie main purposes in using the computer verp (I) to free
the student from the gruhhy worl . of doing, all the colculati
and writing the lah report and (2) to enable the student to
gather much more data in order to "sec the physics in the lab.
The first ohjective WAS successfully achieved, hut the second
016ective was only Partially successful. There were three
tyros of labs given during the semester: (I) all computer,
half-comPuter--half-student, and (31 all student.

A brief discussion of the utilization of n "canned" nro
gram Inv determining the coefficient or restitution of a
glider WI ill air tract is Oven.

Ally Hid, t!lat has long tedious calculations is hest Per-
rmcd via comnuter because it epnhles the student to cOn-

,_ntrate more on the experiment rather 1.1W malhOrlAtic`;.
lab that shovs a trend developing, either evident (II' not

so evident, should he Performed by this approacht otherwise
the student can not realistically bc expected to perform
enough exPeriments to soo trend. 'Inch more effort can he
nut into the development or the theory of errors and the un-
certainty associated 'vith an experiment. Ouestions (1(111 iII
ith t!lc laP cap he interspersod in their appronriate place

ih renort. One bonus to the computer-printed report is
that evervthin1, is in place (relatively, that is). This inns(
i) ensv to examihe and correct.

Judents today should 1,1101: something aPout the computer:
polsibilities, its limitations, and its applications. This

a y.00d wav for A cro:s section of a student Population to
introduc(Al to the computer.

-;eme concern wn.s expresscd for the student's frustration
\.ith Fortran It's decimal and integer tyPe numher representa-
:ions. I f 1 "free style" inPut had jeen available this minor
iJconv,nience c,;(-);Ild not :1;1 atr)cared, Teachers should 1,c:en

data ihput specifications simPle and adaptable, and ado'
tiately define the computer's role in the "canned" sal'.

r, n, 1 i,vn t ''C 1111110J'' I al' approach d id
'r,ome ,;tudents and freed rractienlly all from the drudge
associated with a bah and therefore was cons'Idered a



moderate success and am improvement over previous methods.

wally Waldman

Pwyer, T.A.
Teacher/Student Authored CAI Using The NEW BASIC System
Communications of tile ACM, Vol. 15,7-January lr-21-, pp. 21-28

The CAI system discussed in this article is undergoing
development within a lar:ze urban school system (Pittsburgh) as
tart of an experiment in the regional use of computers for sec-
ondary schools.

Two modes or usage are defined. One is dual mode and the
other solo mode. In the dual mode the studeniteracts with
redogally-intended master program. An example of this

type CAI rrogram would he a simulat ion. In the solo mode, the
student writes, debugs, and revises an original progran. It

is suggested that student use of a system in the dual mode mo-
tivates them to operate it the solo mode.

Tl.c requirements for such a CAI system are: (1) easy sys-
tem access in all modes, (2) availability of the full rower of
general purpose computing to all users, and (3) understandabil-
ity of the system in terms of non computer-oriented teachers.

The 4.orkieg system uses a CAT processor called CATALYST
(Uriv. of Pittsburgh). The algorithmic language is an exten-
ion of BASIC called NEW BASIC (NBS). NES extends BASIC in

four areas:

1. Extension as an algorithmic language (i.e. suffix con-
trol: FOR, WHILE, ELSE etc.).

2. String functions allow for greater freedom in respond-
ing to questions.

3. Interactive capability similar to languages such as
JOSS.

4. Users can write functions to suit their ohn needs.

'flit feature of BASIC that is most attractive to edu-
cators is the mixing of dual and solo modes. A student, oper-
ating in the dual mode, may elect to temnorarily go to the
.Aolo mode. He then returns to the dual mode at the point 1-e
left it. This allows a student to use Lis own program to cal-
culate an answer for the dual mode.

In one test school, terminal usage increased over 100
connect -hours per month per terminal after one semester with
the new system.

Pobert Layton
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to apply hi knowledge.
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t rialS t,..ith medical students at the liniver:-;ity of Colorado did
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i lid many met hods 0 ing comput rrs to study human thought
a races ses
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Hickey, Alhert L.
The_ Use of the coiapit el.. l'Iatliematics_ Instruction

!171 t ern- a 1 c n u r n , v n 1, (-Spring 1 9 70)

pp. 4I-S4.

The author lists and discusses five modes of student-com-
puter interaction. They are problem solving, programmed
desk calculator, simulation, drill and practice, and tutorial.

Problem solving is by far the most common instructional
use of the computer at present. Tbe student is required to
I) analyze and structure his problem, 2) formulate a step-by-
step solution to be carried out by the computer, and then 3)
encode the solution procedure in such a way that it can he
communicated to the computer. The article presents a set of
problems that can be used to correlate problem solving with
the precalculus mathematics curriculum.

The remaining uses of the computer in instruction require
that the computer he preprogrammed to some degree. Whether
the student writes his own program or draws it ready-made from
the :;'stem lihrary, in the end he has at service a tool
which he can use to expedite his investigation of the proper-
ties of mathematical functions and quantitative phenomena.
This desk calculator mode of interaction may be even more val-
uable to the science student, to expedite processing of lab-
eratory data, than it is to the mathematics student.

In the third mode discussed, the computer can he loaded
w ith a program that as a) available in the library of the time-
sharing service, b) written by the student, or c) purchased
`-tom a commercial source as a software accessory or "package."
The program causes the computer to generate data characteristic
o f a physical process or mathematical function which might
,)therwise be inaccessible to the student. This capability is
particularly valuable in the study of probahility and statis-
tics. The computer simulates a random process by resorting

a subroutine which is a random-number generator.

ii( fourth use of the computer presented is the drill and
Iractice program that presents the student with a problem to
which he must supply an answer. Drill and practice is distin-
uished from the desk calculator and simulation modes by the
requirement that the student respond.

'I he fifth and last mode discussed in the article is the
tutorial mode. In this mode of interaction, the computer sim-
u lates much of the behavior of the skilled teacher and may add
:olAe qualities even the skilled teacher nay not possess, e.g.
ittually unlimited memory for past performance of students,

a store of instructional alternatives, an ability through
high-speed calculation to let the student introduce data and
see their effect on the output, etc.
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Kieren, Thomas F.
Comnuter Programming For the mathematics Laboratory
The Mathematics Teacher V. tifi, n 1, (Jan 1(173)

The author suggests that a worthwhile lab would involve the use of
a computer facility to "solve prohlems and even do some elementary 're-
search'". Pe illustrated with a seventh grade class that was interested
in writing programs that would direct the commuter to nrint the nrimes
between 1 and 100.

"In the process of writing nrograms, execut'nu and de-
bugging them, and studying program output, the students
learned a great deal of mathematics al-out urine numhers."

Yieren goes on to (liscuss the benefit derived from the comnuter in
individualizing instruction and gives a scheme for ordering exercises
according to difficulty and educational function. Possihle sources for
nrohlens are suggested as well as a format for student records.

In my estimation, this article touches anon some imnortant imnlica-
tio for comnuters in the classroom. First, he's correct in suggesting
that a computer could he used for Problem solving and elementary "re-
';f-arcb". Powever, he seems to suggest that the kiddies use this shiny
little monster as a gimmick for doing what Teach wants them to do. In

other words, the teacher creates or cribs 49,000 problems and the student
has to do 4R,R19 in order to net an "A", 491UR to get a "R", etc.

several years ago, calculators were the great shiny, intrinsic moti-
vatorsalas, they have faded and have made plants of room for their bin
sten-brothers, the computers.

A beginning acquaintance with comnuting is the most exciting thins
that has happened to me in years, and I see it as a whole new Philosophy
of thinking rather than the science of the million dollar nencil:

Ron Fdelman
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Sternberg, Warren
Computing in the high !,lehool--Past, present and Futureand its 0nreAson-
able 1.:ffectiveness in the Teaching of Mathematics
AMPS Journal, Vol. 40, Spring 1972
Pages 1051-1058

'Ibis article is concerned with two basic ideas, the use of the compu-
ter in the schools and why the computer is effective in teaching mathe-
matics.

Computer use in schools is in four main areas: 1) Computer assisted
Instruction "is a programmed text with the computer turning the pages"
and is not widespread due to the high cost involved; 2) Student use of
canned programs; 3) Student programming; 4) Computer courses, which have
not been a part of the curriculum in many schools but are on the increase.

Computer usage is mainly limited to math classes, where the teachers
need to know how to program and how to teach students programming and de-
bugging techniques. In other subject areas, the teacher only needs to
know how to call a canned program and input the necessary information.
Materials and training tend to be more available to mathematics teachers;

help the nonmath teachers, institutes and specialists must be made
available for training.

The use of computers will have a definite impact on mathematics clas-
ses. The emphasis will shift from "what it is" to "what you do to find
it.". There is also a subtle difference in the computer attitude toward
variables and the conventional mathematical attitude, and this differ-
ence seems to facilitate working with mathematical expressions.

Increased emphasis on the use of algorithms which occur naturally in
programming and flowcharting, will improve problem solving techniques.
Many math topics are algorithmic in nature. Py using an algorithm appro-
ach, students should acquire a higher level of understanding of mathe-
matical ideas. Flow charts lend themselves to this type of problem
solving and students using flow charts seem to do better in their math
classes.

Finally, the use of computers has a singular motivating power for
many students. Students will often work hard on computer problems when
they will study almost no other subject.

Fred Board
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i'aul A.

Desijning :4imulation Hystems
Jclucation Technology Vol. 9, No. 10, metober 1969
Pages 64-70

Teaching Research has developed a three-phase approach to designing
instructional simulation systefx;. This approach involves (1) determining
what to teach, (2) determining how best it might be taught, and (3) vali-
dating the system.

Thirteen specific steps are described in the article and an effort is
made to expose the vital decision points in each. The steps are (1) de-
fine the instructional problem, (2) describe the operational educational
system, (3) relate the operational systems to the problem, ('1) specify
objectives in behavioral terms. (5) generate criterion measures, (6) de-
termine appropriateness of simulation, (7) determine type of simulation
required (interpersonal-ascendant simulation, machine or media-ascendant
simulation, or nonsimulation games). (8) Develop specifications for
simulation experience, (0) develop simulation system prototype, (10) try
out prototype system, (11) modify the prototype system, (12) conduct
field trial. (.13) flake further modifications to the system deemed appro-
priate from field trial experience.

fncluded in the Step 6 outline are a list of situations in which
simulation may be useful, and a list of arguments against simulation. A
table for use in step 7 presents the relative advantages (in terms of 18
instructional factors) of each of three types of simulation techniques.

Lloyd vraser
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Vitelli, John L.
Computer and Television: A Joint Venture for Education
Educational TOchnology, Vol. 12, May 1972
rages 44-47

There exist today a slow but growing acceptance of two new educational
media, television and the compueer. Television, however, has been used
primarily to extend rather than improve instruction; while computers, with
their enormous improvement potential have severe drawbacks in terms of
costs-per-student. Merging the two tools may help to overcome the short-
comings of each.

Iduoators can use a number of methods to accomplish this. First, tel-
evision monitors can be connected to a standard CRT (cathode ray tube) ter-
minal. At present only about five students can view a terminal during a
demonstration. By using monitors a class of 25 or 30 can view what is
happening. Having the computer at his fingertips allows the instructor to
explain or demonstrate concepts much more easily and rapidly. In teaching
about the computer this is especially useful. Other advantages are that
the CRT and monitors operate quietly as opposed to the clattering of a
standard teletypewriter, and the CRT outputs data about three times as fast
as a teletype.

'econd, the CRT ccmputer terminal can be used in the preparation of
videotapes for classroom use. This is useful whenever the same presenta-
tion is to be given several times. The teacher can use the CRT device for
viewing, then switch it to "line" and use it to run programs.

Third, the same CRT device can serve as either a television monitor
or a computer terminal in a learning center. The student can view a
videotape of some presentation and then either construct his own programs
or use one of the prepared programs to run his experiment.

The equipment described is available at many institutions of higher
learning and will soon be available at elementary and high schools. By
using one or more of the three methods it is possible to reduce cost per
pupil expenditures and at the same time provide a more rich educational
ehvironment.

David Dempster
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SECTION A: OVERVIEW OP CAI

by David Moursund

Jane Doe, a fourth grader, sits down in front of a TV-like screen

with a typewriter-like keyboard. She turns on the machine and types ih her

student identification number. The screen lights up and displays: "fle110

Jane, it's nice to see you again so soon. You did a very good job on your

arithmetic earlier this morning. I believe, however, you need more work

on spelling. What would you like to work on now?" After a moment's

thought Jane types in speling. The machine responds: "Good, I can see you

certainly need some work here. Put on the earphones. When you hear a word

on the earphones try to type it on the keyboard."

As the lesson proceeds Jane is presented with a sequence of words yid

earphone, and later a sequence of words via pictures of objects and of

situations on the TV screen. The machine records her responses, corrects

her errors and presents an appropriate level of diffic7lty of new words

to he spelled. It uses information of Jane's spelling success on previous

days, as well as standard spelling lists for fourth grade students.

Science fiction? No Such CAI is possible today--and is available to

a few students who happen to be going to schools located near the major

centers of research and development in CAI.

A yery12rief History Computer assisted instruction involves an inter-

action between a learner and a computer. CAI is often classified into

several categories. Drill and practice is much like computerized flash

cards, and is commonly used for arithmetic, or vocabulary drill. In the

tutorial mode of CAI the computer presents instructions in a manner simi-

lar to a programmed text. Intricate brancl, ng, based upon the student's

resonses, may occur. In the dialog,:n mode CAI is intended to be much

like a one-to-one interaction between student and teacher. Considerably
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more irogress in the field of computer understanding of na',:ural langu-

ages (i.e., in artificial intelligence) is needed before much good dia-

logue mode CAI materials will exist.

All three forms of CAI just mentioned involve ccAinual interaction

(in "real time") between a learner and a computer. Before the advent of

time-shared computing this meant that a computer could serve only one

student at a time in a CAI mode. Thus relatively little significant pro-

gress occured in CAI during the 1950's.

During the early 1960's time-shared computing began to emerge, and

several significant CAI projects developed. Pat Suppes' work (at Stanford

University) is well known. He developed drill and practice materials in

mathematics grades 1-6, CAI materials for teaching logic, language

courses, etc. His materials were tested in a number of schools, and pro-

vided good insight into some of the capabilities, limitations, and problems

in CAI.

In 1959 Donald Bitzer at the University of Illinois began the develop-

ment of a keyboard TV-like terminal for use in CAI, and appropriate soft-

ware for his system. This project has continued until the present; PLATO IV

is perhaps the best and most sophisticated CAI system currently in exist-

ence.

As time-shared computing became available to more and more schools

literally hundreds of small CAI projects developed. Dozens of CAI langu-

ages were developed and tried out. By and large most of these projects

were small and had relatively little impact upon education. To illustrate,

it is an almost "trivial" matter to write an arithmet' drill and practice

program in BASIC. Problems of an appropriate degree of difficulty are

generated using a random number generator, and correct answers are compu-

ted by the computer. The student's response to a question is compared to
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the correct answer and a re- -,rd is kept of the number of correct and in-

correct responses. Feedback to the student is a reward (THAT IS CORRECT)

or a punishment (NO, TRY AGAIN).

cAl Software and Hardware As prPviouslv indicated the typical minima!

facilities needed for CAE are computer access (perhaps via a single key-

board terminal) and CAI lessons. Thus CAI can be carried on at any time-

shared computing facility. However, considerably more or better hardware

and software are needed if one is to have an effective instructional sys-

tem.

On the hardware side of things one needs a computer system with

appropriate computer power and auxiliary storage, and with appropriate

terminals. A model 33 TTY is an exceedingly minimal terminal facility.

It is noisy and slow. It lacks both audio and video capabilities. The

gas plasma display screen terminal being developed by Bitzer at the Uni-

versity of Illinois represehts a "c:fod" CAT terminal. Input by the student

is via keyboard or by touching the display screen. Output to the student

is via display screen, .via colored or black and white slides projected on

the same display screen, or via audio from a random access recording de-

vice. (The student can also record his answers onto this device, for late

review by the teacher. This would be useful in languages courses.) BiL-

zer's CAI terminal is now in limited production at a cost of about $5000

per terminal.

nn of the software side one needs a computer language suitable for

writing CAI lessons, and a software system suitable for presenting lessons.

Minimally, an interactive language such as BASIC can be used for both pur-

c.ses. More desirable, nowever, are the languages which have been develop-

ed specifically for CAI usage. One of the first of these was COURSFWFITER

I, developed by IBM. As previously mentioned, many dozens of these
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languages have been developed. In general CAI software consist of two

parts. One part is a language for writing CAI materials; the other part

is a system for presenting the lesson material to the student. Examples

of such systems include COURSEWRITER II (IBM) and IDE (Hewletc;-Packard).

Current National Status In recent years there has been a decrease in the

total number of CAI projects receiving federal funding, and an increase in

the funding levels of a few large projects. In particular, large amounts

of National Science foundation funding are going to the PLATO project

(Onive:-sity of Illinois) and to TICCIT (University cf Texas and Mitre

Corporation). In both cases rather large system; are being field develop-

ed and implemented to test the economic feasibility and current techno-

logical feasibility of providing CAI to large numbers of students.

CAI is also beginning to make significant progress in areas of educa-

tion which are typically quite expensive (medical school) and/or unsucces-

sful (inner-city, disadvantaged kids). Major projects are going on at

several medical schools and in large cities such as Chicago, Los Angels,

and New York. By and large, however, CAI has not yet "arrived".

CAI in Oregon To date CAI has had almost no impact upon education in

Oregon. No major federally funded projects have occured here, and rela-

tively little research or development work has been ,:3one.

of course, there ar minor exceptions. At both Oregon State Univer-

s,ty and the University cf Oregon a few small CAT projects have gone on,

and a few students save used the materials. (OSU leads u0 in this regard.)

public school level the Suppcs drill and practice materials in

arithmetic grades 1-6 are available on the Multnomah County TED Hewlett-

Packard system, and on the OTIS Hewlett-Packard system. The materials

have received considerable use in the Portland area. Mike Dunlap, (for-

:71rly of Centennial High School, but now at the U0) experimented with the



:;j. tem for use with remedial. secondary school stnclenis dorinq 1071-72.

Tne ci.sults were not encouraging.

The future It seems clear that. C'AI will eventually have a major imp-let

upon education. Cost studies at the !MATO and TICCIT projects suggest

that good CAI systems must be quite large in ord., to be cost effective.

Thus Bitzer sl::caks of 4000 terminal systems driven by a 4 -CPU CDC 6400

computer system. Bitzer's current system has about. 200 terminals, and this

will be expanded by another 500 terminals during the next year. Such

mAssive CAI systems will require carefol planning and cooperation between

various educational levels and organizations. They will require large

Amounts of money for their initial implementation. Thus, for the most

part, it will be at least another 10 years before CAI begins to have a

major impact upon public education.

The Literature CAI is a popular topic for research and writing. Conse-

quently many hundreds of artic'es have been published. The beginner should

probibly seek a book of readings, or a series of "overview" articles. Two

of these are listed below.

A .1-incn, Richard and Wilson, P.A. (Editors) Computer-Asssted Instruc-
tion: A Rook of Readings, Academic Press, 19d9.

Daniels, Alan (Editor) Elucational Yearbook 1971-72, The British Computer
Socitty, 29 Portland Place, London. (This issue is devoted mainly to CAI)

Reimer, -Ialph T. (Editor) : 'Computer-Assisted Instruction and the Teaching
of Mathematics, (Proceedings of a national CAI conference held at Penn-
sylvania State University.)
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc., 1969.
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SECTION B: COMPI' PER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION: SOME CURRENT LITERATURE

by Francis Farthing

Although many tunes of machines and pieces of equipment have been in-

troduoed into the educational environment with the promise of significantly

improving the quality of instruetion none have produced the significant

improvement initially promised. These have included motion pictures,

television. language laboratories, programmed instruction, and teaching

machines.

Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is a comparatively recent educa-

tional concept, having been on the educational scene for less than fifteen

years. IBM researchers developed some of the first CAI courses in 1959.

They were designed for teaching stenotyping and binary arithmetic (2).

The development of time-shared computing facilities during the early

1960's, and the rapid performance/price gains made possible by third gen-

eration computer hardware have helped to make CAI financially feasible.

Many educators feel that CAI is now a powerful tool for improving the

effectiveness of our school systems.

Not all educators, however, are convinced that CAI is really even a

form of teaching. Some prefer to reserve the use of the word "teach" to

apply "...only to advanced methods of training which permit a student to

handle complicated problems of whose form and substance he be given a very

broad outline."(6) Other educators see it only as an expensive tool for

assisting students with a low-level learning process (drill and practice).

Just what is the potential for CAI and what is its present statlu

This is the concern of this paper. The author feels that a lack of know-

ledge regarding the developments that have been made to date and the po-

tential developments that can he expected in the future have tended to

make educators more skeptical than they should be. Certainly, the concept
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is exciting and worthy of all the attention one can give it.

Currently, the proponents of CAI have identified three fundamental

characteristics of learning which they feel the computer is able to meet

and which are essential to the sustained interest of the learner. The

first is feedback. An effective CAI program responds immediately to the

student's input, gives immediate feedback to the learner regarding the

correctness of his answer, and supplies him with information regarding the

nature of his errors.

The second characteristic for good learning that CAI can provide is

an environment whereby the learner is actively involved, In CAI one typi-

cally has an interactive computer terminal, and the material being pre-

sented requires continual interaction on the part of the student.

A third desirable characteristic is the individualization of instruc.-

tion. This is a strong point of good CAI materials. Lessons can he pro-

grammed for the specific level of achievement of the learner and for his

specific interests and ability.

There is no disagreement among educators that these three character-

istics are important, indeed, vital components of the teaching-learning

process. There is also no argument that computers cannot be used effectiv-

ely to satisfy all three of these demands for good teaching in the area of

drill and practice. :urrently, then, the main concerns with CAI are that

it does not meet the needs of an "open educational setting" and that it is

too costly.

Hall (2) lists the following for definitions of computer-assisted

instruction*. The computer may be used:

*Editor's not': Hall, like many educators, confuses CAI with the entire
field of use of computers in educion. The current chapter is concerned
only with his fourth definition.
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(1 ) as a labnratory complitinv device. This Lypo of program consiuis

usually of a single termini'. in a classroom, thus permitting students dir-

ect access to a computer. They can then develop programs pertinent to thi

course work they are tdking. 11-x11 estimates that currently shout r(DrJ

high schools in the United States are using such an approach.

(2) as a record keeper and retriever. Here the computer is prima-

rily used by administrators for batch processing data about students.

(3) in simulation. An important current example is training pro-

grams, to provide diagnostic-type experiences for physicians in training.

Hall describes one such simulation device:

Sim One is a lifelike device with a plastic skin which re-
sembles that of a human being in color and texture. It has
the configuration of a patient lying on an operating table, the
left arm e;:tended and ready for intravenous injection, right
aim fitted /ith blood pressure cuff, and chest wall with a
stethoscope taped over the approximate location of the heart.
Sim One breathes; has a heart beat, pulse, and blood pressure
(all synchronized); opens and closes his mouth, blinks his
eyes, and responds to four intravenously administered drugs
and two gases administered through a mask or tube. The phy-
siological responses occur automatically as part of a computer
program. (2)

(4) as a tutor. This appears to he the most common use associated

with the term CAI. According to Hall:

There are various forms which this definition might as-
sume, the most common being that of providing drill and prac-
tice problems to students at a terminal and the most complex
being that of sequential exposition which provides the pri-
mary source of instruction for the student. In this latter
form, a relatively complete course is presented to the
learner by means of a computer. (ibid)

Some authors consider tutorial systems and drill and practice systems

as separate systems.(7) They categorize drill and practice systems as

systems designed to help a learner in the maintenance and improvement of a

skill and tutorial systems as systems designed to assist the learner in

the acquisition of a skill. It appears that at the present time most CAI
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consists mainly of drill and practice type programs. Fitzgibbon states:

Outside of using the computer to teach data processing
practices, programming languages, and problem solving tchni-
ques, wid:spread use of CAI in public school classrooms has
been limited to drill and practice programs in mathematics
and :nrilish for elementary school level...CMI, where the com-
puter monitors the instructional program but the student
does not interact directly with the computer, is being de-
veloped and pursued in many widely scattered situations, but
no broadly-used program is yet on the scene. Drill and pract-
ice techniques are producing evidence which supports the use
of CAI for such activity and clearly indicates that programs
such as these produce results worth the investments necessary
to carry them off.

Much work in thl tutorial mode of CAI is being done at
the college level and in military training institutions where
more sophisticated and costly computer equipment is avail-
able. Problem-solving, gaming, and simulation techniques
are exciting but again, part of a costly hardware system.(1)

Although the jury is nut yet in regarding the use of computers for

assisting in instruction, evidence is available that attests to the effect-

iveness of drill and practice CAI programs. RosenbE:um says that, "enough

evidence now exists to convince all but the most skeptical that the admin-

istration and supervision of drill and practice activities in the classroom

can be facilitated and indeed substantially improved through use of a well-

designed CAI (computer-assisted-instruction) system." (5)

Vinsonhaler and sass (7) have summarized the results of ten indepen-

oi?nt studies of CAI programs involving ove. 30 separate experiments with

about 10,000 subjects within the content areas of language arts and mathe-

matics. Each of the ten programs studied used a mode of CAI described as

drill and practice. Most of the studies compared an experimental group

that received traditional instruction augmented with CAI with a control

grout) that received traditional instruction only. Some, however, control-

led for possible Hawthorne effect by permitting some CAI experience for

control subjects. All evaluations were norm referenced in that all the

studies concerned methods for improving the performance of students as
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measured by standardized tests.

There were three major language arts programs included in the summary.

They were from Cal itornia (Fast Palo 1\lte), Michigan (Waterford Indicm),

and New York (Harcourt Brace) . The California study included 88 subjects

the first grade. The Michigan study included 68 subjects in the fourth

grade while the New York study included 1800 students from a national

sampling of fourth, fifth, and sixth graders. The results in all instan-

ces favored the CAT groups who made from one tenth to four tenths of a

school year's growth more than the control groups.

Seven mathematics programs were studied. Two from California stud-

ied, respectively, 182 pupils in grades 4-6 and 665 pupils in grades 1-6.

Two programs from New York studied 6534 pupils in grades 2-6 (3000 and

3534 respectively). Two studies of the Waterford program were reported.

nne, of the 1968-69 program, reported regarding 391 pupils in grades 3-6.

The second reported on the 1969-76 program regarding 335 pupils in grades

2-6. 9rie program from Mississippi studied 515 pupils in grades 1-6.

Except for two major exceptions (explained by lack of time in the

program and by testing instruments) all these studies significantly favor-

ed the 'Al groups. Regarding the effectiveness of CAI the authors con-

clude:

The effectiveness of CAI over traditional instruction
seems to be a reasonably well-established fact in drill and
oractice for both mathematics and language arts, when per-
formance is measured by SAT and MAT type tests. In the
field of elementary education, there appears to be little
reason to doubt that CAI plus traditional classroom instruc-
tion is usually more effective than traditional instruction
alone in developing skills--at least during the first year
or two. What remains in doubt is the advantage of CAI over
other, less expensive methods of augmenting traditional in-
struction and the long-term effects of CAI. There are indi-

tions that the eff:2cts obtained with cAI might he obtained
through less expensive means. For example, one of the
studies reported by Suppes and Morningstar (1969) suggests
that an additional 30 minutes of ordinary classroom drill
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and practice can accomplish the sane results as a 15-minute
CAI p-.-ogram. Another possibility is programmed instruction.
Studies have shown that CAI may actually prove inferior to
programmed instruction under certain circumstances. For
example, Dick and Latta (1969) compared the performance of
eighth grade students on CAI and PI presentations of mathe-
matics concepts. The results favored PI over CAI on all
measures.

In the field of drill and practice for mathematics and
language arts, wh6' we now need are studies which compare
CAI with other nontraditional methods of instruction and
which attempt to identify the underlying bases for the CAI
effects. With regard to the latter, we presently do not
even know the major sources of the advantage of CAI over
traditional instruction. The advantage could be due to
direct effects of CAI instruction; to "novelty" effects
which decline over a period of years; to changes induced by
CAI in behavior (additional classroom drill); or to changes
in student behavior (voluntary additional practice). Re-
search studies have established that CAI is effective; we
must now consider the more sophisticated question--"How does
CAI improve instruction?" (7)

A word of caution, however, may he in order regarding the aforement-

ioned evaluative studies which were all hased on standardized test results.

Hall comments regarding the difficulty of assessing the effectiveness of

CAL programs:

One of the difficulties in evaluating CAI today is the
choice of an adequate crterion. When instruction is indi-
vidualized and is adapted to the specific weaknesses and
strengths of the pupils, it is inappropriate to use a norm-
referenced measure for evaluating student progress. A more
appropriate apprach is to utilize a criterion-referenced
measure to determine when the students have reached the de-
sired level of achievement. The difference in objectives
and evaluative devices makes it difficult to compare pro-
gress in CAT with progress in the conventional classroom.
Even with these problems of evaluation, a consistent result
in the use of computer-assisted instruction has been that
the same amount of material has been learned in a CAI environ-
ment as in a conventional classroom, although with a consi-
derable saving of time in favor of CAI. (2)

Many skeptics of have expressed concern that with such programs

students feel depersonalized. Adequate empirical data is not presently

avaliable regarding the attitude of pupils working in CAI programs. Ac-

cording to Hall, preliminary evidence indicates that students invclved in
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CAI programs do not feel depersonalized.

It thus appears that CAI is a valuable concept even though its

rent main use is for drill and practice type activities in the language

arts and mathematics areas of the curriculum. Risken, in discussing the

,se of computers in teaching composition, pretty well summarizes the limi-

tations of .:urgent CAI programs:

Even in computer-aided or computer-based instruction faci-
lities, the most that can presently be done is to examine a stu-
dent's answer and check for the presence or absence of particular
words or their synonyms. And while fairly efficient syntactic
parsers are being developed, there will still be a delay of at
least a few years before computers can "talk" economically and
with any freedom with humans...a completely computer-based
course in effective writing then, is not currently feasible.(4)

It would seem then, that the future of CAI hinges on whether or not

it can be adapted to fit the needs of children in an "open" educational

environment. In such an environment the main 'philosophical concern is to

give the learner as much control of his own learning experience as possible.

Besnick states:

Those individuals who will be in the best position to con-
trol their own learning experiences are those who command the
greatest range and depth of "learning skills." The more that
individuals can organize bodies of knowleege, search texts or
other presentations for useful information, and analyze new
skills in order to "program" their own acquisition sequences,
the more they will be able to learn independently of organ-
ized programs and skilled teachers. Thus, with respect to
choosing educational objectives on which major technological
resources will he concentrated, the fundamental principle
suggested is to give preference to those objectives that are
"generative"--i.e., that give the learner some increment
of power in learning something else (cf., Bruner, 1964). (3)

Thus, it seems that the future of CAT depends on whether or not the

computer can he utilized to assist the learner in becoming more indepen-

dent and capable of generating his own learning experience.
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!:rc1M.N C: THREE COMPUTER ASSISTED IN:;TBUCTION SYSTEMS

by Eugene Thorns

Ihd(Y. to computer Asisted Instruction (3) lits '110 CAI pro-
_

grams; of those, 434 have been designed for use at the secondary school

1 evil and 588 at the college or adult level (many are intended for both

areas of instruction). Of course the majority (nearly 60%) of the programs

fall into the math science caterory. The remainder cover a wide variety

of subject matter areas. The programs listed range in length from a few

lessons to full semester courses.

Rather than attempt to review a number of individual programs, this

section will discuss the features of three major CAT systems which are

either currently being tested or are to be tested in the near future. The

development of each of these systems has been funded to some extent by the

National Science Foundation. These systems are _epresentative of cAI toddy

and from all appearances will certainly have an effect on future education.

THE NEWBASIC SYSTEM(1)

CAI work in most situations is restricted by the system the authors

have to work with. This program tries to overcome some of the drawbacks,

to allow individual instructors and students some control over the CAT they

receive. The project is currently being tested in Pittsburgh. The

experiment is being tested in secondary schools on a regional basis.

The author wyer,(1) suggests that the use of CAI is helpful in get-

ting students into wrjting their own CAI materials. He cites the example

of a student who, after using CAI programs, become interested in their con-

struction. The construction was explained and he then proceeded to write

a drill program for a German class. At first it was simply a "paired-assoc-

iative" drill; but soon other students became interested and German lang-

uage comments to correct and incorrect responses were added to the drill
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program. Since it's difficult for a person not to want to know what com-

ment has been made about him, the result was that the students using the

new drill learned more Gorman than was required by the original drill.

Part of the purpose of the NEWBASIC project was to gain insight into

the requirements for a. good CAI system. Initial conclusions as to the re-

quired features of a good CAI system were the following three:

1) The first is easy system access in all modes.

2) The second requirement is that full power of general

purpose computing should be available to all users.

3) The third requirement is that the system should be

"approachable" on the educator's terms. (1)

By easy system access, it is meant that the language (NEWBASIC in

this case) should be self-prompting and uncomplicated. Easy access allows

students to concentrate on the content of the CAI rather than the communi-

cation with the system.

By having the full power of the system available, the staff and stu-

dents can construct or modify CAI programs; this helps to make CAI more

dynamic and also gives better insight into the capabilities of computers.

The third requirement of the system can be thought of as not requir-

ing users of the system to be qualified computer scientists. A good sys-

tem should be usable by faculty (and students) who have had little or no

training in the computer field.

It is possible to start from scratch and develop a language suitable

for CAI. Another approach is to expand and/or modify an existing language.

The language NEWBASIC (NBS) is an expansion of BASIC.

For those who are familiar with BASIC or are interested, standard

P,AIC for this system has been expanded in the following areas:

1) Extension as an algorithmic language: NHS allows such things
as multiple data types (REAL, INTEGER, COMPLEX, DoUBLE REAL,
etc.), suffix control, (FOR, WHILE, UNTIL, ELSE, etc.),
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multiple statements (II' X=.5 PR. "LARGE" ELSE PR. "SMALL",
GOSUB 120), picture formats, dynamic string allocation,
and extensive file handling commands.

2) Extension as a CAI language: string functions that al-
low for the scan of user input are provided to allow
greater freedom in responding to questions posed by
drill or tutorial programs.

3) Extension as an interactive language: a) NBS has the
interactive capability of interperetive languages
such as JOSS. Program execution can be halted, and
variables examined, experimented with, or changed,
using direct mode. Execution can be resumed at any
point in the program with a direct "GO TO" command.
b) The @NHS feature permits a second level of NBS
access for students who are under control of a first
level NBS CAI program. c) Executive commands (e.g.
looking at directories or contents of files, or
asking for the editor) can be issued during either
the execute or create phases of NBS.

4) Extension to meet new needs: users can write func-
tions to suit their own particular needs, using
assemble language, FORTRAN, or NEWBASIC. These can
be added to the list of public library functions
any time that general interest warrants. There are
over 300 library functions at the present time. (1)

Problems with iLplementing loops are avoided by a new statement called

PASS which acts as a loop. The invocation of PASS automatically sets up

coulters and incrementing.

MIS has the ability to scan free form responses for certain combina-

tions of key words. This feature allows the student more freedom of ex-

pression.

Among the convenience features of NBS is a form employed to aid in

writirg CAI, especially at a beginning level, This form can be used for

each discrete area of a tutorial. Each area is then broken down into 3

sections: presentation and scan, expected response, and expected error.

The form shows the interconnections of those areas and gives the range of

line .'urrd)ers. This range is helpful in avoiding clashes when the various

areas are lumped together.
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In the preliminary report, the schools have experienced an incre Ise

from to 100 connect-hours rner month in the change from FWIRAN to N;3:3.

A number of CA' programs have been completed, and are now being tested.

The only econolTic infoimation available is that the test school system

would need to increase it's budget 2% to support 200 terminals for grades

8-12.

THE TICCIT SYSTEM(2)

TICCIT (Line- shared interactive, computer controlled information tele-

vision) is beinq developed by Mitre Corporation in conjunction with the

University of Texas and Brigham Young University. The goal of this system

is that of supplying effective and economical CAI. This project, like

PLATO, is receiving a large amount of National Science Foundation funding.

The input-output device for this system will consist of a color tele-

vision, keyboard and headphones. The television set will be capable of

displaying textual material in a type size suitable for easy reading. Roth

text ano background color may be specified. Audio information is storrd

0H random access record players. Resides displaying text and graphics, the

t. levision can al;o be used for play-back of standard video tapes. The

us of television sets as a major part of a terminal is quite important.

It, suggests the possibility of putting CAI into the general public's homes

via cable V.

This system is composed of two small conouters, one to provide termi-

nal service and the other for standard computer operations. Program

material ,4111 he kept on disk storage. Console connections will be either

direct (Jr vi cable television line Each terminal will have an integral

curcuit .7.iemciry device to alleviate the problem of "refreshing" the tele-

vision screen display.
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the cost of such a device is a major expense for the console; but the

prices in the area of electronics are being reduced rapidly. (In 1969

Mitre Corporation dial a feasibility study of a 10,000 terminal CAI system

based upon using modified TV sets as terminals. Estimated costs were

under 504 per terminal hour.)

THE PLATO IV SYSTEM (4)

The PLATO IV project at the University of Illinois is perhaps the

best representative of what CAI can he. The PLATO (Programmed Logic for

Automatic Teaching Operations) project began a 1959 under the direction

of Donald Bitzer. In its early years it received support from Control

Data Corporation in terms of a flee computer. One of its first CAI pro-

grams (1960) was a series of lessons designed to teach computer program-

ming.

The PLATO IV project is an outgrowth and logical continuation of the

original project. Over the years the PLATO system has been used by large

numbers of students in a wide variety of courses. Statistics have been

gathered on the experience of 100,000 student hours of usage of the system.

These statistics provide the basis for design of newer and better systems.

They also provide the basis for projections of the costs per student hour

of usage for the newer, larger systems.

The current (PLATO IV) project is operating under a million grant

from the National Science Foundation along with a large amount of funding

from the state of Illinois. The hardware and software to support a 1000

terminal system is being dovelcoed. About 200 terminals have already

been put on the system, and another 500 terminals are now being manufact-

ured.

As envisioned by Donald Bitzer, a single PLATO system will ultimately
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be able to handle 4000 terminals. The computer to do this will be a Con-

trol Corporation (A00 with four eentral processing units. COMMunic-

tions costs will be minimized by multiplexing on leased lines and by use

of educational television channels. (One TV cable channel can accomodate

one thousand remote CAI terminals.)

The present test version of PLATO uses Bitzer's terminals, which

cost around $5,000 each. macs production should reduce this cost consid-

erably, Bitzer's projection is about $1,800 each. Terminal features in-

clude a plasma display screen, a random-access audio device, a random-

access slide projector, and a sensor system in the display which responds

to touch. This type of display does not need to be restimulated as is

the case for television.

The estimated cost per student hour when PLATO is fully operational

is 50 to 80 cents (projected 1980 costs based on 1970 dollars). A major

consideration in the projected costs involve software (instructional

materials). If widespread use of the software is realized, their pro-

duction costs would he minimal. The computer itself costs in the neigh-

borhood of 5 million dollars. It has much faster memory access than pre

sentiy possible on memory discs. It gives terminal response in a tenth

of a second and allows each user nearly complete computer computational

cower.

Me state of Illinois has shown considerable interest in this system

and is supplying about half the demonstration cost. One reason for this

because it has been predicted that eventually such a system could help

the state accommodate a 20 school enrollment increase at a 2% increase

in their budget for education.
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FINAL REMARKS

CAI is on the verge of being ready to make a significant impact upnn

the world of education. The two major projects, TICCIT and PLATO, repre-

sent two major ideas on what might eventually come to be. TICCIT is

testing ideas which would allow the home TV set, and community antenna

cable TV lines, to be hooked into computers to bring CAI into millions of

homes. PLATO is testing an advanced CAI terminal and system designed to

provide economical CAI in units of 1000 terminals. The University of

Illinois itself, for example, may eventaully have 1000-2000 terminals on

lls campus. This is bound to have a significant impact upon its educa-

tional program.

A fundamental question about CrI is the effectiveness, or the

cost/effectiveness of such systems. ConAderable research remains to be

done to measure the effectiveness of CAI against other modes of computer

hardware along with economics of scale (4000 terminal systems) suggest

that 40C -80C per student hour of usage may well be possible. If so, we

can expect CAI to become commonplace in the home and the school during

the next 20 years.
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Ann .ott

lie renrth Pevo ot iohh
Vnlin-lie- I '7'7, (,7111v , '

This editorial by Ila editor of SCiefle proposes that
pluch of the research and development iiireduCation he directed
into file investigation of CAF as a medium offering better qual-
ity teaching for less money in some subjects.

Abelson quotes a report by the Carnegie Commission on High-
er Education which predicts general use of computers in librar-
ies by 1980 and in schools by 1990. Although the report cites
Cour maior advantages of CAI: 1) independent study, 2) richer
variety of courses and methods of teaching, 3) infinite toler-
nnee and patience, and 4) off-campus instruct ion, the authors
predict a long delay to its acceptance due to the "inertia of
higher education" and the disenchantment with CAT so far.

Abelson proposes that a larger project is needed to suc-
cessfully demonstrate cost- and quality-effectiveness of CAI.
lie mentions two systems now imaer development; one of them,
the Plato system at the University of Illinois, is scheduled
to begin in the fall of 1973 a two-year demonstration of new
hnrdwaro and new CAI programs on 50o to loon terminals.

Ile ends the article with a call for "critical and imagin-
ative thinking" about the possible adverse (!'fects of the new
technology.

Marlyn Kern

Cilingaert, Peter
eachnr Control in Coanuter Assisted Instruction

1 April, .172,

Systems of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) can he
classified according to whether the author, student, or teach-
er controls the interaction between the student and the com-
puter. both author-controlled and student-controlled CAI have
te advantages of individualli:ed instruction, privacy for mis-
tah and flexibility, but are tremendously expensive. Stu-
dent-controlled CAT further allows a student to be much more
active, but also macs supervision difficult. A teacher-con-
trolled system used as another teaching tool before a whole
class of students is much cheaper than the other types of CAI,
and adds to the computer propram intelligent subsystem, the
:nichnr, t6 fillcr input and modify the strear or presentation.
eacher-controlled CAT gives up the advantages of individual
atterlion, nrivacy and flexibility, but the criterion of cost-
effectivene males it an attractive possihility in the hands
of a killful teacher.

Thomas Stone
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Hammel, David G.
An Introduetion to Comi)uter-Assistedinstruction
Modern Data Vol. 5, No. 10, October 1972
rages 42-46

Generally CAI refers to individual tutoring a computer-con-
trolled presentati.on of material. Multiple students working simultane-
ously at terminals and interacting independently with the computer make
up the system. Ideally a student should be able to study any lesson in
the CAI repertory if he has the qualifications. She should be able to
progress at her own rate independent of time and instructor availability,
being required to demonstrate an understanding of the current subject
matter before being faced with new concepts. The computer maintains
records of student progress in order to tailor the lesson to his needs
and also to reveal weaknesses in the lesson (providing for modification
of the system). At any point the student should be aLle to ask for
clarification of material. When the answer is inadequate, assistance from
a proctor should be provided.

The main argument for CAI is that it provides a means for individ-
ualizing instruction as opposed to Tradition-Administered-Instruction
(TAT). Typically, the TAI instructor aims his presentation at students
with varied levels of aptitude and achievement. Individual needs of the
students are not met and the slower students become frustrated while the
brighter students lose interest. Unless the class is quite small, the
TAI instructor is often not able to determine whether or not each stu-
dent understands the current material. False concepts assimilated during
a classroom lecture or failure to grasp the correct concepts may mean
that the future material will not be learned properly.

CAI requires a blending oi several disciplines. Tht. basic lesson
text should be specified by subject matter experts. Educational psychol-
ogists next introduce appropriate teaching strategies. Programmers then
translate the lessons into software. Finally the system must be field-
tested and modifications implemented into the system. Ideally CA1 sys-
tems hardware must he developed along with the development of a CAI
language with support software. Teletype equipment, currently used for
communication beceuse of its low cost, is largely inadequate.

Thus far, results obtained using CAI have not been significantly dif-
ferent from those using TAI. Matters are further complicated by costs
much gr,ater than TAI costs. This is attributed largely to a lack of
hardware capable of dealing with student/system interaction adequately.
Ultimately CAI will become competitive, with the establishment of a com-
puter facility which will service thousands of terminals in schools,
homes and industry. Costs will become tolerable through large scale time-
sharing of its facilities. Industry could design and develop such a
system withi; 5 yeors if adequate fundiag were availeble.

Fredee7ic Daniels
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Hammond, Allen L.
Computer-Assisted Instruction: .lany Efforts, v:ixed Results
c enee , Vol . 170 , 7. une7 , pps. 1005 rJ00

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAII is generally seen a;
having a potential for major impact on individualized instruc-
tion. Resistance to change by school systems and high costs
are presently the major obstacles in the path of this predict
oh Also CAI systems based on older computin sys-
tems have definite disadvantages. New CAT systems are being
developed specifically for education.

.1.T.'s Seymour Papert and colleagues have developed a
mechanical "turtle" which responds to programs written by
children and leaves a trace of its path. English based LOGO
language is used. In trying to cause specific traces, the
student learns various abstract concepts informally when wri-
ting the programs. This is an example of CAI for enrichment
rather than the normal drill or tutorial generally expected of
CAI.

Stanford University's Patrick Suppers and colleagues' drill
and practice system for grades 1-0 has been rather extensive-
ly used and tested. These programs are used to assist teachers
in arithmetic drill 5-10 minutes each day. The programs con-
sider the psychology of learning when setting up the student's
questions and problems. Testing has shown such a program can
increase learning, although minimally more than good drill by
a teacher.

At the college level, Stanford had good results with a
Russian CAI course. This course produced more student learn-

increased enrollment, and had fewer dropouts. The course
was three times as expensive as normal, so it was discontinued.

ftirtmeuth provides nearly 100 terminals in various loca-
ti ,ns on campus. An estimated 90(:. of their 3on0 undergraduates

the system, which has data available for social sciences
nd Huines:, games, simulations, and normal computational fea-
tures. USN: is used on it system capable of handling 100
users :ith system failure averaging once per day.

I computer controlled microfiche system is being developed
gh.-e vactional-technical training for the Air Force. P.C.

others of !.1.T.'s Lincoln Laboratory are develop-
ing tne system that uses microfiche containing recorded dir-
ec,,ions and coments.

!-:ccptici,, is still prevalent despite the efforts in CAI
generatHn {Al systems should he capable of

1-Cft.-01q111g many of the present dtawbacks.

VW:(1-1C 11-1AS
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llammond, AI Ion
Conwute r -A. slsted hist Two i1aior Demonstrations
Sc i once , Vol 176 , n0, (1une72,1 pp. 111 0 -111-2

In the near future, two major (TAT systems will be demon-
strated for a two year period. Nine million dollars in sup-
port is being provided by the National Science Foundation.
Lach system will he evaluated by Princeton's Educational Test-
ing Service under a separate million dollar contract.

The original PhATO (programmed logic for automatic teach-
ing operations) system start occurred in 191.0 at the Univerity
of IllinoiS and has already provided universities, colleges,
and other schools with more than 100,000 CAT instruction hours.
This system will begin its demonstration in the fall of 1973,

The PLATO system is based on a Control Data Corporation
6100 computer with four central processors and is ultimately
capable of handling 4000 student terminals within a 800 mile
radius. The demonstration will have between 500 and tow) ter-
minals, however. The CDC computer has .1 second terminal re-
sponse time and allows extremely rapid access to blocked in-
formation since no slow disc memory is used for lessons.

The terminals for PLATO are perhaps its most sophistica-
ted feature. It has a plasma display screen, keyboard, ran-
dom-access slide projector, random-access sudio system, and
touch sensitive display. The terminal can be connected by
normal telephone connections, or for remote areas, as many a
1000 terminals may he connected by a sinrle educational 1..
channel. The terminals can display up to 180 characters per
second.

THToR is based on English syntax and grammer and is an
easy programming language to use for teachers unfamiliar with
computers. This author language has been extensively tested
previously and should be reliable. TUTOR has facilities for
judging student answers, dialogue preparation, generating
graphics, high speed vocabulary search methods, etc.

The goal of the PLATO system is to increase the produc-
tivity of teachers and the process of education. The system
is intended to he used in all areas of education with varying
educational strategies. This system has and will continue to
rely for the most part on materials produced by individual
teachers.

A cost of S0 -80 cents per hour per student is the fore-
cast when the system is fully operational. This includes de-
velopment of course materials and the time beyond the normal
10 hour instructional week being sold to other users. grass
production of the terminals should also reduce their present
55,000 cost. The state of Illinois is providing nearly half
of the upcoming demonstration cost, since it has been
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predicted that such a system could allow an enrollment increase
of 2ir, at an increase of 2'7, in tin' educatic,6al budget,

Ticcit (time-shared interactive, computer controlled in
formation tHovision) is being developed by :vitre Corporation
in conjunction with the University of Texas and Brigham Young
University. Its goal is that of showing that CAI can he pro-
duced and packaged in a way that is economical and effective.

Ticcit is not centralized. It is built around two small
computers capable of handling 100 terminals. One will service
the terminals, and the other will process answers.

Each terminal is composed of a color television display,
headphones, and keyboard. Random-access computer controlled
record players provide audio output. Terminal connections
will he either direct or by cable television channels. The
display can exhibit up to 17 lines of 43 characters with both
the display and background color specified. Video taped ma-
terials can also be displayed.

The program materials will he developed by subject area
specialists, programmers, and educational psychologists. This
method would place the teacher in the role of diagnostician.
The programs are designed to give each student a variety of
Approaches to learning, including touches of fun and humor.

This system will start its demonstration period in 1974
at the community college level. Standard and remedial courses
in English and mathematics will be the initial program mater-
ials available. They hope to show a displacement of 20% of
the teaching load.

The estimated cost of the system with terminals is
$400,000. The cost per student per hour is estimated to be 35
cents, but this does not include the cost of producing program
material.

The costs involved in computing are rapidly beilg reduced
tne Ticcit and PLATO systems will likely have a maior in-

fluence on education, especially if they prove to he effective
and economical.

Lugene Thomas
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Moorer, James Anderson
Music and Comnuter Composition
Communications of the ACM, V. 14, n 2 (Feb 1972)

Considerable work has been done using the computer as a musical nor-
former and composer. An early ILLIAC experiment produced a string quar-
tet that was composed entirely by computer. However, little work has heen
done on the problem of simulating human composition using heuristic (self-
taught) techniques as opposed to random number generation. This article
explained some difficulties involved, provided background, and discussed
schemes already tried.

Froblems:

1. Style There are more styles than composers because a com-
Poser, as he matures, may have many styles, e.g., Beethoven.
Modern music employs and accents multiple combinations of
sounds. This whole problem involves racial and cultural
variances from Stone Age man to the ancient Greek to the
modern American or African. Because of some fundamental
differences--e.g., music that is atonal or aperiodic--some
styles are omitted from the discussion.

2. Fundamentals - Rhythm is fundamental because man has always
heen confronted with Periodicity: the hours, minutes, seconds,
days, months, etc. A second fundamental is pitch, high usual-
ly indicating tension. It is related to human noises, the
lower and softer often signifying lack of tension. Finally,
sound percention mechanisms must be examined to discover why
certain timbres and combinations of notes are nleasing to
our ears while others are not.

As in speech, the musician may produce an infinite number of musical
"utterances" or melodies. Many of these may he produced by formula, l.e.,
a sonata is an exposition, a deN:21onment, and a recanitulation. Musical
composition then, is in many respects, similar to a grammar that will cover
a set of utterances. Music, however, goes beyond the analogy of grammar
because of its effect--that which is conveyed.

Another question is that of the secual nature of music. The author
uses analogy of building tension in music by increasing sound and raising
pitch to the noint of climax.

All of this to say, stated Moorer, that if we are to create com-
puter music that anneals to an audience, it must he somewhat like music
to which they are accustomed. The random recall of narts of previously
heard music gives a statistical character to the music. People expect
certain chords after other chords. This is one of the reasons for the
success of the Markov methods of producing music by commuter.

The most publicized piece of commuter music is the ILLIAC Suite
(described by Heller and Issacson) whose rhythms were chosen at random
with the application of some rules of classical harmony for a string
quartet. The melodies were constructed by the use of a Harkov method.
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The result is modern, the melodies often are unpredictable, chord
sequences do not repeat, and some dissonance is used.

In another experiment, the pieces were comnosed in an orderly,
sequential manner, the overall atruct ire was determined first, and many
narameters governing the composition were set hv the operator. The rhy-
thms were chosen at random. Then the melody notes were chosen carefully
(occupying three times the space of the rest of the program). This pro-
cess eliminates boredom caused by such things as long scalar runs.

Finally, the author presents five short single-voice examples with-
out the related chord structures. He says that all are definitely "legal
oonular melodies." Computer time to oroduce them was less than ten
seconds, which indicates the shallow nature of the generating heuristics.
The author hopes that his thinking and his exl)eriment will serve as a
starting point for others.

H. Snelgrove

ydari, !,!arilyn N.

Teachers, Pupils, and Computer Assisted instruction
lat_hematics Teacher, Vol, 16, No. 3 (Mach )9,9)
Pages 173-171,

rlementlr,., mathematics teachers wi)1 c; on c;e makinq decision!-; regard-

inq instruction Ui Lflo computers, or ceml-Jutor-assisted instruction. Ther
ore ;;everal ways in which the computer helps the teacher with instructional
tasks:

1. Mtorial the computer-teacher ml tiaten the .luestion, for which
answers are stored.

2. 1_11 and practice
Si Y :itudentc ior stored informatir.,n.

a. aid in comutation.
:anagemnt computer stores and :,nalyzes data, helping teachers
cieci/1,... what to ";:,rescrili,e" next.

1-...,rsents means r.c r. indiviuliAing instruction, the "carrot"
beer ja front of the teacer's r13..3e ever cince classes

Sc True in,:ivi.-1Aalloation de-,.:nd on careful analysis of the
:-athematial c(::,r.tent and the ways in which children learn.

r.an help tlie te,icher (._:n readiness level for each
frotor learner can move very

wh]e the slow,7r inarner is .Tivd2n ,s much re-teaching as necessary.
ccc vi,' patient at rest_ra.:Lurih and repeatiniT--provided
1-:,,7r7imm,,I in. ehlv as ..cod as the programmer. Few

,co 7et avai]al le w%i,.7h muet the fu:1 y')tential Of

Men::
for ;teiA,..tion amon-: learners, and learnerf.,-, and teachers.
will find at r...-lassroom:.; won't be run icy the computerhut

hel-i)f7il to the learn in process.

Larry Nesland
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Jorman, Nlax.

'The Use of computers to Individualize Instruction
Mathematics '"--acher, V1AV, No. 17, (May 1972)
Pages Yir).;

There seems to he some disagreement among definitions of "individual-
ized", but proponents of each definition of individualizing instruction
hold in common certain assumptions about education. These assumptions,
which lead us to place as much hope as we do in Computer Assisted Instruc-
tion, are the following:

(1) Human beings are capable of learning much more than they are being
asked to learn.

(2) There are many approaches to instruction that can be tailored to indi-
viduals.

(3) Careful diagnosis can bring insights into how one should individualize
instruction.

(4) Reinforcement and feedback should he immediate during instruction.
(S) In each case the quality of education each nerson receives should be

the hihest possible.

One must know what it is that he wants to accomplish (objectives),
how much money he has to spend, and what CAI systems and programs are
available before he can make a decision about how to go about using CAT to
assist in individualizing instruction.

Most CAI systems now in use are either quite large (100 or more in-
structional stations) or small (1 to 32 stations). Arguments for the
large system are (1) availability to many users, (2) cost effective in-
struction, (3) more powerful CPU. Arguments for the small system are
(1) low initial cost, (2) lower communications cost, (3) lower maintenance
and installation costs (4) compatability with a larger number of schools
that are willing to share programs and (5) most if not all commercially
produced CAT programs available to large systems are available to the
small systems.

In vi w of the number of years that the various developmental pro-
(itTuHs have been in oPeration, there are relatively few (NAI programs CNAf-
rently available. The perfect system for individualization of instruction
is far from being built and perhaps never will he realized. Nome of the
most persistent problems plaguing CAI arc the following:

(I) (Overselling educators to the potential of CAI.
(2) Pelating CAI work to other classroom activities.
(3) Teacher acceptance.
(4) Integrating CAT with the rest of the curriculum.

The future of CAT is very promising as a means for indi .idualizing in-
struction and probably the major problem to he faced is one o: helping
teachers to preeare themelves to use it. Ih orler to use CAI with maxi-
mum effectiveness, a teacher should he knowledgeable in mathematics,
structure of curric71um, psychology of learning and individual differences,
and CAI instructional systems and programs.

Larry Nesland
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Kohert A.
Ce'inuter-Assi,:te(i lrstruction--nt It Can and Cannot ho
American PsycLologist, nl, (April lnf), pp. 373 -377

The debate about the role of a computer in the classroom
has ranged from the complete replacement of the teacher to
the computer's inability to he more than a programmed text-
book. What the computer can and cannot do is a matter of re-
search and fact. What it should and should not do is based on
volue judgements.

A computer could he used for 1) drill and practice, 2) tu-
torial practice, to take over responsibility for develOpment of
a skill using a given concept, 3) dialogue-true interaction with
appropriate response, 4) simulation and gaming, 5) retrieval
and reorganization of information, C) problem solving with
computation and disrlay tools, and 7) artistic design and com-
nosition.

The criterion statements with which to judge the computer's
place in instruction arc (a) If the computer poses a unique
solution to an important problem in the instructional process,
then it should be used regardless of the cost involved. (h) If
the compute; is more efficient or effective and the cost of its
use to instruct is minimal, then it should be used. And con-
versely, (c) if the cost of development and use Of the computer
in instruction is relatively high with the relative efficiency
or effectiveness only marginal, then the computer should not
be used in the instructional process.

nberving the s.wen uses for the computer in terms of
:( ahov(: criterion at this time we find:

;)rill and practice in light of (c) a non-recommended use.

itoriul practice In light of (b) a valid use since the
to he more effective in presenting blocks of in-

alooue At this time the computer is unable to do this.

imulation and gaming A very good use. No other system
the richness of simulations done on a computer.

i";tvtrievai And reorgani=tation of information This is lus-
s

1 led

Prblem solving To use the computer is proner because
()1Thr s'..-tym can aerform lculations as quickly or as

1rt is is -sign Not at this time due to (c) .

lorry Spencer
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Computers iii the Cl_assroom
Pa-re ri-fs 'Mra g 7, n Vol, 4
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'arch 1971 i , .1n. (,2-(,3

Approximately 8,000 elementary school children in New
Yorl City are using computerized instruction for drill and
practice work in mathematics. They use typewriter terminal,;
(which are hooked to a central computer by ordinary telephone
lines) to interact with the computer. Their lesson is print-
ed by the typewriter (as directed by the computer's program).

The practive and drill sessions provide a combination of
teaching and testing. If a student misses the same question
after two attempts, the computer gives him the answer and then
asks the question again to make sure the answer has registered.
An average student is thus paced at this step-by-step mode and
is not allowed to go on to more difficult examples until he
proves that he understands the simpler material. Another im-
portant feature is that the computer automatically analyzes
each student's performance and skips sections of the program
which the youngster has already mastered. The computer also
scores and times the lesson and prints out this information.
The fact that the student can keep this print-out sheet is
often a source of pride. It also serves as motivation for
reviewing the lesson.

Most children are nervous at their first encounter with
computerized instruction. However, they relax when they find
wit that the computer will not go on until they have answered;
thus, they will not be "left behind". A few students become
Frustrated, but most like the feeling of independence.

Teachers' opinions of computerized drill and practice In-
siruction arc mixed. But most agree that it does help to in

dividualize instruction because it frees them to devote more
time to free-ranging discussion; this discussion reinforces
the discovery approach for learning new concepts.

Programs more sophisticated than the drill and practice
lessons are now being developed. These programs will hope-
fully stimulate their student user to think more critically
and to answer open-ended questions with phrases or sentences.
The computer will pick key words and certain combinations of
words in the student's reply, and react to them by typing
whole thoughts and leading questions.

Mathematics is not the only subject for which computerized
instruction has been developed. Instructional objectives in
foreign languages and consumer education are also being one
Anoter very important area for computerized instruction is
.hat of remedial reading. The novelty and privacy of such in-
struction is often enough to induce a reluctant junior-high
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Don Weaver

Nicks, 13-uce. L.

Will the Comouter Kill Education?
Educational Digest (September 1970)
Pages 10-12

This article discusses the advantages and dangers of Computer-Assisted
Intruction (C.A.I.). One advantage of CAI is that a large variety of
educational activities can be made available to the students. These pro-
grams can provide step by step instruction, which leads the learner through
the material; or they can utilize the inquiry technique to gain insight
into varied sub.ject matter. Secondly, experiments can he performed on
scientific equipment or they can be simulated without such equipment
through the use of CAI. Thirdly, the student and teacher can both receive
instant feedback on performance levels. This gives the teacher a tool to
plan teaching strategies for each individual student. Finally, CAI can
create a new environment for both students and teachers, since the computer
can accept any or all possible solutions to a problem. It can tolerate
the student's mistakes and encourage him to correct these mistakes. It

must be realized that for the computer to he a patient and humane "teacher",
the CAI programmer and lesson writers must be able to incorporate these
qualities into their programs.

An oh.iious danger of CAI is that undesirable people could gain control
of tho content of the programs. Also CAI could cause the spread of exist-
ing poor courses and texts. The power of the computer to duplicate and
distrihuto materials at rapid speed makes both dangers mentioned, readily
apparent. According to Mr. Hicks, the teacher must be the watchdog to Le-
rinize these dangers. Another danger of CAI is that individual creativity
could be denied if CAI is allowed to educate all students in a uniform
method.

The moving Force that inspired CAT was that of complete individualized
nstru(:ticin fiDf each student. However, at this writing there are very few
tally completed CAI courses. Until the time more fully developed CAI
courses are available, complete individualized instruction will still be
only a dream.

e Moser
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SECTION A: OVERVIEW OF COMPUTER MANAGED INSTRUCTION

With the advent of relatively inexpensive computer power, education

has been faced with major decisions of how best to apply the computer to

the problems of education. The early response was, and to some extent

continues to he, to use the computer to speed up the data processing tasks

traditionally associated with the operatioe of a school system. "Fcr ex-

ample, the initial applications of the computer have 'been designed to

achieve more efficient scheduling of the same old course offerings, more

efficient production of the same old report cards, faster scoring of the

same old tests, and high speed access to computer-stored cumulative record;

with the same old teacher grades." (Cooley, 1971; pg 401)

While some progress has been made towards more imaginative administra-

tive uses of the computer, particularly in the scheduling area, little has

been done in the field of instruction.

The full benefits of the comnuter will not be realized until the commu-

Ler has had a major impact on the instruction itself. In 1960 the computer

made practical a massive survey of education in the United States. The

Toject TALENT survey (TALENT, 1965) dramatized deficiencies in present in-

structional methods for accomodating the individual differences= of stu-

dents.

How then might the use of a computer alter the instructional options?

One approach has been computer assisted instruction (CAI) (See Chapter V).

With CAI a student sits at a computer terminal and interacts with a commuter

which presents a lesson to him. While CAI holds some promise for the

future, "...it is unlikely that, in the short run, it is going to make i

significant impact on education because of the cost associated with one

student utilizing a terminal for relatively long periods of time during each

instructional session." (Dick, 1972; ng. 33)



An alternative to the use of the computer as an instructor is the

utiliation of the computer's speed and agility in processing large wriounts

of data to over-see the instructional process. Typically a computer mana-

ged instruction (CMI) system will involve, but not be limited to, the

"mechanical tasks of scoring seat work and test papers, recording the

scores, creating descriptions of pupils based on their scores, and keeping

track of what instructional materials a student has used." (Baker, 1971;

521 The major functional divisions of current CFI projects are the

scoring of student responses, the diagnosing of educational difficulties,

the prescription of instructional objectives and materials, and the report-

ing to teachers of student progress.

There al's_' several large scale Cl M projects currently in operation.

Project PLAN, whose computer facilities are based in Iowa City, provides for

rrd-keeping, test scoring, and instructional prescription in the sub-

:ts of science, mathematics, language arts, and social studies. Services

f-Jiir subject areas cost $1C() per student per year. A more de-

dic,:usion of PIAN is given below. In contrast to PLAN's daily in-

with a student's eaucation, the Instructional Management System

developer-. Systems Development Corporation. is designed to provide

and recommendations for remedial action on a student's

me t. weaknesses. Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI), a product

(;t versity of Pittsburg's Learning Research and Development Center

and the Faldwin-Whitehall Public Schools of tiburban Pittsburg, is a pro-

emphasizes the record-keeping aspect to support an individual-

i;:cd instr, :tional program. The computer is used to collect and record in-

anon on each student and to :iummariz the information for teacher use.

For a brief oven,' 4 of these and several other C'11 projects, the reader



is directed to (Finch, 1971).

PLAN

Let us now direct our attention in some detail to three specific ap-

plications of CML: 1) Project PLAN, 2) The Parkrose Computer Reading Pro-

gram (PCRP) , and 3) The Precise Behavior Management System (DBMS) as imple-

mented by the nursing school at Mt. Hood Community College.

one of the first CMI programs was the Program for Learning in Accord-

ance with Needs (Project PLAN) developed by John T-'lannagan at American In-

stitutes for Research in the mid 1960's. PLAN, now marketed by the Westing-

house Learning Corporation, is one of the most highly developed CMI sys-

tems available today.

Project PLAN Is more than just a computer. It is a comprehensive

educational system in which the computer plays a supportive role. The

major components of PLAN are the teacher, instructional packages called

teaching-learning units (TL0's), a list of learning objectives, objective

tests,
1
achievement tests, and placement tests, all of which are inextirc-

ably related to the computer support system. With the exception of the

teacher, all of these materials are provided by project PLAN. In addition,

PL',N provides programs for training teachers and administrators who work

with the system.

To date PLAN is available for grades 1 through 8 in the subject areas

of language arts, mathematics, science and social studies. PLAN materials

for the higher grades have been developed and tested but are not ready for

release as of summer, 1973.
2

1. "Objective test" as used in this discussion means a test which
measures whether or not a student has achieved a particular in-
structional objective. it should not be confused with the use
of "objective test" to describe a test which is not intended
to be "subjective".
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A look at the role of PLAN's computer is essential to understanding

the system. A school using PIJN may either have a terminal consisting of a

card reader and a console typewriter within the school building or it may

share a "mini-center" with several other schools in the area. The infor-

mation is transmitted via telephone lines to a central computer at the

Yeasurement Research Center in Iowa City, Iowa. The information input may

include student responses to placement and objective tests, 113mework,

st.itus cards filled out by the students indicating the objectives on which

they are working, and the teacher's comments and observations. During the

night, the computer processes the information given it that day and pre-

pares a report listing the action to he taken. The report is ready for the

is use the next morning.

The daily printout includes 1) students' test results, 2) a report:

;uniz.ed. by learning objectives showing the status of those students who

J:re studying a given objective, and 3) a report organized by student

h includes the objectives each student has completed, those which he

and the next three objectives scheduled to his individual pro-

The resort organized by objective helps the teacher to schedule

groups of students for discussion or tutoring, while the report organized

2. The school districts which participated in PLAN's development are:
Bethel Park School. District, Bethel Park, PA
Hicksville Public School. District, Hicksville, NY
Henn Trafford School District, Harrison City, PA
,i.ttsburg Public Schools, Pittsburg, PA
yiincy Public ::Schools, Quincy, MA
Wood County Schools, Parkersburg, W. VA
Archdiocese of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA
Tremont Unified School District, Tremont, CA
San Carlos Elementary School District, San Carlos, CA
San Jose Elementary School District, San Jose, CA
.'ante Clara Unifi,.Tvi School District, Santa Clars, CA
Pnion Elementary School District, Santa Clara, CA
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by student allows the teacher to check each student's short-term progress

and pin-point those who are having difficulty.

In order to produce the daily reports, the computer stores massive

volumes of information. The various types of information in this dita in-

clude l) each student's academic and test records, 2) a list of each stu-

dent's objectives and program of study, 3) a catalog of descptions of all

teacher-learning units, 4) a file of all test. keys, 5) a record of the stu-

dent's daily activities, and 6) relevant predictive and discriminative ana-

lysis data. The major role of the computer, then, is of an exceedingly

competent secretary who frees the teachers to spend their time in contact

with the students.

Each subject area is divided into segments of learning defined by

objectives. Each objective is explicitly stated in accordance with the

principles of behavioral objectives. When a student reads an objective,

she should know whit she is going to learn (objective) and how she will

know when she has learned it (performance objective). A TLU can he used by

a child without additional instruction or guidance from the teacher. For

each learning objective there are several teaching-learning units available,

each differing in the use of vocabulary, media, and learning style. The

student' progress is measured on the basis of the same terminal test re-

gardles of which TLU for that objec,iive she has used. If a student does

:ot test at the expected level, the computer will list the objectives not

learned along with the questions missed. The student can then he recycled

through the same material or she may he assigned to a more aporopri ate TLU.

Activities suggested in a TLU might include reading pages in a hock,

discuss in; a question with a partner, viewing a filmstrip, reading an in-

structional Guide or working from Activity Sheets. (Activity Sheets and
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iw;tt-ac.lionat ';uides are Hirt of the materials supp3ied by PLAN.)

when the student has completed i:he caching-learning unit, his pro-

gress can be measured in three ways; 1) Teacher Certification, in which

case the teacher uses her professional judgement to determine whether or

not a student has mastered the objective, 2) Teacher Evaluation using the

PLAN criteria, or 3) an objective test taken by the student when he feels

real- and scored by the computer.

',Nhen a child first enters the PLAN program he is given an orientation

to the system and the materials he will be using. He is then given a place-

ment test. Based on his answers to the placement test questions, the com-

puter provides- -i suggested list of TLU's to he included in his program of

studies. This list may be modified by the teacher or by the student if

either desires. This individual pThcement me...ns that students have differ -

onr. course:, of study, each tailored to t:1( individual's achievement level

and rate of learninL.J. Placement tests are used throughout the year to

ritst letermining the student's course of study.

, to the objective test yb.ch ,:asure th(e stud..nt's ma:.;tc:ry

lal ..r.;tructional obectieo, the teacher may use achievement

tC 'low well a student hrls retained those skills urevio'ss

is _octant to note that PIA:: a'es no e any of its tests for

assirmira Tirades. All tests are used solely for diatInosti.c

is a lare and expensive system. It handles the full cjamat of in-

st.fp:ticnal r.an r.lent services for four eere curriculum areas at a cost

Lit .3 I is 4ci l b,.?1.7:)w t

nt , does not il%e.1" to be widelv Adopted i

;Cn :t10515.
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PCRP

Poring the 1972-73 school year, a team of teachers from the Thompson

Elementary School in the Parkrose school district working with the cooper-

ation of the Multnomah County Intermediate Education District, developed

a computer haied approach to the individualization of reading i.nstrur_tio-,

.it the elementary school level. The design of the system is complete and

the computer irograms have been written. Field testing with students in

the first six grades will li,?gin in September, 1973.

When a new student enters t }' program, he is first given a written

reading skills survey. His responses to the survey are scored by the com-

puter to determine his reading level, the reading skills he posesses, and

to isolate his reading deficiencies. Once the computer has determined

the student reading skills, it proscribes an instruclional objective for

him to meei:.

With the prescription as guide, the student and the teacher decide how

hest to meet the prescribed objective. The teacher has a learning resources

catalog keyed to each objective. The catalog lists available resources to

he used to help the student meet the objective. These resources include.

1) A skill bank worksheet:
2) A listening hank of cassette tames
3) A game hank with a variety of games to support the concept
4) A filmst.rio iiank

c) A pencil and paper learning picket bank

When the student has completed those activities which he and his teacher

ha-:e arced upon, his progress is evaluated.

rdluation is accomplished through the use of coordinatel test ciater-

ials and sense mark cards. The cards have been designed to match the format

01 ts.e n) ntel tests. The student merely follows an arrow from the test 'o

the appropriate place on the card to mark his response to each question.

When he completes the test the cards are real by an optical card reader in
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the scheol and the information is processed by ono of MC1TM's computers.

Once the computer has evaluated the student's progress, a prescription for

the student's next learning area is returned to the teacher and the cycle

begins 61ew.

;ummary statistics are also maintained by the computer for each stu-

de!.t iudivtdually. :'rom A terminal in the school Ole teacher may re(juot

a review of ti e progress of a particular: student, or a review of the pro-

grens or all the students. This proeedure allows the instructor to ga:n

an overview of each student's progress and facilitates an individualized

response to his particular needs.

PMS

The rhirsing School at Mt. Hood Community College is utilizing what they

givo termed the Precise Behavior Management System (PBMS). PliMS differs

r'rom 7-,PA7; and the YCRP in that it does not specil'ically prescribe instruc-

tIon. maigr contribution is that it gives octal. led student profiles.

AL MHCC 1.;;X: is used for diagnosis in three distinct areas: the s`_u-

(len, 'he ins uctO and the curriculum. The bais of thts diagnosis is a

b)o(:k of data on student performance. This data is collected by the

thrietors, the students, and the supervisors of student nurses. Once

11 week term this information is surinarizod and transmitted by mail to

i".navior Pr;earch Co: for analysis.

The primary focus of PBMS is the stulent. The data she amasses durin

hor srrh t.3 recorded on sp(::eial grannie forms developed iy Behavior Pe-

search ,:7ompany. Petween computer evaluations the data graphically displayed

,:v.v,nica`ies a great deal about the student's progress and is reviewed

bi-weekly by the student ari her advisor. The Thirter2y collputer analy

provides 7rofiles of specific behaviors and also profiles of related blocks

of nehiviori wni:-h are then used for guidig the student's future course
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work to satisfy her individual educational needs.

The same data which is collected for generating student profiles nay

be used to p wide a measure of the effectiveness of instructors. fly

examining the performance of students of a particular instructor, the

strengths and weaknesses of that instructor may be identified. This infor-

mation is used as feedback to the instructor to assist him in improving his

teaching technigues and is also used in making teaching assignments that.

will raxioize the effectiveness of a given instructor.

The curriculum itself may be examined using the student data collected.

Correlations may be generated between desired student behaviors and specific

instructional sequences to determine optimum teaching strategies. in a

similar vein the data mdy be used to evaluate the effectiveness of various

institutions in providing beneficial on-the-job training. From this evalu-

a on the nursing school nay decide which hospitals provide the optimum

learning environment:: for the student nurses.

lo ohtrin the extreme flexibility of PliMS, the students must (b!vor.(.

,;teat deal or energy and time to data collection and Behavior Besearch com-

pany must to maid for their analysis of the collected data. Currently

the nursirg hchpol is. spending approximately $35 per student per year for

student 1 havior profiles.

prov ;es detailed information about students, instructors, and

the carriculur at a relatil,ely lc,' cost. <s such it has a groat, potentil

rot irp,ct on the educational. process.

CI consists of a package which test, diagnose, pr scribe, and

report to the teacher. WCr have examtned in some detail a national CAI

eroThot and implementation of particular CMT systems in two schools

sat does CMI mean to the typical educator in Oregon?

answer would be "Probably very little at this tire." Bat as the

A candid
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, Student Centered Instructional S-stem
jR (: 0 MIL' t r C-11'2 t '1orliIll :It. a t Ve r`, 1 Ly

Ine Student Centered Instructional System (SC'S) is a
computer-managed system developed at the Pevelopment Research
School primarily for use in the public schools. SCI'S can Le
used for any course utili:ing performance objectives, although
to data emphasis has been placed on mathematics.

At thls point five subsystems are utilized: 1) an initi-
ation system; 7) a student record-keening system; 3) a course
analysis record-l.eeping sys'em: 4) an instructional sequence

stet and 5) a grading system. The initiation system is used
te convert a conventional course to one based on performance
01)jec'ives. The student record-keeping system provides the
:t,lident and teacher with information on how the student is pro-
gressing, and also provides a method of accumulating data for a
given student in relation to peiformance objectives. The course-
analysis record-keeping system a computeri:ed monitorinp
systtm which provides teacher's, student's and parent's reports
on the ':yrogress of the student for the current grading period.
(A manual monitoring system may also he used.) The instruc-
ional -;('(!lieliCc system is d sequence of activities used for

each unit studies. The (-gtlehce cOnSiSts 01 II pret('st, as-
ined 0))iectives, instructional naterial, teacher assistance

(II needed) , criterion test OH ohjectives and a nOsttest over
several objectives. The grading system is based primarily on
the student's ;,opt test scores and the number of objectives com-
leted.

:\ssistancc is availahle For schooi i,:ishing to initiate a
and instructional materials are al.tilahle for seventh

grade 1211the11111tics.

Janice Spit:

(NC,TE: If you are interested in using ,Inv of !.he materials, contact Ms.
Judy !1';-teen or Dr. ,Janice Smith at the Develoument Research School,
Florida State University, West Call Street, Tallahassee, Florida, 32306.)
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1'1-mil P.

Computer-Raed Instructional. mara;:eme.11 `.:stems; A First loaf.

Rev i ow 6 clic' a i 616 I W 1 Ii, . 1 , p p . 1.;11-7

Computer assisted instruction (CAI) was the forerunner of
computer managed instruction (CMII. Several nrojects proved
that CAI was fcasihIc, but as yet it has not hren shown prac-
tical. After the initial romance with CAI, research efforts
have been directed towards Cpl.

',Inch of this article "...describes a number of existing
computer-based instructional management systems and ascertains
their level of development." The projects described are the
Instructional Management System ( INS) of Systems Development
Corporation, the University of Pittsburgh Learning Research
and Development Center's Individually Prescrihod Instruction
(1P1) and its related Management and Information System (IN/
MIS), the Program for learning in Accordance with Needs (PLAN)
developed by the American Institute for Research, the Teaching
Information Processing System (TIP-) written by Allen Kelly of
the University of Wisconsin, and the Computer managed System
(CMS) developed by the University of Wisconsin's Research and
Development Center for Cognitive Learning to supnort the Indi-
vidualized Mathematics Curriculum Project (IMCP). Some consid-
eration is also given to the instructional management asnect
of the CAI wort done by the Stanford CAT project under Patricl
Supnes.

jack Slingerland
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Griesen, James V.
Study of an Independent Study Program
College Management V. 9 (January 1974) pp. 30-32

New students at the Ohio State Medical School can choose a computer
managed system of instruction as an alternative to the traditional lec-
ture-discussion method. Both programs consist of three segments designed
around body systems: Normal Man, Introduction to Pathophysiologv & Thera-
peutics, and Pathophysiology of Man. The Independent Study Program (IPS),
as it is called, combines computer study with one-to-one consultation with
faculty (average of 311 hours ner week), lab demonstrations, group activi-
ties and seminars.

The program, utilizing an IBM 360/50 is organized into 34 modules,
each written by an interdisciplinary team of faculty members. It is in-
tegrated horizontally, across the basic sciences and vertically, involv-
ing more clinical work with the basic sciences to make the beginning
medical curriculum relevant. The individualized instruction makes this
oossible, affording the student more opportunities for clinical exnosure
as he works with faculty. Students take written and oral exams at var-
ious points in the curriculum and enter clinical clerkships when they
finish the IPS.

A student paces himself through the program, speeding un or slowing
down to fit his most effective learning rate. His nrogress is evaluated
on an "average" 6-day week, 8 hours of study per day. If he falls behind
"schedule" more than 50%, he must justify his case to a faculty committee.
When he feels he has learned the material for a module, he goes to a
terminal to interact with the program's Tutorial Evaluation System (TES)
which asks questions and evaluates the answers, indicating to the student
where his deficiencies lie, orescrihinq additional study assignmerts, re-
viewing previous material or suggesting faculty conferences. Students
keen the printouts for reference. Faculty may obtain up to the minute
reports on individual students and groups who have finished particular
modules, which simplifies scheduling of other activities. The computer
also nrcides an item summary of resnonses to the TES as a basis for im-
proving item construction. Student suggestions for improvement are also
stored and made available to the faculty.

IPS is not new at Ohio State Medical School, the first program being
initiated in 1962. The initial program proved self-defeating as it exist-
ed in conjunction with the traditional program; it also lacked adequate
evaluation processes. The school secured a three-year grant totaling
S1,088,000 from the Bureau of Health Manpower Education of the U.S. Public
Health Service, National Institutes of Health, to design a total program.
Ohio State has what is nrobahly the only medical curriculum in the country
that can be nicked up and used by other schools--a boon for new medical
schools. Some twenty other medical, nursing and dental schools have re-
quested Ohio State's program, indicating that the interest in IFS is strong
over the nation.

School officials predict that IPS will he an aid for minority stu-
dents unaccustomed to hiahly structured instruction or those who have
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weaknesses upon entering medical school. The Program is highly expend-

able, allowing addition of students without rewriting programs and pur-

chasing new equipment except for terminals. As the program prcgresses,

faculty are becoming more adept in writing programs, an initial pro-

blem. The author admits the initial high cost of TES but says the costs

level out over a period of time. Ohio State Medical School operates its

IPS program on the theory that personal motivation and self-discipline

produces students with a desire for life long learning, an important re-

quisite for modern practitioners of medicine.

D. Vest

cibb, Glenadine F.
The Computer--A Facilitator in Management and Instruction
Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 9, No. 11 (January 1973)
Pages 17-21

There seem to be two general directions computers in education are
to take: (1) instructional individualization through computer-managed
instruction (CMI) and computer-assisted instruction (CAI), and (2) the use
of t-e computer as a computational device and as a means of simulating
concepts within the present curriculum.

In most attempts at individualized instruction the teacher can easily
wear himself down with clerical work, and will often go hack to the tra-
ditional "page by page" presentation of material which allows for little
concern for the student's ability to master the material. Much of this
clerical work can be handled by a computer, which can test, score, diag-
nose, and prescribe remedies for deficiencies. This relieves the teacher
of the mammoth clerical burden associated with teaching and frees him oz
het a spend more time in the planning of individualized instruction.

The cc.mkputer may also be used to assist in the presentation of simu-
late oroblerts i,1:d knowledge beyond the scope of the core program.
CAL :)rovides a tutoring system in which exchange of questions and answers
takes place between student and machine. The immediate feedbeck and undi-
vided attention that the machine can give the student may be the critical
need an jrdivienal s..edent at eny (riven time. Cauece must be ei.:er-
cis?d in remembeeing ju;L ow little iragiretiou Lhe ceml:.etee itself has.
IL epst be programmed by someone with a great deal of knowledge and exper-
ience, and therefore much time and effort must be provided by someone to
"instruct" the cometter so it, in turn, can instruct the students.

With respect to its use either as a facilitaror er manager of in-
ctrnction, the computer is a means of supplementing, not supplanting, the
teacher, making it, possible for bin to take on the human part of teaching.
Cur professional education curricula must be drastically changed if teach-
ers are to be prepared to assume thie new role where they must shift nun
of their focus from drill and clerical work to responsibilill for inst-
ructional design and strategy.

:James F. Mick
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Hansen, iCurdetto
Cie Comput c r in liduca t ion

Trio Clea n !louse .\;( 1, (December I 970j , up. I

290

Education is under attack from many sources. Taxpayers
are revolting against higher and higher costs and also against
the fact that there is no effective way to judge the finished
product. hducat ion is being called upon to be more responsive
to the individual that is, to take the ever-expanding body
of knowledge and fit it to the individual, rather than trying
to fit the individual to the knowledge.

A remarkable tool called a computer can help education
meet these demands. The computer is being used now in several
areas. One of these is in scheduling. any high schools have
over 11)0 course offerings, and it used to take hundreds of man
hours to prepare a master schedule with this many course offer-
ings. This job can now be turned over to a computer.

Another way in which the computer is helpful is in indi-
vidualieing instruction. Very complex modular scheduling is
now poss ible. The computer helps determine the best of millions
of possible combinations of classes; and by scanning the hack
grounds of the staff members, it can help to determine the
best people to teach these subjects.

The computer is very useful in evaluation educational out-
put. It can help answer questions such as how we as a nation
are at agreed-upon educational objectives, what progress
we are maing in American education, and what problems we still
facu,

computer is useful in evaluation because it males pos-
inclusion of large numbers of factors in the analysis

(t a system. Rut perhaps the most basic way in which the com-
Hter helps in evaluation is that it forces neople in education
to thing systematically and with clarity about their methods
and eoals.

In a cost-benefit analysis, a computer can he very help-
ful. The reason, again, is its capacity for allowing the in-
put of huge amounts or data. This makes it possible to arrive
at better decisions about which items to buy in a limited bud-
get situation.

tireat strives have been made in the areas of computer as-
sisted instruction (CAI) and computer managed instruction (CMI).
With :101.'0 sophisticated CAI programs, instruction can truly
Ccon lndividuali:ed; hecause of high costs, though, we arc

a good ten years away from widespread use of CAI. Computer
managed instruction, however, is becoming quite practical. An
example of this, project PLAN Program for Learning in
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Accordance with Needs is operating in sixty-three school dis-
tricts across the country.

Some additional uses 1) computers could he information
storage and retrieval, to free teachers from routine clerical
worL, and keeping up with technology. It took hundreds of
years Col- education to feel the effects of the printing nres,
but it will not take so long to Feel the effects of the computer.

John Shirey

1'o f fman , Jonathan
How a Computcr 11,-..lps a_ Teacher to Teach

Tloo l 7\fzin rOc t co-Fer 16-13

The Providence, Rhode Island, school system is utilizing
an automated record keeping system to gain precise in
about students' progress. The system, implemented on an Im
1130, was jointly developed by the Providence School District
and National Educational Program Associates, a lloston consult-
ing Firm.

The initial project was developed for a !.lode] Cities rvld-
jag program for students in grades one throw _01 yight. The Pro-
gram was designed around a list or 124 reading skill objectives
The pro.;ram currently involves students in six schools. The
first year of oneration for these schools showed all grades
hith gains from four to twelve months greater than predicted.

The computer is used to store information about each stu-
dent's nrogress, the time taken to achieve an objective, and
the materials used in that learning process. From this infor-
mation is generated objective attainment analysis lists, pro-
gress reports for distribution to parents, a materials-effec-
tiveness evaluation, a monthly materials cost analysis report
by objective, a yearly summary of materials cost and teacher
time spent on each objective, and summaries of standardized
test results for each teacher's class.

The introduction of the new reading program called for
(\tensivo inservicc trairing for teachers. It also has changed
the role of the administrator: "...administrators, while not
instructor.,, have hecome legitimate instructional leaders. %s
the monitoring , 'stem signals teacer and parents. so t il:-

VOIVvs, the school administrators more -,losely than ever in th,
teaching-learning Process."

Jac}: Slingerland
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Lawler, R. Michael
:=elected Instructional Strategics in ComiLuter-manated instruction
Florida stato University, Tallahasse, Computer Assisted Instructional
Center, 1972, 30 pages

This article reports on the results of a study of the differential
effects of three instructiohal strategies in a computer-managed instruct-
ion (cMi) environment. Subjects were 167 undergraduates in a health
education course at Florida State University. Criteria for .instructioral
success included performance, attitudes, and time spent.

Forty-one students received traditional classroom instruction (CI)
and served as a control group. The remaining students were randomly as-
signed to one of thr'a CMI treatments. For these latter students, the
course was divided into 14 modules with a total of 32 objectives. Through- -

out the course, module posttests (5 items per objective) were administered;
the criterion for passing a module test was set at 80 per cent. During
the first week of classes the pretest and attitude measures were adminis-
tered to all students. For the remainder of the quarter, the CMI students
proceeded with their study of appropriate self-instructional materials.
When a student felt prepared, he scheduled time on a CAI terminal and was
administered the posttest on the module he had completed. Upon course
completion, the attitude measures and final examination were administered
to all students.

Of the CMI treatment groups, the Remedial Prescription-Forced Mast-
ery represented the most typical CMC strategy. If students in this group
failed to reach criterion on an objective, they were presented remedial
prescriptions and were required to take another randomly chosen set of
items until they reached criterion. Students in the lemedial Prescription
Fv)rced eroeression group who failed to reach criterion on an objective were
presented only the remedial prescriptions and were not permitted to re-
peat the failed posttetei. In the Forced Progression group, studeAts who
failed to roach criterion on an objective were given neither remedial
ereseriptions nor were they eermitted to repeat the failed posttest.

The results demonstrated a general superiority of the CMI groups on
nal examination performance (p. Z.., .05) . This superiority was attributed
(a) A greater degree of familiarity with the objectives and criteria,
(R) possihle differences in levels of achievement motivation on the

inal examination. Among the CMI groups, the "forced mastery" groups did
significantly hatter on the final exam (p< .05). No significant differ-
ences were demonstrated between the four q-oups in terms of attitude
change. For were there significant differ -- in study time or in the
1-,1171Lr o days required to complete half or of the module posttests.
Average time on the computer for all CMI students was approximately 3.5
hours, while CI students spent 30 hours in the classroom.

Oscar V. Evenson
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Na t:srs , P.:1C11.:11'd : Ni sh i t (hail : Horow z , John P: nnd

n
Lurger,, v

i if ve oprien t of t nd v (.1,11Ni .7.0d rruct ion w' t )r Compu I r

urp o t

Procee(Vinps of the 1972 Confer,nce on Computers in Undergraduate
('urriculum, published by ''egional Education lioard,
Atlantn, Ceorgia 31)313

The gap between large instructional projects such as nro-
ject MAN and what a nai l group of teachers might hope to dc-
sign and implement is appallingly great. The auaors describe
what one group of teachers has done to implement a small instrut
tional management that provide self-evaluation for the student,
course review. for the instructor, and an opportunity to proceed
into more sophisticated computer-supported instruction."

The system consists of three programs. (The is for entering
the answer hey and related comments. A second progran i the
on( which the student uses when entering his answers. The last
program 1.eeps statistics on students' responses and prepares
reports for the instructor's use.

Under this system the student enters his answers to a

printed Tie!;tion list. The responses are scored and, at the
instructor's option, correct answers are prennted. individual
comments from the instructor to the student are also printed.

Tbe article contains sample outputs from each program and
offers ,;uggestiens for future developmeats of these prograw;.

lack Slingerland
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i rw,, Help (ire:, Re,;(1,

an :ducat n, (,lure

1-;OVACK stands for lifereht:.ated, oral, visual, aural, computerid,
kinesthetic. It is in the experimental. stage in a community in noith-
west Florida. DoVAFK is heist used wtth students who are way behind in
realti and vocahuhriy. It works as follows. The student dictates a story
to a tape recorder. overnight, that story is punched onto cards and ted
into a computer. It is typed exactly a; the child dictated it, had gam-
mar and all. The next day, the child may sit and listen to the story
detiitied the day before. He is also provided with j printout of his
story which he can read as he listens to it.

The F,OVCY student spends one class period c, icy in the nrogram. The
first thing he does during thi: period is to tal,:e out his folder which
contains previously dictated stores as printed out by theCControl Data
6400 computer located at Florida State University. "tich time he dictotes
a story, a DnVACY teacher or ,rid listen'i to it: as she Hunches it onto
cards. then redictates it: or him, replacing his strong Afro-American
dialect with standard Friglish pronouncirtion without changing the originul
word orde."

ketu.,_ the -ti.lident does anythiT1'.1 recor and printout :;

he dictatrv-.: a new story. Prer.erahly, no dictates somethitil:-: Ue has recently

..x:ion.e.ticorl--a television show for instance. Ti- L1'-.t of his own experi -
en 7,".A'ACK' s core ph i los opiiv .

saw, :iontinues w :h whjch can consist
rinue o aetivities. e tho of the

listenirJ; with his ear phon,:.s to ':Us teacher's v.rc
carefully proncuncin the words. i(=,VACK student might then choose
o:der story fi%:,m his file and read it aloud to another student or a grout)

trldents. Cr he might listen to another student read to him.

1.1(1 jr-r,mar is not ignored forever. From several of the child's
, t story in the third person it; made, using cw:rect gram-

7h,, child reads !hi:; story aloud and studies it as another way of
had said earlier.

:Amin iaterecl every six days on the new words the pupil 'r,as
ihtro±Liced sine the last exam. F'very thirty six days the student is

for :xogrcss resorts are printed lonit with a scatter
icllt S of all student:: to assist teach ,r in viewing ?ach

,H,tudents orogies:J with respect to the entire NAIACK population.

It, a:-Te,rr the surfacc that D()17.C.: rift fl:;% of al
It is not the o^17 .

iny
the ex,-etiment die i,i that b:".VAC ,iaotild be made economically

feasible to anyone who wants to use it.

John Shirey
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SECTION A: Administrative Uses of Computers

Csverview

It is becoming increasingly clear that we stand at a crossroads in
education. This is true in all areas that are usually considered integral
parts of this concept - teaching, learning, the learner, curriculum, ev-
aluation and measurement, philosophy, and administration - to name a few.
We are in the midst of one of the greatest revolutions in recorded history,
the technological revolution. The explosion is chronicled all around us,
whether we consider organ transplants, space exploration, or communica-
tion systems. A prin.e mover of this revolution is the computer. A baby's
cry in California is diagnosed by computer. A hank in Washington offers
computer nrintouts showing customers their cumulative budgetary exnendi-
tures by category. A college in Jew York experiments with shopping by
televised computer hookups. Heart diseases are detected, complex space
voyages are controlled, school enrollments are projected, all by computers.
It is our belief that within our lifetime, the computer will significantly
alter the life of every human being on this planet. The power exists; it
will grow. Someone will control it. Someone will make decisions (compu-
ter based) that will affect you, your schools, your students, and your
teachers. If educators are to have a voice in the uses of computers in the
educational process, we must learn about the computer and consider the im-
plications of the computer for education.

Educational Administration. The contributors to this chapter on adminis-
trative uses of the computer faced a basic problem. What is administra-
tion? What tasks performed by computers can he called administrative?

There are several well known models or definitions of educational ad-
ministration. Getzels and Giha have characterized administration as a
role in a social system. Knezevich and others discuss administration in
terms of a series of tasks, including such things as curriculum, business,
pupil personnel services, facilities, and public relations. Fayol, Gulick,
Litchfield, Sears and others have proposed a model of administration as
a process involving planning, organizing, coordinating and evaluating. Some
authors view administration as various combinations of these and other defi-
nitions.

It is clear, then, that different readers of this section will view ad-
ministration differently. Add to that problem the fact that elementary and
secondary school administration have important differences. How can we con-
sider everyone's view? In attempting to solve this problem, acknowledgement
is made of these different views. Therefore, the content of this section
has been written for everyone making administrative decisions and engaged or
interested in administrative (organizational leadership and management)
activities.

Problem Areas. There are certainly economic deterrents which prevent the use
of computers in school administration. Limited school budgets are already
stretched just to keep un with the status quo. It is difficult to justify
large expenditures of money for comnuters unless significant nositive results
can be demonstrated. Moreover, money used for administrative purposes is not
available to use for instructional nurnoses. We must admit that it is diffi-
cult to not justify these large expenditures for tools, teachers, curriculum,
methods, structures which improve the instructional process. To justify
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administrative use of computers involves careful planning, design, imple-
mentation and evaluation (many of these topics are discussed in other areas
of the handbook). It is difficult, if not impossible, to demonstrate for
and convince school boards and administrations of the practical and
future uses of the computer unless they are willing to he educated in this
area. All educators, not just administrators, need to explore any method
or concept that will enhance our educational system.

In addition to economic considerations and the need to know more about
the commuter, there is a serious problem in the preparation of Personnel
qualified specifically to design, establish and operate educational data
processing systems in school districts. If computers are to he seriously
considered for educational uses, we must nrepare people in this line of
work who have had experiences in the classroom and in school management.
No longer can we allow people and agencies outside of educational circles
to control education in terms of computer applications, textbooks, stand-
ardized tests, etc... It is time for educators to direct these activities.
This does not imply that we cannot learn from the experience of others.
We certainly should and must do so. This does imply that educators are re-
sponsible for education.

why Computers in Administration? To balance, or overbalance, the deter-
ring factors already mentioned, there are factors promoting computer tech-
nology in schools. Administrators are certainly looking for ways to re-
lease teachers from clerical and routine paper work. Also, they are seek-
ing and using types of information never collected before which is new
deemed necessary to make decisions concerning the efficient and effective
operation of a school or district. For improvement of curricula, rapid
feedback, for the diagnosis of student needs, asesiment of results, and
for efficient instructional use of diversified materials, automated cata-
loging and retrieval systems are neces_arv. Innovations call for computers;
computers, in turn, facilitate innovations.

What are some conclusions to be drawn concerning the use of the
computer in administrative tasks? Ample evidence abounds to support the
application and acceptance of the computer when it is used for masses of
data related to well-defined tasks, when processing is highly repetitive,
when rules for decisions are specific, when nrocesses are to be repeated
riny times under a variety of conditions, and when there is great demand
for speed. 'ohen computerization has been app upriately applied to educa-
tional data there is little doubt that it has reduced the amount of profes-
sional time and energy previously devoted to clerical work; it has reduced
the unit cost of data processing and it has facilitated the development of
new techniques, resources and processes not before feasible with previous
technoloay.

rim, of the most valuable (some would question this) results from intro-
ducing commuter technology into education has been the need to examine
more precisely the nature of learning itself and t-:" accompanying proced-
ures, schedules, objectives and assumptions. Put a different way, the com-
puter is a valuable tool in the study of the nature of learning and the ed-
ucational process.

Technology ehanges the role of the administrator. As the administrator
mlaces increased reliance on the computer and automated procedures, he or
she must understand what this implies. A computer can supply the school
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administrator with more comprehensive and up-to-late information. However,
access to more data does not ensure wise selection or use of it. The most
striking feature of computer technology in the wide gap between practice
And notential. This disparity applies both in the nature and scone of
applications and in the breadth of understanding and acceptance of the
power of these anplications to improve education. Computers cannot eliminate
human failure, but they can enhance success of human endeavor.

Remainder of This Chanter. The following reports include discussions on
and/or examples of adAinistrative uses of the computer. The first section
covers the current state of the art. This area has been delineated into
five divisions of administrative tasks; finance, facilities, personnel,
curriculum, and students. Many of the tasks listed are currently being
performed for administrators whose districts have contracts with OTIS
(Oregon Total Information Service).

Accountability is a keyword to today's administrator. The section on
Management Systems discusses three models; PPBS (Planning Prcgrammed Bud-
geting Systems), PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Techniques), and RRPM
(Resources Requirements Prediction Model). These technique analyses offer
the administrator a tool with which to plan, implement, and evaluate pro-
grams and resources.

The next section briefly covers the counseling asnects as an area
which receives considera?)le administrative attention. This is followed by
some comments intended to give a brief future perspective. A list of re-
sources and a selected bibliography concludes this chapter.

The programs and examples which are listed and/or discussed do not
encompass all current uses of the computer. The intention is to inform the
reader of some current activities involving the computer in the administra-
tive field.

t,eneral Administrative Uses

Comnuter technology is advanced far beyond actual school administrative
uses. Moreover, educators are far behind in their ability to define their
needs and problems, and in turn, have not communicated to the computer sys-
tem designer what they want. Present hardware can be programmed to do a
great many of the listed functions of administration. It should be kept in
mind that the computer is a tool that relieves people of tedious projects and
assignments. It can perform these tasks faster and more accurately with
greater economy than is possible with people.

The administrative functions can he listed under five headings:
1) Finance; 2) Facilities; 3) Personnel; 4) Curriculum; and 5) Stivients.
in all of the functions listed below the computer can Play a significant
role, either assisting the school administrator in the task, or handling the
task completely.

Finance.

A. Budgeting and Accounting

1. Making analysis of estimates and requests for funds.
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2. Allocating funds to specified categories and keeping up-to-date
bookkeeping system with a constant analysis of nrojected spending
compared to actual spending.

3. Projected cost and estimated incomes with analysis of the total
overall budget.

4. Printout of financial reports to various levels of responsibilities
i.e., hoard, state, and federal agencies.

R. Payroll

1. Preparation of payroll with automatic printing of checks.
2. Maintenance of accounts of each employee for quick retrieval and

analysis.
3. Preparation of reports to tax, retirement, and insurance officials

as well as the employee.
4. Salary accounting from various budget categories and to various edu-

cational programs.
5. Complete analysis of payroll expenditures with regard to budgeted

amounts.
6. Preparation of proposed salary schedule and analysis of input on

overall budget.

C. Purchasing

1. Accumulation of requisition for quantity purchasing.
2. Automatic control of encumbrance and release funds.
3. Maintains complete analysis of materials and supplies from vendors

along with all statistical information.
4. Make available an analysis of disposition of goods and services

purchased.
Preparation of requisition procedures for stock items with auto-
matic recording.

6. Makes allocations of costs to budget categories and projects.
7. Prepares routing and delivery schedules for instructional and

office supplies.
R. Continuous up-to-date inventory of supplies and materials both in

use and stocked.
9. generation of bill and general debiting and crediting to proper ac-

counts with immediate follow up of unpaid hills.
10. Preparation of food ordering, inventory and payment of accounts.
11. Analysis of available food items and price in relation to diet and

pupil eating habits.
12. Projected cost and income of food services.

All of these functions can he and are being provided by comnuter uti-
lization. Not every school district involves the computer in these areas
of finance; however, in large districts the economics provided by using
un-to-date data processing are worth investigating. Keep in mind, though,
that any and all of the areas of finance can be and are being handled by
neonle.

Facilities.

A. Maintenance

1. Scheduling of preventative maintenance.
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2. Replacement scheduling and cost appraisal of building item.
3. Cost analysis of product reliability and durability.
4. Repair scheduling with cost comnared to replacement of itemq for

hatter decision making.
5. Depreciation schedules.

B. suture Building Needs

1. Projected building need based on student population and community ex-
pansion.

2. Up-to-date analysis of building costs and projected costs.
3. Prenaration of budget and election materials for community sunnnrt.

Personnel.

1. Job evaluation and analysis of need and nerformance.
2. Complete records of staff with un-to-date experience and qualifications.
3. Salary information and renlacement.
4. Personnel selection information from interviews with up-to-date comnari-

sons of candidates qualifications.
5. Personnel evaluations.
6. Personal files of staff status with respect to district, state, and

federal requirements.
7. Scheduling of teacher loads and classroom assignments.

Curriculum--Registration and Scheduling. Scheduling and registration have been
two of the first areas of application utilized by most public schools and has
considerable acceptance among administrators.

Reasons for the use of computers in registration and scheduling include:
1) business data processing equipment is well developed and suitable; 2) large
increases in enrollment--with wide varieties of student needs, highly varied
curriculum, and course offerings often exceeding 100--have caused tremendous
clerical burdens; and 3) it allows a school to carry out routine information
processing with increased speed and accuracy.

Basic obstacles in computer application in registration and scheduling
have been: 1) cost, 2) lack of adequately trained educators to plan and su-
nervise the activities, and 3) lack of good access to adequate computer fa-
cilities.

In scheduling and registration, the administrator must gather informa-
tion regarding his staff, the facilities to be used, the course offerings,
student course selections and other information on how the school wishes to
conduct its business. The information is fed into a computer which collates
the material and prepares reports of use to the school administration.
These may include:

1. Records of course requests.
2. Analysis and comparison between requests and actual proposed program.
3. Check for course prerequisites
4. Listing of students requesting special courses.
5. Conflict schedules
6. taster schedule preparation.
7. Simulation of the master schedule for puxnoses of refinement.
8. Class schedules.
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9. Counselor assignment lists.
10. Temporary and varified class lists for teachers.
11. Room utilization and room assignment lists.
12. Extracurricular activity time assignments.
13. Locker assignment and lock combination records.

With this information available, the administrator can more easily
analyze teacher loads, room loads, and student demand for courses. lie can

better answer questions such as, "How many courses are available in each
field and at what levels?" and "How many and what kinds of students are
taking these courses?"

An area just beginning to he explored by administrators is that of
projecting enrollment changes. Questions such as, "Will the school dist-
rict's enrollment continue to grow (or decline) at the same rate it has in
the nast sev:Iral years?", "Do I know now many children, by grade level, I

can expect rrom those new housing developments?", and "Should I build more
permanent classrooms now? What about five years from now?" are typical. A

rood school management information system can provide answers to such ques-
tions. It can aid in the exploration of answers to these and similar
questions under a variety of assumptions of possible changing population.

Students--Census, Attendance Accounting, Progress PeTorting. Student cen-
r,us is composed of facts regarding age, sex, grades and grade level, int-
e.-ests, test scores, attendance, health information, and socio-economic
background of a pupil.

Through analysis and/or correlation of different items and factors
stored in data files, and administrator can obtain:

1. Enrollment projections and pre-school surveys.
2. Federal employment of narent surveys.
3. Attendance law compliance information.
4. Student directories; addresses, phone numbers, etc.
5. School directories, district directories, and family unit direct-

ories.
r). Mailing labels for mailing school communications.
7. BuS transnortation and schedule control lists.

Attendance accounting provides the capability to collect and maintain
information needed for the state attendance report.

Available feedback or output for the administrator includes:

1. Daily attendance bulletins.
2. Period by period attendance accounting.
3. Weekly attendance report.
4. State quarterly report.
5. Annual report.
6. Recording, posting, and summarizing; by pupil, by classroom, by

school, and by district.
7. Listing of students with possible attendance oroblems.
3. Listing of students on suspension, with expected dates of return.
a. Listing of withdrawn students.
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Pupil progress reporting provides for collection of student Perform-
ance marks and the updating of the student's record in the data file.

Available output for an administrator includes:

1. Printing of report cards.
2. Exception listing (those not given one or more gra'es) .

3. Honor Roll--GPA
4. Accumulative Honor Roll -GPA rank within class.
5. Grade listing--year to date of courses and grades received.
6. 2upil transcript.
7. Grade analysis--by individual coursL and by individual teacher.
B. List of deviations from expected performance by student.
9. Progress reports--high and low achievers.

10. Correlations with ability groups.
11. Underachiever identification.
12. Computation of various averaging and ranking statistics.
13. Standardized test scoring -- student profiles, score lists, fre-

quency distributions, and correlations.

The ultimate purpose and objective of all decisions in education
should he related to the learner. Therefore, student data is the pivot
around which all the rest of the data and all administrative decisions must
he based.

Since a wide variety of background information concerning each student
can he collected and accessed, one must avoid possible invasion of an in-
dividual's rights. One must make sure that data is not indiscriminately
put into pupil files and that access to these files is carefully regulated.

Administrative uses of the computer are certain to expand within the
next few years. A major trend is the development of total integration
systems, capable of gathering information from any of the five areas pre-
viously mentioned, and, on request, presenting it in a meaningful report
to the school administrator as background for decision making. Specific
examples of such systems are OTIS (Oregon Total Information System)
based in Eugene, Oregon and TIES (Total Information Education System) in
operation in Minnesota.

Management Systems

As schools become larger and more diversified, it becomes necessary
to develop tools for management of the system. Computers can and are being
used by schools to facilitate planning, developing programs, and budgeting
of programs. In this section a planning-programming-budgeting system is
defined and explained and the roles that the computer is playing and will
he playing, in the total management of schools is discussed.

PPBS. A Planning-Programming-Budgeting System (PPBS) is a major system
analysis technique enabling school administrators to identify objectives,
delineate programs to achieve objectives, analyze alternatives, allocr.te
resources over a snecific period of time, and compare costs and effective-
ness.

Program Planning Budget Systems refer to output oriented programs and
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activities of an organization to specific resources that are nonnallv
stated in budget dollars. Both programs and resources are projected for
at least five years in the future. Emphasis is placed upon outputs, cost
effectiveness and methods, rational planning techniques, long-range ob-
jectives, and analytical tools for decision making.

The concept of PPBS was introduced to industry and government in the
early 1920's. However, the technique of relating budget costs to program
outout was not recognized as a powerful management tool until the Hoover
Commission in 19413 recommended its implementation in government agencies.

PPBS became an operating reality in 1961, when Robert McNamara re-
quired its implementation for budget management in the Department of De-
fense. The successful implementation of PPBS in the Department of Defence
inspired President Johnson in 1965 to issue an executive order to the
effect that all federal government agencies would he required to change
their function-object oriented budgets to a program accountability focus.
With the pressure from society on educational institutions to be account-
able came the presence of PPBS in public education. During the past five
years, educational institutions have carefully and slowly approached the
utilization of PPBS, and in some districts exnerimental programs have
been established. The implementation of PPBS techniques have been haste-
ned during the past two or three years because state legislatures are be-
ginning to carefully scrutinize the output factors in education in re-
lation to increased appropriations. The outgrowth of this increasing leg-
islative concern is the need on the part of educators to demonstrate
accountability in terms of substantiating requests for funds through the
development of standards or measures by which educational output can he
measured.

As of 1972, approximately 1,000 school districts in 10 states had
achieved uneven rates of success with PPBS, e.g., Dade County, Florida;
Skokie, Illinois; Pear]. River, New York; Darien, Connecticut; Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania; and Shoreline, Washington. All of these schools have some
form of PPBS, although it may be given a different name. Locally, in
Oregon, there are several schools beginning a PPBS program, e.g., McMinn-
ville and Cottage Grove. The program in McMinnville, Oregon is referred
to as PPBES {Program, Planning, Budgeting, Evaluation System). In Cottage
Grove the PPBS program is referred to as SPECS (School Planning, Evaluation,
and Communications System). Although there are many different names for
PPB systems they are all basically similar. The future of PPBS seems prom-
ising in that it offers schools an opportunity to design a long-term plan
for creative instruction. In addition, PPRS helps relate the cost of a
program to its merits and links all areas of schools such as teacher aids,
supporting activities, research, libraries, administration, research and
development of subject matter in terms of tine and cost.

specifically, most PPB systems assist in answering the following
questions:

what objectives should the school achieve?
How effectively are existing programs achieving them?
What are the long-term plans?
what resources are needed and how can they he allocated to best
advantage?
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Are there promising alternative annroaches to securing better results?
Are the funds the public supplies for schools a good investment?
How could the return be improved?
What priorities should he established among the goals and programs?
Should some activities he eliminated? Which ones?
What activities should be given greater support?
Should taxes be increased?
How will additional revenue he spent?
What specific benefits will result?
Should some of the current responsibility of the schools be turned
over to other agencies?
Should the schools assume additional functions to fulfill unmet needs?
What are they?

The first step in a PPB system is listing what the school system ex-
pects to do. The objectives must he stated in clear, precise, and as far
as possible, measurable terms so that they can be used as bases for evalu-
ating the effectiveness of educational activities. The school then pro-
ceeds to explore alternatives for achieving its objectives, chooses the
most promising and feasible approaches, analyzes its program needs, and
allocates resources necessary to carry out learning activities needed to
achieve the goals. Evaluation, inherent in PPBS, reveals the extent to
which the objectives supported by the allocated resources have been ach-
ieved.

Through the consideration of alternatives, the process encourages
innovation, personnel involvement, and program improvement. The total
educational endeavor must he integrated. The line-item concept of budget-
ing must be replaced by a new way of thinking and of allocating funds. If

for example $15,000 is budgeted for technical assistants, the budget
must show nrecisely the purpose the expenditure will accomplish. Input is
determined as it is needed to nroduce desired output.

The computer is an essential ingredient in the program planning bud-
get process. Its capability to carry out alternative sets of commutations
rapidly provides the core for decision making. Since the PPBS process re-
quires many people in the organization to be conversant with objectives,
programs, and program costs, the output generated by the computer provides
a clean communications link between every level. Also, it is well to note
that program planning budget systems require a considerably greater amount
of data than do traditional budgets. The computer with its data storage
canahilities and rapid retrieval abilities serves a very useful purpose in
the management of this dimension of PPBS. The very future of PPBS denends
on the ability of organizations and schools to make use of computers and
their capabilities.

PERT. Program Evaluation and Review Techniques has received widespread at-
tention in government and industry. It appears that there may be applica-
tion of PERT to educational nrohlems and activities of a varied nature,
including school construction, research projects of all types, and budget
planning. Essentially, PERT is a management control technique which may
or may not he comnuterized.

The basic procedure is to establish an ordered sequence of events to
he achieved (network or flow plan). Associated with each event is one of
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three tine estimates; optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic. The tech-
nique allows for probabilities to he attached to reaching intermediate
events and the end objective on schedule. The probability is a calcu-
lation of what people think about the future and not a calculation of the
future itself.

The technique is further refined by odditional input concerninn pro-
gress toward an identified objective on a regular time basis. The three
basic outputs of a computer PERT analw7is are:

1. The expected time of completion of each event.
2. The identification of slack and critical areas in the orograms.
3. An expression of the probability of equaling or meeting the

current schedule and the specification of the latest date by
which every event must he completed in order to meet the end
objective.

According to Kaimann (1967);

Educational administrators are finding increasing evi-
dence of these control techniques applied to construc-
tion projects. Alert administrators are extending the
educational application to include those large nebu-
lous research projects supported by grant funds. A

number of local administrators are annlying PERT to
small but essential planning functions. All told,
evidence is rapidly pointing toward a wealth of an-
nlications of PERT for better, more efficient, and
more precise administration at all levels of educatio-
nal administration. (p. 243).

PRPm. The Resource Requirements Prediction Model is an instructional cost
simulation model for use in all tynes of post-secondary institutions in-
cluding community colleges, vocational schools, and large and small four-
year institutions with or without major research activities.

Develooment of the PRPM at the National Center for Higher Education
Manaoement Systems (NCHEMS) has been a long and arduous process. Many
exnerimental prototypes were developed along the way; many concepts were
tried and evaluated. The latest RRPM version (RRPM 1.6) has resulted from
the work and contributions of many people over the past several years.
The model is supported by the Western Interstate Commission for Higher Ed-
ucation (WICVE) .

The content of cost simulation in higher education has received con-
siderable attention over the Past several years. A primary purpose of
PRP1 is to generate information necessary for the nrenaration of instruct-
ional nrogram budgets. Institutional data, either historical or nrojected,
may /;,1 put in the model. RRPM calculates program cost information and re-
source requirements needed to undertake a given series of programs.

Another purpose of RRPM is to nrovide institutions with a flexible
tool to analyze various institutional alternatives for utilization of a
limited set of resources. The model has been designed as a long-range
- Manning tool to aid higher-level management in rapidly determining
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resource implications of alternative policy and planning changes. Em-

ploying the model in this experimental mode, the user may ask a series
of "what if" questions related to admission policies, curriculum changes,
etc.

For those institutions with the analytical and programming capability
RRPM provides a point of departure for their own modeling efforts. it is

hoped that RRPM is sufficiently flexible to nermit adaptation to specific
institutional requirements without modification of the commuter programs.
However, some institutions will want to change the format of reports or
other items. Toward this end, the model has been constructed with a modu-
lar scheme that makes modification of reports, etc., relatively convenient.

RRPM 1.6 generates four different types of reports, any or all of
which may be requested by the user. These types are: 1) organizational
unit reports providing line-item budgets for various organizational units
within the institution, 2) program budget reports indicating the disci-
pline or department contributions to various instructional programs, 3)
institutional summary reports, and 4) formatted display reports that show
all parameter data for the institution.

Computers in Counseling

Counselors in our schools need comprehensive, accurate, and up-to-
date di',.ta if they are to be effective in assisting students to make de-
cisions. Many times the data is needed immediately to capitalize upon a
critical moment in the counseling session. New means of collecting, nro-
cessing, and accessing information have been developed in the past few
years. It is becoming evident that the computer can contribute signifi-
cantly to the general area of guidance and counseling. Computers can store
information concerning vocations, careers, and college admission require-
ments in addition to storing, organizing, calculating, analyzing, and out-
putting data into a meaningful form for both the counselor and student.

The role of the counselor varies from district to district and school
to school. In many school situations, the counselor is a giver of infor-
mation and is not a trained person in handling emotional and psychological
problems. If all counselors were trained in the latter area and fulfilled
that role in the school system, the computer could certainly be integra-
ted into the system as the preliminary information giver in the area of
careers, requirements, test results, etc. However, it may not be too
long before the computer and the student may interact concerning personal
problems which the student may not wish to discuss with the counselor.
This type of program is for the most part still experimental, an example
being ELIZA, developed at M.I.T. in 1966. This program permits certain
types of dialogue between human and computer. The interactive dialogue
between human and computer is a key area of research in the field of arti-
ficial intelligence, and is also important in computer assisted instruc-
tion.

Present Systems for Vocational Guidance. The O.S. Office of Education re-
poets (1969) several systems in the planning or implementation stage.
Those reported at that time were
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The Harvard-Needs-Newton Information System for Vocational Decisions
The TRM Experimental Educational and Career Exploration Center
The American Institutes for Research Comprehensive Vocational Guid

ance System
The SDC Vocational Counseling System
The Rochester Career Guidance Project
The Pennsylvania State University Computer-Assisted Career Explora-

tion System
The University of Oregon GUIDPAK system
The Willowbrook Computerized Vocational Information System
The Palo Alto Computer-Based Course Selection and Counseling System
The Bartlesville Total Guidance Information Sunport System

All of the above systems include programs involving information retrieval.
Computers excel at this task and complete the job faster and more objectively
than any other method. A complete (ideal) system should provide four main
support benefits for the counselor:

1. Instant information to support the counseling interview.
2. A rapid diagnostic capability which eliminates human time in

searching, calculating, interpreting and analyzing data.
3. Instructional type capability to provide information to students

in a vast number of areas.
4. A synthetic confrontation therany dialogue for those students who

prefer to have a non-human entity listen to these personal problems.

Since its beginning the University of Oregon GUIDPAK system is widely used
in Oregon, and is representative of what can be done in this field. Since
its beginning, its name has been changed to C.I.S. (Career Information
System), and will he referred to henceforth in this section as C.I.S. The
project was funded by the Manpower Administration of the Department of
Labor in 1969 to help solve the problems that vocational guidance counsel-
ors are faced with today. C.I.S. is a statewide agency which provides
current labor market information to schools, social agencies, and individu-
als in Oregon. The system is both computerized and non-computerized. The
members of C.I.S. include the Oregon State Board of Education, Oregon Employ-
ment Division, Community Colleges, Intermediate Education Districts, local
school districts, and both state universities.

The system provides the labor market information to the individual
in a number of ways. A questionnaire is one of the main features of the
system. This questionnaire is available in a computer program or in
needle sort deck cards. The questionnaire helps the students explore oc-
cupations related to their self-assessed interests and abilities.

Another feature of the system is the occunational descriptions. 'this

is a brief summary of each occupation in the system, including current local,
state and national labor market information. Other features of the system
include educational and training information, bibliography and books, cas-
settes, and names of local people available to discuss their occunations
with interested individuals.

C.I.S. is currently available in most high schools and junior high
schools in Lane, Coos, and Curry Counties. C.I.S. is also available in
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some of the schools in Multnomah County. It is projected that next year
c.I.s, will he used by 100,000 students in Oregon. C.I.S. is in the nro-
cess of setting up its system in Jackson and Josephine Counties.

For complete details about C.I.S., write to Bruce McKinlay, Director,
Career Information System, 247 Hendricks Hall, University of Oregon, Eu-
gene, Oregon 97403.

Although it is doubtful, in fact not even desirable, that the computer
will replace the teacher, the administrator or the councelor, it may cer-
tainly change the roles of all educational personnel. Thus, all educators
may he able to allocate their time and resources to more effective communi-
cation with one another and certainly to more interaction with students
in our classrooms and schools. Specifically, the computer may allow the
counselor to make better use of his listening, empathetic and re lective
skills.

The Future

In any area of endeavor involving the computer, we are limited by our
own imagination and creativity. Is it possible that in the future:

1. Every administrative decision will he computer-assisted, and
that many decisions will he totally computer made?

2. ?..iministrators will he supplied with a school information Packet
that contains the accumulated knowledge of many regarding
learning, teaching, and administration?

3. An administrator will be able to provide data to a computer
as he does now to a secretary or dictaphone -Ind receive out-
put consisting of alternatives with cost/benc-i.t analyses and
a recommended decision?

4. Computer systems will be able to output warnings on potential
problem areas such as staff conflicts, material shortages, student
underachievement, curriculum problems, evaluative crisis on
innovative programs?

These questions and many similar ones Itave already been partially answereri
by researchers. Perhaps the most ambitious project concerning computer
simulation in long-range planning of complex educational systems is the Asian
educational Model (see bibliography). This model was developed in 1966
by two staff members of UNESCO working with five Asian consultants at the
7THEScO Regional Education Office in Bangkok. The function of the model is
to forecast and simulate educational systems at any given point in the
near or distant future. The model serves as a tool to be used by educational
nlanners to demonstrate instantly the implications of any quantifiable change
in the educational system or in any factor directly affecting it. Examples
include the implications of such decisions as: ntroducinq compulsory
education, changing the pupil-teacher ratio, altering the level of teachers'
qualifications or their salaries, changing a government's manpower needs
or revising the amount of gross national product devoted to education.

A total of 2ao questions covering the most important elements of As-
ian educational systems were framed in algebraic equations and fed into
the computer. These questions concerned different educational natterns
and snecific situations at all levels, in each Year until 1989. Given
the necessary data (which admittedly are projections in many long-term
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educational system will he like at any level, at any given date, and in
any tvnc' of grade or school. It can be learned what school enrollments
are likely to be at different levels in any future date, given certain con-
ditions. If a country's target is, for example, 100,010 pupils graduating
from secondary schools, the model can tell educators what will he needed
on a quantitative basis to bring this about--teachers, primary school in-
take, capital investment in school buildings, equipment, etc. The model
predicts various situations on the basis of given educational hynotheses,
and it can also show what must be done to alter these hypotheses, if neces-
sary, to achieve a desired result and situation.

An examnle:

A country may, for example, wish to know now what the size
of enrollment in the third year of a university science de-
oartment will be in 1978. The answer, as worked out in less
than a minute, would have to take into account such factors
as: the number of children born in 1958 and who survived
till the age of six when they presumably entered first
grade of primary school; the proportion of all six year
olds entering first grade in 1964; the proportion continu-
ing through primary school from grade to grade; the pro-
portion entering secondary school and their distribution
among various types of specialized education; the proportion
continuing on from grade to grade in secondary education;
the proportion entering higher education and their distri-
bution among various branches of study; and the proportion
continuing through higher education until 1978 (p. 122).

However, in considering such a problem, the determining proportion
mentioned above are in themselves influenced by such educational factors
as the availability of schools and the efficiency of the educational sys-
tem itself, as well as by changing demographic situations, social, poli-
tical and economic requirements and constraints. The UNESCO team believes
that the model can he applied to educational systems in all areas of the
world at a considerable saving of time, labor, and cost.

A Final Note

The emphasis throughout this article has been possible administrative
uses of commuters in education. We have not discussed the role of the
school administrator as the instructional leader in his school. However,
the school administrator is generally the key figure in determining the
nature and extent of any major instructional (curricular) change. Thus if
computers are to have a significant impact upon instruction it is imnera-
tive that school administrators learn about the Possibilities, the impli-
cations, and the problems. The modern school administrator need not he an
expert in the field of computers in education- -hut it is highly desirable
that he he more than a novice.
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Resources

Agencies, councils, and organizations available to the administrator

for information and assistance in orcyon.

CASEA - Center for the Advanced Study of Educational Administration, Uni-
versity of Oregon, Eugene

CIS Career Information System, University of Oregon, Eugene

ERIC - Educational Research Information Center, (Administration) Univer-
sity of Oregon, Eugene

NWREL Northwest R6gional Educational Laboratory, Portland

OAEDS - Oregon Association of Educational Data Systems

OCCE Oregon Council for Computer Education
Dr. Tim Kelly, President
Southern Oregon College, Ashland

OMEC Oregon Mathematics Education Council
325 13th Ave. N.E., Unit 203
Salem, Oregon 97301

OTIS Oregon Total Information Service, Eugene

In addition to the above resources, information can be obtained from:

Intermediate Education Districts
State Department of Education
Deans, Schools of Education
University and College Computing Centers
State and national associations of principals, superintendents
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by mike nunlan

Introduction

Introducing computers into school administration or school
curriculum represents a change from the status quo. The impetus
for such a change can come from above (the state, school board,
superintendent) or below (parents, teachers, students). The
school administrator is caught in between and is often the key
individual in deciding what will be done and/or the success of
the activity.

Teachers and administrators in Oregon who are already involved
in use of computers in education have often discussed among
themselves what it takes to get wider acceptance and usage of
computers. They generally come to the conclusion that the school
administrator is the key individual. Thus there has been con-
siderable support in the past few years for efforts to organize
and present computing workshops to school administrators. The
author of this article has been involved in several of these
workshops, two of which were during the late summer of 1973.
ihe ideas presented here proved useful in such activities and
led to successful workshops.

ti "workshop" might he a few hours in length, or several
days. The length of time available will have a considerable
effect upon the nature and goals of the workshop. The out-
line given later in this article served as the basis for a
successful three hour segment of a workshop that ran for
several days (the remainder of the workshop did not involve
the computer field).

In the next few naragraphs we will present eight steps
that one should consider following when planning and Presenting
a workshop. These tend to hold no matter what the subject
matter or audience.

EIGHT STEPS TO A SUCCESSFUL WOPKSPOP

As one plans a workshop for administrators, he must keep
in mind the importance of his task. The administrator needs
to become familiar with the use and application of the computer
in the school without fining turned off. The workshop should
strike a balance between exciting the administrator and
overstimulating him. It should concentrate on those areas
which are of greatest importance to the administrator-
curriculum and finance.

The following eight stens are useful if you are planning
a half-day workshop or a three day extravaganza. The key point
in the process is PLANNING!

1. Determine who the audience actually is. What is the back-
ground of the attendees? Do they have computer facilities?
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Are they hostile or do they accept the use of computers in
education? Is their major interest curriculum or budget?

2. Commit to paper your goals and objectives. If one can't
provide a specific set of desired outcomes for a workshop,
then maybe there is no purpose to the workshop. Ask yourself:
Why is the workshop being held? What are administrators ex-
pected to know when they are done? Po we want to change
attitudes? What attitudes? Pe certain that the the goals
and objectives are on paper so they can be referred to and up-
dated as planning continues.

Determine what specific topics need to he presented. The
material actually presented at a workshop should he designed
to meet the goals and objectives. Fach topic should contribute
to the overall impression you want to leave in the minds of
the administrators.

4. Determine the most logical and appropriate schedule of pre-
sentation. Re certain that in the presentation that ideas
flow in a logical order, that mb3or points are built out of
minor points, and that the pacing of the material is appro-
priate to the audience. For example, he certain that there
is not too much or too little demonstration. Remember that
short activites with variation work better than long-winded
presentations.

Before the session or presentation l'egins, get to know your
audience. Ask each person, if possible, to give his name,
tell of his special interest, where he is from, and what his
job is. This acitivity accomplishes two goals. First, it
permits the administrator to say something about himself and
therefore he feels a hit more comfortable. Second, it permits
you to see how well your audience matches the projected
audience. At this time you must be ready to make last-minute
changes in the program that best fit the needs of the audience.
If you were expecting mostly principals and you end un with
mostly counselors, then you might want to emphasize the use
of computers in counseling more than originally planned, and
de-emphasize some other topics.

6. The presentation: The presentation is the most visible
part of the entire workshop. Fven if the other planning has
been done carefully, it is still possible to fail here. here
are two important suggestions:

a) Get the very best speakers to deliver your talks; ones
who are the most interesting and have the widest back-
grounds.
h) Be certain that the mode of presentation is appropriate
to the group. In the metropolitan Portland area administra-
tors might like a very formal presentation; but in eastern
Oregon they might appreciate a down home chat.

7. Evaluate the workshop. This consideration is linked to the
development of goals and objectives. You know that you ac-
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complished something if you take time to evaluate. It is
important to consider the evaluatuon at the same time you
develop the presentation. Whatever the form of evaluation,
it should he specified in writing.

8. Document what you did. Administrative workshops are he-
coming more and more important and frequent. Document your
work and make it available to others so that every workshop
does not result in a re-invebtion of the wheel. Other people
need to know what you did; share with them!

VPROFTLE OF A SHCCFSSFUL WORKSHOP

The workshop described here was designed for a group of
about twenty administrators from small schools in eastern
Oregon. None of the schools had computing resources. The
time allocated to the workshop was three hours, and was part
of an in-service program which lasted several days. Two
people, with extensive backgrounds in instructional com-
puting, were selected to present the workshop in conjunction
with leaders in computing from the local college.

Planning

Step I: The two speakers allocated three hours of planning
time for a general discussion of administrator workshops and
the needs of this workshop.

Step 2: A set of outcomes was developed:

1. Develop awareness of available instructional materials
and support facilities for instructional use of computers.
2. Assist in development of "literacy" about the computer
and its use in the educational environment.
3. Provide a rationale for instructional computing.
4. Convince the administrator that he is important in the
development of instructional computing.
S. Provide some suggested steps to bring about the
desired change.

Step 3: Planning for the workshop.

A listing of suitable topics was constructed that supported
the five major outcomes. These topics were then evolved into
a presentation sequence which resulted in three presentation
periods alternated with three demonstration periods, each of
which was limited to about thirty minutes.

Step 4: Development of evaluation forms.
Step 5: The entire plan was submitted to two indenendeht
"experts' for their comments and suggestions. Some revision
was made to the plan at this time.
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Presentation

`c!-sion 17 The fist scrsion hegan by as1 ing each participant
to ivo li i or her name and position. The sneakers were then
able to e,etermine that the audience was the expected ono. The
next 3n minutes were snent in considering some basic infor-
ration:

a) Terminologythe terminology necessary to understand
computers in instruction was exnlained, defined, and
illustrated. (Timesharing, hatch processing, teletype,
terminal, simulation, etc.)
hl A profile of a successful project. The Rogue Valley
Council for Computer ['ducat-inn was discussed in detail.
The talk focused in the development, organ i zat ion , progress,
fundin, and support of the RVCCF. This presentation was
designed to show that others, in far parts of the state,
had been successful in obtaining instructional computing
through the combined efforts of a groin). The strong
suggestion was made that this could he done again.

Activity 1: After 3n minutes of presentation it was time to break
and change the pace of the workshop. This periodic break main-
tained interest at an extremely high level.

al A handout was given each workshop participant. It

contained the output of several instructionally oriented
programs. nne was presented from each of the following
areas: counseling, CAT, simulation. [ach program was
explained, and the participants allowed to select one to
he demonstrated.

h) The narticipants then went to the demonstration area
and began a run of the huntington water pollution study--
PnFUT (this is the topic they decided would most interest
them).
After a few minutes the administrators were running the
terminal themselves. Throughout the remaining activity
periods the administrators ran the terminal and no signi-
ficant technical assistance was needed. This ability
to run the machine themselves, and their ability to call
up and run programs, helped to underscore bow easy the
computer is to use. (liven though we were about as far
from the computer as we could he and still remain in
(regon, ',!a Bell performed flawlessly in maintaining our
long distance connection.)

The participants enjoyed the time with the computer and
the ability to move about the room. The freedom of move-
ment provided an opportunity to talk one to one with
sneakers. Little discussion groups were formed, and many
of the outcomes of the conference were carried out
informally.

Session 2: This session was devoted to the instructional uses
of the computer. It began by discussing the major areas in
instructional computing: computer literacy, CAI, CMI, CAL(CYI),
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programming and occupational counseling.
a. Fach of the major ideas in instructional computing was
defined, explained, and discussed. With each idea the speaker
presented one or two examples of its actual use in the school
and the benefit it could bring to the instructional program.
h. One of the major points stressed was that a school with
a small budget could simulate, on a computer, many of the
experiences that were too expensive to bring directly to the
students.
c. The question and answer period following the presentation
showed that the administrators desired these facilities for
their schools.

Activity 2: The previous 30 minutes of presentation left the
administrators anxious to try out some of the programs mentioned.
They seemed to have a special interest in the counseling ability
of the computer and spent much of the activity period exploring
with the aid of the Occupational Information Access System.

Session 3: This was the wrap up session. It attempted to tic
together all the information that had been disr:unsed in the
small groups with the information presented in the formal
sessions. One of the key points concerned ways that this p.r01111
could get started in instructional computing.

a. Among the major ideas for starting an instructional
program was the need for mutual cooperation.
h. Sourcec, of fu ing were considered, with suggestions
of where they would purchase computer facilities or
computer time. The power of their cooperative ability
to obtain finances was discussed along with the resources
available through their local Intermediate Fducation
District.

Activity 3: The last activity session began with the evaluation
of the workshop. The participants were pleased to help us
evaluate the result of the experience. The participants were
formally excused and thanked for their participation. However,
many stayed to either talk in small informal groups or to run
additional programs on the computer terminal.

('valuation

While the workshop did not fully meet all of its desired
outcomes, the administrators did: develon an awareness of
available instructional materials and surnort facilities; they
were somewhat more literate about the use of computers in in-
struction; many more clearly under5.tved ir,,portance of the
administrator's role in instructional cof-NItim!; and they had
several workable suggestions as to hew tev could pet started.

In general, the workshop was a itcc,(5. The ultimate success
of such an endeavor is to watch and see what activities happen
in the future.

SWIM:WY-------
In this article we have discussed the importance of administra-

tor workshops. Included was the idea that the administrator is



a kev person in the instructional application of the-computet.
light steps were presented which lead to the development of a
successful workshop. Finally, a profile of a successful work-
shop was given. That workshop was developed using the eight
steps outlined in this article.

The importance of administrator workshops cannot he dis-
counted. The key idea in the development and execution of
such workshops is PLANNING!
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Hann h, William J.
qhlIc Relat ions, Computers and Election Planning
choo1 :.lanagement, October, 1071 Pages 24-25

i.hat- does it take to pass a school financial. measure and how can
'diet tne outcome of the election? This issue is of vital importanc
:chool districts throughout the nation, if we are to maintain pul)lic

a functional institution in our society. Ie' integrating good
,'hl ic relations and computer science, the Pochester (Michigan) Community

have developed a plan of action that increase:; the chances of fav-
orable election results and involves the community in school support pro -
.;rams. This model could provide insights for other school districts pre-
:aring to go to the polls.

1.uiJic relations experts recognize that there are many different "pub-
lic in a school community. The computer provides us with a tool to
identify and isolate each "public" rapidly for getter election planning.
ne information found in voter registration records is key punched into

data cards: names, address, city, sex, ages, elementary attendance area,
:,roc not and voting frequency of every registered vte- in the district .

The community is sorted into "yes" and "no" groups, and the commuter
printouts clearly indicate the number of "yes" voter:; in the district.
ith this information a campaign can be geared to get the necessary num-

"ye" voters to the polls.

'n tits_' Pochester district, ::re-election +ht,,t ino cated that
HOrt WDllid come from three specitic groin, ;: 1) ,a-e-chool and elemen-

t.iry parents; 2) district employees; t) educators living in the district
working cutside the district. Welve hundred peot)le in the pre
)l and elementary public were registered but, had not voted in any

electi,)n in the p,ist five years. Special campaign literature war;
f: is oils particular grou and au all-out effort was made to ,

all 'no son-registered voters in this group registered. After the reg
deadline massed, the computer was again used to index and up-date

t:0.2 inf.,,rmation on each voter for future retrieval and analysis. From
';hear printouts came the information that led to the organization of
election groups to insure face to face contacts with potential "yes"

tors .

election day, poll watchers were furnished an alrhabetical "yes"
by crecinot. As voters ampeared, their names were checked off if

they were on the "yes" file; otherwise, they were counted as a "no" vote.
results were called in hourly and a comparison was made against Pre-

1ous voting freauencies. This gave an up-to-date analysis so that last
minute strategies could be employed. The election turned out a success.

the almost unlimited capabilities of the computer in analysis of
4t_ the administrator can plan a campaign directed to the people most

, to pa:-;s a school issue. The community is willing to work harder
such information is available and there is some assurance of success;

:grl the suc::.ess itself, tends to bring about better public relations.

Paul s. Ashdown
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Dorkin, Edward Paul
Beware of False Cods
The Educational Digest, (January 1971),
Pages 27-29

The title of this article states the position of the author. Techno-
logy has entered the realm of the behavioral sciences, and guidance per-
sonnel have accepted it, or as the author feels, overaccepted it. He

reels that counselors should approach this new technology with a great de-
gree of caution. Man's preoccupation with technology has led to many
problems. We have become far too materialistic. The USOE subcommittee
report on easing tensions (1969) said that technology was either directly
or indirectly the cause of most conflicts between schools and students.
The report further stated that the most common reasons cited by students
for causing conflicts were (1) dehumanization of society, (2) inequitable
distribution of wealth and power, (3) irrelevance of education and (4) cul-
tural exclusion. The author feels that guidance personnel should work
toward solving these problems.

To solve these and most other problems, some guidance people feel
that all they have to do is to get their hands on a computer. The author
wonders if it is proper to use technology--the thing he feels directly con-
tributed to the formation of these problems - -in the solving of these prob-
lems. he is afraid that too much hope is being placed in technology and
therefore, not enough human effort is going into the solutions.

This, he says, does not mean that guidance technology should he
eliminated, but rather that it should he considered as only one tool to
help with guidance problems. Therefore, it appears that the question is
not whether or not to use guidance technology, but how to best use it.

he lists the following, which he feels are limitations of guidance
technology:

1. Computers can provide speedy retrieval and manipulation of data,
but cannot deal with complex human problems.

2. computer hardware (the machines) are now in a very advanced
stage, but the software (the programs), with respect to their anp2ications,
are still in a very beginning stage. Adequate software for guidance has
just not been developed.

3. There are many interesting packages (canned programs) provided
by different manufacturers, but as long as these packages are being pre-
pared by businesses whose only motive is profit, users of these packages
are not getting the best packages for their individual situations.

4. Most counselors lack adequate training in how to use these
technological innovations. Because of this lack of training, the techno-
logy available is being abused.

n summary, the author does not feel that the technology available
should not he used, but rather, we should be cautious when we use it, and
not use it just because it is available. He also feels that the techno-
logy is ahead of our understanding of how to use it. Of course, if
this technology is not handled properly, it is the student who suffers.

John Shirey
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hemphill, II. David
1 111: PP,W!1SYD LAND TUE COMPUTER
j:DCATIDN (ANAT)A, Vol. II, n7 2, pp.

"The rapid growth of 1.1)P... is havin, and will continue
to have, a great impact on all those assoc/led with educallui;,
r.ontemeorarY technology aas very high notentiol for the imerov-
ment of education, but educational organi7a1 ions have been How
to adopt the equipment and techniques of our technological age.
1>ecaue of its versolity, the computer has a very high utili:',a-
tion petenlial.

article is adapted from a paper presented at a con-
ference on computers held at Yort University, in 1970. It is

divided into two major dimensions:

{1) The System Elements: The major input elements consid-
ered were equipment and person-
nel. The major output elements
were operations or service pro-
vided, divided as: (a) Dusiess
management, (h) Educational man-
agement, k7..) Instructional man-
agement, and Id) other services
not included in the other three.

H:Ios or Development: (a) Planning, (h) Developing,
and icl operating

mr tun provinces participated in the survey. "The
tahul,ition...showed that the greatest increase has come in

mall (fewer than i0,m10 pupils) and medium (11),001 to so,oml
:nirils) sited units. ...The number of district.; using EDP has
ihcreased from 11 (10(,6) to 83." The fact that the growth
ixl'openti;i1 is partially due to the availability of payroll and
voucher accounting packages. Almost all districts of 25,000 or
larger are using EDP in some form.

looking at the data on operating, developing and nlanned
(fl.:11(01 of EPP is far greater than that currently being used or
',)eing developed. To bring this about, an increase of S0',, or
more in personnel is anticipated. And, equipment increase will

oven larger. Also there are 5t computers now in use, with
additional 47 planned for future operation. At this time,

of the development is taking place within the provincial
irtents, rather tha-it at the local unit level.

P1P1. ICATIONS

Provincial departments of education must prepare for
an increased call on their EDP services from local
administrative units.
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(2) T e often-called-for provincial leadership in EDP
seems to he emerging in the fore. of integrated in-
formation systems.

(3) Perhaps the need for educating educators in the char-
acteristics and potential of EDP in their profession
is of even greater importance.

(4) Almost all of the current, developing, and nlanned use
of the computer in Canadian education relates to ad-
ministrative applications.

Gerald Larer

Hill, 1...1.; Hughes, J.P. ; Tennyson, J.W.: Epting, L.5.
CoEniter-Aided Opeption of Cooperative Education
EngineeriTigation,XSEE, Vol. 61, Nc. 7,CA1i-ill 71)

This article descrihcs the application of the computer to
handle the needs of the cooperative education program at the
:"Isissippi State University. The system was used to handle
record maintenance and provide a rapid-access information re
rieval function to lid day-by-day program operation.

Inputs to the data system originate with students, employ-
cr, university, and Lie co-op office. Outputs from the systm
consist of periodic reports and day to day records requested by
the co-op office. The basic information contained in the sys-
HTI consists or 30 listings which serve hotb the internal man-
agement demands of the co-op program office and as external
academic reviews.

01.crational aids are generated within. the system to pro-
vide : ;etch functions as categori:ing students and employers,
generating a resume for eac:1 potential co-op student, and checL-
ing evaluation forms of students. It also provided a means
of ?valuating the methodology of operating the co-op prograT
at university.

the c.--op office is continually refining te system and
on adding a computer -aid co-on student placement func-

tHn to the syst,:m. Ar attempt to analytically review the
coo:r.;:ion education program in general has been initiated.

"chert la/ton
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from t I it I i I I'ducat i a coopera-
!Ivo ,:enter oft'ering a range of data proeos..ing :iervices to edu

! lilt 1 lit. ions . Actual opera t, i on began in 19(38. Steady growth
Lis expanded the services to '2Y11 schools with more than 100,000 students
i L wo 1 d rict , .111(.1 SOVOI al community colleges and educational
1 Ji: ins in l'ircgon. Currently, there are 119 tenlinals on-line to the
1.1.reo-c..o:Iput(!r data orocessing configuration. f.,TIS is being used for
thiee hasic kinds of service: 1) student service:3, including computer

onrollmnt, attendance accounting, mark reporting, student class
eduling, test scoring and health survov reports, 2) business services,

Ineleding Cial accounting, payroll, Hersonn('l and inventory, and 3) in
:7, 4. U *lona] :;. ry I co ; inc 1 udi n 1(1 nu- !in 1 v nq CAI t he ccupat. iona
h1,-.H

t hIfi .o11!; fOr Host vor,ational planning, and the cryPi
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0r1 :1!, :it ion current lv opefates from IrlemLcr school
The I i c charge for diI 71 tilt ti c7( : 11 $5.80 per

,udent :,er year. Four times the volume of 1.:;etvices with lower exoem,;es

!,!-!aller staff are now orovidod in comparison with the first year of

t,pt, a state or couty agency, ()Tr': I ii organized undcr the
4a1 luthrii..7 of the 1,ane County TED. 6uidance is nrovided
r',- )c-lard 7,1"t l 44 of educators from throughnut the state.

servi cs hay: made. in the 1,111k of the volume of (Yilf,,
hul,. in the pant year there Li'; been a decided increase in prob

cat ions re H4t t til i 1 1 rca or tilde nt learning will con-
n : red . Y'r re cell t: iv anilli red .1 1 iHrar y of prog rafTIS for C:011t)tl-
:.itudent instruction in several academic subject areas

wi;; hoth With two broad goal:;: to huild and maintain a service
,:riini;:aton that could provide (iregon sr:boo-1:i with the hardware and

and to develop with each
, 1 in that, would assure individual :,-;atisfaction as well as efficient

utilization of the (TI::; hardware and staff. nTTS has large-
ly r,e1 the. loais and objective:i and is now in the process of determin-
inl Lho direction of its future growth.

Hoerger
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Hogan, P. P.

Improving the Education of Migrant Childr(nt M;;ItT;1

tAmei lean rducaion Vol. 0 (April 19/3)
Pages 20-'24

inee November of 1901, a computerixed communications network his

heen in effect among 137 terminals along the paths of migrant worker; in
40 states. The network can, in about roar hours, provide a school with
the basic academic and health history of any of the 300,000 migrant
children registered with it. Using Title T funds from the states, the
Arkansas Department of Education, which now has its own computer for
M:-:RTS, can take information fed into the central data bank by teletypes
in one school district, and, upon a proper query, can send it to the
district where the child next attends school.

Information thus transferred includes the child's name, sex, birth
date and place, I.D. number, innoculation and vaccination shots received.
Also, it tells the diseases he/she has had, the results of a completo
medical examination, the results of aptitude and progress tests, and
special abilities in the arts and sciences. Teachers rate the child's
academic record under 30 headings and sub-headings covering the basic
school subjects, especially language skills, but nowhere can they write
their own comments, thus supposedly protecting the child's right to pri-
vacy.

Critics note that thi is still a data hank of person,91 information
which can easily be misused. Arkansas officials have already limited
access to school authorities in migrant programs, and restricted the
kinds of information in the child's file. Yet some teachers feel the form
they fill out is too restrictive. Another major problem is the failure
of some school districts to send the child's progress report to Arkansas
immeciately after the child leaves their school. The child's next teacher
is then unable to effectively continue the child's education right away;
this is critical, since the teacher may have only a few weeks to do any-
thing before the child's family moves on.

The claim that the system is discriminatory in that it doesn't help
all children, is affirmed and expanded by Cassandra !--;tockburger Director
of the National Committee on the Education of Migrant Chi' Iron, who wants
the money spent on tracking records to be spent iuprovi he schools
themselves. 3RTS agrees that improvements are access md hopes that
MSFtT1 can he "a significant move toward building a founch, ion for a co-
ordinated, broad-scale planning effort that crosses state and district
lines."

Marlyn J. Kern



Hedges, William D.
The Princinal, the comnuter, and rmerging Aulications to Instruction
Phi Delta Yappan V. 55, n 3, (November 1973) po. 174 -17r,

cor administrators who received their graduate training 7n Vnit-;
ario, th, computer was unavailable. Today the comnuter is available
few administrators are receiving training in understanding or using the
diGital electronic computer. Per those Persons, the author hrier1y des-
cribes the available and emerging instructional aoplications of the com-
puter; suggests minimal :kills and backgrouna the interested principal
or curriculum director might well develop; and describes nractical first
stens Feasible in many schools at this time at elementary through senior
high levels.

Tinder the first topic, it is suggested that the computer can facilir.
tate instruction in six major areas: 1) drill and practice, 2) simile
(lames, 3) Problem solving, 4) inguiry mode, 5) individualized testing,
and A) calculation, and mentions other emerging areas of usage in common
management functions such as schelulina, payroll and data analysis.

Next, it is suggested that the educator take a course in one pro-
gramming language such as BAstr, FnR",TAP1, PL/1, API, or coTInr. designed for
the professional educator. Tie should also heqin reading technically
oriented journals to famPjarize himself with the hardware and software
available in order to be better able to make decisions concerning its
use in his school system.

Practical first stc:ps suggested are to persuade the school hoard to
rent a commuter terminal for one academic year with a faculty
member from the high school sunervising its usage, since terminals am
the least exnensive method of entering the computer field without a huge
outlay of funds. It is further recommended that the educator aet his
faculty and students busy workine with the comnuter and n this way in-
troduce instructional annlications with a very modest investment.

Doris J. Nelson



WI Thomas P.
A Rationale for the Etliat.i/ment of :;stem:: Anal/His as an Aid in the Mana-
gement of Public !chools
Journal of Educational Data Processing, Vol. 5, No. I, Winter, 1961-4,H
Pages

This article generally sets out a mob for a systems approach to edu-
cational administration, states some obstacles retarding wide use of a
systems approach in school management, and cites several forces which, the
author believes, will cause the systems approach to become widely used.
The model views education as a system composed of inputs, processes, and
outputs.

Wilbur suggests that there are throe steps in the model: its forum-
Lition, with the situation of any particular school district or school__
plugged in; the use of the model in making administrative decisions every
day, and the evaluation and re-cycling of the decisions and their result-
ant programs.

The article then states four problems related to the current lack of
widespread uses or sys':ems model.

1. Lack of performance criteria and difficulty in gathering
data.

2. Time, manpower, and equipment costs.
3. The nature of educators.
4. The uncertainties of systems analysis.

Despite these problems, there are three compelling reasons that will
cause the gradual adoption of systems approaches in a majority of the
nation's schoolF.. These reasons are:

1. The need for methodical, analytic problem solving.
2. The rapid recognition of impending problems.
3. Spin-off and stimulus to innovation.

The author concludes that: this systems approach is an aid, not a pana-
cea for the schol administrator, but that it will prove an invaluable
tool.

Ken Bierly
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41). 's involved in This lAucational Informal ion
touinal ot Hitic,tflonal RitA PrOcesthl, Vol. No. 1, Wint(r 0( 7-1,;i

I I an .',1001I. tOlia I f0 rIn;1 t ()It `7,,,,2; ('Ii ;1 nq tO he iffir)1 elnen Led Iii
a ,,ehool system, then there aro throe orohlems that need to be dealt with,
11 teetdthl what is to 0(1 into an educational information system file;
t.) int(crrelationship of daLa fils at the same level and at; different
levels; 3) and a file management, language.

classify data in determining it uheintness, the following three
divisions can he :mule. a) rtems that are ...bsolutely necessary; i.e.,
t..1' names and their social security numhers. 1)) Data items that have

actual Or anticipated future educational information value. For example,
in a university information system student file, the numeric code which
represents the elementary school. that; the student attended might he put
into this file. This would provide a means of tracing the student's
educational background. The idea to keep in mind is that no information
'an be cnitput unless data is stored. c) This classification involves
data items that hAve no present or anticipated relevance. Data items
sn,2h (:01or of :-Ittiaont:; eyes ,and hair '.:0111.1 categorized in this
dims:.,.

411 lug 9poz; ini.0 the ; ecluet or must hi? ahle
,:orl1 aro cote to r ho system analyst ,)t output he expects. 'rhe

educalor should be able to outline the kind!; of questions; he wants the
This will help H ;4/.,;t ,!rr, ,Infity!;t Ir, der, ign ,Ind fur-

th12 kind or .iystem that will herlorm the service desired.

Hit a rit:ered into the system must t 1)0 put into the proper basis file
d keyed 11 the proper file level, 'Information is keyed in terms of the

1;cjIv1+1.-i1, school, school district, state, AVV1 federal. At. each level,
Lht.'! stir 1 will H. ',Tied in a different way. ti each system gets a

co!;!., <i icwer level, then each system can benefit from its own informa-
ac:', al 1 the systems below it.

A Het of proarams ler.-,(1 to (riertera tnformation System)
tk,, to the user, term;; of a query Language, a ITeans of

i r,t n!.1 an,1 !;toring as 1 nteriance, retrieval and output of
lot a, r;i` ; makeh i t tnil,11 (as ier for those interested i in setting up a

to ezberiment with various r..encepts of file design to fit their
heeds.

i'alll . Ashdown
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SECTP.'N A: OVERVIEW

A computer system consists of hardware and software. A computer sys-

tem occupies physical space, and generally is supervised by one or more

peOplo. This chapter considers all of those topics.

tiny schools (particularly secondary schools and small colleges) do

not yet have computer facilities. By and large they do not have personnel

who are qualified to carry out the steps which should he followed in the

computer acduisition process. The first step is a careful needs assessment.

This reduires a good understanding of what tasks, administrative and in-

stnictional, can make effective use of computers. Next comes the specifi-

Lion of computer hardware and software appropriate to fill this need. By

and large these specifications should be independent. of any particular com-

euter manufaetuner. Then comes a request for bids, and evaluation of the

bids. This redutres good knowledge of technical aspects of computer hard.-

ware and software, and insight into the various computer manufacturer's

modes of -ialesmonship. Two sections of this chapter cover these ideas in

MOre dotail.

[f one is going to use a time-shared computer or a mini computer he

wi II need at computer terminal. Three common types of terminal devices arc

eardeopy terminals (like an electric typewriter) , cathode ray tube terminals

(like a TV set with a keyboard) , and card reader terminals (to read mark-

sense and punched cards). A rather lengthy section in this chapter discusses

t:le three types of terminals in detail.

The position of director of a medium or large computing center is

very demanding, and is generally filled by a professional in the computing

rield. 'i'lhe small computing facility, as one finds in a secondary school, is

usually directed by an amateur. One section of this chapter is devoted to

discussing the duties and responsibilities of the small-computing-facility
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t It ts recommended t lt.It, he he givcn !Jabs( ant i,tt ly reds eod

t 11F1 1 O,tci id/ > r oxt tit pay ror torid l i Tvl t h job.

he oup!.1.un 01 whether to join in a district, statewide, or not ion ii

mg network l.ices many sehools toclay. If a school al real,/ has compu-

ing I a n -ilities it may i ear that the qualtty of services it provides ils

liners will decrease upon joining a network. If a school has no facilities,

it will want to insure that it gets the host possible deal if it decies

to join a network. 'IV0 sections of this chapter discuss computer networks

nd the components of a good quality computing service.

The overall message of this chapter is plain. If you want to he in-

olved in the comonter hardware and software acquisition process you

have a good understanding of the ideas discussed in this chapter. ft von

(km' t }kme th i k i nd of knowledge, bri np in a consultant who does:
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SVCTION ACQUIlliNs; COMPUTVA FACILITY

by Robert Christensen and Cliff Hone

More than 1n0,00n computer systems have been installed in

the latited tte. Chus a large number of people have had ex-

tn goikg through the computer acquisition process. How.

ever, less than of these computers have been installed in ed-

ucational institutions, and fewer still of these have been in-

stalled in the public schooli, below the college level. This

article is primarily directed at teachers and school administra-

tor:: at tie precollege or small college level who might he con

orned lvII h the computer acquisition process.

l;enerally public school teachers and administrators have

relatively Iiitle Inowledge of computerH and no experience in

acquiring computing facilities. The first thing to realize

that the process in non-trivial. It is much more difficult

than huving a car: rather It is more Ithe having a house built.

hut in the house building case one has lived in a house for many

years, aid ha:-; been in hundreds or different houses. A house

a Ih everyday object. Such is not the case for cont-

tit el'. .

The house analogy also breaks down in the effects of an

error in judgement. A house will provide shelter, although it

11;1\." he too 1 it t le or 1-00 much. In any case one can usually sell

house quite readily (often at a profit) or add on a couple of

rooms. If one gets stuck with an inappropriate computer facil-

ity i t usually costs considerable money and time to remedy the

error.



r,(.fore you decide to acquire a computer facility there arc

overal things that !;honld he done. Some of these things will

kpcnd on who VnH arc. li you are a t 'ocher You must convil

otLci particularly the administration and the .hool hoard,

that a need exists. hven ir you are the superintendent or Ihe

school hoard you should he certain that a need exists before

yOH decide to actually acquire anything.

Lyt us assume that the superintendent and the school board

Arc convinced that some sort of action is called for. This ac-

tIon -.sic uld take the form of a careful needs assessment, and

ould he done before any other action is taken in the line of

acquisition. You may find that you don t need a computer Inc-it

ity at this tine.

of the things you should considcr iii assessing your

ne,:LH include the following:

1. ror what purpose or purposes would you use a computer'?

ltii II the expected uses he mostly administrative, such as

CH incial services, educationai management, and student re-

cord l,eeping? or will it be instructional in nature such

, commit or science, problem solving and CAI?

. Na;'; inrly people are going to use the computer, and how

Hdely are they dispersed?

tilt.' computer is to be used for instruction, what tones

inluit/output devices are to be used?

ir used for instruction. what subject matters are to be

covered, and what is the level of the users?

at computer languages are necessary to do the job? This
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will be determined by the purpose for which the computer

is to he used.

What is the desired or necessary turnaround time for pro-

grams submitted to the computer system (the amount of time

elapsed from when the program is submitted until results

are obtained)?

What type of peripheral devices (i.e., line printer, card

reader, cathode ray tube, etc.) are needed?

In order to properly conduct a needs assessment, select the

correct equipment, and make the final selection from bids, you

should seeds the advice of a consultant who is knowledgeable in

these matters. (This should not he a salesman or representative

o f some computer company.) There are many people available free

o f charge as consultants. Many colleges or universities can

e ither provide or recommend consultants. Even if you must pay

far this service it is well worth the investment. The amount

soend could very well he saved many times over if your

needs are more accurately assessed and the final selection
i

the hest one for your situation.

In order to do a proper job of needs assessment you should

have have some idea of what is available on the computer market.

, re are many tvne computers that operate in many differ

tilt ways usirg many different languLges. A brief summary of a

w ideas is given in the following paragraphs.

Computers operate primarily in one of two modes, the batch

mode and the interactive mode. In the hatch mode the programs

run through one at a time. The computer does one joh or
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"hatch" completely before startilu, on the itet one which

then done completely, etc. In this mode the program i!; curl

pletely coded, frequently on punched cards, prior to being en

Cored into the machine. The turnaround time can vary from a

few seconds to several days, depending on the location of the

computer and who owns and runs it.

In an interactive mode the person using the computer sits

at a 'revhoard terminal (think of it as an electric typewriter

ected to a computer) and interacts with the computer as

his program is being processed. It is possible for a number of

terminals to he connected to the same computer and to be opera-

ting simultaneously. This is called interactive time-sharing.

Terminals need not he adjacent to the computer, as they can he

connected to the computer via telephone lines or direct wirff,.

In time-shared computing the resources of a computer system are

slired among a number of users. A medium size computer can han-

dle 30 to 60 users simultaneously, a small one from 2 to 32, and

very large computers can handle several hundred simultaneous

users. The response time for each user is usually rapid enough

so that very little or no delay is noticed when he is inter-

;IC t Iug with t le computer. The interactive mode is very popular

in teaching students how to use the computer. In fact, many

school:-; start using a computer by buying tinge en a time-share

system.

A computer system consists of physical machinery called

the hardware, and computer programs called the software. The

iftware is designed to help people use the hardware. These
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conc,.,)ts are explained in more detail elsewhere in this Hand-

book, and they should he kept in mind in making any decisions

about what computer system to acquire. In order to do any :-;pf.'-

cilied :.0/) both hardwa-e and software arc required. llotb cost

money, and not all computer syQtems are good in both aspects.

A relaHvely inexpensive piece of hardware might require some

very oNpensive software to make it do a desired job.

CONnnierS come in many sizes, ranging from a mini-comnotor

which may cost as little as SS,a0n to a maxi-computer which may

cost 10 million dollars. Different machines have different fea-

tures which af:ect the cost and also their applicability to a

particular situation. Usually the more features, there are, the

more the System will cost. Features for which one can exnect

to pay more money include such things as greater storage capa-

city, more terminals, different types of input-output devices

such ns lino-printers, cathode ray tubes, and card readers, dif-

ferent language handling abilities ;, faster processing speed, etc.

The needs assessment should result in a statement of what

wi1.1 satisfy your needs in terms or number of terminals, amounts

of storage, amounts of hatch processing to be done, etc. It is

.1 statement in terms of hardware and software necessary to do

the ;oh you want done. It should be independent of any specific

vendor's equipment!

Once a decision has been made as to what is needed in the

way of hardware and software, one needs to examine the various

ways of acquiring these things. These ways depend nrimarily on

your locality. Netropolitan areas arc able to provide more variety
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thdH otoc,, different ways of acquiring comouter

rviees may include the following:

1. Service 1Wrean. A d;Ita proc(:s..;ins, service bureau sell-,

the tly Or the computer on its premises. This means that ir vou

want to HSO the computer you must go to the service hureau,

!'lormathy thH would limit operation to the hatch typo mode.

The turnaround time would depend on your distance Crom the ser-

ice hureau and on their operation. This could mean a matter

o f a few minutes or hours if a messenger tool materials and

waited for them to he processed, or it could mean several days

or oven weehs if material was mailed in to he processed. One

could possihly get another school with a computer to act as a

service htlre;111.

Computer Utility. The computer utility normally installs

a teletype or other type of input/output device such as a card

reader/line-printer on the user's promises attached via a tele-

i)one line to a computer on the utility's premises. This allows

the user to interact directly with the computer. It usually

allows the user to have access to a larger computer system than

a :;chool could afford to own, The cost of using computer util-

ity erviees has decreased markedly in the last few years. In

us iIat, a computer utility one can expect to pay for four things:

initial hookup, time while attached to the computer (connect

time) , actual computer time used (CPU time), and storage charges

fer files you may wish to store. Frequently there will he some

Added communication costs such as use of the telephone line.

A t,0SS starting point for a school which has limited funds
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but wishes to get started in computing is to hook. up for a

short period of time to a computer utility.

3. Lease or Rent. It is possible to have a complete computer

system on your own premises by leasing or renting equipment from

some manufacturer or IVOM :1 third party. The lease may he in

the Corm of it lease-purhase-option whereby you 01v'11 the equip-

ment offer leasing it for some set number of years. There are

certain advantages to having your own system. It is always

there and accessible for your use when you want to use it. !ore-

over, leasing gives one considerable flexibility. IC you wish

to hpgrade or replace equipment, the company from whom you are

lea.;ing takes care of this. They also will take care of the

mairtenance. sure that any provisions you wish made for up

or replacement are spccilied in the lease. These must

ht, spelled out in careful detail to protect you.

Purchase. Certainly OHO of the most obvious ways of hav-

ilip, equipment 1)11 your premises and at your disposal when you

'tat it is to purchase that equipment. With the advent of the

mini-computer, the possibility of a school owning its own com-

1;it is a realistic alternative. Sometimes it is pos-

sible to find a used system that meets your needs at a price

considerably lower than that of a now one.

. Consortium. Another alternative worth investigating Is

a consortium, where several school districts go together to set

up a data processing center. A consortium allows each school

to have access to it more expensive system than any of them could

probably have alone.
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made. Prol%ihly the first consith'intion cost. o matter what

'our licds, or whnt VCII may desire, you can't acquire something

iC you do uot have the fund:. IC you' funds do not allow you to

iwot ali the neods you may nave io reassess to Had which ones

cad he put oil until a later date. Try not to acquire some-

thing you will outgrow in a short time, particularly if you am

,ning to purchase. Many times upgrading a system costs more

than it wouli cost to huy a whole .101.' system that will operate

at thy desired level.

Consider whether a system requires a special environment

in which to operate. Some systems require special electrical

circuits and air conditioning which could add considerably Io

tae cc,; of owning them. Some may require more space titan vou

hay( availahle. They nay require specially trained personnel

ti)rum them. Consider the amount of money required for paper,

:ards, paper tans, printe-: rolls, etc. Consider the type and

Y ount of maintenance required. ,'Iaintenance costs ma' run as

01 the original equipment cost, per year.

lefore making final decision on what computer facility

acquir visit a computer installation which uses the type of

Itprwlit you are considering. This gives you an opportunity

10 actually sec i t in operation and to inquire about how well it

those things yOU want to do. If a vendor cannot show it
to /0u in your desired configuration you can he pretty certain



it does not exist. Wet let a computer manufacturer experi-

ment on you

This is certainly not an exhaustive list, but it does give

you an idea of some of the things to :,olt for. As you become

better informed you improve your chances of making a decision

which will be best for your situation.

()RC(' a decision has been made as to what is the best sys-

tem for your needs, you must then go about the procedure of

actually acquiring it. Whether you plan to rent, lease, or

purchase you should request bids from the appropriate organ-

izations. The more competitive the bidding situation, the het-

tor your chances will be for getting the most appropriate com-

puter facilities at the hest price.

In requesting bids, you should include the general spec i

fications that arc included in any bid received by the school

district. Bid specifications should also include some very

specific points. You should be allowed time to make a decision;

therefore hids should not be allowed to be withdrawn for a per-

iod of time after the deadline for bids to he in. If the bids

are for lease or purchase, request that bids include all costs

necessary to get the system up and running, such as freight,

installation, etc. It is probably a good idea to specify a

date 90 days prior to your absolute deadline for the system

to he up and running. You may wish to make provisions for

penalties if this date is not met and you feel you will suffer

as a result.. Keep in mind that penalty clauses may signifi-

cantly increase the cost of your contract. Ask that bids
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specify tIK configuration. giving the manufacturer's name and

model number for each item, the ability to expand to a givon

and tie cost of this expansion. A:0- that hids specify

what poriuherals may he usod and the cost of installing any of

:hem. kids should also specify the cost of necessary mainten-

ance and who performs the maintenance. 1r there is n need for

3 special environment to operate the system effectively, this

should he specified. Request that any user's group or library

or rfOgrMS which may be available for tie system be included

in the hid. In summary, acquiring a computer facility involves

much timo and work if you are to get the one system which is

right for you. It is very important to get professional help

in the selection process. If you are careful and systematic

in your selection process you will be rewarded by 1..nowing you

have the hest system for your situation and for the money you

have invested.
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WARNINGS

YOU CAN'T SEE IT, MEN IT DOESN'T EXIST. !;underson's Law

This is the single most important rule. Most grief comes from buying
"computer futures" --- systems that almost exist. If you know what you
want, ask vendors to transport you at their expense to see customers
who have current production models in use with the type of applications
you expect. Jim Gunderson of the Multnomah County Intermediate
Education District used this rule while advising the committee of
teachers which helped set up Oregon s first cooperative instructional
computing utility.

EVEN IF YOU DO SEE IT, IT MAY NOT EXIST

Don't settle for a special factory orgInized dramatic presentation
designed for your sole consumption. It s flattering but perhaps
misleading. Yoy would not buy a car without testing it under real road
conditions; don t buy a computer system without seeing it "under fire."

Remember, they are not doing you a favor --- marketing computer systems
can represent a large chunk of the manufacturer s costs and smart
vendors expect to spend considerable effort in attracting you to their
product.

PREVIOUS CUSTOMERS MAY HAVE A VESTED INTEREST IN THEIR MISTAKES

Vhen visiting a computing system, try not to he a burden to the syntom
mv,nager but try even harder to get facts both for and against the
system rather than just good vibrations. A man who bought a t150,000
lemon may not want to admit his mistake, even to himself.

COMPARING SYSTEMS: ABOUT BENCHMARKS

Everyone seems to have her own favorite three line program for testing
the speed of a system, Such benchmarks will tell you how well the
system runs that particular program --- no more than that.

Vendors all spend a little time on dirty tricks. A favorite is to
amaze a customer with the perforr9ance of the system on a particular
program knowing that the competition s machine will do poorly. The
salesperson for even the puniest system can find features that are not
present on other systems.

However, if you can define a number of jobs that are for your purposes
"typical", you should try to devise methods for making meaningful
comparisons of running times on different systems.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

ABOUT THE WORD "SYSTEM"

"System." is rore than a fad word. In the past, when ninety per cent of
a computer center s budget went to purchase a very obvious and rather
cranky computing machine maintained by a very small band of
specialists, the computer was the system, or at least most of it. But
today, the machinery is not only much more powerful and useful but it
is physically smaller and often cheaper than other budget items
including operators, data clerks, programmers, maintenance staff, and
administrators. The computer hardware could be working fine, but if
455 identical parking tickets are issued to one person everyone says
"the computer did it." No. The SYSTEM did it.
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n21_, trlvial mantles game! Most computing catastrophes are
caused by equiptalft failure. Really! Inanimate computers make

splendid scapegoats for bad planning or inept use but if you are to
avoid bctng the victim of your system, start figuring out what you want
your systam to do.

ARC' BIGGER COMPUTERS ALWAYS BETTER?

Conventional wisdom in the computer industry has long recognized
economies of bigness --- if you trade in ten small computers for one
big one you can fire nine operators, right? Sure, and besides,
although tno big computer may cost $1000 per hour to run, it will
hElJle bigger jobs more flexibly. One government financed effort hopes
to hook 2000 educational terminals to such a giant giving fifty cent
per hour time (exclusive of communications charges).

Unfortunately for conventional wisdom, most big computers have been big
flops at providing reliable, economical, responsive computing to the
present wants of the educational community. IBM has tried and failed
badly; so have others. Not only has the cost per hour of computing
been high but big computers require a big support staff which often
fails to put instructional computing first.

As computing costs decline, communications costs do not; and they form
the base level for cost-per-terminal calculations.

MIX INSTRUCTION AND BUSINESS DATA PROCESSING AT YOUR PERIL

The mix usually fails' often expensively. Salespeople stress that such
systems have succeeded but you should not depend on luck your first
time out in the computer world. Instructional computing may depend for
its success on how well each teacher uses your system from the other
end of a phone line. However, a business data processing "system"
includes prompt, reliable data entry and fast turnaround times. If
your machine is supposed to print the districts payroll checks, it
could mean your job if you fail; such conflicts may lead to instruction
taking second place on your system.

WHICH SYSTEM SHOULD YOU GET?

Of course, you wart to purchase the best available for your money.
However, if you re just getting into instructional computing, you
probably are not confident about what it is that you really need. In
that case, you can save yourself' some money and much grief by spending
some time with people who have already been initiated. Specific
actions that you might take include:

1) Invest a week in traveling to installations in your region and be
sure to ask management, operators and users ---

a What are you trying to do; what is your mission?
h What would you do differently if you started today?
c What are your systems biggest strengths? weaknesses?
d How much does your system cost you to do a unit of your

kind of work? (a very tough question)

2) Form a group of potential users to answer questions:

a) What do we really want to do now? What later?
b) What support will be required (funding, inservice, etc.)?

Note: The group will probably fail to reach permanent answers to
these questions but it is essential that you share
responsibility for answering them with the users.
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3) Attend a conference, minicourse or institute dealing with the
instructional uses of computing (See people in Appendix A; if you
don t know anyone, you may wish to start with Tim Kelley or Dave
Moursund or call the author of this guide).

4) Join the Oregon Council for Computer Education (O.C.C.E.) or the
Association of Educationll Data Systems (AEDS) and order a
subscription to the People s Computer Company Newspaper

SELLING TIME: WOULD YOU RATHER BE THE LANDLORD?

If you sell time on your own computer know that people will want more
from your computer than you can provide. You will be accused of beinp
partial to your own needs and empire-building with user fees. This
will happen regardless of your performance.

Independent computing utilities must serve paying customers first and
can avoid the political thicket. However, should you decide to become
the landlord , eniploy a full -time staff to serve users and do not

ignore Larry Hunter s Law which states, "If you give something good
away, it will be quickly used up and people will complain violently
about the shortage." Thus, make fair charges for resources consumed
(including staff and overhead) and don t stretch staff or computer time
to cover too many users.

SOFTWARE

Most users will not see the pretty flashing lights of the computer
console but all will have intimate contact with the software. Give it
your closest attention when comparing systems.

DO-IT-YOURSELF? "BUT YOU CAN ALWAYS WRITE YOUR OWN PROGRAM TO DO THAT"

This remark is made by a salesperson who has a product that does not
include some essential feature that your bid requires. The pitch
depends on your ego to block out the shortcoming. Reputable vendors
don t want naive customers to pet in over their heads.

Good, reliable, well-documented computer software costs $10 per
instruction in a competitive marketplace

10 PRINT 2+2
20 END

A $20 program, right? Not really. The catch is that programs that
handle complex problems and/or interact with novices often require
several hundred or several thousand instructions. Further, the art of
writing reliable, not to mention efficient or aesthetically pleasing,
programs isn t practiced widely or well and is harder than it looks to
the tyro fresh from his first coding class.

Do not be misled by the ease with which a novice can code his first
BASIC program --- Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code
(B-A-S-I-C). BASIC helps beginners rush into coding, but a lot of
exerienced programmers prefer other languages --- and not because they
are snobs. Some complex ideas are harder to express in English than in
German; some complex programs are harder to code in BASIC than in
ALGOL, PL/1, APL, or COBOL.

A computer system includes hardware AND software --- insist on BOTH.
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PROGRAMMERS ARE NICE FOLKS BUT THEY CANNOT TELL THE TRUTH

"But I can do it in five minutes no kidding!"

Dona you believe It Books are starting to appear with titles like
The Psychology or Computer Programming." The optimism concerning tho

smallness of a task and the strength of their art is shared by nearly
all programmers. Unfortunately, where reliable software is concerned,
wishing does not make it so. But, be gentle in your scorn for' the
programmers sins. Sometime in the next several,years you are likely
to catch yourself looking over your programmer s shoulder and saying,
"Now that is really easy move over and let me do that myself."

"THE SOFTWARE FOR THIS MACHINE HAS NO BUGS"

This can only mean that the computer has no software or the salesperson
has no integrity. If you think there is more to the product than its
ads, talk to someone who purchased one a few years ago.

USER GROUPS: IS FREE SOFTWARE WORTH THE PRICE?

Probably "yes" if you are careful. The largest vendors have active
user groups with offices supported by the company and/or modest fees.
At hest, user groups offer you and your students a source of free
programs for your computer and a vehicle for passing around some of
your best work. The personal contacts you will make with others facing
problems similar to your own can be of more value than the free
programs.

At worst, user groups can be a source of thousands of under-documented
programs that "almost" meet your needs. Since developing good software
can be more expensive than creating hardware, companies and users can
benefit by the availability of programs which nobody has the
responsibility to repair, but beware --- software breaks, and most good
programmers would start from scratch rather than try to patch up an
undocumented program.

WHAT BESIDES BASIC?

There are several computer languages more conducive to "structured
programming" than BASIC. Writing time for languages is measured in
work-years and so expenses have kept most educational vendors from
worrying about anythi% but BASIC. However some systems offer other
languages. If you wish to offer non-BASIC languages, there are
alternatives at one or more of the following levels:

1) Translators or interpreters written in BASIC --- at worst, these are
unreliable "hacks" which offer only a superficial flavor of a
language and devour huge amounts of computer time. Few offer more
than an introduction, but some may be good instructional tools.

2) Limited single-user systems --- most general purpose minicomputers
will offer a single user FORTRAN subset plus an assembler system,

3) A few vendors have minicomputers that permit up to sixteen users to
run BASIC while a single user runs FORTRAN, ALGOL, etc., but full
implementations of multiple advanced languages under time sharing on
sub-$150,000 systems will probably not be delivered until late 1974
or early 1975.

WARNING: Careless or unscrupulous vendors have cultivated false hopes
for true multi-language, multi-user systems on sub -$100 000 packages.
The few inexpensive systems available are presently of more value in
demonstrating different languages than in doing large amounts of
computin;. Don t plan on using such systems to accomplish the
district s business data processing in FORTRAN while the computing
classes use it for instruction with BASIC!
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"MY: WE HAVE 'ADVANCED' tiAS1C"

Ail ir:Oor vendors of instructional computing systems selling for more
tAri t10,000 offer A version or the PA!',IC language containing
enhancements to 1864 Dartmouth fq0;IC.

Hegrettably, the originators of kA':AC, Kemeny and Kurtz, were unable to
im03e standardization on succeeding versions and at this time every
different manufacturer has at lea't one distinctive variant of Advanced

which inhibits the exchange of program materials requiring
advanced features such as alphabetic character strinRs, data files, and
logical or matrix operators.

Fortunately, most governmentdeveloped curriculum materials use only
the common skeleton NSIC, but watch out.

t'ANUALS COST MONEY (and some aren't very good)

You can buy independent texts to introduce languages but you must
depend en your vendor to provide documentation for the operation of
your particular system. Some vendors are noted for their expensive and
poorly organized manuals --- get a full set when you first start
shopping.

THROUGHPUT --- HO'rJ MUCH WORK CAN IT DO?

Users of big computer systems evaluate computers as to how much
calculation or data file manipulation they can do reliably per dollar.

They emphasize features that are not felt to be of great value by
teachers. This section is not intended to talk you out of your values
but to tell you the pros point of view.

HATCH AND 1)FERRED RUN

Jobs run under HATCH systems tend to run without human intervention
un%il finished instead of wasting, time swapping, jobs in and out.

Interactive computing can cost you many times more than BATCH
processing. You need interaction for computer - aided instruction but
maybe interaction is not needed for teaching, problem solving --- some
people believe that interactive terminals discourage good programming
practices in favor of "try something and see if it works" approaches.

Some computer utilities will let users request the "deferred run" of a
job. For large computational tasks this can save much money --- the
comnuter waits until a slack period, then lets a deferred job take over
melt of the computer as in BATCH. Sometimes deferred jobs are not done
until evening brings a reduced time sharing load.

SGHFiALING ALGORITHMS --- RESPONSIVENESS VERSUS THROUGHPUT

A simple "round robin" scheduler gives each time sharing user a period
of time such as one-tenth of a second in which to do the computing
being requested and then turns its attention to the next user until,
after at most several seconds, the first user is again serviced.

Such simple schedulers have the advantage of not permitting a large
program to hog the computer, thus leaving the other users with an
unresponsive terminal. This is probably an advantage in educational
environments in which much of the value of the computer is its
interaction with users. hut, some such systems sacrifice doing "the
createst work for the greatest number" in order to remain always
rosonsive. You should try to simulate your work load before deciding
on just which you need.
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SATURATION --- SHOULD YOU PLAN TO USE 100% OF YOUR COMPUTERS POWER?

You should definitely not! Yes, it's a trick question. Users will be
happiest when they do not experience the impact of big lobs. Time
sharing depends on probability to scatter the big Jobs through the day.
Pity the poor computer system in which all users type RUN on their
biggest job of the year at exactly the same time. You should hope that
your system will almost always retain enough unused capacity to permit
each user the illusion of being alone.

BUYING A COMPUTER SYSTEM

Appendix C lists a nur9ber of systems. This section deals with your
negotiations with vendors representatives. Get bids from several!

FIRST, GET THEIR ATTENTION

To retain much serious interest on the part of a good salesperson, you
must be sure it is known that you are authorized to spend money.
Salespeople advance according to successful sales, not prospects.

Remember that from your point of view, you are not just "spending
money", you are "buying capability." This is not just a slogan!

It is best to define your needs rather than ycAr budget limit --- few
salespeople will quote a price on a system for less than your budget
and most will assume you can be raised by twenty per cent.

When asked what your budget is, tell the salesperson that you will be
taking bids and then be prepared to provide a detailed specification of
your wants --- you may change them in later negotiations, but start by
asking for what you really want.

BAIT-AND-SWITCH --- WAIT 'TIL YOU FIND OUT WHAT IT REALLY COSTS

Less honest than the "loss leader" pitch used in department store
sales, the ''bait-and-switch" technique brings you in the front door
with an astoundingly low price that seems to apply to the package of
the your dreams. However, "there are a few little extra costs," (!!!)
The computer industry has many salesmen new to the business so honest

ierror is possible but is hard to distinguish from outright intentional
deception. If you see a bad business practice, stop dealing with that
salesperson and write company headquarters. You will be doing both
yourself and the industry a favor.

"ANL IF YOU BUY THIS MONTH I'LL THROW IN A GREEN WIDGET"

When urged to buy from a particular vendor because of extra goodies, be
sure that you consider them valuable because you will probably pay for
them. Also, get it in writing or they may never arrive.

BARGAINS --- "I CAN GET IT FOR YOU WHOLESALE."

Competition in the market place makes it unlikely that yon' will find
more than a ten per cent cost variaLion in a piece of equipment that is
new, a current model, with warranty, and immediately available. Big
price cuts are available on discontinued or used equipment. Price and
quality of used systems vary suprisingly.
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?rice is a function of marketability. Low cost may only mean that
everyone wants the new model which has highly touted improvements ',tout
which you care little. High value per dollar can be had with such us'd
systems, but the true bargains require some detective work some care,
and some familiarity with that model and its applicability to your
needs.

Look for used systems from manufacturers' "used computer lots", from
independents who specialize in used computer systems, or from
individuals selling an old system that they have replaced. With
manufacturers you take the least risk of getting, a non-working system
and with individuals you should pay the lowest price.

IC you prefer a maintenance contract on your system, obtain written
confirmation of acceptability from your maintenance organization before
you write your purchase order and make the order contingent on prompt
delivery of a working system try to get the seller to agree to pay
all shipping costs if you have to return it because your maintenance
people cannot install it satisfactorily within a certain time or within
a set installation budget.

Watch out for bargains that have "trivial differences" from the
standard model --- they may be part of a special order made for a now
defunct customer and the trivial differences may keep you from running
standard software.

WHO TO BUY FROM --- MANUFACTURER OR INDEPENDENT?

Larger manufacturers have full time sales representatives selling
nothing but their own products. Experienced salespeople have often
developed useful contacts in different parts of their organization and
that can be of value to you. They should have good information on
maintenance, software, and new products.

Independents purchase large numbers of systems to obtain quantity
discounts of from twenty to forty per cent of list price. They can
therefore quote you the same list price and make their money from their
markup. Some independents are conscientious and will give you a lot of
personal attention but there is a hazard --- they are often selling
only hardware rather than a system. If you buy from them, you may have
to pay thousands to buy the system software from the manufacturer. Ask
experienced customers.

Beware of the special dangers of mixing vendors. When things PO wrong
(not "if they ,o wrong"1), vendors often point to the alien hardware or
software as the culprit. This can cause the most catastrophic oC
delays --- months filled with headaches.

W14 CAN YOU PAY FOR A COMPUTING SYSTEM?

List price is what you'll hear first. Policies vary but many customers
will be able to obtain at least a five per cent discount. Discounts Po
up if the vendor must win you over from a competitor, if the equipment
is being discontinued, or if it is the end of the fiscal year (they
want to make their annual report look good).

If you lease or pet a hank loan you will pay about 2.2% of the
purchase price per month on a five year note. You may be eligible for
a total payoff lease with escape privileges --- should the voters turn
off the money. Otherwise, you may have a 101 payoff option at the end
of the lease --- if xou want to keep the machine, you pay one last
payment (101) and it s yours. Note, bank loans are cheaper,

A maintenance contract will cost you about 0.7 to 1.01 of the list
price per month.
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DON'T FORGET COMMUNICATIONS COSTS

Be sure you get a complete bid that includes all hookups and cables ---
would you believe that some rather innocent looking cables cost over
$50 per foot?

Multiplex devices permitting. your computer to talk to many local or
over-the-phone users come in many flavors. Some cheap "front ends" can
handle a few terminals of the same speed without difficulty, but if you
wish to handle different speed devices or more than eight lines you
will want more exotic (and more costly) gear. Terminals may be rented
from many sources --- look for a record of customers who are happy with
their maintenance!

You can lose many thousands of dollars if you are not careful about the
computer-to-telephone interface and the type of phone service you
obtain. Get a hid from both the phone company and a couple terminal
leasinR companies before you decide on the interface. "Metered call
rates" are lower than regular business lines --- the phone company
tariffs (working rules approved by the Public Utilities Commission)
Permit such lower rates on phones that have fewer than 90 calls out per
month. Your computer is unlikely to place calls, so you might save
several hundred dollars per month on a big system. Often such rates
must apply to an entire account; so be prepared to show that your
computer consortium is a separate entity from your organization or
combine all your lines --- j2 lines with 90 calls each might add enough
to your switchboard pool to save your entire organization considerable
money.

VENDOR/SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

"OE C0ORSE WE'LL DELIVER ON TIME, DON'T YOU TRUST US?"

Well no.

'Indeed, nice guys get their computer last when they nezotiate for a
popular item. Even when dealing with the largest, most established
firms, your purchase order should specify the latest acceptable date
for delivery and user acceptance of the new sy§tem. Same vendors slip
60 to 90 days on most of their deliveries. Don t forget this point!

If' you have the slightest intuition that they wont deliver, you should
plan for the worst case --- try to give yourself 120 days padding so
that you can replace a no-show with your second best bid.

"WHAT, INSTALLATION COSTS EXTRA?1"

You het. Unless you have specifiea it, installation may be an extra
charge and it could be steep. Proper handling of your order and
signing up for a maintenance contract can prevent such extra fees.

VENDOR INTEGRITY

Some vendors have an industry-wide reputation for integrity --- some do
not. Most pay salespeople on a commission or a partial commission
basis but some do not. You are likely to receive less distorted
information from those not paid on a commission basis.

USER ACCEPTANCE --- WRITE IT INTO YOUR PURCHASE ORDER

3ince you will ultimately select a good computer system that meets your
needs at the lowest costs you can bet others have done the same. If
you hive violated Gunderson s Law then you have probably purchased ,a

iproduct that has never been seen in the universe outside of an artist s
mind. What might happen is that the salesperson gambled that, this
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time, the fletory would not he nine months late delivering the new
sr oAuot ur that you eould be perseaded to wait "just another wePk or
twn" rielivery of your new computing beast.

THE ARRANT'i

Be sure you get one and ask for a written description of ,exclusions.
Some vendors warranties are void if you use another vendor s equipment
or supplies (tapes, disks) in their system, If you are caught sinning,
you might have to pay the vendor hourly maintenance rates to fix your
machine so that it will again be elipible for a maintenance contract.

"NEEDS NO OPERATOR, SUPERVISION OR MAINTENANCE"

Nonsense, If it moves, it breaks. Especially if it is a terminal,
reader, punch, disk, tape drivq, or anything else you depend on. It
breaks sometimes even if it doesn t move.

To fix things that break will often cost you $35 per hour, plus
transportation costs, unless you pay for a maintenance contract, which
would typically cost 10 per cent of the new purchase price per year.
Broken software will be fixed slowly, if at all, by any but the largest
and most responsible vendors --- only a competent and permanent
programming, staff can provide such support.

Operation and supervision vary. Conservative systems, such as the
Hewlett-Packard 2000 series, might run relatively unattended for time
measured in months, from the moment they are uncrateu. Sophisticated
or flexible systems may need a full time operator.

DELIVERY METHOD --- Use Air Freight

Shop for the best route; but, unless you can save a lot of money, ship
air freight for speed and good handling.

ALTERNATIVES TO bUYING A MINICOMPUTER/TERMINAL SYSTEM

Most secondary teachers entering the field of instructional computing
in recent years have done so with a model 31 Teletype terminal
(Teletype is a trademark of Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois).
The terminal is usually connected to a school owned minicomputer or a
commercial service selling cheap time. This generally produces $3 to
$5 per hour computing instead of the $6 to $15 per hour time sold on
large commercial time shared computers. Even $3 to t5 per hour leads
to about WOO per classroom per year. However, there are alternatives
to buying your own minicomputer and terminal:

PRESENTING COMPUTING CONCEPTS AND SIMPLE PROGRAMMING WITHOUT HARDWARE

Computers and terminals can and do motivate a great deal of student and
teacher activity, Such activity sometimes vives little benefit beyond
fun and group status. In the hest situations, such fun and status wive
rise to educational programs that do use the computer to teach problem
solving and to help motivate and assist other learning. However, the
novelty will wear thin, and you will be able to see if there is enough
depth of commitment to sustain a valid educational program.

If your hudpet does not permit giving you and your students direct
secre,s to computers, you may wish to present a "familiarization" class
in wui'h the students become acquainted with techniques for logically
attacking problems and with some of the jargon used in the computing
biz. "Computer Literacy" or "Computing may be offered
without machines.
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If some cheap device is needed,, several cardboard or plastic computers
are available --- Bell Labs CARDIAC has been popular with some
students.

CALCULATOR VERSUS COMPUTER

"Calculator" no longer means "limited". If a calculator will meet your
needs, it will do so for less money than a general purpose computer.
Calculators usually have special purpose buttons and a fixed
programming language, while computers usually use only regular
typewriter keyboard charactrs. For numerical applications, multi-user
programmable calculators will be cheaper than multi-user computers.

The F,mallost hand-held calculators sell for under $30 --- you might
prefer to spend $4000 per year on calculators that can be used by all
students at once rather than a single computer terminal; or perhaps a
$4000 one-time-only expense for a powerful desk-top programmable
calculator --- some of them even speak BASIC.

CARD READERS: EVERY STUDENT CAN RUN A PROGRAM EVERY DAY

When language coding is being taught, not more than five students can
Use one terminal to run and debug short programs. If you add extra
terminals for punching up program tapes off-line, you may get a ratio
of up to eight or ten to one with good typists.

Optical mark-sense card readers offer an alternative that can give a
several fold increase to the number of programs run. Many teachers
disdain cards because the computer then loses its immediacy or magic.
Nonetheless, this ;Approach is probably the cheapest way to provide real
coding experience to a lot of people. Where motivation is very
important (with non-science or non-math students), use terminals.

BUYING TIME: CEN'RAL SUPPORT WITHOUT CAPITAL INVESTMENT OR RIG STAFF

A few commercial vendors sell cheap time. Careful use of tie Oregon
State University network will approach $3 to t4 per hour. Joining one
of the other educational users cooperatives mentioned in Appendix P-2
may also make such low cost time available to you,

Buying time from a computer utility has the advantage of giving you
access to a oentral trained staff which can give classes to your staff
and offer some limited programming advice, plus a shared central
library of application programs.

Some commercial users will sell surplus time to educators at very low
cost, fiuyinv time rather than equipment can have the advantage or
fixed cost and no risk plus no extra staff. However, administrators
and boards of directors remain impressed by ownership and fail to
realize that the computer box is only a token representing the "system"
purchased, In addition, some people have observed that if the district
sirns a five year contract, it tends to give a five year commitment to
the instructional program as well. However, most people do not use the
flexibility available through owning their own machine.
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APPENulX A: SOME PEOPLE INVoLVED IN INSTMMIONAL COMPUTING

appendix i5 omitted in this edition as the subject is covered in
section or this handbook.

APPENDIX H-1: Representatives of :30110 Equipment Vendors

Tnia very 1 ir9ited list of vendors excludes those who do not have a
manufacturer s representative in Oregon or have sold relatively few
educational systems, IBM, and particulsrly Honeywell and Hurrourh,
right deserve mere rontiOn but they are not sellinp many low-priced
smaller systems in the tricky educational market.

CALCULATORS:

Pooket or desk-top calculators are compared in the June 197? Consumer
Reports and the Texas Instruments Datamath TI2500 rated highest. It
cost $100, hot useful calculators were tested in the $60 range.
Prices are dropping fast.

WAN',-; LABORATORIES (Wing), 5319 S.W, Canyon Court, Portland, Or 97221
(297-2501) Frank Brandvold; Wanr has a lot or experience using
calculators in the classroom. They have a new BASIC speaking
calculator which does not yet have much software, designed for use in
the schools.

TEKTHONIX, INC (Tek), 8845 SW Center Ct,, Tigard, Or 97223 (639-7691)
Jon Gordon; Tek is not experienced in marketing to high schools, but
their new line of programmable calculators is inexpensive and offers
many advanced features. Tek products are noted for their exceptional
reliability.

HEWLTT-RACKAND (HP) , 17890 SW Lower [loony Ferry, Tualatin, Or 97062
(620-3350) Rick Baker; RP makes the world s most sophisticated pocket
calculator and a wide range of desk-top calculator systems including
the HP9830 BASIC language speaking calculator/compute. HP equipment
is reliable and their sales and support staff is very familiar with
the education market.

COMPUTERS:

HEWLETT-PACKARD (see above); Reliability, quick terminal response on
small jobs when fully loaded with the normal mix of educational
users, conservative development, and a large public BASIC library are
the hallmarks of the HP-2000 series time shared BASIC systems, HP
offers the single-user BASIC calculator mentioned above, plus 8, 16,
and ?2-user time shared BASIC systems. HP has sold a lot of HP-2000
sytems and has not shown much interest in varying their offerings.
HP s most painful language restriction is their failure to permit one
or two dimensionll string arrays. HP BASIC has only 6 digit
preciSiOn and won t execute data files. Whatever its limitations, HP
P,ASEC is probably used by more students than any other, and their
salespeople are well tuned in to desires of secondary school
teachers. The HP user group is well organized.

DATA ',I.NF.RAL (DG), 5900 s.w. 150th, Beaverton, Or 97005 (646-9669) Bob
Nelson; DG makes essentially only one computer, the NOVA which was

ithe first widely used sixteen bit machine. It comes in several
versions from 4K and one terminal to a large 16-user system, Their
computer systems tend to be a little cheaper than DEC or HP. Their
Extended BASIC is available on some very small systems and is similar
in power to HP BASIC. NOVA 840 systems are the first priced under
1100,000 to offer a powerful 16 user BASIC with simultaneous batch
that can handle a very nice ALGOL and an excellent FORTRAN IV.
Performance on single CPU systems with over 16 users should be
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evaluated very carefully. DO claims they can expand in 16 user
increments by adding a new CPU and swapping disk ($25,000 per
increment); make them show you one in operation. DO does not have a
well developed users group.

DIOITAl, EQUIPMENT CORPORATION (DEC), ')319 S.W. Westgate Dr., Portland,
Or a7721 (2,17-3761) Hank Merlitti; DEC offers a bewilderingly large
1:lortment of educational packopos from small to gigantic. Their
:;y:;tems are more flexible than OP s at most levels, because they are
often purchased by business engineering, scientifiv, and industrial
customers in addition to their educational sales. At most levels,
"more flexible" means that the operators often need to be more expert
than on the name size HP system. A number of non-BASIC languages are
available for DEC PUP -8 and PDP-11 miOcomputers for single user
mode; the same is true for HP and Da. DEC s 2.-24 user time shared
PDP-H is the only multi-user multi-language system under $60,000 and
Boasts BASIC, FORTRAN, ALGOL, FOCAL and assembly language, although
its i3ASIC does not compete in string anq file handling with advanced
BASICs of DG, HP, and DEC s PDP-11. DEC s PDP-11 RSTS BASIC-Plus is
the most powerful mini-computer BASIC available, although its cheaper
hardware configurations can be overloaded by a relatively small
number of complex pbs. The Digital Equipment Corporation Users
Society (DECUS) is well developed and well run; however, its
educational group has not been its strongest section.

COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT:

SIDEREAL CORPORATION, 1208 S.W. 13TH, Portland, Or 97205 (227-0111)
Ray Zapp: Sidereal leases computer terminals and communications
equipment. Call Sidereal, Western Union and your phone company
business office for nuotes on communications equipment.

coMPORr;

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER CORPORATION, 15 School Street, Boston, Mass
02108 (617 227-8634) Sonny Monosson; AUC sells all sorts of used or
discontinued stock. Sometimes it n a bargain and sometimes not. Send
in your name to get on their mailing list. Make sure to get some
sort of return privilege before yoi send in a purchase order.

APPENDIX h-2: TIME SHARING SERVICES

The followin sell 'cheap time" to educational users --- generally V) per
hour or less:

SENHAL ELECTRIC TIME SHARING, 2154 N.E. Broadway Portland, Or 97232
(::d8-6915); GE offers a special service, BASIC-One, which permits
unlimited use of one port offering a wood BASIC and FORTRAN plus a
larici program library including a TUTOR package. One port means
access to one of the phone lines connecting to the computer.

0I0MON STATE UNIVERSITY, Computer Center, Corvallis, Or 97331
(754-2494) JoAnn Baughman; OSU has a very large computer and a
Pignntic on-line program library serving many parts of Oregon.
Although theirs is a large CDC computer, OSU BASIC is very efficient
and simple problem solving should not cost over $4-$5 per hour. OSU
service has the advantage of expandability to many other languages
and services, in addition to BASIC, plys their interest in teacher

Otraining. n the other side, OSU s system has the reputation of
being loaded between noon and five, producing rather poor response
times.
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M LTNOMAH coulrY INTERMFDIATE EDUCATION DISTRICT, P.O. Box 16647,
i'ertland, Or 97,fle (dqe-I41), Jack Slinverland; METCOM serves the
eortland metropolitan iron with very reliable HP-2000 C and F
METCOM nas a large public library and specializes in serving its
,lucational users educational users do not have to fight business
or scientific data erocensin interests. The HP system retains good
response time for small to moderate Jobs, regardless of how heavily
it is loaded. METCOM is supervised by Jack Slinverland, a dedicated
and experienced Portland area math teacher.

0.T.I.S. (Oregon Total Information System), 154 40th, Eugene Or
e7405 (342-5161) Robert L. Dusenberry; OTIS offers HP-2000F BASIC an
mentioned above for METCOM.

H(1F. VALLEY COMPUTING COOPERATIVE, c/o Ashlani hivh School Ashland,
Cr 17520 (0Q-4055) Keith Garrett; RVCC has an HP-2000E BASIC system,
similar to METCOM and OTIS, but more limited in regard to program
reaturee and size.

PACIFIC UNIVERSITY, Computer Center, Forest Grove, Or 97116 (397-7037)
'Itchael Clock; PU has a dual processor NOVA system that uses a ver

BASIC of their own design. Michael Clock has a strong interest
in teacher training and that should be of considerable value to
educational users.

OAST 401e S.W. Canyon Road, Portland, Or 97221 (224-9500) Rusty
Whitney; OMSI has a NIP -11/45 which offers a very powerful BASIC
Language. OMSI presently offers low education rates but does not
emnloy staff to support instructional users. Tnerefoee, it can not
be recommended to novice users or instructional coreputing.

APPENDIX C: A PRICK SPECTRUM OF INSTRUCTIONAL r2OMPUTINO SYSTEMS

This incomplete lint quotes rounded list prices which may be off by over
lYg, 5 year leases cost. $22 /month /s1000 of purchase nrice; 3 year leases
rest $32/merth/$1000 (the bank is cheaper). Maintenance will coat 0.7f
to 1in't of new list pr;ice per, month For a contract. Prices for
multi-user systems are complete except for phone equipment and
terminals In addition to the one console terminal --- extra terminals
!,,at. .tv!0 1r(-,m 'teletype Corporation or n300-t1600 from your vendor.

inexeensive rocket rr Desk-top Calculators

1)A'rA7'd TI?c,WJ ($70) , Texas Instruments, Inc Dallas; top rated small
calculator in June 1973 "Consumer Reports"; add, subtract, multiply
7r1,1 ivide slim constant storage; d digit, readout

HAPIAN dc)0 (1'30), Rapid Data Systems and Eouipment, Ltd, Hexdale,
fltario; lacks a constant switch but is least expensive in the CH
-Hrycv that included a decimal point

Hewlett-Packard, Cupertino, Calif; the most powerful
rocket calculator under 1500; many math functions and several stored
constants provided

c;i1CP Programmable hesk -top CalTulators

WAN 'ann (WOO to $90o0 and up), Wang Laboratories (see Appendix B
C()r addresses for rest of systems); $9000 version includes 4K (4096)
w!cr memory locations, CRT (TV-like display), and IBM Selectric style
tvpcwriter output, keyboard and cassette tape for file storage; it

BASIC
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HP-0830 ($6000 and up), Hewlett-Packard $9000 version speaks a subset
or popular HP-2000 BASIC, has a 32 character display and hoants
fast 240 line-per-minute thermal printer (taken special paper at
cents per page), plus a cassette for program storage; a plotter, card
reader or typewriter output device may be added; matrix commands,
strings, plotter routines, extended data file handling, and other
functions may he added for $500 for each electronic module; user
program memory can be expanded from initial 2K words at $1500 per PK
increment. HP can supply a program library and instructional
materials for their BASIC.

'EK 31 ($3000 and up), Tektronix; $4500 version includes function
keyboard, cassette tape for program and data storage, 4K of
program/data memory, a fast and quiet 16 column alphanumeric thermal
printer; extra devices include Tektronix 4010 graphics display
output, X-Y plotter, more,remory; does not program in BASIC and does
not have a library of pr;)grams designed for high school use, but has
its own algebraic language and a large library of math and statistics
programs.

GROUP Small Stand-alone Computers

EduSystem-5 ($6000), DEC, 4K general purpose digital computer with 12
bits in each word plus a teletype terminal; paper tape programming,
system supports BASIC, a primitive FORTRAN, FOCAL (an interesting DEC
"desk calculator" language that supports recursive subroutines) and
assembly language; can be expanded in increments of several thousand
dollars; for large expansion, the user should start with an Edu10, at
$7000, expandable through the other DEC "EduSystems" up to the
time-shared PDP-8 (Edu50).

NoVA 2/4 ($5000), DG, similar to above Edu5, except NOVA is a more
sophisticated 16 bit computer; can he expanded to support a nice 4
user time shared BASIC system; if more expansion is envisioned, user
should start with NOVA 2/10 at $6000

GROUP 4: Add Magnetic Tape or Cassette Tape Storage

HP-930, see Group 2 for description; BASIC language capability
oualifies it for Group 4 except that, unlike general purpose
computers, it cannot be reprogrammed to speak otner languages.

feluSyster-15 ($10,000) DEC; the next step up from Edu5 or Edul0 ---
the addition o1 a single DECtape drive permits running a rather nice
BASIC whose chief advantages include fast execution (it is a two -pass
semi-compiler) and relatively large programs (6200 character's);
disadvantages include lack of true strings and independent data
files. Edul5 may be upgraded with an extra tape drive ($2500)
permitting copying and "backups" or 4K more core ($2500) permitting
use of Edu20 5-user BASIC (not "advanced"). Add both and get the
superb OS/8 operating system --- it is only for single users but has
many big machine languages and features.

GROUP 4A: BATCH --- Group 4 Plus a Mark Sense Card Reader

Add about $3000 to Group 4 for a reader and you can run "BATCH" --- the
notential for feeding a .;tack of cards, containing programs encoded
by the whole class, for rapid execution one after another, with
results or error messages printed on the terminal. DO offers this
feature starting with their larger Group 5 systems.

GROUP 5: Small Multi-user BASIC Systems

V;VA W+0C0) D',1 8K of memory and cassette for loading; supports a
limited BASIC in fixed memory partitions permitting five users each
about a 1K program (2000 character maximum); a $3000 upgrade to a 16K
machine with two cassettes offers users a rather powerful "Extended
BASIC". And the lowest priced swapping system permitting larger
programs uses a 128K disk and totals $25,000 for the system.
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v,tuystem 20 (t8500) DEC, 8K of memory, system loaded from paper tale
(ineonven tont); up u) rive users pc,rmitted with 'K program partitions
(.000 oharocters) next fanciest multi-user system is Edu ?5 which
starts at $22,000 with disk or magnetio DECtspe storage of program
and data files.

aoup f Medium Sized Time Sharing Systems

NOVA 2/10 ($40,000) 0 a P.K 16-user system permitting Enhanced tiAntc
with good sized programs and powerful string and file commands. This
system includes a one-half million word fast swapping disk plus two
cassettes (extra cassette drives are $750 each). This is a very
attractive system whose chief defect appears to be that it carnet be
upgraded to the top-of-the-line NOVA 840 System; to get the same
performance with upgrade capability will cost an additional $10,000
or more.

HP-2000E ($40,000) HP, although the ?000E limits users to 4K of program
space (8000 characters maximum); the system is very "clean" and shows
excellent response under almost all normal Job loads even while
supporting its maximum load of sixteen users, All programs written
in HP-2000E BASIC will run on HP-2000F systems --- this is of vitll
significance if you plan to upgrade your system. Some of HP s
competitors sell non-compatible BASICS.

HP-2000F ["Small F"] ($75,000) HP, supports sixteen users in Food styli
using the very widely available HP -2000F OASIC language; a $35,000
upgrade will make this into the top-of-the-line "Rig E" that handles
32 users; also permits addition of a lot of disk storage and even a
line printer. 1000E BASIC permits 10K user program space ( ?0,000
character maximum). HP has recently stated that the "Small s" will
suprort 32 users in good style if those users are not doing a great
deal of file work. See Group 7.

Eduystem-50 ["Time Shared 8"] ($40,000 and up) DEC; supports 4 to 24
users (more core should he added for more users at about $4000 per HK
of core) you should evaluate the Edu50 carefully for more than 12
users; TSS8, as it is known, is unique among small systems in that it
provides each user a virtual 4K computer of his own with disk
services and access to other peripherals such as DECtape and line
printer if available; the user may use the fairly nice TSS8 BASIC or
FORTRAN or ALGOL or assembly language. The rub is that a 4K PDP-8 is
rather limiting and if a powerful string and file handling BASIC is
essential for your work, TSS8 might not do it. With extra core and
the several peripheral devices a computer science teacher might want,
TSSd systems usually come to about $50,000 to $60,000.

Edu!-;Ystem-M ["Mini-RSTS"] ($50,000) DEC; a PDP-11/40 based BASIC-only
system for up to eight users. it features a very powerful version of
BASIC --- the most powerful and flexible available on minicomputers
--- but response time suffers if several big gobs are run alongside
typical problem solving. $5,000 to $10,000 of additional memory will
permit 16 users to run reasonably well --- the basic configuration
includes 28K to 40K of memory and may be expanded up to 124K 1F bit
wards of memory. Additional peripherals (tape, card readers,
printers, etc.) may he added. Installations seeking to expand to 32
users, including many compute bound iobs, should consider starting
their HSTS system with a POP - 11/05 instead of an 11/40; this will
cost about $7,000 extra.

(;ROUP 7: Largest Minicomputer Systems

NOVA 840 ($100000) DG; a 64K system that permits a good 16-user
Extended HASIC to run in one memory partition while real "batch" jobs
in ALGOL or FORTRAN IV are run in the other partition. This system
includes 10 million words of disk storage and a one-half million word
swapping disk plus cassette tape drives, an intelligent multiplexer
and a medium speed line printer; many other peripherals may be added
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(plotters, readers, punches, etc.). Vendors do not push the
theoretical 32-user capacity of this system but suggest adding
additional 32K CPUs and assorted support gear to the system for each
additional 16 users at a cost of $25,000 per increment. Not many
such over 16 user systems exist, so "buyer beware."

HP-2000F ($100,000) HP; a dual processor system that is the most
popular "BASIC-box" in the country. The P?...1000Ceand now F have
endeared themselves to educational users because- they retain good
response time even when fully loaded with 32 users! Response time is
usually taken to be the delay experienced by a teletype user who has
just hit the carriage return at the end of a line --- times in excess
or two seconds start to become annoying, ten seconds is considered
obnoxious and some systems do worse than that. Another reason for
their popularity is that they are rather uncomplicated to run and
have a much better "mean time between failures" record than their
close competition. HP conservatism is the strength of the HP-2000F
system and its weakness six digit precision is limiting and their
failure to provide one or two dimensional string arrays on a system
that in in such wide use is hard to forgive. Yet its wide use is
making it almost a quasi-standard educational BASIC language. Beware
of running jobs requiring a great Baal of random data file handling;
when the 2000F is heavily loaded with other jobs, rapid processing of
riant jobs will be sacrificed to maintain responsiveness and
throughput on the "normal" lobs. The 2000F can add considerable disk
space and can also make a line printer available to user jobs.

H3TS/E ( 0100,010 and up ) DEC; ir the system manager limits the degree
to which a big job can steal the system, then a $140,000 32-user
HSTS /[ system built around a 72K PDP -11/'45 having 16K of fast MOS
memory is probably practical although the potential user should try
out his lob mix in a major test before buying. As stated elsewhere
in this article, the HSTS BASIC-Plus language is the most powerful
minicomputer implementation of BASIC now available. Unless limited
by the system manager, user jobs may grab relatively large amounts or
core plum peripheral dev1.ces in order to engage in pretty
sophisticated data processing tasks in BASIC. Its file handling
abilities and optional fifteen digit precision invite applications
more complex than normal instructional or problem solving educational
Uses. By adding large 40 million character disk packs, line
Printers, card readers, and other commercial data processing
peripherals, HST:VE systems can quickly reach $200,000 and more for
3,-) user systems. HSTS 's unusually flexible file handling permits
reading and writing on 7-track or 9-track magnetic tape in most of
the formats commonly used by IBM and other commercial data processing
systems. Biggest gripe is that with 32 users, the OLD command takes
forever on big files. Users are therefore urged to save COMPILED
programs.

APPENDIX D: Some BASIC Language and Other System Features to Examine

When comparing "features" between different systems, this list might help
draw your attention to points of difference between competitors.

I) Is machine binary, octal, hex?
2) What is its word length?
-) What operating systems available?
4) What non-BASIC languages?

Well organized users group?
1 How much can system prow?
7 How much is extra memory?
S, BASIC compiler or interpreter?
9) What peripherals available?
lfl) floes vendor dincourar,e flexibility?
11' Xean time between failures?
12 Are data riles compatible?
I'l Are data files executable?
14) How many digits of precision?
1e) Are numeric variables dimensioned?
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?N) :/trinp
ly !1.1ximum nt ngri length?
16 Midstringinp (suhntringing)?
19 Program lengh limits?
:1() (HAINinv permitted?
:)1 Pata file limits?
:3? String functions?
;'). String concatenation?
A User defined functions?

CALI, external subroutines?
dh Maximum number of data filen?
?7 Sectuential filen?
?8 Record-oriented files?
;(7) Bandon access files (how?)?

Virtual arrays on disk?
`31 PkINT USING (output formatting)?

Maximum number of users?
'41 batch permitted?

response time?
35 Hardware floating point?
'36 :support high speed terminals?
17 List price of system?
' Is software bundled?
49 Matrix operators?
4n Boolean operators?
41 Availability or good maintenance?
4? How much attention required by operator?
0 File security arrangements?
44 cost Per word for extra disk space'?
4'i Execution time for benchmarks typical of your job mix?

(Be sure system is "typically loaded" during test)
46) Now easy is it to crack user I!) codes?
47) What sort of accounting /billing information Is generated?

4R) What is it that you really want to do that needs a computer?!

AFTEWWORD

Thouand of teachers now purchase computing power to help them in the
clasnroom --- most currently use the BASIC language on a minicomputer.
The 103t, important parts of the "system" include students, trained

aciwrs, instructional goals, and the computing machines and the
*wour,In3 swat tell the machines what to do. This :;ulde is intended to

ln mwices in their encounters with vendors of computer hardware and
(omputer pro "rams (software) soot commonly used in schools.

Iture eitions will contain corrections Ow; additional sections. Early
1ditions -ire expected under the headings:

Yethoin for Comparative Saturation Testing of Computing Systems
ipsults from Saturation Testing of Some Computing Systems
Computer iiuzzwords

Pleas(! forward corrections and suggestions to the luthor in care of
j.c.c.F,, so that you can help benefit readers of future editions.
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and i 1 I List rate the connect i on o f a terminal through
t y of I t tie t r (ICI,One Nile:; }. A sma 11 i )1te
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,-omp it or ,nippo i , hile large s v.,

mht '.uppert ,!ne more terminalt-:,.

Thi in Nritten for both the administrator and the

tc;IHICr. It supplies information to the administrator who is

conidering the purcha,te, lease, or rental et a terminal. It

:.,tiggests some operational considerations for the teacher WOC--

with a terminal.

s article describes the computer terminal and some of

allecting its use. It explores three com-

mon to :finals with a Cow of tho available options. Then it

d isoa se:: methods of connecting terminals to a comnuter. The

Hlising, Or the terminal is considered next, including SOM.' nOhe,

on classroom location, laboratory location and general access-

ii'Il It, i.or the person considering obtaining a terminal, there

a section on suppliers of terpinals and who to go to for

:,eetioh we aro going to define three tynes of o )m-

Hiter tormInJL and provide some insight into their nature and

i. iun ere are many types oF eomuter telminals available,

H,t o have limited thi.; discussion to tne teletype (rTy),

:athdo rav tutee CCPTl and tho cardread 1. This limitatio,;

i!mo:--,1 to ;.;eop the material relela it to computing holow

th(, coilogc: tevel.

1.,,,r1111:1J] is a strange animal. It comes in a large v,t:r-

i=,11;tnc, s,-)cods, coirs, models,

on' and lyveis of intelligence. Terminals range from
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tile' very simple teletype (TTY) to the highly complex and Intel-

:lachine which ill itself a computer system, but is

W; t, terminal.

It i ; d frightening experience, indeed, to v.:11k through

the iorost ot co.liputr ferminal (Ttions. conHdering a

ter;nal, one MILt d('Clao: Ella you want a machine that is full

dur,le\, dunleN, eehoplo KSR or an ASR; does it neeil an

:1COHHt is coop 1 er or data acces arranement (PAA); tape or

HOP tap( H11C,uIU the speed be in characters ner second, 2n char-

acters per charaLlers per second, or variahle? 'the

H.ohlem with comPu,er terminal options is that they are as

peculiar ;lay set of conditions van will ever fird. hach

-iem has a set of characterist whidi make certain

tvrminal heter than others, and which make certain terminal

) il,solute necessities And other options completely tin-

:try. Tliis article will shed some light on a fey of Cie

Hrtions.

'letype ITTY) is one of the cheapest and most avail-

tnri inals. It is also the device most commonly seen In

nJucational ,vir(,rtkent;. !lie teletype includes a comnlex print-

reehanHm that is 0.01 unlike 011 electric typewriter. The

it h 1 tern:: c.aracters On a continuous roll of paper. no

(hard copy) is then torn off by the user so he can carry

lis Jway. The tHetyre has a keyboard that is nearly

id,,ritleal to the s1iilidard typewriter. As each Ley is depressed

cod formed and sent to the computer. The teletype must



placed upon A desk or tahle.

tC1CIVH: rohabIN the most available

t o rei)a i WI It) t'i.»lnit f o r cminntin j C.l t 1 7111 ;

and Ca`He:41

It will )),en-

t rally cost about i;00-70 per north to rent it terminal, or aliont

h) purchaso oat Crom the teletype factory, In either

ir the termit 11 not connected directly to the computer

(connection kits cost about :;,100) then you will have to add to

the cost of the device the cost of the telephone line. The

line cbar),es are often billed standard business rate and com-

monly run between $17 and "L'..5 per month. Overall the cost oi

r e n t a l s usual l" estimated at !lonn.)291) por year,

('cnerally one has several po:;::;ihle sourct fot acquirins;

a tcletpe. ;,late;, telephone companies rent or lease teletyoes

to tHeir customers. Western Mnion rents teletypes at a very

compet itive price. They have special rates For educational in-

titutiens. In larw, metropolitan areas special service corn-

cxiHt whose major activity t; the lease and maintenance

torminal equipment. Within the metropolitan areas is

to find service for teletypes. However, is rural

:1) 1p miH;t be difficult, ind e d, to find persons who could

ati.,Cactory rfnairs upon the tHotype.

'llicre NYC two main options that need to be discussed with

teletv:w. The first option is the teletype model. While

!eletve come in many mod 1:> suitable !or computer communica-

, two of them, the model 53 and t.:).e model 35, provide the

H.eat nun:,er of features at the lowcsI cost. The 7ilodel 33

ipiptype is a relatively Hiall device.



The advantages to the model 33 are: relative portability,

low cost and commonly available maintenance. The model 35 tel

etype is a much larger and more dorahle unit. It is three to

four times the or the model 33 and usually comes with its

OW11 stand. The model 35 teletype has far fewer maintenance

pe6blems than the model 33, but it is much more difficult to

repah- when it does fail. In addition, it is much more expen-

sive to rent or to lease. Whenever you have a situation where

good repair facilities exist and you need highly reliahle ter-

minals, the model SS has advantages over the model 33. In

those situations where the repair facilities are not so good,

or where terminal failures are not critical, the model 33 is

completely satiFfactory.

l'lth the model 33 and the model 35 TTY's provide only up-

pe case characters. A fairly recent addition to the TTY pro-

duct line is the model 38. It provides hot!, upper case and low

er case characters, and is, priced hetween the model 33 and model

3 prices.

A se(:oad option normally available on the teletype is the

paper tape unit. The unit includes both a paper tape punch and

a paper tape reader. Without the tape unit the teletype is a

FSR (Keyhoard Send and Receive). With the tape unit the tele-

type Is called an ASP (Automatic Send and Receive). A tape

unit model 33 is an ASR-33 and a model 35 without tape is a

KSR-35. The NSR teletypes arc significantly smaller than the

ASP type r.lachines. The tape unit has several advantages:

provides a way to prepare data when the computer is not
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operating; it provides auxiliary storage for nrogramst and

CNN he used to maximi:x the use/cost ratio of the comnutor, by

n..biii programs and data off-line, and then calling up the

computer only to transmit information at maximum tyning sneyd.

In almost all educational settings the tape unit is highly do-

In the use of the teletype one should keep ill mind the

considerations of portability, noise and durability. The tele-

type is generally not a very portable device, The model 33 and

model 35 can be moved within a building if a strong cart is

made available. The model 33 can even ho moved outside of a

buildin;,, if one remembers that it must remain uprip,ht at all

times (some things Call apart if it is not upright), A TTY

is fairly heavy, so it usually requires two persons to move

one any distance. In operation, noise a problem. The model

j is about 35°, quieter than the model 33, but neither is uuiet.

IM on ::;tudy done of a small room containing 5 teletypes and no

Tbiln(1 abatement, the sound level was found to be higher than

Hera! limit3tioas For a diesel truck tr:),,eling at 6I riles

:0111' and thirty feet :Away. Ceneratly, the t,:A.etype is

very rellahle and durable unit, but like any mechanical device

it absolute y rust have routine maintenance. That maintenance

recommended every other month or every 750 hours of opera-

Hon.

CRT

An)tllev commonly used terminal is the CRT. The (ITT, Cath-

o(Ie 111h(,. is simply a tel set with an electric key-
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Ratner than piinting )y impact onto paper, the CRT

1,)re, letters by wrl ting with an electron !..1un on the TV screen.

{16ese terminals usually do not receive regular 1V Programs).

t1r thi: methed or Printing, there is no available hard enp.

:,,Nrk :1'0) j iCi 1 di51inct advantage; in others it

handIcao.

('P1 i isually en,iderahly smaller than the TTY. 11

teuallv .4;11;111 enough to pick up and carry.

le cost or a cRT is extremely Variable. It can h;' oh-

tHilvd to heaply NS a teletype for very restricted models and

car, range in price to over fivethousand dollars. The single

gr itest probleo with the CRT cost involves the options. The

"1,'(andard" CRT does not have a paper tape unit or provide hard

co; ltinen the-e opt ion:; are added they tend to inflate t),0

co:,t pC the device significantly. As with the teletype, if

, unit 1 not wired directly to the conputer, there will he

line ellai' Vic= associated witl) n use.

Currently the CRT is not nearly as cannon as the TTY. In

the future, hovever, the CRT will probahly become the mo t corn-

e I' is l la use. ''cause they are only USed NS computer

lerLinal, the CRF t; a little harder to find Can the lrY.

11051 metropolitan areas availability is reasonably good and

r .)air tics exist. Hoi,ever, it is common that the ter-

minal ha:; to he returned to the factory For repair, although

1:11:;y of the (7ompNIIICS are contracting with various local Firms

Clri service.

There arc several common types of CRT terminals, The leant
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t H;1-C t ((III t Ss,"11.1 o't'atS ih0l1l1 tilt 5 1111C

teletype and Iui rather limited capability. The limitations

of the unit, hoever, do not interfer with many of the common

educational applications. A second type of terminal is the

:,mart terminal the Datapoint 36nn. lt is an example of a

CRT terminal tnat is actually a computer. A third type of CPT

terminal Ia the graphics dHplay 1ermi11J1 such as the Toktronix

1002. (] ar,: manufactured in ieaverton, Oregon.) Within

each class or type of CRT terminal, there are a multitude of

brands, costs, and options. One of tho:w configurations might

he ideal for your application.

Hie outstanding feature of the CRT is the noise. Except

for an occasional "beep" the terminal is comnletely silent.

The silenc,: mahes it an ideal candidate' for any situation where

large v lume of noise is unacceptahle. It is ideal for use in

th

CLI H also it v durable iracninn. It is almost nn

ate, and thcre am few
1 (ving 001

iart that actually riove aye the 1:.ey5 H the keyboard. With

,noc iioi uarts, t1a device is highly reliable and seldom

does fail, circuit board can often

d replace L. ;c: only routine maintenance 11eede0

*wire]. Often 1t is rot mairtained It all but

oern yet until it fails. Ti. s pr:ctic is dangerous with a

tyictyre, but entirely acceptable with it

li re are some vory nice ir,os for the CRT terminal. First,

thy .peration 15 a blessing. Second, the device usually
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is capable of changing speeds Ind can he adjusted to a hig,her

rate or transmission, if your computer has multiple speed ar.-

CO `..;S. Third, the screen can he asily seen by others which

maLe.:: it ideal for demonstration or for video taping. l'ourth,

tbe lac?. of hard COI"' ha::. '4O1,X distinct advantage!-.: there is

HO pi per to order, stocl and store; there are not stack: of

used Impel. all about the room; i t is perfect for testi!T when

HH exM11 needs to he kept secure; and it is Heal for nrognim-

ming and program modificatiot

The 1' rd r,eader

The optical card read r is a device that

;,i;tcrtlal in the school environment. The optical card reader

,,htains IIif ormation hy passing a ...ard past 50111'? liOtt

Kherever a hole or pencil mark appears on t',e card, I Ipht is

reClected to t-he sensors. The card r-,,ader convcrt,, enrol anrP

istandird card code) into the code used Iy the computer system.

ne o-)tiea: car,t readi er JaS two main coilfigurations. The

CI t i,I t5VSC Is the card to tape hunch. Cards arc fed to
a11.1 a pap e 1' H ! C. 11 I a 1 11 1 11 1! In f o rcui i on on the

ee Cl a ther he fed into the teletype

`or Sic)ri to the computer.

tion, the card reader r1,s

the second op-

coniunction with 11 terminal and

Iti capaLic of transmittilu lirectiv from the cards to the con

!'liter. 111 th ' coral Ii ura i SOii, the terminal and card reader

ar, toytl:er. IF OHC does desire a paper tape from

ti:o tri , let> pe i pin in l- mode and the card

reAdr then sends the code:: to the teletyoe paper tape punch.
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ipe eptical card reader is a relatively .inall device,

ahout the or a large Lrcad Lox. It typically comes in

desk top 11A)dels.

optical card reader reads standard card codes. This

ilieaas that, usually, cards can prepareCi or standard key-

puach, and tha: any pencil marked cards must Le prepare(' ill

.rd code. The care reader then changes from these code!.; to

c.)(le by the computer system (often it 0111.

..ci1 marked cards are easy lo obtain. They usually contain

marLing guides and are printed with the appropriate codes for

OaCil letter. 11 is generally agreed that the cards arc easy

to mar]: and the skill can be easily tau:Iht to grade sc!a)o1

me people fool that the cards are teciious to mar

ard that markirg a 1:irgy number e1. cards is a "pain in the

" 'te truth of this contention does not by late the use

o r sucll

cot oF an optical card read(' j' i s in the noighLorhood

SI20 per monft. than it is desirahl to lease or rent a

unit 'slit if a nurch is desired, umi.f cNr he ohtaine.' for

.:out kemenher, HO optical card readflr will serve alone

terminal. In every ccnfiguration, it is necessary to ave

already availahle some oCler type of device such as a (t']' or

lllcro aCe 1 n :::1:1-tt lac t tire rs Or Cli'd that commonly

uith One it t-',e Automata Cormny, inanuict

a card to tape unit operates at 20 charactor,,

cr Heccd, ahoot Lcice sl'eed of a teletype. The other is
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the Hewlett-Packard Company. Its card reader interfaces with

a terminal and can provide direct transmission to the computer.

It is limited to 10 characters pet' second.

Card readers can often he repaired locally, It the man-

ulacturer has N s IV ice outlet near by. In other situation,

the reader must he returned to the factory for repair. The

optical card reader is a reasonably durable device. It does

require sonic routine maintenance, but not so frequently as a

teletype. la remote locations, a teacher can cosily learn to

maintain and service it

because the card reader is either punching tape or work-

ing in conjunction with a terminal there is often considerable

noise.

The optical card reader is usually able to read hoth 11)

and H) column cards. This dual ability is dependent upon

timinc marks which are printed onto the card. These marks tell

the reader when to read information. In some situations, peo-

ple haVt' prInted their own cards with much less than 40 columns.

the cards can have 3 variety of special uses (i.e., test scor-

ing, attendance reporting, sport statistics). The standard 40

column card is very easy for a student to mark, but if key-

punched, requires that every other column he punched. The

standard Sn column card is extremely difficult for a student to

marl, but ideal for the keypunch.

One of the fine features of the card reader is that the

card-; can le prepared by many people simultaneouslY in many

locations. This i,ormits the student Fo prepare programs and
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Irmi the telytypy, in study hall, at home, or Pven

while on a dity. It prevynts delays at the and MN1J-;

the C;R7iIities aVAilNi)10 to a wider segment C the student pop-

ulation. Kith the card reader, the students in kusiness Mach-

Hes coursescan provide the service of program and data pre-

laration. Or, the football team statistician can keep statis-

tics on cards during the game, and feed the data into the com-

puter at a later time. The card reader is a devjce that ex-

tends the use or the computer throughout the school.

CONNFCTINC THE ThRMINAL

This section will discuss the methods of connecting the

terminal to the computer. It will consider hard wire and switch

ed networks and the advantages of modems versus acousticouplers.

The decision of whether the terminal vill he connected directly

1 wire to the computer (hard wi re) , or connected through a

!4witched network, will he made by the Personnel iit charge of

computyr. If the terminal is to he hard wired, it will re-

(piire a conversion Ht so that voltages vill he compatible with

computer input system. The advantae to the hard wired

is that transmission is reliable and the student does

neat :..1 to contend with other people for access to the compu-

.1*. the terminal is hardwired it occupies one access path

the computer. This access path is only available to the

hgle terminal to which it is connected. The hardwir(d ter-

. JAI, then, has access whenever the computer is operational.

dvantage h the hardwired terminal is that it. is not

portable.
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A second method of connecting a terminal to the computer

system is through the use of 11 switched Hetwol 1 it e the tele-

I 1) e 1 ine. ln the switched netvo IA, a set of phone numlwrs

are del inc.d for tho computer. The user obtains access to the

computer hv caliin 070 of those numher54 and then connect ills',

Hie terminal to the Hne. IC the phone numbers to the computer

are htm-;ys the user" cannot pai11 access and must unit until a

h s froc. With the switched networl. it is possible to have

terminals Olich are actually portable. The major disadvantage

to the switched networi is when all_ lines are busy and a user

cannot !.;aill A ces to the computer even though it is operation-

al,

TIldre aro two common ways to convect the torminai to 11

WI(ChCd modern and the acoustic-coupler. The mo-

dem an electronic unit that is uhysically connected between

the terminAl and the line. 'Jodem stands for "modulator-demod-

uLtor" and it creates :i frequency modulated signal which is

,ent over the line (in switched networks there is a modem on

f': cII cad of the line). Even if there are a number of plugs

rhone line, the modem restricts the portability of a

Lou I I v it is connected directly to the phone line

and therohy levees the terminal to remain in one place. The

advanta , to the modem is that i t provides a highly reliable

transmision of data. 117 some instances the telephone company

will reuuire that a device be placed between the modem and the

line to ite the piJ)no line from any malfunction in the ter-

mina l. These devices are sometimes called data access arrange-

ments (DAA;.



the acoustic-coupler is N method al' connecting the termin-

il any single party phone line. The acoustic-coupler is a

dovice that accomodates the telephone handset. The number or

the Computer is dialed and when the computer's carrier (11TO

1::. tone) is present, the handset is placed into tne coup:cr.

This coupliw,,, provides a physical isolation between the tele-

Hono line and the terminal thus oviating the need for the HAA.

The acoustic-coupler performs the same function as the modem,

and is actually a modem. However, it is the type of device

that is extremely portable. It permits operation of the ter

minal wherever there is both a phone lin:, and electric power.

The problem with the acoustic-couplor is that or garbling and

noisy. The transmission of signals between the terminal and

the computer are in the frequeney range of human voices. 1r

'he FOON1 where the terminal is operated is extremely noisy.

:(;ric of the background noise will he picked un by the acoustic-

voul ler. That extra noise will often garhle the transmitted

(nal. The acoustic-coupler is also sensitive to humps, Hocks,

,iolts. If one requires portability, however, the acoustic-

: npi( is the only reasonable method of connecting a terminal.

nclated to the connection of a terminal to a line is the

k.oncept of duplex. In a half-duplex operation the keyboard of

He terminal is connected to the terminal's nrint mechanism.

ivery signal that is transmitted to the computer is simultan-

eously printed on the printer. in this situation iC garbling

occurs on the line, the user is often unaware of it. Half-

(plex signals travel in only one direction at a time. In the

Mil l-duplex mode the computer and the terminal are both able



to Irmismit at the same time. In this operation, the user is

aware or problems OH the phone line because the keyboard oC his

terminal is connected to the computer and riot the printer.

rverything that the user types is sent to the computer and then

1 :0 bacl. to the printcr the computer. Therefore,

clniracter typed must make it complete circuit hefore it is

printed. C;111,11n11 in the transmission is immediately obvious,

`ome computt-r5 liLe the liewlett-Packard 2000 series usT a

modified form or full-duplex called eehoplex. In the echoplex

,o)cration there no direct connection between the keyboard

and the printer of the terminal. However, the transmission is

ohiy allowed in one direction at a time, The user still has

the benefit of immediate feedback on a typed character, hut lie

Must wilt until the computer is finished transmitting before he

Call bei;iii a transmission.

li,ITli S FON 'HI TER.1NAh

II tbis section 1...'e will describe the physical facilities

aiy to house the terminal, the need for terminal super

and some of the materials necessary IC) operate a compu-

terminal.

terminal rec;iiires both a location within the school ah(1

r 1 c) 110( YV The location of the terminal is I1511-

511; in classroom or coriputer laboratory. The supervision is

0111y the responsibility of a teacher or teacher aide.

considerable debate continues as to the amount of super

Vi: needed for it terrain 1. It is obvious that a minimum su-

pervision include an occasional checl:ing or the equipment,
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Mild appropriate l'eplocoment or paper, ribbons and paper tape.

The maximum supervision would require a person present in the

room with the terminal at all times. :'41M0 feel that the only

way to operate a terminal is with maximum supervision. They

seem to he concerned with theft, damage, and iMproper use. It

is the author's opinion that the terminal should he operated

with the minimum supervision. In five years of teaching com-

puter in the high school , he is unaware or a single case of

malicious damage. It is desirable, however, to have someone

present near the terminal to assist students (students can do

an excellent job of helping other students) . In an environment

of minimum supervision there seems to be a maximum of use. The

major worries of theft, damage and improper use seldom occur.

because of school laws related to general supervision of

students, it is wise to have the terminal in a location where

it can be seen by some adult. This casual supervision takes

eare of most of the "horse play" which would go on in the ab-

ence of an adult.

There are several reasons why a teacher's classroom is an

Ippropriate place for the computer terminal. First, the noise

I the terminal itself or the commotion associated with it

either eft-eetively inhiNit the normal work of the class, or the

.,;orl of the class prevents accers to the terminal at times con-

v('nicnt to the student. This placement effectively makes the

terminal unavailable during major parts of the school day. A

,(.'0)/1(1 problem is that of teacher dominance. When the terminal

placed in the classroom the teacher feels a responsibility

to guard and protect it. ;ometimes this protection actually
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!frover.ts the IFCC use or the Nachine hy other teachers :1116 sill.

th'ats. A thira ohjection to the teminal alac,..ment in the

c1.1,--1.-oon is t ha t C 1 i

Piall to c' IT

lu!

,.;11aCC. classrowii!: Are too

com;)uter termimil and the necessary

T!, tominJ1 ,Acre ilL IT

it :it all tilLes witilout di:;turH

I a 1"1=o2, H c t iv , H lid :I 100(illate WO1.1

,11`proprinte a I ac c f,n. a computer 'ts in a

or..tory oC its own. T1 ,e lah should 1.)c accesi'ole to 11A-

re alter a.id do i .-,c1Too I , ad shotil rV ido 111

111'. C ..1 large tahle:,. In I i a eiNirooment students

HçI t IOC 'lit ' (roe to access the ccw)Ti or at t!ci t20V(s)1 j otIk' o

Hi o I 111 t OM.. 011 hy 0 p 0 )) o

no ii'!' t H '..-,Ch00 I I i H or,V I V0111110Ilt t (.1` to i at 1 ho 1 o jo

11:H

'IT Ij II l',1 : ITO I

:I L 1 '.' t o ()El H' I I f.)(1 0

t ec, t c I (.1 t'v,1 i 110

c(,,T ,)1;,; ',L;.." he Cloor, CUFtUIJIS hi

;Ind 50111111 tHe on the an I It is desir-

t'00fl 0 C.)1,101i',:l that 1 Nc tl 0 0 to INc 1." a I I

O!10IT

kti 7;) ':;5 V''..)1';i 1 I_ V pc.' 5 0 If lilt( s stored in a

iy nc,..,,,sablc to the t.:!rminal. iliaterials include

"I:OH T- , , hi ,1J H Hid .111,1 opt.' t i on

1,,nrnalH Cor .,yHtem. A TTY terminnl will 115 e ahoul



rild'ons, no Cas0 ooI paper tape, d three ca !,!,', cif paper

in a ,:ear. Thee ,IHH vary with the anolication. tudents

are very capahle of replacing pa!)er, tape and ribhons. Make

)e materials availahlo to the student,; and let them do thi,;

c'lore thennlves as it is needed, :laterial for the terminal

11;;LaIIV dwaper ir purchased in quantity. Time could he

coniderahIe savims

materiAL: At one tints.

One purchased three years scorth of

OM'AlINC A TERMINAL

This section makes some suggestions about obtaining a ter-

minal. Here we t;i11 provide ,rnme sur,gff,tion on vendor selec-

tions, .01f.1(.' vendors to conider, ard some place:-; to turn for

additional information.

Once a rood to Live a computer 1 orninal i fully r,stakiish-

cd, the H-ohlem )ceomes oac of selecting Cic H nt vendor. In

a vendor the person le.'ds to :,ave in mind the

terrinal desired and the optiew--, tbat are necessary

I n;; I illation. TalL to sveral vflndors and rememher

. t th 'nice
, not the only conideration. Note that ser-

dite Ertl v ;idor reputation are as important as

te machire. if you get a terminal at a

I
. ! 1..ir v(-ui c:1 nno la a\ c it ma i nod or repaired en:-;i

1,:hat you !lave i s an extremely oxpensive junL sculpture in

r .rwm5r that with 11-x tel type routine maintenance

ImnIrtant certain that you purchao a service cont.ract on

tirminal. (It is \jse to got a service contract on any COF-

IL.sr doviec in the ,chool.) The service contract prot.ects you



largo outlays or monoy at uneNpected times. Consider

velidor at 't at reasonable prices.

nHCY a VCT1dOr is selected it is wise to check out Lis l',--

putation. You may find thJt he is full or (c;ood Promises, but

never vrov 1 dos tIA' syvvico:: :Ieeded.

Watch out Cor multi-vendor problems. Mien the phone coo-

pany supplics the lie and another eompany the terminal, each

l blame the other tilt 0 Cailure. It is more convenient

to obtain teltype and line F 0 the same company. However, it

is not always financially feasible to do so, In such situations

one is at the mercy oc the service representatives of each or

the v,:ndors. The worst rossil,le situation is to get the or

liIC from on' company, the modem from a second and the terminal

from a third!

There arc sever:11 reliahl.,, vendors oF computer terminals.

n e factory itself. The Teletyre Corporation, 5555 West

Touhy Ill. nnc,7(), will supply you with a new

;erminaI for about includinp shippirr. However,

it must be chocked out by a reliable technician upon arrival,

it car' :t-) maintenance cotract, Note that the factory

termi-lals, it do,:'s not rent or lease the'll. A second

reliable vendor is tlie telephone company whose business is the

rental or lease 01 computin equipment. This y,,)e vendor usu-

all'/ has c\cellent mainterance contracts, and o often supplies the

1):.st service.

Y'-en 0 Oil is the nurchase rchtal, or

O f a computer termi-ial there are 110 ny (Iticstions 1 hat cannot he



n!-;.,..; red i i1 a 'Atte rt pe r I I.: Ili OH I 1 yoll

L I I l I ; t I A C I I l d y ql I I V ( Ill r w ; I I ' 1 1 r {), (In r() I p

.()ple w;11 be able to help you.

Ptity lihitney
hire tier of Computer Activity
Oregon Museum of Science and

Industry
Portland, Oregon

SHM:ORY

Slingerland
Comouter lntruction

Spocialist
`.'uttnomah County f..1).
Box 16657
Portland, Oregon

IM this article we have considered the computer terminal.

Several typos of computer terminals have ')cell described (ITY,

CRT, and card reader). Me connection between the terminal and

the computer by hardwire or coupler was considered along with

facilities for tie placement and use of the machine. Some hints

were given concerning the purchaso, lease, or rentn1 of 8 ter

minal, and a suggestion or two regarding the selection of NR

appropriate vendor.

The computer terminal h:ls an important and impressive roie

to pl;ly in modern education. The appropriate use, supervision

:u location of the termini] will help to obtain maximun use

Crol VOW' computer system.
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srcTioN E: niwr:Ili A Small Computin Facility

by Nil he'taster and Oavid (,)111'SWIld

Introduction

Comput facilitio range in si:c from a Si(igh? ti1W-

.(lAro,f 1 'rminal 10 multi-million dollar lust Illations. The

mo ium computing center:;such NS OTIS (in Fuone), the

oreon :-;tuto lIniversity Computing Center, and the University

of orogon Computing Leiter have budgets of approximately
1

million per year. Running such installations is a job for

prolessional.

thi Jrticle is aimod at the amateur tdto is opt to be in

t.'111:' the computin facility located in a secondary school.

The facility t%ill generally consist of one or more 1:eyboard

torminal:,, or a minicomputer with one or more terminols, Or

ono or more l,eyounches, and/or perhaps a marl... sense card re ad

( tilt t,;(' 1'le:111 1)\' 3 "small computing facility."

i coputing facility la econdry t..hool usually

',, r ciit. a significant amlunt of money and affects quite a

numher of studenls. A sinie lxyboard terminal connected to

small time- hared o,:.tem such as one of the llewlett-Paaard

200o series costs "some)ne" approximately S3,000-`;1,1)nn per

V-ar. A 1In gle 1\ovnunc11 vo'ts for about Y,75 1101 month. A marJ,

sense card reader may reut for q25 per month. loac-nurchase

contract on a one terminal minicomputer sv'.,,tom may cost

pet' month. .1:1: of those facilities could be used directly by

,,Idred or more students during, a school term.

usualmoi 'chools having computing facilities ono nor:,,un



"in charge" of the facility. Release time, or extra pay, lot

undertaking these reiTonsihilities is rare however. This

article lists some of the activities that could he (should he?)

carried nut by the person in charge or tho facility. It makes

A ,strong case for providing release time for the Computing fa-

cility director.

--;ehedulirg Facility Use

A computing facility is a limited resource, Invariably

at certain times demaA for use of the facility will exceed its

canahility. What happens when the business class and the ad-

vanced math class both want to use the comnuting facility at

the same t one? The computing Facility director should nrovido

a plan for allocation of computing resources among the various

us . lie may need to monitor this situation on an hourly, daily,

or weeFly basis. He may need to SCOlq with the school adiiiinis-

trater in charge of class scheduling to try to avoid serious

conflict's is scheduling classes that will want to use computer

iaeilities. He will need the authority to develop and implement

J11 overall plan to i0 followed by all teachers and students.

Personnel

The computing facility director will usually have a con-

siderahle 'staff" working for bin. At his own level will he

teachers of various courses, in which the computer is used. Or-

ton these teachers will knot how to run the computing facility

and will supervise its operation while their students are using

it . At a lower level will he student assistants. They will of-

t en he used to supervise other students who are using the



facility, and to a'..,sist them when necessary. Viewed in this

uting 1.ot i lity director nay have a "staff" of a

half do:en or more people "workinc" for him. This requires

Iderahle organimtion;i1 sl ills and supervHory time and

t'N I it 111V ;11 It 10u

The computin!.! facility director is generally the computer

cialist for the school, and SC'ayeS as chief consultant to

other teachers and to the school administration. lie is exPect-

od to he knowledgeable in the pecularities and capabilities of

the sc111)01 s computer hardware and software. He is expected to

ho a 1'e; i'°raon ler tai other teachers.

nc computing Cacil i ty director is usually also in charge

"staff." Thus he trains student operators

;,d t 11,l, nt .;Llpe ry11-;nrs, and he t s his lei 1 teachers.

I ac ilit are added I So ItaN'a or hardware) and/or as new

teacHerii-, ,i's o Into th',a school it is the director's joh to carry

Ali :ii iry trainin g. r,ecanse of the relatively rapid

vca si,odent assistants this is a continuing taSh.

6( irahle siloation is for the director to have

t t C0fl tr0 t Othna e0H'el."-, On on '-t -on(' )a`;1 011d 10

i [car! to use tlic conputing Facility for in-

iy demonstration

1nd at::ahils to fit J specific teacher's

;)c)i s underuso their computing facility.

L,-)01:: that. have computing facilities do not

liavy acllers [ in 1 ts use and enough courses in



which w.;e or the computer is routine. In such cases there

clear need for in-service training as just discussed.

The lacilitv Library- .

A computing facility needs a library. It may consist or

just an operator's handbook, and detailed information on the

program HI:vary supplied by the computer manufacturer. Con-

iderably more is desirable, however. There are sever al peri-

odicals that arc suitable for the secondary school computer

library. There are many free publications of interest to stu-

dents and teachers. There is a need to have roferenceooks

(boiqs on computer programming and on various computer applica-

tions).

A key aspect of a facility library is a collection of well

deg ume!ited and readily available computer programs designed for

use is the school. Some of these will he in the computer man-

afacturer's program library. Alanv will he student-written, or

teacher-written, or v,-ritten by the Facility director. The fa-

cility director should continually seek good programs to add

to this lihrory. (Or course, as discussed in the previous

section, he must continually work to acquaint other teachers of

the availability and use of those programs.)

anaging the l'acility

TIu facility director is in charge of making sure that

a'q supplies arc available. These may include punch

cards, paper tape, rolls of TTY paper, mark sense cards, TTY

ribbons, etc.

A major aspect of managing a faciltty is maintenance and
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hudget ing may he one o f t he 10hs (.1 t faci 1 i t y ret:tor.

this depends upon the particular school and school district.

In any event the facility director will want to make a budget

to I' fleet the true costs of the computing facility's opera-

tion. In particular this should include the salary for the

fraction of the director's time which is spent directing the

computing facility. It is interesting to include in this bud-

get.a realistic estimate of the costs of the "staff" (the free

help one gets from student assistants, and from other teachers

Co tic Lus ion

The main goal of this paper was to demonstrate that the

facility director of a small computing facility has a large and

responsible joh. lie should he appropriatrly compensated for

this work. One way to do this is to give him significant re-

lease timesuch As half the usual teaching load. An alterna-

tive npproach is to give him extra pay, as is done for athletic

coaches. The posit ion of computer facility director is an im-

portant one, and the director should rccciye adequate recogni-

tion for performing this task.
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.0:CTION F:l COMPONENTS Or A QUALI'T'Y CcMPUTING SERVICH

by Fred leisse and Fichard Haller
University of Oregon

Almost every computer user has a definite opinion of the quality of

the computing service that is being provided to him. This subjective

opinion is often difficult to quantify, however. The purpose of this

article is to list a number of components that might be used in measur-

ing the quality of a computing facility.

Two major uses are envisioned for the material in this article. First,

a computing center may wish to measure itself periodically to see if the

quality of its service improves with time. Second, a school (which may

already have some computing facilities) may be contemplating joining a

computer network. The school, and other schools in the network will

want to have a way of measuring the quality of the service they receive.

They will want to make periodic assessments of user's opinions on how wc11

they are being treated if they do join a network.

We have divided comp:Ling services into three major areas. The

first is all those aspects which deal with the experiences of a use/. as

he attempts to run a program. The second area deals with the necessary

support for the ongoing operation of a Center or network. The last has

to do with the attitudes of users toward their relationshin with the

network.

T. Khat is the nature of the computing facilities that are available?

A. What tacilities are available?

1. Are the hardware facilities appropriate to solve the computa-

tional problems that need to be solved?

a. How much main memory is available to computer user?

b. What types of file storage are available (including

magnetic disks, tapes, drums, etc.)? How much of

each of these resources is available to users to



store files?

c. What is the variety and acces:;ibility of auxiliary

peripherals (including 7-channel tape, plotters,

storage scopes, etc.)? Are these peripherals ade-

quate to the type of computinq to be done?

2. Are the software facilities sufficient to meet the compu-

tational needs of users?

a. Are supervisor or monitor programs useful to users

and operators to describe the variety of computational

problems easily? Do they permit sufficient flexibility

to computer users?

b. What languages are available for program development?

c. Are good quality packaged systems available to meet

user needs in all major applications areas?

d. Do facilities exist which enable users to create their

own program libraries?

c. Can typical file management operations with utility

programs be accomplished easily by users and operators?

3. What auxiliary computing equipment and services are available?

a. Does the supply of well-maintained unit record equip-

ment (keypunches, sorters, verifiers, reproducers,

collators, etc.) meet user needs?

b. Are data entry services (keypunching, scanner, character

recognition equipment, etc.) and contract programming

services available at reasonable costs to users?

R. How accessible to users are the computing facilities that are

available_?

1. Is the point of user contact with the facilities convenient

to users?

a. Are batch job submission procedures uncomplicated?

b. Are timesharing terminal locations well-chosen to serve

potential users?

c. What time-of-day constraints are placed on users who

wish to do processing?

d. Are work areas and card storage areas available?

e. Is the scheduling of user processing done with the re-

quirements of all users in mind?
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Is the software easy to learn and use (including both super-

vifior connands and applications programs)?

Is the hardware easy to operate?

a. Are operating procedures for mainframe or RJE stations

difficult for operators?

1. Doe!; operator training take protracted periods of

time?

2. Does the hardware facilitatc jobs which require tapes

and disk mounting?

3. Do bottlenecks occur in the processing of jobs with

card input and line printer or punched card output?

h. Are timesharing terminals easy to use, especially for

novice users?

I. Is the number of terminals sufficient to meet user

demand?

2. Are the terminals wall-maintained?

3. Is the number of ports inadequate for peak use times?

Hew reliable are the computing facilities?

I. What is the frequency and severity of hardware failures?

a. What does the user need to do to recover from

fai lures?

b. Is preventative maintenance performed regularly?

2. Wli,?t, problems are encountered by users and openItors in

the use of software?

a. How mature is the software ( especially operating

systems)? Are crashes frequent and severe to users'

work?

b. What testing procedures were followed in the develop-

ment of vendor and installation-supplicC. software?

c. Are potential software problems well-documented for

users?

P. How efficiently can work he accomplished from the user's

point of view?

1. Are timesharing and real-time facilities responsive to

the users?

a. What is the response time?
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b. What is the throughput for individual users? Poi'

all users?

c. Now had do response times and throughput got under

abnormal conditions and peak loads?

2. What is the turnaround time for hatch jobs?

a. goes the scheduling of batch jobs recognize the needs or

various classes of users?

b. Now are very large, special, and emergency jobs handled?

c. What happens to turnaround under abnormal conditions?

E. What provisions are made for the security of user programs, data

and resources?

1. What steps are taken to prevent accidents?

a, Are systems and public-access data files backed up? Are

they stored "off-site"?

h. Does tape file protection include both operator and soft-

ware checks?

c. What accesses of disk files are permitted and by whom?

What steps are necessary to scratch a file?

2. Are steps taken to prevent deliberate violations of security?

a, What is done to prevent users from computing with another

user's account?

b. DO administrative procedures protect the user's privacy?

P. What are the economic costs of doing computing?

1. How much does it cost to process jobs, store files, etc.?

2. Are accounting methods rational and understandable?

3. Are costs of auxiliary services within reason?

4. Are costs of converting processing from other computing

facilities high because equipment and software are incompat-

ible with industry standards?

fI. Is support for the operation of the system adequate?

A. rs planning for future needs adequate?

1. Does the hardware configuration have adequate capability for

expansion?

2. Does software development keep abreast of user needs and new

applications?

3. Are the development staff keeping in touch with new hardware

and software technologies?
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How adequately are administerated responsibilities met?

1. Are channels of conimunication between users and administra-

tion, such as a user advisory hoard, present and used?

2. Is the administrative structure efficient?

3. Is it easy for nPors to gain access to the right administrator

when appropri'Ate?

4. Is staff morale high?

5. is the staff competent?

C. How adequate is documentation?

1. Is it readily available?

2. (low accurate is it?

3. How comprehensive?

4. How recent?

5. How readable?

D. (low adequate is instruction in use of the facilities?

1. Are the formal classes offered adequate?

2. Are effective tutorials presented with reasonable frequency?

3. Are useful self-help aids provided (includes computer assisted

instruction)?

E. How effective is the consulting offered?

1. Do users receive help in planning for future applications

(e.g., grant proposals, data collection strategies, laboratory

computers) ?

2. Are major substantive interests (i.e., social as well as

physical science, tininess, administrative) reflected in the

composition of the staff?

3. Now adequately are system problems handled?

4. flow accessible is the consulting service?

S. How adequately are individual program problems handled?

6. Row frequently does the initial contact have to pass the

problem on to someone "higher-up"?

HI. How satisfies. are users with their situation?

A. Are all users being treated equally and fairly?

1. Are some groups at a given site given better treatment than

others? (e.g., physicists versus business office)?

2. Are some sites in the network treated better than others?



h. !)o unors pIrLicipate meaningfully in deHsion making?

unorn fool that they can actually have an effect on the qual it;'

of their service?

P. Are users satisfied with the administration of the network?

1. is the aclminist* :ation of the local site satisfactory?

2. Is the total network administration satisfactory?

E. is useful accounting information provided with reasonable fre-

quency?

Do users feel the charging system is fair?

G. Are potential users encouraged to use the system?

H. Are the interests of the community at large being served?
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SECTION G: DISTRIBUTED AND NATIONAL NETWORKS

by Richard Haller and C.F. Klopfenstein
University of Oregon

introduction

Today's electronics technology makes possible the design and con-

:ittAwLion of computer hardware whose meesive computer power is contained

in relatively small packages. A major portion of the cost of construc-

tion of those new computers is in the power sources, cabinets, and mathe-

matical components, not in the logic components themselves.

Because of this, the computing power of a modern computing system

increases faster than the cost of the necessary hardware. In addition the

programs which control the operation of the computer (called operating

ey:4tems, monitors, etc.) have become increasingly more sophisticated. As

e result, attempts have been made to consolidate applications formerly

done sep,trately on several small machines onto one larger computing fiW;-

tem. When this is done successfully, the total cost of commuting turns

out to he less than the sum of the costs of the formerly independent oper

ations. The savings involved are commonly referred to as "economy of

scale. The limiting factor for economy of scale is primarily the cost of

developing more sophisticated operating systems (software) which make

consolidation possible. In some cases this cost may exceed the savings

involved or the system may be so complicated as to reduce the overall ef-

ficiency of the system to a point where economy of scale is not realized.

However, in most cases, it can he shown to be more economical to combine

as many comesting applications as possible on a single computing resource.

The most sophisticated combina:_ion provides for a distribution of

computer hardware components at verious geographical locations, connected

by high speed communications lines. Some sites which formerly had indepen-

dent computing facilities now ha "e input-output devices (called Remote



Job kntry or R1E stations) to computers located elsewhere. A network of

computers that functions in this way can result in optimal usage of the

computer hardware, since work loads can he distributed to locations whore

time and resources are most available. The redistribution of computing

toads on the basis of demand is called "load-sharing". The physical lo-

cation of each resource (node) is an unimportant factor to the success of

ooeration of this kind of network.

To Lest the usefulness of the network philosophy, several experimental

systems have been implemented at both state wide and national levels.

Specific examples of each mode of implementation are given in the following

sections.

(:entralized Network

Central networks have been particularly favored in extending comput-

ing facilities to small institutions which have little or none of their

own. A centralized network consists of a single, large computing facility

in a single location with communications links to other sites (RJE sta-

r i. on).

Advantages: The advantages of this type of network organization lie chief-__

17 in simplicity and economy of scale. 1) Since a single computer at a

single cite is involved, system maintenance and documentation is relatively

simple. The user of a centralized system need only learn how to use one

Lyne or operating system and understand one set of documentation. 2) Econ-

omy of ;clae takes advantage of the fact that the cost per "unit of compu-

ting work" becomes progressively less as the size of the system increases.

ft/ pooling demand and resources, participants are able to secure computing

at a 1,)wer individual cost. 3) One large machine has the capacity to run a
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much larger program, if the machine resources are made availanle to it ex-

elusively, than could be done on any one of several smaller computers with

the same total throughput as the one larger computer. However, in a net-

work with many different users and sites, it may he impractical to allow

this except at unusual times of the day, such as 4:00 A.M. 4) Another

potential of networking in general is dependent on the particular pattern

of network use. Networks whose users demand peak at (iietent times can

more effectively utilize a common computing source. This is the case, for

example, when the users are located in different time zones.

Disadvantages: Obvious disadvantages of the centralized approach include

realiahility and lack of diversity. 1) if all users are on a single sys-

tem, then when it fails they are all affected. The use of duplicate com-

ponents in a single system (dual CPU's etc.) or the linking together of

several computers of the same type (a homogenous centralized net) are solu-

tions to the reliability problem at additional cost.

Lack of diversity is the opposite side of the advantage of simplicity.

2) in designing computing systems, vendors are forced to compromise. The

same design is not ideally suited to scientific uses, administrative or

business uses, time-sharing versus large scale computation (numbercrunch-

ing) or printing. The type of system chosen by an installation reflects

the relative interest level in different types of computing there--the

specific applications required. This is particularly true in the case of ,

higher education where different colleges and universities, while attempt-

te) to provide. a variety of educational anr1 research opportunities, awe

clearly much stronger in one area than in another. Systems of higher edu-

cation such as that of Oregon, which to avoid duplication, concentrate

certain programs such as the law school, medical school, agricultural pro-

gram, teacher education, etc., in different institutions, magnify this



nat la! tendency to diversity of interest. A single eentralized system,

then, ruses difficulties in providing adequate service to all types of

UjetS. The most difficult problems are undoubtedly human onesproviding

a mechanism where cInflicts of interest are worked out to everyone's satis-

faction.

3) A not so obvious but very real disadvantage of centralized net-

works is their effect on user services at eacl remote site. Having systems,

user services, and administration personnel all at the same site effect-

ively provides for easy communication between groups. User problems en-

countered by one group become common knowledge, and their solutions are

speedy. In addition, the level of knowledge of the user services person-

nel about the current state (i.e., problems and potentials) of the system

is high. A user with a problem is more likely to have it solved by his

local personnel. By centralizing systems, program development and adminis-

tration at one site, very decisive and effective action must be taken to

insure that local people have adequately informed local staff. Effective

channels of communication have to be available in case the problem cannot

he solved at a lower (local) level. Once again, people problems are the

important ones.

4) in addition to the problem of education of local personnel, there

are reasons to fear that the most able people WU gravitate to the center

"where the action is", further aggravating the problems of the remote user.

This problem obviously affects potential users who have their own systems

which would he lost by joining a network. Users without current facilities

should, however, include them as a factor in evaluating the desirability

c)t- 1(i1 system versus joininv a network. It is a part of the answer to

the c7uestion "which gives me the most for my money?".
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5) An additional problem involves the potential effect on computer

science departments. Institutions which would lose computing facilities

will also likely experience pressure on their computer science departments

from two sources: a probable tendency for students, just as personnel, to

want to be at the center rather than the periphery, and the loss of poten-

tial research assistantships to support students.

Existing Centralized Networks: Several networks, both commercial and edu-

cational have at one stage or another adopted the centralized format.

Typically, the large commercial network format such as Tymshare, TSS, and

CYfqSU,r, have moved to a distributed network format for reasons of reli-

ability, communications costs, and potential load leveling. One area in

which centralized networking is still popular is the Exploratory Program

of Regional Computing Activities, conducted by NSF. Oregon State Univer-

sity is part of one f ten such projects funded. This approach has pri-

marily been concerned wjth providing some sort of computing resources to

schools which have little or none. While the results of the program were

generally favorable, one interesting phenomenon was that as usage at the

small schools increased, the most common response was to drop out of the

network and get their own small machines. Apparently the advantages of

access to a larger system were not sufficient to outweigh the desirability

of locally controlled facilities. Since the cost of mini-computer systems

has dropped dramatically while communications cost have not, in some situ-

ations it is not clear that networking is cheaper. This is particularly

true when large distances are involved and large programs are not used.

Summary: A centralized system offers simplicity of implementation (lower

costs), documentation, user education and administration. In some circum-

stances it may provide a larger system for a particular application on a

special basis. Communication costs permitting, computing can he cheaper



in a centralived network due to economy of scale than can several smaller

independent operations. It raises a number of problems: communication

With, and education of remote users, satisfying a diversity of interests on

a single system, and system reliability. It poses a threat to the continued

existance of computer science departments at schools at remote areas.

Distributed Networks

Ln a distributed network, several computing facilities at different

locations are linked together with high speed communication lines. MX

stations can access any of the facilities. Since one of the advantages of

a distributed network is reliability and increased potential for load-

sharing, this design is currently favored by national networks, both com-

mercial and educational. Decreased communications costs over long distan-

ces and increased reliability of communications are also features of a

distributed network which is attractive to national users. There are two

kinds of distributed network: homogenous, where all the computers providing

service are of the same type, and heten)genous, where they are not. Both

kinds of distributed networks offer the advantages of reliability and poten-

tial load-sharing. They allow a degree of local control and hence the pos-

sibility of some degree of specialization at each site in response to local

needs. The presence of system, program development and administrative per-

sonnel at each site helps maintain a higher level of user services as the

price of some increese in personnel costs. Existing computer science pro-

grams, far from being threatened with the loss of support for students and

the exodus of quality students and staff, would be strengthened by the

presence of a distributed network since a wider variety of resources are

avaliable to them. This is particularly true in the case of a heterogenous
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network where users would be able to gain experience on different machines

and communication with counterparts at: other sites would be stimulated.

Advantages: 1) Homogenous networks offer the advantage of simplicity of im-

plementation, documentation, education and charging structure. Programs or

data sets (files) created at one center are immediately usable at another.

One set of documentation is sufficient :. Designing a protocol for communi-

cation from one center to another is straightforward. As in a centralized

system, the user needs to know only one set of procedures for using the re-

sources of the system. 2) Since more than one computer is available to

serve users, failure of one does not mean that all users are affected.

A distributed network, in fact, provides more reliability than independent

computers, since users at the site which is not working have alternate

sources of computing available. Computing continues to go on, though per-

haps at a slower rate, at all sites. The ability to respond to the failure

of a component by reduced services rather than their complete lack is

sometimes called "graceful degradation." 3) Heterogenous distributed net-

works offer the ultimmte in flexibility of facilities. This advantage,

enough it springs from differences in emphasis at different centers, is

nonetheless of value to all users of the network. For example, physi-

cists at one university or research center may not havt enough influence

or resources to provide the kind of computing they would like at their

own center. They may be able to make good use of those created at another

node in the network by a larger, richer department. 4) This advantage

extends to the instructional level as well. Special programs developed by

one department for instructional purposes are available to others. The

in p, nt is that decentralization and a degree of local control encourage

diversity while the presence of a network helps insure that these diverse

applications are usable by others. Lack of transportability of software



dovelopod on one rw.hinn to a JItforent "?Ile` hofi led in the paht to a situa-

tt,$n 1ton des ribed a :; "fo-inventflig th"

`)) An additional advantage of neteroc(onftv lion in the potential for

expansion. once the prohlem of getting different comnutors to talk to each

other in olvod by specifying standard protocol and interface hardwaro, it

is relatively easy to add additi,.,nal computers to the network, regardless

of their design. This relieves the network of dependence on a single manu-

facturer and allows it to take advantage of newer, faster and cheaper hard-

ware when desirable. This advantage is an important one since the trend in

the industry has teen to more powerful and less expensive machines. Com-

mitment to a centralized network or a homogenous distributed network moans

that to Lake advantage of newer, cheaper technology, the entire network may

have to he replaced. 6) The final advantage of t distributed network,

erecially a hutorogenous one, is the protection it give to the users. A

centralized net is like a monopoly utility. You either use the services

providd or "uAke your huffiness to Watgroen's.° To deal with this problem,

regulatory bodies are sot up, sa tosodly representing the interests of all

Anr)ther solution LL, thin problem is .mpotition and the forces

(...)f the market. if suppliers must comoete for customers, they are more

I 'Kely ter actually listen to them. Roth types if organization have been

(bell Telephon(, the airline industry) and unsuccessful

. Post (-)ff.L e, the auto industry) . Me main problem in a market place

solut )11 Lu :.:sure that the supplier: truly compete with each other.

ven the choir:e, most users, we believe, prefer competition, While estab-

:ce 1 suppliers porfor monopoly! In addition maitiple suppliers means

doc2:: riot have 011 j '") all 1)ecA) 1 e . ICS'S tO say,

the laror tine numOer of suppliers, the hotter this solution works.
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The main disadvantages of a hoterogenous network lie

in tho difficulty (and thereby the cost) of their initial implementation

And the education and 2) documentation difficulties posed by different sys-

te with their own pecularities. Although implementation of a heterogenous

network always he more complicated than a homogenous one or a central-

ized ono, there is reason to believe the gap will soon be closed consider-

ably. The very nature of the problem forces solutions in the direction of

.;tandardization of communications. Once large, diverse networks, such as

ARIA (to be discussed later) are successfully implemented, their hardware,

protocol, specifications and in many cases, even programs, can be utilized

to construct smaller networks with a different mix of computers.

Education and documentation are definite problems. In existing net -

work; of this type, in order to use a particular system, the user must be

acguainted with all its vagaries. There is no standard operating system

language. Even languages with the same name such as BASIC, ALGOL, FORTRAN,

or cntich differ in their seecial features on each machine. That is, of

cour:;o, one of the prices of diversity and is in itself an educational tool

since students cannot predict what system they will be working with after

graduation. In that sense it may be a blessing in disguise. Typically

on such systems the user masters one which he believes is best for him,

probably the local one, hears about some nice feature somewhere else, and

becomes motivated to learn how to access it. The primary task of good

network administration in this environment, then, involves the "advertising"

of the resources available at all the different sites and seeing that ap-

,ronriate informAtion for accessing and using them is readily available.

3) the network is homogenous, flexibility, though greater than in a

centralized network, since each site does not have to be identified, is

!Aill rather limited.
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r:<.1tt3)1('',: t11' ht';',1 ih ite'ti hOtt,;()t*S are probably

IhN's, CTIWPNET, which are used primarily for business

applied imn. A useful example in education is the MERIT (Michigan Educa-

tional Pe;warch Informal ion Triad) network. It consists of an IBM 360/70

at the University of Michigan, another at Wayne :state University and a CDC

P500 at. :iichigan State University. It's organization is quite similar to

the nationwide ik.PA network which is discussed separately under national

networks. Each computer is linked to the other via a PDP-11/20 communi-

cations controller, mini-computer via dial up voice grade telpak lines.

The primary problems encountered in this project have been management ones.

In particular the issue of cash flow from one university to another is a

knotty one. These problems have not prevented MERIT from being a success

as far as its participants are concerned.

Summary: In summary, distributed networks offer the advantage of reli-

ability and potential load-sharincr. They diffuse expertise more effic-

iently to all users at the price of higher personnel costs, and provide

More obliortunity for local accomodation to local problems. In particular

,terogencus nets promote a diversity of applicions and enable a high

degree of future expandability. Tf long distances are involved, substan-

tiai savings in comunication costs arc possible. The main disadvantage

of heterogenous networks is difficulty (and cost) of imelementation,

do,:umentation and education. Implementation costs should decrease as more

P, _erogenous networks are formed.

National otwork:v;

Most existing national networks are commercially operated and are

mrimarily husine oriented. While the services of such networks might be

useftil for administrative functions, their use for instruction and
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research application':; is ctuestionable. In the absence of significant

educational discounts it is also questionable whether commercial networks

would he economically feasible.

An exception is the AIWA (Advanced Research Projects Administration)

Network. This is a distributed, heterogcnous network linking up some of the

most sophisticated computers in the nation, including the massive ILLEAC IV.

At least 15 sites and 23 computers are currently part of the network. Al-

though origina-ly a research project in the feasibility of such networks,

sponsored by the Department of Defense, plans are underway to convert it

to a self-maintaining national network. Interesting features include: the

incredible power and diversity of the machines available, the highest re-

liability of any communications network in existance (one bit error in

10
12

bits transmitted and alternate paths in case one connection is broken),

low cost of data transmission and high data transmission rates. For the

more sophisticated user, the capability of coordinated action of several

computers on the same problem is being implemented.

Cost of tying into the ARPA Network is $50,000 for an interface mes-

sage processor (IMP) which can be interfaced to up to 4 local computers at

a cost of $15,000 apiece. In addition, maintenance would run about $5,000

a year, and communication costs are $16,500 a year plus 30 per million

bits ( kilopacket) beyond 4500 kilopackets in a single month. Additional

costs might he incurred in software development for the local computer, but

due to the large number of different computers currently in that net (in-

cluding PDP-10's, IBM 360/70's, PDP-11's) it is highly likely that the

necessary software could be obtained at little or no cost from a current

user (since the development was government sponsored).

Other national educational networks in the planning or development

stage include the Quantumn Chemistry network and the NSF national network.



The foimer is, of course, restricted in its general usefulness.

AdvantakTes and Di advantages) 1) The disadvantgos of national networks

are the same as those of any distributed, heterogenous net, including com-

plexity of documentation and education. 2) In addition there is the prob-

lem of cash flow to out-of-state in:ititutions and its possible bad effect

on lonal computer centers. 3) On the other hand the large number of cen-

ters in su(li a network competing to give service helps insure reasonable

charges for computing and motivates suppliers of services to be friendly

and attentive to the needs of their customers, unlike the monoply, "take

it or leave it situation inherent in centralized nets. 4) Perhaps the

greatest advantage is that users can tie into the net at a cost in the

case of ARPA which is realistically affordable by even a small school and

have the use of resources affordable only by the largest and richest

schools. 5) The effect on computer science departments ought to be simi-

larly benificial. Although students will still tend to gravitate to the

schools where the large computers are actually located, no small or even

medium-sized operation could hope to compete on equal terms with these

giants in any case.
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Hai,,igJH article
cominiter Co'op: Share the wealth and Cut the Costs

I 6 , 7 2 )

koth the public and school administrators find it diffi-
cult to accept the price range or exclusively owned computer
equipment suitaMe for schools today. Prices appear to
from $7,000 to :2,000,000. Schools and colleges ia northern
New Jersey have formed a co-op to cut these costs significant-
ly. thirty-five schools and colleges comprise the Instruction-
al Computer Cooperative, IND, (ICC) built around two Hewlett-
Packard time shared systems.

thirty-two terminals can be used simultaneously, connect-
ed by normal phone lines. Al] operating costs are shared on a
flat fee basis. When ICC, an independent, non-profit group,
was formed, sixteen schools participated on a 24-hour-a-day,
seven-day-a-week connection for a fee of $31On per school. To-
day.twenty-four schools he long; and the fee has been reduced
to S2000. The cost is low because 1) the systems themselves
are relatively inexpensive, and 2) ICC's stall' is composed of
volunteer teachers. Also, the Hewlett-Packard equipment func-
!Ions unattended.

ICC was formed after many memher schools found the cost
oi time-shared greatly exceeding the expected budgeted allot-
ment of funds , as a result of an unexpected high usage rate.
'lb(' first thirty-two terminal system was purchased with a

Ni/kA grant. The second was purchased to allow for
increased membership and to decrease long distance phone bills.
At the present time, a centrally located multiplexor funnels
long distance computer messages from several users over one
telephone line. This will be eliminated next year when a third
system will be incorporated into use. Based on past experience,
this new system will be sell supporting after one year.

ICC hopes within the near future to offer services to other
.satered, !iightly populated areas of New Jersey. The toughest

oroblem is convincing other districts that a co-op organized
and run he school people can function efficiently. Several
services are offered to new members, including instruction in
using, equipment, workshops, and an "Instructional Dialogue
Facility" (IDF1 that enables subscribers with no knowledge of
programming to write their own lOSSOHS.

A series of new uses for the computer in education is be-
ing studied by ICC and a list of several of these new uses is
included in this article.

Stewart Weimer



Butt, R.L. C.L. Guthrie
Can Small School Systems Use Computers?

A new dimension in management and educational concepts
has been developed in Loudoun County, Virginia, a metropolitan
orea of Washington, D.C. The project serves as an excellent
example of what can be done for smaller school systems.

Detailed analysis of all aspects of computer uses and goals
were set up within definite parameters. Goal setting and pro-
blem definitions were developed for the total system. The ob-
jectives were to obtain a responsive service to the educational
system and community and yet remain within the severe cost limi-
tations.

An important result of the study was the combining of edu-
cational and manageme :it concepts in order to develop performance
requirements for the computer. Another result of this concept
was a decision to use a "teacher-manager" to provide an effec-
tive bridge between professional teaching objectives and man-
agement objectives. To help decrease costs, the decision was
made to not use the computer for smaller or seldom-occuring pro-
blems. Rather, programs were developed to handle the SS-90"6
o f standardly occuring problems.

(inc purpose served by the Loudoun Project has been to nro-
ide a model which can help other small school systems avoid

most start-up costs and to avoid the "large computer syndrome",
the need for a bigger and better computer.

Conclusions react ed by the Loudoun Project and others are:
most schools and county systems can afford and utilize a small
general purpose computer following the Loudoun model; the cri-
tical area is th application of management techniques rather
than development of computer technology; priorities and needs
o f small schools and governments tend to he more in the areas
if fundamental workloads and community relations; sharing is
entirely feasible; there are ample candidates for sharing, such
as hoeitals and libraries; general purpose computers are with-
in reach of small communities; human factors are more signifi-
cant to the success of a small computer program than technical
faetor:,; prohibitive start-up costs are reduced; the key roles
in bringing corvuter support to most counties and school Sys-
tems must ''e taken by members of the governing boards and a
(el.: top officials.

William Le 'aster
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Aeeording to a (t'l irvey conducted on computers in cdn-
c:ItioH. thy rrCatySt ); ro/ adminitrfltiv purpoes,
cd hy clasroom instructional use, with combined instructional
and aJmini:;trativo use at thr bottoui. The survey also showed
that comnuters tend to concontrate in larger school districts.
limos',. half the total aumhet of computer-; used by schools aro
concentrated in about 17 per cent of the school districts. The
most common methods used to gain access to computers arc rent-
ing and time-sharing, with about ((1 per cent leasing or rent-
iag aid a small minority subscribing to time sharing plans.

Thi authors of this article discus:., case histories to show
a variety of ways in which a school can pay for computer capa-
bilit> and ways in which a computer can be used

kow to start a computer cooperative is illustrated in the
dcvylkTrtont of the computer crater for the Intermediate School

1(19, located in lverett, Washing,ton. The center pro-
vides 'aipport- service to 10 kcal school dis:ricts spread a-
croS a Snohomish and l'.;land 1:ourtie a on Puget Sound.

hlcmyntary School ftistriet
croject ,J,Inw; in their school dis-

trict, H,e authors di:asuss the platirl involved and the cc-
H).11L!.; 01 their survey. The ( 1:tfllu:'Cn in conducting
thy Iii would be lo:rophiate for ii. chool districts.

r1:1 har,Aon i uh Scnooi in Panville, California, .itarted
coi:iputer oducation ccL !')V He author discusses

deveiopmeci and oocratioh of the Mcility.

Fr Omhurv, Cormccticilt. to school district and the city
alL combined resources to stream:ine their operations

c,Tipcto, an itym wl'iich neither could afford alone. Vic
yo: or tNe cJI:y opyratior, is evcilly .lividf:d between the

a!;,: the city, althouh school Jpolications take up
I ii it o'f'r c,.at of the ,.:011tor 1

H!.1 Least,2r
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('irons, Andrew C.

Acressibility and the Small_paipater
Patamation Vol. 17, No. 22, November 15, 1971
Pages 42-48

The 1970's will he a decade of growth in computer accessibility.
To he effective, access must be available at normal work stations and
ottices. This will improve efficiency and permit true man-machine
interface to develop. The demand for access will account for growth of
both small computers and terminals. This will be the decade of the user.

Uarge time-share systems have significant advantages over small
computers in terms of large data banks, computing capacity, and variety
of peripheral equipment. Costs and waiting time for users continue to he
reduced. Vrefl standing small computers, on the other hand, have advan-
tages in rapid access time, avoidance of red tape, and protection for con-
fidential data files. There is prestige in owning a computer and being
able to work with hands-on. In full time use costs can be less than
time-share systems, particularly in locations where there are high com-
munication costs, In mobile applications, small computers have no com-
petition.

The advantages of both types can be obtained by using a mini-compu-
ter asc a terminal to a large computer.

(;rowth in shipments of computer system hardware will triple from
1970-1980. Small and mini-computer units will comprise about 10% of
sales throughout the decade. Although the decade started with about 100
produeers of small and mini-computers, mergers will reduce this number to
less than 50 in the U.S. by 1975. The nwA)er of unit shipments of U.S.
small computers will increase about 7 times during this decade, but the
dollar amount will only triple. This is due to declining prices and a
shift in emphasis to smaller units. Small and mini-computers will ex-
perience good growth abroad, but U.S. firms will encounter stiff compe-
tition from foreign manufacturers. Scientific and engineering uses have
dominated the computer scene in the past, but there will he a shift by
1980 so that the data handling market will account for over half of all
applications.

Robert Christensen
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'yrC tt ei.; '. +ect Plat. many educational institutions will
he in they a co,npater. A major decision that will he
needed to :Je :,ade %,hother the proposed system will he for both adminis-
trative and :,,t1ctienal use or for just one of these.

The computer acquisition process begins with a needs assessment. For
manv schools it may end here! There is a good chance that switching to
tieing a computer will cost much more than is now anent without a computer.
Each potential use of the computer should be examined and this use pro-
jected for up to five or more years into the future. The needs assessment
should he carried out by knowledgeable staff who are giving time to in-
teract freely with potential users of the computer system. It is some-
times /often desirable to hire an outside consultant in the needs assessment.

The next step is to specify what the computer should he able to do.
Choice of proper languages, number and types of peripheral devices to be
used, type of process (hatch or time sharing)

, and other decisions mIrt he
made to provide information to computer vendors so they can make accurate
bids on the necessary facilities. These decisions should be general en-
ough so that one's specification guarantees as much competition between
vendors as possible, in order to keep costs down.

Along with the bid a vendor should provide detailed technical infonnu-
Lion, including mJnuals on the facility being offered. He should generally
provide access to a similar system so that one could visit and use the
system offered. In dealing with a vendor one mAv need to reassess one's
needs and specifications so as not to purchase extra features that are not
worth the additional cost.

the single most important idea is that tlu computer acquisi-
tion cycle should be under your control. You (not your "friendly" compu-
ter salesman) should direct a careful needs assessment. The needs should
he translated into a general statement of computer facilities needs. The
computer vendors should propose solutions to these facilities needs. You
should determine the best (for your purposes) of these proposed solutions.

final purchase contract should he designed to protect 'you as well as
the cp;Iputer vendor.

James F. Muck
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Kenny, J.B. R.R. Rent:
Y.0:1.10.1ig.fP11.aft.FLIT.,±;YsAvO
School Management,(Octobor 1070) ppl8+

A common misconception held by educators is that in elec-
tronic data processing one should "get the hardware" first,
then identify information needs and simply automate existing
records. A better procedure to prepare for EDP is suggested
below in this article.

The superintendent should support a study of the infor-
mation needs of the system. His help is essential since he
w ill he the person who decides on the priority for items to he
mitomated.

The principal then identifies information needs within the
school. Listings should he obtained from the professional staff
and the clerical staff. lie should correlate these with his da-
ta to provide definite classifications of information. This
w ill also help him to identify different classes of users.

A person Or management consultant firm should be retained
Ly the superintendent to perform a systems analysis of the
data needs of the school system. This group should work close-
ly with the principal, cheif guidance person and staff. In this
way, staff will feel they had a voice in tLe planning and both
the systems analysis group and staff can identify data that are
critical to the work of the staff. A school system of 15,000
children can expect to pay between $6,000 and 530,000 for a
feasible study, depending upon the depth of the study.

Once the data needs have been identified, the superinten-
dent should bring in a third group of unbiased people from a
local college or university to attend meetings of the central
o ffice staff, the systems analysis group, key personnel from
the separate schools and hardware manufacturers.

hosed on the study by the systems analysis group, certain
hardware configurations will be recommended for lease or pur-
chase. The authors recommend only small or medium size com-
puters since the amount of data will continually increase.
Once the general size of the computer has been determined, the
third party should he called in to help. Hardware manufactur-
ers may try to oversell the needs of the school system and the
help of this group can he very valuable.

After requests have been let to the hardware dealer, a
competent director or supervisor should be retained. lie should
be on the job 6 months prior to delivery to get things organ-
i:ed and to "dry run" the system prior to installation of the
machinery. As soon as the system becomes operational, lines of
communication between the various user groups and the data cen-
ter must be developed.

Rill LeMaster
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Yes, .le Navy He Computet
Community and Junior College
Pages IH -10
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Journal, Vol. 43, No. 9,(June/July 1973)

When a college begins a data processing program lt has been tradi-
tional. to lease a 510111 computer, then to begin almost. immediately to
order A larger, Castor, more flexible computer, and finally to hire a
data processing staff which le.ould proceed to re-invent the wheel by de-
velopi ng their own data processing software systems from scratch.

Choosing to follow a non-traditional method, Johnson County Community
Colle,re, located in the Greater Kansas City area, today leases enough
hardware to carry out the instructional function for over 3,000 credit
students and over. 2,000 community adults enrolled in continuing educa-
tion. At the present time, the college leases the software and compu-
ter time using a sliding scale with the cost per student decreasing
as enrollment increases. The total cost is slightly more than $20,000
annually.

The college also leases an online (telephone) student personnel ad-
ministrative software package and computer service. The package permits
data to he entered directly into the computer from a keyboard attached to
a Cathode Ray Tube. After the input data is placed on the CRT screen it
takers only three to five seconds from the moment the send button is de-
pressed until all the data from the screen are transmitted to the compu-
ter and the files are updated. If data are incorrectly transmitted, an
error message will appear on the Cla screen and the computer will refuse
to accept the data.

tudent programmers operate teletypes and the CRT's to communicate
directly with a computer. They mly also itio punched cards or paper tape

ccmpile their programs on a varaety of computerii. The terminals at.
Jhrl!;on County Community College are capable O1 communicating with IBM
Control Data, IMTVAC, or G.E. iinneywcti computers. The access to a var-
iety of large computers makes it ssil.le to teach almost any major pro-
gramming languaae. In apUtion, the students are not limited by computer.'
-izo in the size and complexity ->f the programs they write.

Yes, they have no computer. Yet they have all the benefits of the
very Pest in .:sputer technology at a fraction of the cost. A non-tradi-
tional al;proach to data processing for the Johnson County Community
"oilege has yielded high perform nee at a minimum cost.

Ron Koh 1.0
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Small to medium-sized school districts with limited bud-
gets are often hesitant about converting to computer use. Pre-
scott High School in Arizona, in such a situation, eliminated
at 15,000 data processing system and r,,placed it with a ter-
minal tied into a DEC-1.0 time sharing system at nearby Yavapoi
Community College.

YCC loaned Prescott a terminal for several months after
demonstrating its use in math and science classes, Thus en-
couraged, students, faculty, and administration took advantage
of YCC's survey course in data processing. YCC's method was
effective as Prescott leased a terminal helping defray com-
puter costs at Yavapai.

Prescott has solved the administrative-educational use
conflict by giving priority to instructional use during the
day and doing administrative work in the evening. This sche-
dule has allowed them to keep their total budget under $1.5,000.

Administrative advantages of the 11EC-10 system and im-
provements over the previous data processing system have come
about through the assumption of all data processing operations
by YCC. This has led to greater convenience in scheduling,
registration, grade reporting, and so forth. At the time this
article was written, another terminal was in the planning stage.

This article would he most beneficial to high schools with
a computer instaljation within a short distance, It appears
that ninny of the advantages Prescott has realized would vary
inversely with the distance of the terminal From the computer.
Nevertheless, with the given conditions, one high school has
found a relatively inexpensive way to computer facilities.

Stewart Weimer
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The field of computer science hoe many interesting and important
subfielde. inc of these is computer graphics - -the interactive use of TV-
like eomputer output devices. Sutherland's article provides an ex(:ellent
overview of the field of computer graphics, including some of the major
problems and a histroical perspective on progress. The level of presenta-
tion is suitable for the intelligent layman.

There arc two broad classes of computer-display systems now in com-
mon use: calligraphic displays and raster displays. Raster displays make
pictures in the same way that television sets do, by painting the image in
a fixed sequence from left to right and from top to bottom. Calligraphic
displays "paint" the parts of a picture on the cathode ray tube in any
sequence given by the computer. The calligraphic display has the advant-
age that information to be displayed can be stored in computer memory in
any order. In the raster display information must first be sorted from
top to bottom and from left to right so that it can be put on the screen
in the correct sequence. One advantage of the raster display is that it
requires less equipment and therefore is less expensive.

Two groups of users have been particularly interested in computer
dispalys. One group has a pictoral problem in the workaday world for
which it would like computer help. They may want to shape a metal part on
a computer-controlled machine tool, for instance here one would describe
the part to a general-purpose computer, which draws a picture of the part
and verifies that the description is accurate. The second group of users
is interested in gaining insight into complex natural or mathematical
phenomena. For example, a physicist may program a computer to illustrate
how elementary particles interact., with their own electric fields, to give
his students some feeling for qunetum-mechanical behavior.

The author of this article has been involved in the development of
high-speed displays that present an observer with a simulated three-dimen-
ional environment. Two miniature cathode ray tubes are mounted on the

eeer' head, one tube in front of each eye, so that the computer can con-
trol exactly what he sees. The position of the user's head is monitored
and the computer gives a perspective picture appropriate to that viewing
po3ition, As the user turns his head the perspective picture changes
just as if the object portrayed was in the room.

Ron Boys
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Trocchi, Robert V.
o You're Going to Purchase a ComputorLystem.___-_---
ehool Management, Vol. IC, October 1072

Pages 32-33

At some point in the near future many, if not all, school adminis-
trations will be involved directly or indirectly with the selection of com-
puter facilities for their schools. Even if professional consultants are
involved, there are several questions one must consider.

1. What do you want the computer do do now and in the future?
Computer services should be acquired on the basis of the
school's needs.

2. What tasks can it do for administrators now and in the future?
There are many uses of computers besides payroll, scheduling,
student records, testing, grade reporting, inventories, budgets,
and accounting.

3. Will the computer he used as an aid to instruction? Inst-
ructional use of computers is a rapidly growing field. Do
you want a system which can be used for computer assisted
instruction, problem solving or simulation? Such uses re-
quire a time-shared, interactive system, whereas adminis-
trative uses do not.

4. How much use will be made of the System? The type and amourit
of use will influence the size of the system you need.

5. Is a given machine's software (the programs and languages which
make the system work) what you need? Different uses require
types of software.

6. Will the system grow with you without unreasonable costs?
A computer bought solely for administrative uses may he
totally useless for instructional uses. The reverse is also
true.

7. Are the benefits you will receive worth the costs?
Feep in mind the computer's range in cost, from under
000.00 to over $1,000,000.00. An inexpensive system may

save you money now but cost you more in the long run. How-
ever, there is little value in buying more power than you
can use within the next few years.

Although this list of questions is far from exhaustive, it does
point up several ideas one must be alerted to in the selection of computer
facilities.

David Dempster
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mycumlic procesingt ineurance provides cover-
age for euch facets of Automated data processing as the
loss ef computer pregrams and accumulated transaction data, and
I In COniicnCci.; of an in in processing. lf you do
not ;lave such coverage, it should be cons idered.

Your geueral insurance policies should he coordinated with
the iiPP policy. The FDP policy should tak up whore the general
policy leaves off so that there is no overlap in coverage. Fire
and extended policies ordinarily insure against losses arising
from fires, lightning, vandalism and so forth.

The first stop in planning for EMI coverage is to Prepare
a eomplete list of all hazards. %ext, place a dollar value on
the estimated prohable losses arising from these hazards. When
this has Been done , sit down with your insurance representative
and compare the list with existing coverage in your present in-
surance policies. Deficiencies in coverage will then become
apparent. All deficiencies cannot he covered, but you can cov-
or mo:.it of tilem.

io receive the hest nossible coverave, tbe insurance renre
sentative should have prior e\herierce in writing FDP policies.

should not le it novice to ,...omnuter

Various ihsurance nelie i H can he writteL to cover all
nhikes of eheration is a facility. Tieme may include hardi:are

sollare CoVcfdc, data stored in
reLi,aelic III expenses incurred durieg restoration of tho
eeeration fellek.ing a loci valuahle onpers and records, and
accounts receivable. You r;ly also obtain data processors li-
ahilitv to cover your emnievees.

tve :4pecia1 attentioe to intential acts such as theft,
e.hich is not .;pecifically mentioned nor specifically excluded
on the 1.11' policy. Also to U,e considered is liability to out

Hirties and insurance on services rendered by eutside
cemputer service.

0( coveral',c 11 rant from actual cash value or
nIncyt to pnlie es %,:here yiw vill n!)Sorh part of

tic= !o.e:i A is deteyeined by tetaliae the expenses of
dat after diszm:ter occurs and dCCI11ctii'ii the normal
ce he Core 0 disaster.

ieough \reh may minimiee your loss by other lack-iin non-
you must have iiisorahee cuveraie,. to Provide funds to

restore your organieation to normal oi- rations. When you buy
an irsurance i)nliCy, you are mainly huying peace of mind.

bill Le"aster
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CHAPTER IX

COMPUTERS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Ray Dodson Mary-Beth Fafard David Malouf

SECTION A: OVERVIEW
by Ray Dodson and Mary-Beth Fafard

Special Education encompasses those education services
made available to school aged handicapped children. The first
category is entitled developmentally disabled which is defined
as follows:

...a disability attributable to mental retardation, cerebral
palsy, epilepsy, or other neurological handicapped conditions
of an individual found to be closely related to mental
retardation or to require treatment similar to that required
by mentally retarded individuals, and: 1) the disability
originates before such individual attains age 13; 2) and
has continued or can be expected to continue indefinitely;
3) and constitutes a substantial handicap of such indivi-
dual. (Developmental Services and Facilities Act, Public
Law 91-517).

The second category is entitled learning disabilities. While
there are mLnv differing definitions of learning disabilities,
the current definition included is a fairly representative sample
of those existing in the field. Learninp disabled children are
referred to as exceptional in the following manner:

An exceptional pupil is so labeled only for that segment
of his school career (1) when his deviating physical or
behavioral characteristics are of such a nature as to
manifest a significant learning asset or disability for
special education purposes; and therefore, (2) when,
through trial provisions, it has been determined that he
can make greater all-round adjustment and scholastic pro-
gress with direct or indirect special education services
than he could with only a typical regular school program.
(Dunn, 1973, p. 7).

The above definition implies that any child who can benefit
from special services even though he isn't mentally retarded
should be provided a special education. Frequently gifted
children and the culturally disadvantaged fit the above defi-
nition and are included in special education, however, they
have not been included in this chapter.

The overview will note current trends in special educa-
tion and their implications for computers, as an educational
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tool; and look at unique administrative uses of computers in
special education. Secion IX-B discusses the use of the
computer as a diagnostic and evaluative tool in special educa-
tion. In Section IX-C, reasons for utilizing computers as in-
structional tools are given. Examples of current computer pro-
grams are presented in Section IX-D. The final sections (IX-E
and IX-F) contain bibliographic and reference materials.

Current Trends

Current trends in special education may eliminate the need
for this unit in the handbook. If in the future all children
become treated as exceptional individuals there will be less
need for a separate special education program. An important
trend to be considered is the legal mandate presently being
handed down by the courts. The courts are saying: that every
child is entitled to an education irregardless of his handi-
capped condition. States are starting to respond by providing
such services. Oregon has responded in the last year by insti-
tuting project "SCHOOL FIND", a program designed to identify all
children currently not attending school or receiving an educa-
tion (House Bill 2444, 1973 Oregon Legislature). By the summer
of 1974 this staff will report their findings to the Board of
Education in Salem which in turn will use the results to deter
mine educational needs for these children in the future.

Another trend is currently referred to as "mainstreamilig-
which means placing as many special education students as pos-
sible back into regular classrooms. Isolation of special stu-
dents from regular classes has created new problems in the
social areas over and above the handicaps these youngsters al-
ready possess.

Mainstreaming has been the impetus for new educational
arrangement in certain areas, or staffed with specialists who
are available to help the entire school population with specific
education has led to a new approach in teaching, which also has
promise for regular classroom. This innovation is task anal-
ysis and criterion referenced evaluation. This operates through
the establishment of instructional objectives broken into a
hierarchy of skills towards which the student can work. Still
another innovation quite consistent with task analysis is
diagnostic teaching. Such teaching utilizes an on-going eval-
uation of progress, so immediate corrections can be instituted
in the teaching.

A final trend in education and special education is the
increasing utilization of paraprofessionals to not only relieve
teachers of many tasks not necessary to instruction, but also
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to provide indigenous personnel in the schools to facilitate
uniqueness and variety to instruction.

Two things should be noted about the foregoing trends.
First, if they haven't already been adpted into the regular
classroom, they certainly are amenable to use in a regular
classroom. Secondly, the statewide use of a register to he
maintained to see who is or is not receiving educational ser-
vices. Where some handicapped children are so scattered as
to almost make it impossible to deliver services in the tra-
ditional sense, they could be delivered via computer. Also,
such a computer facility could he maintained as part of the
resource room concept. Finally, task analysis, criterion
referenced evaluations, and diagnostic teaching appear to be in
an ideal position for computer application.

No attempt has been made to repeat material covered by
ther sections of this handbook. Special note should he
that the chapters on CMI, CAI and administrative uses of the
computer are just as applicable to special education as they are
to regular education. Two unique administrative uses of the
computer in special education should be noted. The first dif-
ference is a need for a more co-ordinated effort at a state
level to provide services to the handicapped. Already mentioned
was Oregon's Project SCHOOL FIND to locate those individuals
needing services. Maryland has instituted the Data System for
the Handicapped (DSII) incorporating six Maryland State agencies
to plan and provide coordinated and comprehensive services for
such efforts because the recipients of special education ser-
vices aren't concentrated in small geographical areas as is true
for regular education. A second major difference is that the
providion of services for the handicapped has created waiting
lists which must he maintained and continually updated. The use
of computers has greatly improved the use of waiting lists to
pi1f1 for future services.

bsINC THE COMPUTER FOPS DIAGNOSIS AND EVALUATION IN SPECIAL
EDUCATION

by Ray Dodson

rile logical sequence of events in a special education
nrogram is as follows:

1. Diaffiosis of individual needs
2. Prescription of educational strategies
3. Behavorial objectives established
4. Individualized instruction
5. Evaluation according to objectives established
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an educational program is desirable for all students but
is most often found in special education classes at this time.
Possibly computers will allow the expansion of such programs
into new areas.

An essential ingredient in educational programs is that
they are built on an adequate diagnosis of individual needs.
Computers can potentially provide the kind of diagnosis needed
to optimize programs for handicapped students. A good diag-
nosis should he based on an assessment that is both valid and
reliable. Valid means the test measures that it purports to
measure, while, reliability is an index of how consistent the
measure is. Computers can provide a diagnosis that is highly
reliable i.e., given the same information at different times,
it always arrive at the same conclusion. However, this
leaves something to be desired, as it implies a static system
where a dynamic system might 1,e more appropriate. Brooks and
Kleinmunt: (1974) report an interactive system where the com-
puter program asks questions that anyone, such as parents or
teacher, can answer after two weeks of being around the person
beine ..iiagnosed. Inc answers to these yes-no questions are
processed ilv the computer, which then prints out a list of 2n
diagnc:es with each having a probability assigned that it
correct. [he dynamic part of this: proeram is that if at a

later ,hite the correct diagnosis is hnnwil for sure, it can he
fed back into the computer and the computer i5 updated.
feedback increases the validity of the assessment, but realia-
bility as it is traditionally known would be lessened. However,
the objaetivity of such an approach causes this to not be a
ignificant problem. The cost of operatinr such a program is

!-;aoposeu to he cheaper than paying 3 clinician for the sane
diagnoHs, but even more important is the flexibility allowed
for improving the validity of the asessment, not to mention
Inc speed of doing the task.

nther efforts arc already underway for putting, intelligence
.,e;t on the computer. For example, a multiple-choice version

the vocabulary subtest for the has been developed. Such
this and the one mentioned in the previous paragraph

a di,ihosis based on questions an,wered in an interactive
vcstem. a syste generally precludes the use of other
:a,2nostic tests. However, some programs currently in use

tike the results of a variety of diagnostic instruments and
tac together for a much more complete profile on the child.

:ouch an approach is quite sound in terms of current psychological
test tneorv, as the standard recommendation to psychometricians
Is not to have 1 diagnostic decision on the results of one
test or observation. Ideally many different sets of test
re3ults should be correlated into a decision, and the immeneness

as task calls for a computer. further enhancing the
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results of such an approach is that with the proper programming
the computer can print out a completed psychological report based
on the test data. This is very simply done by setting a variety
of conditions to be present before a descriptive phrase or
paragraph is printed out.

No diagnosis should lead to a single descriptive phrase
or label for an individual student. Rather, each students'
record or profile should show his strengths and weaknesses,
as this is the essence of invidivualized instruction. For
example, such a profile of strengths and weaknesses should not
indicate low in math and high in reading; instead, the skills
involved in math could be arranged in sequential order accord-
ine, to their difficulty. Once the hierarchial order is deter-
mined subtests could be devised on specific subjects and placed
in a computer program. Upon completion of the subtests, a profile
would be available for each individual student which would he
capable of showing the presence or absence of such minute skills
as proper use of the decimal points. (Pat Supper drill and
practice in arithmetic grades 1-6 is an example of this.) Such
a capability would not only serve a diagnostic capacity, but an
ongoing evaluation capacity as well.

Due to the storage and retrieval ability of a computer, it
is now feasible to retrieve selected bits of information when
needed. For example, the computer can he programmed to respond
to "How many students haven't reached a specified criterion on
a given subtest?" Such information is highly desirable as it

can be used for grouping the students to get the optimum use of
instruction. Such grouping provides the student an opportunity
to practive his social sYills in a group. Individualized in-
struction, if carried too far, does not provide adequate oppor-
tunity for the use of social skills. The diagnosed needs of
various students, when put together by a computer, serve more
functions than just determining ability grouping of special or
regular classes. For example, such a composite of diagnosed
needs could be used for a class evaluation, or as a way to
determine the need for in-service training of the staff, etc.

Court rulings nationwide have emphasized the rights of the
handicapped to an education, (06',/ has been due
to an inability to adequately assess the needs of the special
student. As mentioned earlier, special education student are
heterogeneous, but yet they also have some things in common.
The pr,blem is there are many different variables to be con-
sidered when planning educational programs for the handicapped
learner. Dealing with so many variables using traditional
planning techniques is expensive, so this creates a dilemma be-
cause of the cry for accountibility when public funds are spent.
A v:ay out of this dilemma might be through computer based diag-
nosis, evaluation, and prescription of programs. However, in
order to make it more economically feasible,, all student in a
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district should have such educational planning used with them,
Only then can it he said that everyone has an equal opportunity
to education.

Special educators are rather unique in that due to the lack
of educational programs for the handicapped in regular school
systems, they must seek employment in institutions where many
handicapped youngsters currently reside. By virtue of the total
care provided in an institution special educators are required
to work with their wards in more than an educational setting.
That is, they must he aware of the health and related needs of
their students as well. The enormity of this responsibility
becomes more obvious when you realize that mentally retarded
youngsters have a shorter life span than does the general pop-
ulation. Computers have been especially helpful in an insti-
tutional setting where the admissions staff could feed in such
information as IQ, age, diagnosis and handicap and have the
computer help make decisions about the future placement of the
child.

In summarizing this section, it is important to note that
the computer provides a reasible way of improving education
available to everyone, including the handicapped. Also, in
every phase of education (i.e., diagnostics, prescription
writing, establishing behavioral objectives, individualizing
education and evaluating progress) computers can have a part
to play. If indeed education for the handicapped is moving
towards "mainstreaming", so that disabled learners don't need
to leave the regular classroom for their instruction, it will
fet there quicker and do a more thorough job by using the com-
puter when appropriate. Computers also have the potential of
allowing regular students to be treated as "special" students.

,,ome space should he devoted to problems encountered when
using computers or introducing, them into a special education
program. First of all is the cost justifiable for a small pop-
lation? However, if the diagnostic and evaluation facilities
are also made available to the average students, cost per stu-
dent should represent much less of a problem. As mentioned
earlier, it is feasible to do diagnostic evaluations cheaper
with computers than hiring additional clinicians. Another pro-
blem is that some diagnostic programs are interactive with the
client of the services; severely retarded individuals might not
re able to interact with the computer without very close super-
vision. Another problem is that computer based diagnostic sys-
tems would likely still need a clinician to explain the results
to some teachers or parents. However, fewer clinicians would
be needed than are now traditionally used in support of special
education services. Finally, it is said that diagnostic ser-
vices ..:;hould be conducted by somene who is able to provide
judgement on a variety of variables to arrive at a conclusion.
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It as it is typically done, the clinieian usually bases his
decision on the probability of certain events happening or
conditions being present, and this could be done more objectively
by a computer. Thus, the problems posed for the use of the
computers as a diagnostic tool do not appear to be insurmount-
able.

SECTION C

(H.M,UTHS AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL TOOL IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

by Mary-Roth Fafard and David Malouf

before a teacher decides to utilize a new method of instruc-
tion, a new mechanical device, or introduce new personnel into
the classroom, the basic questions to ask are why should this
be used and what effect will it have on the learning of children.
Although these questions seem rather obvious, in the education
world they arc seldom asked. Education is noted for trying a
variety of new "gimmicks" in a panacea fashion and only later
asking its fundamental worth and effect on the learning, of
children.

i';hen special education teachers arc considering utilizing ti(
computer with exceptional children, they must first ask: WHY?

The educational characteristics of exceptional children
suggest several advantages for utilizing the computer in pre-
senting and planning instruction. Like programmed instruction
which has been successfully used in special education, an instruc-
tional system using computers provides a learning environment
which accomodates an excentional child' needs in the following
areas: (1) active learning, with high student resronse rate,
IL) immediate feed-back and reinforcement, (3) maintenance el
:t-ter,tien, H) individual pacing of instruction, and (5) infin-
ite patience with sufficient repetition to insure learning. :a
adition to the advantages of traditional programmed instruction,
computer assisted instruction in special education offers the
ressibilities of modifying content of instruction to meet the
needs or individual exceptional children. It offers a medium
hv which a task that a student might consider demeaning would
appear at a high level.

Cogen (Pj69) has listed 17 advantages of computer instruc-
t ion in special education. They are provided as a detailed
listinc; upon which snecial education teachers n;lv draw in eval-
uating computer assisted instruction within their classroom.
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I. The learner is given the opportunity to control the
situation a strategic position.

2. The student is required to participate in the learning
process.

3. Individual instruction is provided for speed control,
skipping and enriching.

4. Repetition or a new approach is possible where the child
fails to comprehend an important concept.

S. Branching techniques support weak areas and by-pass
unnecessary areas on an individualized basis.

6. Attention is engineered through sound and eye-catching
devices.

7. Lessons may he changed before the pupil tires or loses
interest, diminishing the undesirable effects of short
attention spans and possibly helping to develop longer
interest periods.

8. Computers could provide rest periods as needed for some
individuals.

0. A multi-sensory approach which may help to alleviate
the effects of impairment, is provided.

10. Pictorial per,:cption may lead to knowledge and skills
other than verbal.

11. immediate tie-ins between sensory and symbolic aspects
of learning are possible.

12. Extrinsic or intrinsic rewards may he used
13. Immediate responses can he oLtained where desirable,

allowing, for immediate adjusi wilts and reinforcement.
14. The almost instant knowledge o csults, at appropriate

times, may serve as both motivational and corrective
factors.

15. Students may benefit by Icing able to hear (and sec?)
themselves with resultant improvement in learning and
self-images.

16. Structured programs in controlled situations help to
make possible later applications of identified skills
and knowledge (transfer).

17. Teachers may be able to tune in on individuals or groups
and assist where necessary. (n. 40)

In Providence, Rhode Island, these advantages have been instru-
mental in planning a course program and workshop for teachers
of the mentally retarded. (Computer Assisted Instruction, 1965).
In the area of the deaf, the Stanford University Network has
taken the salient features of CAI and applied time to mathematical
instruction for the deaf in which statistical results indicated
an advantage to using the computer. (Suppes, 1971). Another
advantage pointed out by the New York League for the Hard of
bearing (1968) in a program utilizing a multi-sensory computer
based program is the release of hearing and speech clinicians
for more time in individual therapy.
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Although this does not exhaust the reasons for using
computers as instructional tools, the advantages noted arc the
most direct at getting at answering the "why" question. When
one asks "why" they should reflect on "why not."

hilY NOT?

Although computers hold considerable promise in the educa-
tion of exceptional children there are at present several limi-
tations and drawbacks, some of which may be corrected by future
improvements in computer hardware and software while others max
in fact be inherent limitations for this approach to instruction.

1. A computer system is no better than its software (a
fact previously mentioned in this book). At present
special education is unable to explain or ameliorate
the educational difficulties of many exceptional
children. In this regard the computer shares the
limitation of all other forms of instruction, which
is our general lack of knowledge of learning.
The software is dependent upon the input from special
education teachers who are involved with the programmi n

of instruction for exceptional children. Until special
education teachers get involved, canned and packaged
programs may be as inappropriate to an excaptional child
as a basal reader is to a child with reading problems.

3. Computer input is at present almost exclusively depen-
dent on keyboards, with some auxiliary use of touch
panels (PLATO) and light ners. While this may be an
advantage with certain disabilities such as physically
handicapped, it limits the auditory and kinesthetic
responses which may be required with some children.

4. Computer output relies heavily on the printed word.
This has many limitations for the problem reader, the
mentally retarded and the blind, and the learning dis-
abled who may experience particular reversal problems.

S. Certain types of disorders, i.e., behavioral, may not
lend themselves to extended use of the terminal without
direct supervision. Indeed with some of these child-
ren, the computer terminal may lend itself to increas-
ing bizarre fantasies.

in summary, all these factors must be taken into consider-
ation before deciding upon using computer facilities within a

curriculum. Special education teachers must actively get in-
volved in creating programs and wisely selecting materials for
students.
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SECTION D

SAMPLE PROGRAMS BEING USED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

by Mary-Beth FaCard and David Maloof

MR. COMPUTER

The New York State Education Department's Division for
Handicapped Children in contracting with the General Electric
Research and Developmental Center has created language that can
be used b'y'special education teachers with only a half-hour's
instruction, to design individualized daily lessons for special
education students. The program, created by Dr. Philip Lewis
and l';alter Stone, has been used experimentally with populations
of handicapped children in New York. Reports by teachers have
Ucen favorable and they point to the advantages in holding the
student's attention and getting them interested .n the curricu-
lum. The typical lessons are as easy to construct as a daily
lesson plan. A lesson may go as follows:

"Hi. 1.inat's your first name?"
The student would enter his name, "Bob".
"I an happy to know you , Bob, I an the GE Computer. Today
we are going to practice some addition: S + 2 = ?"

(Automated Education Letter, 1973)

The lesson would continue with correction nrocedures and state-
i.,,ents of reinforcement and indicators of progress. The advan-
tac;es of Mr. Computer are (1) it can be programmed for a wide-
range of subjects, it treats the student as an individual,
Lut is impersonal, never sounding disappointed, (3) it's en-
couraging, (4) it's game-like, and (5) it provides for a doubling
of the teacher interaction with students on an individual basis.

There arc possibilities of using Hr. Computer in the home
since it operates over television cable lines and the cost of
the keyLoard is fairly inexpensive. This provides a great ad-
vantrwe to home-bound exceptional children as well as children
who need additional work on academic tasks at home.

Computer Based Resource Units for special education are a
service of the New York State Network of Special Education In-
structional Materials Centers currently in operation on the
eastern seaboard. This system was developed in order to aid the
teacher in planning educational activities for 'iandicanped chilo-
run, to meet their individualized needs. Planning good resource
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units and individual activities for specific children can often
take weeks, months, or years. Since it is contended that
others are facing the same dilemma in all special classes, CI'dW
is "...seen as an attempt to help the searching teacher find
the other who has already been there." (Gearheart, 1973, p.

Each GURU unit was developed by a group of teacliers and
specialists in an instructional area. The units contain the
objectives, activities by which the objectives may be achieved,
and evaluative criteria that may he used. All of this had been
coded and stored in the computer. A teacher uses the CBRU Re-
source Guide in order to determine what units are available and
how to fill out the form to obtain specific information on par-
ticular children. The teacher gets objectives that can be used
for the entire group and also is able to check off variable char-
acteristics for individual children. Once this is completed,
it is fed into the computer which prints out ideas, suggestions
of materials, content, activities, and evaluative tools for the
entire class and work for specified individual children.

CBRU can only return information stored in its data hanks,(.,q)
it is presently an expensive service. however, at the moment
the Bureau for the Education for the Handicapped, Office of
Education, and The Regional Special Education Instructional
Materials Center, State University College at Buffalo, New York
provide this at no cost to teachers. (Gearheart, 1973)

DEBUSK CLINIC

The next program to be described was prepared by David
kilouf, a doctoral student in special education at the University
oi Oregon. It directly shows how to implement a program with
a select population of exceptional stuents.

PROJECT DESCMPTION

This project was conducted at the University of Oregon
duria the spring quarter of 1974, using a computer terminal in

f.he education building in conjunction with the instructional
activities of the PeBusk Center housed in that same building.
It was an informal project in the sense that no hard data were
collected, nor were any experimental hypotheses formulated and
tested. The purposes of the project included these:

1. To assess the feasibility of using interactive computer-
presented instructional activities with learning disabled child-
ren.

2. To determine if and how teachers with little or no
experience with ,:omputers could effectively incorporate computer-
presented activities into their instructional programs.
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The Debusk Center is a special education practicum site
under the supervision of skilled specialists in the remediation
of learning disabilities. Each quarter, university students
enrolled in the practicum are given experience tutoring learn-
ing disabled children who are referred by parents and schools
in the lAigene area. The emphasis is on reading instruction based
on a precision teaching model, and rigorously defined categor-
ies of exceptionality have been discarded in favor of attention
to the children's individual patterns of strength and weakness.
The quarter the project was conducted 15 children, ranging from
elementary to junior high school ages, were served at the
center by 11 student teachers and 3 supervisors (2 of whom had
previous experience with computers.)

Given the individualized nature of the instruction at the
Oeliusk Center (no student teacher met with more than two child-
ren simultaneously) , and the wide variety of student levels and
needs, it was decided that the computer-presented activities
should he dealt with as an education resource which the student
teachers could use at their discretion, rather than as a system
For presenting new material and determining curricular content
and sequences. The latter course would require a rather large
scale effort, which would be beyond the resources of this pro-
ject, and which might diminish the value of the DeBusk nracticum
for the university students. Thus the programs were written to
allow maximum flexibility, with controlled reading levels and
provisions for input from the student teachers and the children.

The student teachers were introduced to the computer ter-
ninal, a model-33 teletypewriter, in a single demonstration
less ion, and told that they were to be accompanied by one of the
supervisors during the first few times they operated the system
1.,ith their students. Since the terminal was also used by uni-
versity students not associated with the practicum, a schedule
wAs posted on the door of the r T y room to reserve specified
times for the student teachers. A brief handbook was prepared
and made available which detailed the procedures for logging on

off, and correcting errors, and which also contained a de-
scription and sample of each of the programs. The handbook, which
was intended to be used in preliminary planning of lessons as
well as during the actual operation of the machine, was not fully
utilized during the quarter. Perhans this was because it was
easier for the student teachers to ask advice from one of
supervisors than to wade through the material in the handbook.
iiowever, poor utilization of the handbook seemed to reduce the
effectiveness of the computer activities, and limited student
teacher awareness of new programs as they were added. A more
serious effort at computer assisted instruction would require
an intensive program to familiarize the teachers with the
equipment and the available programs, as well as to suggest
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possible applications of the programs to the remediation of spe-
cific student deficiencies.

The programs, which were written in BASIC by a graduate
student with approximately 10 hours of course-work in computers,
varied in length from 81 lines to 239 lines. They were com-
pleted one at a time during the first part of the quarter, and
modified from time to time in response to feedback from the
student teachers and supervisors.

The first program, GUESS, was a game similar to the one
commonly known as "Hangman." Before the student sat down at
the terminal, the student teacher was asked to input a word and
to set the number of guesses the child should be allowed. The
word was to be one previously encountered by the child, or one
which conformed to phonic rules with which the child was fami-
liar. Then the child sat down and began the game, the rules
were sxplained and then a series of blanks were printed, each
of which represented a letter. The child was allowed to guess
one letter at a time by pushing the appropriate teletype key.
If the letter appeared in the word, it was inserted in the
correct spot, and the machine printed a mild verbal reinforcer.
If the letter appeared more than once in the word, the machine
responded with a stronger verbal reinforcer ("Wowie, zowie..."
which specified the number of spots in which the letter belonged.
These verbal reinforcers were observed to he effective in main-
taining student motivation at the game. This nrogram was in-
tended to he used in a variety of ways. The student teacher
could, for example, supply the child with an initial, final, or
medial letter, a letter cluster, a definition of the word, a
synonym or antonym, etc. Thus the exercise could he used to
practice a variety of previous learnings. However, poor student
teacher awareness of the possibilities of the program limited
its use, and words were sometimes entered with which the child
was unfamiliar or which used phonic rules which the child had
not mastered.

The second program, SUPER, (see Appendix A) was a rather
long story which incorporated personal information about the
child into the narrative. The student was first asked to enter
such data as his/her age, sex, school, teacher's name, a friend's
name, etc. A correction routine followed which allowed the
child to change or correct the answers before the story was
printed. Only after the child had indicated that the answers
were correct was the story printed. Student response to the
story was quite enthusiastic. It was reported that several
of the students took the story to school, and feedback from
their teachers at school was also positive.

The third program, SCARY, was a shorter story which could
be repeated several times in one session, and which allowed for
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greater student input, For example a description which could
take up to a line of the text. Student reaction to this story
was again observed to be rather positive, causing one child
to fall of his bike with exuberance.

In conclusion, as was previously mentioned, this project
produced no hard data by which to judge the educational value
of the computer-presented activities. In a situation where
the children were receiving highly individualized and inten-
sive instruction, the computer assumed the role of a motivator
and positive reinforcer. Several of the student teachers in
which computer time was used as a reward contingent upon the
accumulation of a numb:?.r of points or tokens for desired behav-
ior during the turorial sessions. Children at the terminal were
required to do a substantial amount of reading, for example
questions to be answered, rules to he read, and stories in which
they were the heroes. Also, the students were required to do
some typing of letters, words and even phrases. Thus the time
they spend at the terminal involved considerable practice of
reading and writing skills, and presented these exercises in
an enjoyable way.

It was also observed that the student teachers became
=nterested in the possibilities of computers in education, and
several asked for more information on the subject. A greater
degree of utilization of the computer-presented activities can
probably be achieved by a more extensive program for training
the student teachers in operating the computer and adapting the
activities to their individual instructional requirements.

Appendix A

13:27 20-MY-74

1, kid. What is your first name? (Just your first name.)
kon

Hello, kon. lam going to write a story al-aut you.
but First, I have to ask you some questions.
Answer them carefuly. Ok? Here we go!
'hat is your last name, Ron?
?Jones

1)11 JOIle. That is a nice name.
How old are you, Ron? (Use the number keys on the top row.)
'11

Pardon my asking, but are you a boy or a girl. I can't see you.
?A boy
Miat is the name of the city you live in, Ron?
?hugene
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What school do you go to, Ron?
?Patterson

What is the name of your teacher at Patterson?
?Miss Fafard

Tell me the first name of one of your good friends, Ron.
(Just the first name.)
?Dave
that is Dave's last name?
?Andrews

What is your favorite color, Ron?
?Yellow

here are the answers I have:

1- Your name is Ron Jones.
2- You arc II years old.
3- You live in Eugene and go to Patterson School.
4- Your teacher's name is Miss Fafard.
5- You have a friend named Dave Andrews.
6- Your favorite color if yellow.

1)o you want to change any of these answers before I print the
story?
?Yes

Type the number of the line that you want to change.
If you want to change more than one, choose just one now.

What is your friend's first name. Just the first nine.
?Dave

What is Dave's last name?
?Apple
Any more corrections?
?Nc,

OK. here is the story about you. I hope you like it, Ron.

Ron and the Super Eelt

Rv Ron Jones
and the computer

This is a story about Ron Jones. iie was 11 years old.
one day, as on was going home from Patterson School , he saw
a belt in the ditch. The belt was yellow and it had a button
or. it. Ron out on the belt. It fit him well. Then he hit the
b':tton.

*****WHAM!*****BAM!*****SLAM!*****KABLAM!*****
Ron became super boy!

Fon jumped up and flew away. He flew higher and higher.
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Higher than the trees. Higher than the clouds. He looked down
and saw his friend, Dave Apple playing in the street. Oh gosh!
A car was coming fast! Dave didn't see the car! Ron flew down
and picked Dave up just as the car went by.

'Thank you,' said Dave. 'You saved my life.' Then Dave
looked at Ron and asked, 'Who are you?'

'Don't you know me?' said Ron. 'I am your friend, Ron.'

'No, you're not Ron,' said Dave. 'Ron doesn't have a
yellow belt, or a yellow cape. Ron can't fly.'

'Then I an super boy,' said Ron. And he flew away.

Well , that day Ron had a lot of fun. He flew so high that
Eugene looked like an ant hill. lie played tag with an eagle and
a hawk. Then he flew to Patterson School and got all the balls
off the roof. He threw the halls to the kids who were playing
at the school. They all yelled, 'Thank you,' but they didn't
know who he was.

Then Ron saw Miss Fafard, his teacher. Miss Fafard had a
big stack of books and was walking to the bus stop. Ron flew
down and got all the books, then he flew up high. So high that
Miss Fafard looked like a little dot, a little spot.

'Ilring back those books, Ron!' yelled Miss Fafard. 'I

know who you are, Ron, and I want my books!'

'What did you say?' yelled Ron.

'I said bring back my books, Ron, and stop messing around!'

Ron flew down and landed by Miss I.afard. 'How did you know
i L was me?' he asked. 'All the kids think I am super boy because
can do super things. They don't know who I am.'

'Oh, Ron,' said Miss Fafard, 'I have always felt
super. I have always felt yo7z can do super things.'

you arc

Ron took off the belt. he handed the hooks and the belt
to Miss Fafard. 'Here are your books,' he said, 'and here is
my super belt. I an sick of flying.'

'Thank you,' said Miss Fafard. 'You do not need a super
belt to he super, Ron.'

The next day, Mis7. Fafard wasn't at school. 'Is Miss
rAfard irad at 4ic or sick?' asked Ron. Then, after school, as
on was going; hone, he heard a voice from way up high.
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'Hello, Ron,' said the voice. Ron looked up and saw Miss
Lafard flying above him.

'Hello, Ron,' said Hiss Fafard, 'Thank you for the super
belt. 1 am now super teacher. Do all your home worli and don't
chew gum in class. I am going to Washington to be President!
Goodbye, Ron, goodbye ' and Miss Fafard flew away.

'So Miss Pafard wants to be President,' said Ron. "Adults
just don't know how to have fun.' And he ran to Dave's house
to play.

THE EN])
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Atkins, Martin and William !Iolloway
Computer Assisted Individual i;tudent Programming
Journal of Learning nisabi lities V. 4, r fl (October 101) on. 40-51

<Jr

Stating that quality education can become a reality by imolementing
individualized instruction for all students, the authors present a
student Program Management system aporoach for individually tailored
learning nrescrintions. The program was tested in Pridgenort, Michigan
on handicanned children. It is "essentially an educational comnuterized
tracking system which keens tab, intervenes, and corrects a course of
action" on students recoanized to have learning problems. The authors
see the nrcgram not as a nanacea, but as an aid in setting un and main-
taining accurate educational Prescriptions for special children. There
is a coordinatoi with the SPM who translates reports from reporting
nersonnel into computer language. The Program not only stores informa-
tion on each student, but prints out prescriptive data for the educa-
tional mlannina.

was an interesting article in that it nointed to one of the
ways a comnuter could te used in Snecial Education programs. T would
have liked to set" more information on how the mrescriptions were develop-
ed for the commuter and some follow-un studies on the computers' accuracy.

Mary neth Fafard

t)onohue, James F.

cnmnuter-nased `study of Mental Petarlation
Computers and Automation V. 10, n 11, (October 1060) no. 50-52

The study and treatment of mental retardation have male groat advanr-w,
in recent Years. One tool helping to further sophisticate these advances

heen the comnuter. This article is based on the work at Pacific 'j.ate
Ho,;nit-Al (P!-1p) for the mentally retarded at Pomona, california.

while people tend to confuse mental illness and mental retardation,
they are two very different disabilities. Purthermore, mental retardation
is a; heterogeneous as other disabilities aryl thus some skill is roguirerl
at making a good diagnosis of the actual nroblem. PS!! incorporated a
fonovwell '!oriel 1200 computer to assist in tneir diagnostic work. '../ith

e:e aid of this computer, the staff was able to get a nrofile of those
atients dving while at PSH (the mentally retarded do have a shorter
life span). The n:itient's probability of dying while in the hospital

directly related to his/her ace, In, diagnosis and handicaps. Once
this nrofile was known, the admissions staff could get such data during
the natient's first day at PSI! and forward it to the chief physician
where appropriate snecialized medical attention could he nrovided. The
incidence of death for the high-risk group drooped from ncr cent in
1');Y.,. to 2 ner cent in 1969. PSI! feels the same techniques could also
h' annlied to hosnitals for other than the mentally retarded.

"he success obtained in lowering the death rate caused Psq to look
f±r other comngter annlications for treatment of the retarded. The data
already available was also found to he useful in nredicting the incidence
and nrevalence of infections and other diseases. As patients with cer-
tain nrofiles were admitted, snecific medications were immediately ad-
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Por example, whore dysentery was once common ht rslt, it
been all but wiped out.

7\nother I.30 for ie computer his been in the taking of rrr;'!;. The
licks sophistjcition beause of "ngise" caused by cerebrospinal fluid

surrounding the' brain. This fluid causes a sort. of ,7tatic which di!,torts
the reading. !lowever, the comnuter, through averaging Process, is
able to greatly improve the accuracy of the reading. This same techniguo
is also used to read othe7 resnonses evoked from the brain. This has
enabled the staff to do a hotter lob in evaluating the patients' sight,
and hearing.

Final lv, J' P has taken its research into communities in order to
better study mental retardation. The findings reveal that a person's
socio-economic background and race are frequently overlooked when trying
to determine the causes of retardation. They found that when a poor Per-
son from a minority group had the same characteristics as a middle class
caacasian person, only the poor minority group person was generally cate-
--Toried as "retarded." Such findings are causing communities to look at
whv they label sone people mentally retarded. The communities can then
revann the delivery of their services in terns of the answers to these
questions.

The computer was also found useful in helping to qe.t un alternativep
t.o 'nn!;nital placement or special education class: oms

bodson

Thrn, bester W. and mica son, ar"

'T0.1.*Ing a mnit on the r7omputer to ikc.alemi(7olly TMPnted
rlor,f,ntAry ChtIriron

Arithmetic Teacher, V. 17, (1')71)) pp. 216-211

In an experimental nrolo(:t dr---;i(in,1 to teach concepts of thr,
co75n71tor tn 75 academically talented fifth graders and sixth eraders was
conducted at bensacola, Florida. Data Processing instructors at the
77ollege taught the computer concepts unit. The chi l +-iron received a
{);!( "and one half hour period of instruction for ten consecutive weeks.
-7"hnv cnVOrrrl the areas of the history of computers, numeration systems,
7-(-r.buter hardware and flR7PA*1 programming. The culminating activity in-
volved the students in writing and running a short FORTPA,1 program.
Technil as well as general aspects of the computer were covered.

a teehnimue to convey wait haboens at each sten in the program,
t!',e class acted as a computer. "Each child was assigned a PoRTPAN state-
ment. and executed his single instruction as the computer would." This
was especally effective for demonstration of branching on the basis of
an "IL'" statement. "The ;t:ulents also wrote two programs by themselves.
"ime in clan:; ,,;; 1v101 to correct errors and to rerun student programs.

While the Project was deemed an overall success, it was felt tnAt
etter results could have been achieved if more tine had been available
for instruction. It was further determined that coordination of the
eonnater .udies with tonies studied in mathematics and science will

'fir'' obe necessary.
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Also male at the kinds of technieues
teach the commuter course. tt was suggested that students
ability may need different methods of instruction than the gifted child-
ren.

Yathleen M. McMannan

Harman, C. F. and Payrond, C.
Computer Prediction of Chronic Psychiatric Patients
Journal of *:ervous and Mental ?hi ;ease (1970) no. 4on-5n1

Penorts on the use of (orouters to perform the multivariate analyHs
to he used for orediction of successful rehabilitation of chronic psychia-
tric natients. The nrograM was rated as successful in that patient clus-
ters were discovered which have extremely high correlation with the
mositive nrognosis.

As the author suggests, the extensive data already exists to make
groat improvements in prognostic ability. however, there is so much in-
Formation available, and handling the multinle correlations is so difficult
to (1r) by hand, that only by introduction of the commuter, can the task be
made manageable. This could be a significant sten in the provision of
improved diagnostic nrc,cedures for the seriously psychiatrically impaired.

Cooen, Victor
The Computers' Pole in Education and !'se With the
Excentional Chi ll_____
Mental Petarlation V. 7, n 4, CP-KM pp. 3q-41

Ftatini that "....technological advancement refuses to wait for the
educational lam" the author examines the one rations of the com-
puter, its role as an assist to the teacher and instructional process,
and its advantages to snecial education. he notes that what is to he
avoided is the flooding of the educational forum with "nrogramless teach -
inn machines". A description of CAT is given and the wide range of
nossihilities that it has for the educator of handicapped children. The
author lists the following: l examples of instructional programs for
technology-based education, 2) advantages of computerized instruction
for te mentally handicapped, 3) utilization of information retrieval
systems for the handicanned. Also, the author elaborates on the data
procnsing nossibilities and personnel training nrograms that are avail-
able with the comnuter.

This is a must article for neonle in sioncial education. It thought-
fully gives some of the advantages of the cornuter and its nossible uses.
;necial educators shall have to imnlement many of these ideas; this
article serves as a possible heoinning.

mars, Roth Pafard
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CHAPTER X.1

SURVEYS

ECTP.,11 A: PHSTFACTS OF SURVEYS

Computers in Higher Vducatioh

Survey of Computer Science Education of the Teachers of
Computer Science in METCUI Craig, L.; Noursund,

D; Whitney, R.

Survey of. Computing Activities in Secondary
Schools Darby, C; Korotk n,

A; Rosmashko,

10 1973 !)irectory of Computing Facilities in insti-
tutions of Higher Education Throughout North
America Darr, G.

11 Remote Computing in Higher Education

13 Inventory of Computers in U.S. Higher Ed.

17 Results of the Washington High School Computer
Proqramning Survey

A N:itional Survey of the Public's Attitudes
Toward Computers

Computer Science Curricula Survey

deGrasse, R.

Hamblen, J.

Ouistroff, K.

Schiller, C; and
Gilbert, R.

Halker,
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Federal (eovernment take steps to provide all students needin idi faci-

lities with computing service at least comparable in duality Lo that
now 3vailab1 e at the more pioneering schools.

2. One of the major problems in providing the necessary educational com-
puting is the cost. The yearly cost of providing this service will rise
to total ( for baccalaureate programs and 2-year colleges) of About :3409
HIlloai Per year in 1971-72 in addition to the relatively smaller costs re-
gnired for faculty training and associated research. It is beyond the capa-

Lties of our colleges and universities to hear all of this cost in this
ried.

recommend that colleges he encouraged to provide adequate comput-______
11)1 lh ,P.)Verrtnlit sharing of the cost. Such governmental cost sharing

;,l1 1 hr-,eo gr r to cover t ran:. i coots whorl

or large' facilities arc being installed. It should also provide
the annual cost of continuing service.

.overnment accounting practice :; have made it very difficult for college,
ild univorsities to utilize fully that Federal and private support for com-
,ei:H or computer service intended for unsponsored research and education

fah distinguished from research paid for by grants and contracts)
.

reatNent for a grant for educational use of a computer at a reductim
total coht reduces the hourly charge for computer time paid by all users

ana bur; the effect of shifting research costs to educational users. The fle-
narti:,,,nt of Per'ense has recognized this and now has an agreement with the

ik:ience Foundation not to treat NSF educational grants for oper-
aiing expenses as a reduction in sponsored research costs.

i;chools cannot now afford to pay for educational and unsponored
re, ii nee at computers by students and factitty even though there in tirrl,

on their compute rs. conseguontly, some college and university
*liter us available for educational and unsponsored research use are
In,1],;: idle !or major portions of the operating week.

L-ecmr.e;:d that the present D(1, 1`;F' agreement be extended to other
Yornr.:ent apencie:, and private suPpo rters and include both capital and

h co:;t grant.;. Additional Fedeial funds should be made available
ea-:tel..r for support of computing service used for education and unspon-

, 1 ;.,arcu activities at institutions Presently having the repuired

, that any expan:;ion of the, educational use of conputing depends
avilv - innroased knowledge of computing by faculty in most discipline:3.

usually van 1)P provided by intensive 2 to 6 week periods
fuculty education. The extensive activity of the National Science Foun-

tH.on in sponsoring summer institutes provides a useful model.

h recomrend an expander faculty training program to'provide adcguate
a-ula, ',or:ipetence in the rise of computing in various disciplines.

need for specialists trained in the computer sciences
It the !7.aster's, and doctorate level. The whole success of
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We recommend that the Federal j')vernment :01.1(te1 meaningful data (.:c511-

:niuq computers dnd the jobs, personnel, and educational facilties
'Kith 01(.1A, and ende Ivor to make use fl 1 annual forecast:3 .
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1. What classes should IA:, offered teachers?

01ass No. requesting
coouter class teaching methods

2. Integration of computer into regular curriculum 9

Bouioning Programming
intermediate or advanced programming 3

What computer science is about, effects of computer
on society, computer literacy 3

n. General data processing 1

7. ;s..sembler language 1

a. Colorado Project type 2

What eluipment do you have access to?

No. of Terminals 'o. of responses

0

5

(Usually 1 off-1 on line) 10

l.tc,re than 2 2

;ercent time equipment is fully used No. of responses

100 6

75-100 2

50-75 5

25-50 3

los than 25 2

20 7).1(: all have access to !.lultnomah County's HP except for the
::?11 with no terminal. Four also use programmable calculators.

can you use?

lAntlIge

Fortran (II or IV)

:...;sehler or machine lanqua

of responses

le

15

1

of languages No. of responses

:ly 1 3

10

thaTI

_:lasses have you taken?

ros-oonses

12
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t ri,y, hi,irh es A , k Arthur I.., arid Posm,r;iiko,

; in fa ry

Ameri van Inst itutor; for Pe:iearcli, Oct:oher 1970, 153 p

A 1[1,111 survey of 23,t133 public secondary schools in the continental
HntLed ':.;tates was conducted during the prriod January to June of 1970 to
+.1hor information regarding primarily, instructional use of computers.
::. addition, interviews were conducted at 90 selected schools throughout
the country, Including six in Oregon.

The study concluded that the use of comuters, especially in instruc-
tion in secondary schools, has grown rapidly, However, the diversity of use
is limited. The most prevalent applications are problem solving and

sills. This is a hit misleading in that teaching computer program-
min con!;idc,red an EDP training course, even though the course is
not intended to produce production programmers and is intended to be part
of n v(,cational program. The major emphasis of computer application is on
teat:I-ling students to use a computer as a tool of learning more about the
:.111)e .ti area in which tie computer is being applied. Most instructional dp-
AL:ation,; er :cur in the mathematics courses. Local sources provide the
majority of funds for instructional computer use. Plans for future use
generally call for expansion of rresent applications.
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; is . denrase
ing in Higher Edu,i'at i on : rosneots for the Future

;;turfy on Teleprocessing Networks in Higher Education

1')71, 102 p

The following is a summary of the answers to the three questions which
r., 1 th oricTinal basis for this study, as well as a list of the innortant

.;t 1p a national educational teleprocessing network evolving by

(7). if a national network is ch fined to he the connecting of the
ority of in:Jtitations of higher education on a single network using a

utality. There are approximately 25 small disconnected regional net-
wor1-:!i. There is very little incentive for them to connect together. The
lature will hring more of these small local networks into being. To de-

rln a large national network will require a great deal of government stimu
latPm.

,iletion 2: HI ,1 national educational teleprocessing network worthwhile?

Yes. Providing it embrases as many as possible of the 1250 institu-
tir,,p; which presently do not have computing facilities.

Dui*hfion 3: What is the effect of computer hardware and software?

Hardware developments will have very little effect on the evolution of
(.2or:Louting. The reason is that presently the Pajority of institu-

11 little, if any, hardware in the first place. Software will
Pe the most difficult. Programs which will serve a large number of institu-
tions will take time to prepare.

.p,ro n!it. be a more

education.
to distribution of computing service:,

rn uting a H11.:11 part of higher education (2.5 to 31 of expen-
) and will evolve with phangin7 patterns of higher education and will

no,. :.:11fo any drastic changes in higher education.

j. The three uses of computing in higher education, instruction, re-
idminiscration, are at different stages of development. In-

.1a1 i6 the newest and could benefit the most from networks.

esear,ih users will find use from networks providing government
avaiiihlo.

Adminitrative use : of networks i5 unlikely under the present
of briber education.

etworks centered around large, rlainly Public, institutions, will
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Hamblen, John W.
Inventory of Co uters in U.S. Vighor Education, 1969-70
outhern Regional 1:ducation hoard, March, 1972,

Atlanta, 396 p

This study, done in 1969-70, is the third of throe studies done My
john W. Hamhlen. The first %tas done in 1961-65, and the second in 196-07.

of the tables and grdnhs compare all three studio:; to show pattorn.
The inventory was organized by corer instal lat i nn rather than by jnnt]-
LutL,)n. That is, if there were chree different installations within one
institution, three separate returns were filed by that. institution.

The returns of the institutions were stratified by three major charac-
teritics; control, highest degree offered, and enrollment (based on Fall
1968. The breakdown is shown below:

Control: 1. Public
Priva':e

Highest Degree (1.fered:

1. A..i.iociate

Baeheler's
3.

4. Doctorate

Enrollment:

1. Below 500
2. 500 - 2,499
3. 2,500 - 9,999
4. 10,006 19,999
5. 20, 000 ,nd aoove

The survey covered four broad areas: computer ::ysters, expenditures, and
:;oaree:; or support, cementer installations by type of usage and title of
offi,:er, and computer sciences and related degree Programs.

:-e..r.11 facts regarding the types and numbers of computers and comput-
in sT;tems brought out by this survey.

1. There were Lv far more 113'1 computers than any other type. IBM ac-
counted for e3-: of the computers while the second most popular manufacturer,

AcounLed for 121- 7he remaining installations were divided among
,proximatel,/ 25 different manufacturers.

installations reported almost fifty percent more computers
pri7ate 1;;-;tituticis, even though the number of institutions was an-

herr a high correlation between the enrollment of the inst:-
tu*_;o:.-; ani t_nr nu:-.ber of institutions having comecting facilities. This
care H: :h eorrelatir.n existed between types of degrees granted and corout-
in ; fa.:Ilit_ies available. That is, the higher the degree granted (associate,
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Quistorff,
Results of the Washington School Computer Prop.ammink, Sur-

,

1l;tl 1 ;31101;1, shington 98342

This survey was conducted among all of the high schools
iii, ,,;t:)te of Itinshi;;.;ton during .1a\,. 197,?. ttiN 10I''

FofH t que!.;t i onna i re.

\PA

HQ, !t,llt?winU information concerns the teaching or cono,i-
!er Frogrdmming and the arrangements necessary to provide this
activity.

19.8 of the schools offer computer proromming and of
these 50.57, use a SCI1001 district computer, 17.1 use a college
computer and 17.1', use a classroom computer. Mai 1 or local le-
livc carry 77.1 of the programs to the computer. Turn around
time is one day or less for 51.5', of the schools, 2 to 3 days
for 30.3' of the schools and 4 to 5, days for 18.1 of the schw-)1.

The principal languages were FORTRA\ and BAS:1C.
the schools teach FORTRAN and 36.1 teach 1,SIC.

!i( machines are used hv over half of the schools
JeLih l'ogramming. 26.W-., have HO 1-flVOOHch machine while

'1 schools have one, and 5.1, have two.

of the schools have less than 50 students involved in

H;m. programming. Those programming courses aro available
"HJYS 9-12 ,,rades 10-12 (4c), and grades lI-12

I ie mot .-ommoniv used computers er manufaciured hi
1;chools use IPM and th,_ model 360 vas the most fro-

`le 0;111 test courses were started in 1961. Durj
',here was II sip,ificant increase in the numl-)er of courses.
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Ciark ni Cilhert, Braco
A TIONAL SURVff OF THE DUDLIC'S AllITUUl:S TOWARD COPUCFRS

h is tin/Cy COIIC C flied ai II tNc itt iln1Hs tin
;i I pi!). 'I c l'0,IIrdink,l a oh put en; . I I VAS, L'ondlic t 1 01 enhni;

1 00 1 ad it 1 t s IS yea i's u a ge a nd older, nd a a t 1,12 re s

-led at rainie:it and represent a StC t 1 on 0 ;1 L111 1 t l'Oti;11

t1on Inc Hilted States. Pala -was gathered durinr duly aad
.lugust 1971.

H ts mrvey considers questions at : jon involvement wl:h
campulers, orahletis a' have had with the computer, :AWn

nid tat: connuncr, computers in busipess, computers in governr.okt,
F omputers and privacy, computers and ac quality of life, atid
an c a r e ( a oppartuni it las in commit yr

Annnexinately 19'4 of those surveatnl claimed they have hid
jah requiriag direct or indirect contact t 1 11) a connutyr.

Ahoul O 11-.01-.0 surveyed in nor t t t then have, novel
Thd 7,1'o0 11:1, In NY I t I IU 1 cenputeri:ed hill corrected. ni tho.4o
who reported prohlems, most Olamyd a' warhing with 'ill'

computer, ratlier than the computa itsell.

I elt hat cot:inut ers 5 I I -o 1

1 to!-: aid nyrvices to us in Our Yylt C(iHltt-lF arc
ndpLg lo raise the .-;tardard 01 living; holieve connuter.
hJVC illCr(:aSe. tile quality al produnts aud service.

ArcJI wLore tat' nuhlic fell the u-n' 01 (omputers shauld
increased include trac!.. of criminals, 78", guidance
ii F as tor national defone, 71 7 vote eounting, sar-
ilancc of activist or radical i,routpn, prOjcCtion 01-

'chction t 0 t Ii (1 compiling information files on U.S.

of thas-e surveyed helievc col'inuters represent a real
tHniat 10 vernus who disagreed.

Apnroximateiy :;1.: agreed that the uses of computers are
ihi,.' lives of all of us. reit conputers will in-

Coae OUF 1 i Vt S Nad 86", agread tha. they wil) create no re leisnre
tire.

nn Y I relt :onputers car tI ii I ror themselves. while
et-n. 11.e Cuturn 11 ii 0 i so ii. N a instructinhs
who run then.

ns,f those surveyed, 7(n; were in favor of a young rerson
thc.' computer 1 ield as a carenr versus . whc would ;le 0 n-
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1,,a1 Ler, Ferry
('W'I'11TIi SCIFACJ: CUPRICULA SURVFY

houkiana, Spring 1973

nis :dirvey was conC.ucted among colleges and universiti(..-:
determi"c conditions r-lated to the computer science curri-

,,urvoy wa:4 taken H mail and about of the 10'!

,d returnd.

Ilrvo concerned undergraduate, graduate and Ph.D.
id computer science along with service ofrorings of

partmcnts including availahlq equipment and its use.

lergraduat,:

'lost undergraduate programs are small (71) or less degrees
- antqd per Year) and emphai-ix training (in order or importancel

for: :-..stem analyst, graduate programs in C.S., scientific pro-
grammer, commerzial/systems, programmer, D.P. NIanager, secondary
eacher of C.'S., hardware dc.::ign. In mathematics, the student
is expcted to tahe: calculus, linear alhrgra, numerical anal-

differential equations, and discrete structures (over 10',
, r rsponding indicated these reouired courses).

un,fer-,,raduate major 15 exp(ctcd 1(1 1., pi-OHL:lent in (iii

0l Importance) the followin languaes: nrTrA, machine
o r language, coRnL, BASIC, A1,(101,.

;;Ildud

1-ac1iinte (pastor's) rrograms nro very small (757,

1,(1 i ti than de.,,rees in the 1971-72 school year). VIP oh-
H!J order of inrortance) of mater's programs were:
ft,,.Are :;ystoms, system ana1v:7t, prepare for Ph.]). in
ntiric proy,rammer, college or J.C. teaJer, corimercial

in.rd.aro systems, manager, teachiiu at seeendary
.:raduales are expected to Imssess profici:ncy in

VWRTRAX, machine or assemhlv language, ALC,M,, PL/I,

. H f fere(' at man,: ef
11!1 ` t'rrI t . prec i t ion 1)11r 0 ;1-11(1011.t.

LCI to rum cr 1-,10 r C pit? er prograITIS 11 i55 of the
H1C FIC,: commonly used languages were FORTRAN Aihi

rudy COliClUded conideratiun of Cie availahle
anH ,(.1r Pncration.
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XI.A.1

SECTION A: OVERVIEW OF COMPUTERS IN RESEARCH

"Do cats eat bats?" Alice wondered as she fell down the
rabbit hole. Occasionally she asked "do bats eat cats?"; the
order didn't seem to matter much, as she didn't know the answer
to either question. This is a sort of "cats eat bats" chapter
in which we discuss the reversible questions "does research need
computers" and "do comuters need research." Although the ob-
vious answer in both cases is yes, when one probes for details
and tries to see into the future the answers become fuzzy.

DOES RESEARCH NEED COMPUTERS?

And howl There is scarcely an area of research that has
not been affected by computers. Statistical analysis of data,
and mathematical problem solving are perhaps the most obvious
areas in which computers have had an impact. On-line interactive
data collection and process control, and computer simulation,
have become relatively standard research tools. In this section
we will discuss each of these application areas and then make
a few comments about the future.

Statistics Suppose one administers a 20 item questionnaire to 50
people. The resulting data has 10(;1 pieces of information. A
few simple statistical computations, such a correlation matrix
and an analysis of variance, would require full day's effort
by a skilled desk caicualtor operator. The same computations
can be completed in a few seconds on a modern computer. If the
questionnaire answers are coded into marksense scan sheets hand
labor in the entire process is minimi'ed.

The implication of this example is quite clear: if statis-
tical tools are to be used with any reasonably large data set the
computer is a virtual necessity. Computer libraries contain
packaged programs which will handle all of the standardly used
statistical tests. The researcher needs only to prepare the data
in appropriate machine readable form (on punched cards or on
marksense scan sheets) and then process the data using a packaged
program. To do so requires a little "computer literacy" on the
part of the researcher. This "literacy" can probably be acquired
in less time than it would take to perform one major statistical
analysis using a desk calculator.

It is worth mentioning that few classroom teachers, especi-
ally at the secondary school level and below, make use of standard
statistics such as mean and variance, or such statistical tools as
correlation and regression analysis. A major reason, of course,
is that teachers have not had adequate training in statistics and
do not appreciate what these tools could do for them. Equally
important, however, is the difficulty and time involved in per-
forming the necessary computations on a desk calculator.
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Consider the situation of a classroom equipped with a mark-
sense cardreader terminal attached to a computer. Students put
their test answers onto marksensc cards. In a couple of minutes
the test has been graded and recorded, the class mean and vari-
ance have been computed, a frequency distribution of scores is
printed out and an item analysis has been performed on the test
questions. From the point of view of Loth teachers and research-
ers the potential for change and improvement of techniques is
tremendous. Yet, this is all possible using today's technology;
some schools already have such computer facilities, and more
will be adding them in the future.

Mathematical Computations The researcher in the sciences often
rinds HI-ascii dealing large masses of data, hugh algebraic
symbol manipulation problems, high order systems of simultaneous
functional or differential equations, etc. A computer can aid
the researcher in handling many of these problems.

As a simple example, consider the data from an unmanned
probe to Mars or Venus. Tens of millions of bits of data are
recorded by the instruments onboard the rocket, and sent to
receiving stations on Earth. here the information is stored on
magnetic tape to await analysis. Adequate analysis of such
masses of data would be impossible without a computer.

An another example, suppose an astronomer is trying to
prove the existance of a new planet or comet by a very careful
analysis of the orbits of the known planets. The "mathematical"
orbits of the known planets can be computed by solving appropri-
ate systems of simultaneous differential equations, but accuracy
required in this case can only be achieved by use of a computer.

On-line Systems Join us for a trip through the Chemistry Depart-
TAT!"11tatflie-Tiiiversity. of Oregon. We quickly pass by the fresh-
man lab, where students still learn to bend glass, precipitate

bsalts, and handle the basic laboratory techniques, and enter the
research labs used by the faculty. In these labs we find hundreds
of thousands of dollars of modern equipment: a mass spectrometer,
a ;rotein X-ray crystallographic facility, a nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometer, an ultracentrifuge, an infra-red spectro-
photometer, etc. And, we find more than a dozen mini-computers!
These computers arc connected into a mini-computer network which
allows them to interface with the university's large computer
facility (a PDP-10), with the various major pieces of laboratory
equipment, and with each other. Such a computer facility is not
extraordinary in modern laboratory research; on the contrary,
it is coming to be accepted as the "normal" laboratory setup.

In a typical chemistry experiment a sample to be analyzed is
placed into an experimental apparatus which may cost several hun-
dred thousand dollars. This apparatus is then placed under the
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control of an Appropriate program and the experimenter. When
the equipment is functioning correctly (the computer can check
to see that voltages, magnetic fields, temperatures, vacuums,
etc. are at the appropriate levels) the experiment begins.
It may last only a fraction of a second, with thousands of
pieces of data being fed to the computer memory in one burst of
activity. Or the experiment may continue for several minutes,
with the TCS(:ATChOT monitoring the results and instructing* the
computer to make changes in temperature, pressure, etc. Data
from the experiment passes through the computer memory to magnetic
tape, or to the PUP -10. (If Massive computations are needed to
allow the researcher to modify the conditions of the experiment
while it is still going on then the PDP-10 will be used.)

The computer has become a fundamental tool in laboratory
research in the sciences. The University of Oregon (a 15,500
student school) has about two dozen mini-computers, located in
its various science departments, and is .dding more each year.
The Computer Science Department regularly offers courses in mini-
computers. Similar course offerings are available at Oregon
State University and at almost every major university in the
United States.

Simulation A major goal of research is prediction--what will
happen under a particular set of conditions? When the situation
to be predicted is simple (what happens to an object falling under
constant acceleration in a vacuum) a simple predictive model
suffices (d,--.5at2). When the situation is complex an intricate
model may be needed. For example, what will be the state of our
nation's economy one year hence? Suppose we impose a 10% sur-
charge on federal taxes and put a price freeze on all foodstuffs?
If we had a good simulation model of our economy we could answer
such questions accurately and rapidly. Of course, a very fast
computer would be needed, and the questions would have to be
asked in a form "understandable" to the simulation model.

Computer simulation models have becom" a standard tool in
economics, psychology, sociology, political science, and of
course in physical sciences, business, government, and industry.
Generally these models are worked on by teams of researchers over
a period of years. The models are repeatedly tested and gradually
improved. Improvements come from better understanding of the
underlying theory, increases in the number of variables considered
in the simulations, and greater accuracy in the actual computations
(the latter two improvements requiring bigger, faster computers).

The Future by extrapolating current trends we can gain some in-
the future. For example, computerized data banks are

growinv, rapidly; this will surely continue. To name one specific
instance, computer-assisted medical checkups are just beginning
to be accepted by the public and medical profession. All of the
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data gathered in such a checkup is in computer readable form.
Eventually we will have detailed lifelong medical histories of
millions of people. Such a databank will be of immense value
to the medical researcher.

On-lino data entry, and thus computer analysis, will be-
come common. To site one example, it won't be too long before
the grocery checkout stand will consist of a computer terminal
and a "wand" which reads a code off of each item purchased. In-
formation on each item sold (including date, time of day, and
other items purchased by the same person) will be gathered and
subjected to computer analysis. If the purchase is by charge
card or check then identification of the purchaser will be done
using a computer information retrieval system--and precise buying
habits of the person will be subject to computer analysis. Such
is the dream of the consumer product analyst!

We noted earlier in this section that simulation models are
becoming important in economics, sociology, psychology, etc.
This trend will grow. The models will get better and better,
and the possibility of a single person being able to create such
a model, or even understand fully an existing model, will decrease
rapidly. Such research will be the province of well funded teams
of specialists.

In the physical sciences we can expect computers to play
an ever increasing role. For each subject matter there will
eventually be one very large computer center, serving as an
interactive information retrieval and problem solving facility.
New research results will be deposited in the system. Teams of
researchers will develop programs to analyze the data and solve
the problems arising in that science. Nationwise time-shared
computing networks will be needed, for the use of such facilities.

In education we can expect progress towards accountability.
Databanks of student and teacher information will grow rapidly,
and methods of analysis will improve. We will be able to give
meaningful answers to the question of what constitutes good
teaching, A careful analysis of the progress of Mrs. Doe's
students during the 10 years after they leave her class will
give us good insight into Mrs. Doe's teaching skills (unfortun-
ately, 10 years too late). Eventually we will have a good under-
standing of the relation between things we can readily measure
(how well John did on the "standardized tests") and long term
impiications (John became a successful company president). This
will allow us to evaluate teachers, and the other tools of edu-
cation, much more effectively. It will provide a basis for
significant improvement in our educational system.

DO COMPUTERS NEED RESEARCH?

Again, of course, in keeping with the theme of this Handbook
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this section will focus on research on computer education. While
those of us in the field of computer science educatri are con-
vinced of a growing need for computer literacy and of the appro-
priateness of computer science courses in the public schools,
this conviction is largely based upon faith rather than hard data.
Let us explore some of the major "unknowns" and "unprovens" with
which computer science education must deal in 1973.

Teaching Computer Programming Computer programming has become a
statid'af3 course in most colleges and universities, and is now
relatively common in the secondary schools. More than a million
students per year take introductory programming courses. How
do people learn computer programming? Some students find the
subject easy and interesting, while others find it dull and dif-
ficult. What are appropriate prerequisites for an introductory
course? What are suitable goals? How rapidly should a course
cover the material, and to what depth? What hardware, software,
and textual materials are needed to insure or assist student
learning? It is ironic that, given the excellent hardware now
available for studying the learning process, the very people who
know that hardware best have not applied it to the learning of
their own trade.

Even in the introductory computer programming course--the
course most often taught today, and the one which has been around
the longest--we do not find agreement as to a suitable approach
and/or suitable content. For example, one approach is to cover
the syntax of a language quite rapidly, and require the students
to memorize that syntax. It is found that many students who
approach computer programming via such a course do indeed learn
to program, and can write programs to carry out the computations
needed for the problems in business or science. Many others,
however, make little worthwhile progress in such a course.

A second approach is to teach computer oriented problem
analysis and to discuss in detail the entire process of problem
solving. The syntax of a language is either integrated through-
out the course, or is presented in the latter part of the course
after the ideas of computer-oriented problem solving are well
entrenched. This problem analysis approach to teaching computer
programming is receiving considerable attention lately, but there
appears to be no research available to support its claims of
superiority.

One of the "claims" of many computer programming instructors
is that the problem solving skills one acquires in a computer
programming course carry over to other fields of study. Similar
claims have been made in the past for geometry, Greek and Latin.
Evidence to support such claims is lacking; indeed, there is
some data which tends indicate that the reverse is true- -that
there is no transfer of skills at all. Nevertheless, hope springs
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eternal... If one could prove that computer programming is a good
vehicle for teaching general problem solving skills this would
provide a strong justification for the widespread proliferation
of such courses.

Comuter_Litera9r In several places in this Handbook the idea
or ucoMputerlf-teracy" is discussed and courses designed to teach
computer literacy arc recommended. The general area of. computer
literacy is another battleground on which is being fought a
series of data-less skirmishes. One school of thought claims
that such a course must include computer programming; the other
school holds that this is unnecessary--indeed, that it may be
undesirable. Until we have good agreement upon what constitutes
computer literacy it will be impossible to determine appropriate
souse content or to demonstrate that one method of instruction
is superior to another. Related questions include: At what.
age or grade level should computer literacy instruction begin?
What, teachers (for example, math vs. social science) should teach
such courses? We cannot answer such questions without a good
understanding of the components of computer literacy.

Vocational Aspects To many people the field of computer science
is stri-cf-ry vocational; one studies computers to qualify for a
particular job. What skills are needed for the various profes-
sions in the computer field? With detailed answers to this ques-
tion we could determine the possible role of vocationally oriented
computing programs in the secondary schools. (The Sabin Center,
in Clackamas County, Oregon, offers such program to secondary
school students.) Do the private EDP schools do an adequate job?
How do their programs compare with the two year data processing
programs of community colleges? What role do the college and
university level computer science courses play in the overall
vcationally oriented program?

An interesting sidelight concerns the psychology of computer
prgramming. Many professional programmers are secretive and
sensitive about their work, and seem unable or unwilling to
docament their programs adequately. Many work well on one-J;17r
projects, but do badly in team project situations. Consideral le
wort: has been done on tests to measure the potential success of a
student who is thinking of entering the computing field. These
tests are reasonable accurate in predicting whether a student will
learn to write computer programs, but ignore almost completely the
personality characteristics of the successful programmer.

TeachingComputer science Who should teach computer science courses
ziad- wh-at levC1 of-training do they need? At the university level
the natural tendency and trend is to staff computer science depart-
ments by hiring Ph.D.'s in computer science. This will undoubtedly
continue, higher education being what it is. But consider the
secondary school or small college. The typical secondary school
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teacher of computer programming has had less than one year (say
less than 12 quarter hours) of formal instruction in the field.
Moreover, he has had little or no work experience in the field
outside of his own classroom experience. Can such a person do
an effective instructional job? What sort of training and ex-
perience is desirable for the inservice or preservice teacher
of computing at the secondary school level?

Hardware_and±oftwaracilities What hardware and software
Facilities are most appropriate for computer science instruction?
A standard controversy has to do with batch processing vs. time-
shared computing. :Many claim that time-shared computing is far
superior as an instructional tool--but good studies on this arc
lacking. And what of the language to be taught. Many argue
the merits of BASIC vs. FORTRAN vs. COOL, PL/I, etc. Leaders
in the computer science field now recommend new languages which
allow structured programs to be written, and suggest we should
he teacTiing top-down aniTysis, step-wise refinement, and struc-
tured programming. What languages are most suitable, and what
is the role of language in learning how to solve problems? Many
difficult but important questions can be raised here.

Teaching Using Couputers One chapter of this Handbook is de-
votedto the area oFChe computer as an aid to learning, and
another chapter is devoted to computer assisted instruction.
In computer assisted learning the student makes use of a compu-
ter in studying various subjects. He may use a packaged program
to solve an equation arising in a math or science course, or he
may write his own programs to solve such problems. What are
the benefits of computer assisted learning? Does a student learn
more, or better, or faster when a computer is available for
carrying out the computations which arise in a course? Is it

better to liAVC the students write their own programs or use
packaged ones? It is claimed that if a student can write a pro-
gram to solve a particular type of problem then he "really under-
stands" how to solve that type of problem. Is this true? Is

time better spent working on a program to solve a problem or in
studying the problem area in the traditional way(s)?

Unlike many areas of computers in education, computer assisted
instruction has been the subject of considerable research. Un-
fortunately, much of the research has focused on drill and prac-
tice, and even here many questions remain unanswered. IIxisting
literature does not seem to provide answers to such basis ques-
tions as the following: What aspects of computerized drill and
practice are 713e conducive to student learning than the standard
flash cards or workbook drill? How do the more sophisticated
versions of CAI, such as tutorial programs, compare in effective-
ness with conventional modes of instruction? What are the actual
costs of producing good CAI materials, and what are the necessary
qualifications to nroduce good CAI materials? that are the effects
upon students of receiving a significant proportion of their
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their instruction in interaction with a machine rather than with
people and/or hooks?

Conclusion To date computers have had relatively little impact
upon aTication below the college level. Even at the college
level the impact has not been as widespread as one would expect.
tany of the questions listed in this section will need to be
answered before the public schools will be willing to commit
the funds and personnel needed to allow computers to make a
significant impact. Considerable retraining of college and uni-
versity level faculty needs to occur if students at this level
are to gain appropriate insight into the role of computers in
research and education.
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,)f very high priority is computer literacy for school administrators

and higher level administration. If the district's leaders know nothing

tih f i,T, any pos.:, IA pre,iri. !.;s in i nut nictional or ,idmi.nistr,i-

tive use of (.ompiters will be n ifled. tildpter Vii ection H of this Hund-

IA.,,, disensses work!;hop for ad)iin stratot,.

The second priority, and the main concern of this section of the

Handbook, is computer literacy for large numbers of teachers at all grade

levels. One possible solution is to provide good inservice courses

carrying college credit.

inservice training in computing in a school district tends to follow

A natural progression over a period of years. The first such course given

in a district is usually aimed mainly of math and science teachers. The

courr, is essentially all Introduetorf computer progrrimming course, with

W)rne of its examples drawn from secondary sciv math and science.

second nha s to .ffer a course des i cried for a broader, primarily

non- :'path- oriented audience. This course is berhaps one-half computer

ro,;rar, ling and one-half combuters in education. It should be noted that

is second course is much more difficult to teach than the first, straight

puter brogramming course. The instructor must be much more broadly edu-

-:tted in the various areas which make up computer literac 1 the field

':o-puters in education.

Ailditional phases ;third and higher) will tend to be courses designed

tu fit the snecific needs of teachers not reached by the first two courses.

el .eritj.tr'.- Ji,21,ei teacher, for example, tenT:, to have relatively little

interest in an inservice course that is one-half computer programming in

PA. ,IC.
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Introduce at least: one 45' interes1 and generally useful

packaged program, and dicuss the role of oackagocl programs in

1-(1(111.7. (.:0171, ,11t.er prOgririlnirl',1 in 111VT1(7, arld demonstrate that c(..onteri; can

u:,,ed out the comput ation indi nated h'' a tcruulii. rIive a very

i t- i nt ion to flow chart ing.

Lev i ow, fy, and answer quo, t ions Tyr i cal ly about one-half hour

should Pe devoted to this each class meeting. Keep in mind that a

has passed since last. class meeting, and many of the class Ticirt

pants \qi..1.1 have forgotten much of what was covered in the first, ilocti-

1. St.UCletitiF3 who join the course late (i.e., who missed the firsit

11, ing) can he eased into the .7oirr=ie this way.

ged orolrams. Ciet the students to name and discuss several of

oac aged programs they found rarticularly ihterenting while dui tih

rie,A'erk . , di... ic iiri i,e'reral loll
.k .7ed r)rograms of general iiaj.t.f 1..()H f: of oosiiitile

turf'; of packaged programs in irtStruCt.ion.

Introduction to 1,,115t(l

ample programs (put on the board, and diseuri-,). Inolucle a Ycry

.--:ami-do flow chart with each oroiram, to hegin to introduce

of flow chart i

211 I!:1' II, i.

4!)

50 HID

P
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10 PEN1METER OP 1,TVTANC,LE

1.,C.;

.11) !H:1!'11.

H. Key concop variations on the above programs, and use

ot *, /, allow a large proportion of ail of the "formula -

type" com!.:utations in mathematics grades 1-10 to be performed by

computer. Note that exponentiation and the BASIC functions such

J, will he introduced later in the course (or students can

L'arn these topics by reading their text).

C. rritting and running a program. the nturiontS a they

ent:or And run a nir.Iplo iJrogram. [t, in cHsential that each studen(

throuilh thi

:1 I 1 ti',)

It. t ti,(

and becomn yonlident of his ability

..;.).irse 1;; 11`;itiq a ebilputer urog:..iing text, make in apnro-

at? n 1A;t1q asH;ignmnt from the text. IE no text is being

will want to i,re are and handout material giving the syntax

Along wl

Ions.

:., ter IV of this liandnook, which is on the topic of computer

i examples illustrating use :; of the variow; In-

1 irninc:.

Computer :,dente Corp. (A pamphlet) .

Pr(_:,-;rammin

r-th r par:kaged program and writ(' up the results as before.

a computer facility is available in your school then select a



:roue or students and iernonstrat,.- US 0 of paCk,lrffl'd prOgralrl LO

th011. Have them run several pacl:agod programs and note their

t,,dct. ions. b ,1 briO l(--;Cr of this activity and

'shat you learned from it.

P. :lake as long a list as passible of formulas appearing in typical

qrades 1-10 instruction which can be programmed using the ideas

in PA:=,IC covered during this class meeting.

C.. Write and run at least two computer prc.)irams to carry out compu-

tations from formulas compiled for 13 ahove. Turn in the entire

1"i7 listing of these computer runs.

]iAJOI:7 : P. a good program-1i ny L tent nOt 1,11' t WM 1 .;!:,

c.iry tL7 erepare a handout. qiviit rj on how tu p I 011r,M, ft-

rror run the program, etc. The III rlp )1 -,h0)11d that

(,11(2c)untor problerls not covered lii 10 1 1 lit 1-0111(-1.1oti

ng so far. Thu:5 , 7.N.hat. is .111 01 re I' flo: i a t i whit dow;

..;}. it nu: ,::ens it the student has 1 t r.in.-..r)is; ion prnh le: i , or the comp It or

*r:t1.' A rjood handout would reassure the student , .uid tel I him what

I) tor i I various things g0

17;sTRiir,-.:T,r)R: A rila.jor needs to be made K-apout. whether or not

rit roduce String variables in the course, and how early to introduce then.

...er-lons of BT.:IC do not allow st riip variaLlfi3. widrqv available

1-eoui reS Ct 1-.) statement for each

This can be r-3omewhat eonfusing to students, !Alt certainly

T:r-hihit introduction of stri n variables early in the course.

: irtmouth liAjr(.7 fand PDP-In hAiC, aTong others) ii low:; stuns variables tO

witho,lt a ;it:1 statement, and then also allow vectors of string

In the case that this "nice" TA:IC is available it is :;tron,;]...
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1 [VII koview and sol if i fy ;arca rens so far.. Discus's the use of eloo-

; c desk col ators I or "formul a" computdt lonH f)i'; cuss the overal t

t - ka rod commit. ng , w th pa r t 1.(71.11Cli empho., is upon t he ided

Hinkc.," nteract ve i utonna t ion atoracte and retrieval) and th r

imidicot ions. Int roduco the idea of outwitting a character string in

Lc.

leview, and answer questions. (let the claw, to suuclest formulas up-

nearirj in public education pride:, 1-10 which cannc e programmed

ui;ii,q the ideas covered so far. Paj ;e the question of what constitu-

to::; A formula. Are the computation of mean, medion, mode, or extreme

values included under the top: "formula" t7ontinue to dincuss edoca-

t i of l i mpl i eat i of i i ; L r i f j ril:ichine; to carry out. foritril d 'input a--

tion!;.

rel r euhuhltot ;'; (,Ifq:t.r

colculator are .2 -y to use and eun readijv e,trry ,mt

nn:;. \.i; electronic desk calc choa,,.,er, mg re roadilv

ivai I al., I e , and more convenient dev i tr,c trryinj out such computa-

This introduces the idoa that; some ptoblo:'is are better done

nand or desk calculator rath than by computer. tiro permit!;

)no or two different electronic dear; calculators.

17.orluter :otworks. C,ive on overview of torsi :2:ome of the

major national networks are used to construc, and access data bank :;.

airline, hotel, or motel reservation system would be an example.

brokers have terminals in their ottitT,e5 access CiAt,i banks

'stock information. Mlle US government 1:,; a minor coni:;t:ructor and

of data hanks. A public school is also a major constructor and

althouah the data bank nay not be col-4)uterized.



PA-W--1,rintihcl a ph6ractf.r strIng. Put tAle fc)Ilowing sample profirci

tho huard, block diagrams and/or hriel flnw

HI,krts.

10 Pl...nt (: !:,.1P.MVI'ION dl' PAY

"L:TE;1-: ldP l.kYiTh ND

1() 1-,PT P

1,kit";'1' "Ti111 PAY I'

1:titt

ln PY.M: 'AMTUT TPEL

.H I PINT " X"

LflIT " XXX"

;-P P..1? " XXXXX"

of

" XXXXXXX"

[PINT " X"

7fl " X"

PiINT " vu

))

1-11:1; flIti the comphtl,r, 1101

,. concelits" or "corlput(!r litera,:y" or

it in soc,:lo.:" text contains a chptor or major discuslun

data hanks.

Litertlire from rtTI (which maintains a schor31 information da'.

ria%c. a hanr.ollt assic,nnt.

!,:2k c , tudcnt to a 11.0t of cs :lany co77:1terze4

;t.; Ii partL111Ar,ty should Ix ah]e to coill)ile

1 (j-p; 2iS1 0f 4 ata Lan}:s cont,:inin(j inforrati(m the: -o
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L IV;

;) i (, rf ift I ("/ ; rr), r 1!

Pe.',) formula c.orIL,utat,ion pr,)(//-,tur: to u:7, .innrc)Trilt,(!ly prix

di r'.'cthjnis t:o the user, and labeled uutnut.

H ir ta a pro4r.-un to outout a pattern, such as a picture, or one

name, etc.
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1 i) t [ITC;

11:T

1() " 1 IF "

,1,) 1,I,'1 C=C

'.311 C 20 31)

61)

: I Problem Solving. With the BASIC 1 ati(juaijo Lools now available to the

.,Ludent a number or significantt and di difficult problems can now b..

11 I ,1,1,,e1. I r th, 1,, vi ii the Le,-Iin pn-y, and

i t 10 Hir(.0 [ii .0 1 .u'i-'.11tri till .rc11er;

1,; t.11.11 11'1i 1,11e t Ii i ns t rue I or. Thr;

10'.;0.ntincj the py-1,1p Ic. n 1 1 . ove and in the reria i null of t

ach tirch 10111 oxamo 1 .1r. oo: ortith 1 1 1 1 L 1 lust rote

and t, roil) 1111111. ti -t 1/ 1

01 to f 1 ow when .1 olvi t ear 1!_er :

. Lind the hrohler-i. c;et a (.7 1 e.I.1 iOcture t urn

of -1i i.noat, 11.50 t,he oat out

AnAlv./r. the, p roh 1 ''ti rind f la re out. !io 1 it i oroce:;:;. t 1 1

at t f-h. w i 1 1 r l r r. e,11-:

0 . 1 Inati into snaili n n' -oh I t 1 v.; .

rto.i.t:i ai..ipropriatic 1 ock ato 1 I 1 or ci ill rts bur i hg 2

:Ind -3 one will need to del lIe linen data otructi.res are
(At t i ooint 2 5 I cour-aie t 1 r. Hi i:itritctiire available it-, a

1 ect in of Is humeri en 1 var el en and/or string va r i aPli .

con,:i later the oour.ie. i4ied lists, et':.
.oict I riore advanced . )

.procjraiii and rop are iata toi ir;ed to t et; t
ici ,n! mrr.tI dociv---,ontatt r)71.

ute I the t-troarair., run it, iorrect the !tt.int ax errors, and t

fur prcylram ;iit ri Lb the hrirvi,...

comt,i7.1 ted 1 ts on the SimIle data i...repa red H: step 4.
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to tnct ri:ottrn, i nrLruc Lot. (i Io onc-oill-.1.:10:(1, to 0H (pit_
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i I it d 1 I cr)n0,1,1"r 11:1,

I, co 'biro of I to (*;: it o it 1000,
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I out votir Trime t t h ho 1 1111`S lilO-
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temT.:eratures for two or three temperature scales (i.e. v, c,

o
K).

7. .',ubpose a worker is paid time and a half" for working over 40

in a 1,1:Lte a iron ran to tW-Alt.. hours worked and nay t-aa,,,

jrA output_ total pay in Ihis ea;:e.

;;ri to a pro,Trwri i inut; o.nri 0.put IiCO in

order larger, smaller.

a. w?ite a nrogram to inout throe numhen; and outbul the loruest.

fly of the Programming topics that should he covered In this

kiirroduntory cour,-v1 are 1-icit_ mentioned and/or covered in deta 1 in this

(:ourse A good text on introductory prouramming will fill thi

will apore')riate handouts. lor yxol r, tur1enLs need dot.i 1 t.

t , , , . PTOd .

at.e handout For !`1 ,,:ou 1(1 hp a .()mplp!p nr,p.;rdi.-]1]

(100irr:ntio(1 anti or I t ,,n 0 i n 1 tf 1 1 :,-npt,th I t. i r,

,7omrion to itr,Jdace the loop gnit, edrly

ny textbook!; on It in that it is not: an absolutely

iii .ii t. of the languace. Titus MJfly in:b-ruetor'; r.,roi(!r to firmly es-

ulo lea's; (iisinr; 1)? fore i nt roriur:inq I ho

in 011011 A cas WOUlci the first :;uitable point

1:urposes of (bha:_;i7.ing that I'0}--nm';' I in

t a r:rittc,a1 part of the latigua we ha:R! retrained frDm usinq

z7. Yoq should to introduce this topic

L.-.
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TmTfmr;

\cplvir; it Hi 1 1 ii ,11 ro-A)}) ;(.7A; I n,; !PTHI:71 c,p) Tr; ;.

1 i I I L nit F, o UI .1 i . !iiscuus and i I lir; r

r,t

h,v1OW C!Ii :r -Tn,m ,AA 1 oop5 Io.( i Iv

A loop 1uvc.)1v( Inup body (the cumpute-r)art), lucre

Ior oti.he rw i Sn chancr some variables) and test

I HurniuH. Presnnt and discuss several ifliO 11 ro ,;rams similar t...()

;.

LL".: 'I" /PA!, 5;171,.., ,

11

" A';1) ;-'I\.1T,. I '11:c vi: rD I "

'1

:s! Tor-%; ,1;' A1,1,

7'1

1

I'



crr.11,,,r that each example such has above should be presented as

1.C+':: r.},ar,id, '; 1! 1";171. . A 1.rogram ,uc}1 .n;

it) co,.-,oute :nan crnta a f 1 ii it C,1:1 IP' cy,,itln

wh it. h r. the v11 in r)f which tiatopens to be zero?

Wnat hat ens if tia user of the r)roqram ties in a wrong score and realizes

it at iftc r dairy; a cArriage return? The above nrogram can also he wdi-

ti..d so that it counts the number of score, detecting the end of the data

for i :-h-,ntinal value.

si;1ulation. Simulation is one the fundamental tools of

5cionce And social science. .,!ost "real lit" sized simulations are

in ,:o7iputer to car ry th,2 riene-!3 a 11 17071p1Ita t .

,11 W.' thWhi 10 to srerd ata le 1st .71i if of ci tneot.i TV;

( 1 . . , 1 1 / 2 hc.:urh:1 on this topic. Part of the t me, berhaos a LAlf

sh,..)ald he s',:ent on a 9eneril c;verview. Tho reTlaining Lime

1(-1 ,;tud.,'ing and ru,,ning Ot Or lhatrUcti.On-OriQn

Liinulatint-Lb. The in..intinsiton If i.7111ation such As PUFLD, Pf-)LUT,

.-;M:k!,2, etc. are all excellent 1 ,r ournosp. 'I he major

ooint here 1:5 to devote sufficient tn the dctivity so that a

an be run several de a ''in f' of conditions. 1'

.;0-,7-iting facilities :r-i7U.t the class into teams arAl

ice ti.:: 7 examole, ao which tear c-in do the best job

of winin. out the f'l es in STIT1,11: !13}:e sure all class members oar-

and learh now t7, use the :;e

iii

: th, 3 -It 1 an

:o7.1..uter scier.ce (as distin-.;uis;-.ed fro...-. computer 9r05 ra77-lin
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ini roctn:tory toxt contai Lhdptcr on f; 11111 ,1LJ On.

`;Tro,,, l o kv(n r( assiqnment in the progrNuming

text, if one oinq used for this course.

Doumentation on computer simulations, such as the Huntington

material,

I T Programming

A. ive the students a list of a dozen or :3o problems involving

useful readinq

::tL "t.Fli1Iq of li.,tS and related ideat7i covered so far in the cour.,;0.

to do one or Lle: of th,T.

Linh student should i is expected to study and understand cm simu-

lation other thin the r>ne(s) used for demonstration purposw; in

The assignment should t =c to discuss and run the simulation,

11.; sample outnut and noting possible uses in the class. If

a --..ertvicial is iivailable to the teacher in his school, the assign-

:!t,T:r.t. should be to try out a simulation in his class, or teach

f-,.ljow teacher to use a simulation program.

nrt,:-)at o. !;imula procirat's vai 1Jble if; the corflput.er

i:-;11 niir)U ti iSC1 i,,f ::.:tP-1! cm c.,( (').(111

Jnd stl,',ns for
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nd .eme time discussing the varioui simulations which were

available for the class to use during the past week, and their experiencefl

in using them in their schools. Work through several programming problems

of the level ,cf difficulty of those assigned to the class. Discuss TAP

and use of paper tape it they haven't been illustrated in previous classes.

Introduce and Illustrate RND, the random number generator.

Simulations: The instructional use of computerized simulations is

one of the more important parts of this course. Make sure all clap 's

,oarticioants have he n successful in running one or two simulation

programs.

ti Piogramming: Avoid the temptation to rush ahead. Instead, go through

in detail possible solutions to several of the previously assigned

Problems. Point out good and bad features of nossible solutions.

Indicate t7pical difficulties apt to be encountered in solving the

pfohlems. A good aproach here is to have some of the students out

their solutions on the board and then have you and the class discuss

the solutions.

rogramming tonic

TAB (Handing out a saIrele program ill.strating a possible use

will :,roI)hly be Ideguate.)

laper tape. If the terminals 17.eing used are connected to a com-

er via long ,listance phone lines, or the computer is only

liited nurd)er of hours per day, students will want to

learn to 115--;e uari,r to ,e. Paper tape is also useful to contain a

tart f data which the teacher ould like each student to miocess.

!lost versions of B:, IC cd.low one to generate a repeatable

,rence of random numbers and also to cienerate a non-rebeatal,le
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sc.kuloncct , one Stai Li n...4 in a ratb..lorn. . This 3...;flect

t.!;1) rot., cottyL.,t. ziL t ht , is it

i.x,cti31,..1 11(.10.4, itHl ( )1A, nri t

.; It itrittnent hr r3n] w1C 1, r..;11H1

H

I ..-;ncon(1 t_or, C:3 are nrc.)1,-

,,,,1,1y int ro,iticed in Lhit.i, ty; re of context (2, , in a ut;et Cul

ti i LiLtit

: WAT rif;1 ; r1

A'.2)

1, C.1111.11'1.11' 111".11;1'.1'

.10 iLniT T. 4'r

t:i

"1-1P1siT "If";

!LE! +1

1' 120

1 1 "T"

130 -100 THIN 70

1,1r,
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10 REX: TWIITI A DIE

20 kEh1: OUTPU'T'S RESULTS 017 EACU OF 100 TOSSES

30 REM: N 1 COUNTER Pi' NiMiER OP TOSSES

40 LET N ,-- 1

50 LET T = 1 + INT(6*RND)

c,c) PRINT T;

70 LET N = Nfl

80 IF N e = 100 THEN 50

90 END

A:.;Sre,%MFNTS:

Reading: if a programming text is being used then assign the appro-

priate sections.

:'rag ramming:

Wri to a program to output 20 copies of your name; the first copy

should start in column 1 of the paper, the second copy in column

2, the third copy in column 3, etc. Ilse the TAB function arc) a

loop.

Modify the die tossing example presented in class so that it also

counts and outputs the total number of l's, 2's, 3's, 4's, 5's,

6's, which occur.

Prepare and give out a deta led handout on how to use the pun-

ed r tape facility. If the use of punched paper tape is important to

to proper use of the computer system available in the schools, make an

a:isignr:nt involving its use.

.,T;CT(7,P. mAt this sta:jo of the course soe of the students will

;in to fall seriously behind in doing progrlmming asi,4nments. They will

1(1 that :)ro,jramming is hard and/or that they don't have the knack for it.

IlLy will be failure to _;:ely.1 adequate time pret)arin,1 a

r)r :r.v before going to the terminal. In any case from this point on one



X I

:;10)1.1 d. p I ()V i (...on:,.i(1(_.rai) 1 t, ,e-;;;itinlroc,r1t: opt icum . The st udcrit

11,1v i t ()111)10 in nt-onir,Irtmi n(j y,}0.,JJ 1)4, ,,t) t0 1,,1f;F; cout-nt

oo 1 :;11,:c1,...; iu 1 in the ,:oursP) by dint of rimtii 1-1(3 a larger wimi,ot-

(4 pro,11 , tlore y I(-): ilFli tat ing t)t-CRIY,111:-; 11SE'd 1n (21 dss lent -uo, (hi fr-r

t r l ing on :;p( ,H tnpi c of i ilt.et-01,L, et C.
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Introduce and discuss the VCR-NEXT loop (i f you have managed

to avoid tt so farmost likely it wilt have slOiped in earlier since stu-

d(,ntg read books on NA:-i1C). Discug the topic of table construgtion.

It a good review topic. The major tonic for this meeting is computer

a:is0.;ted instruction.

1 Table construction. One of the more useful, and easy, applications

of computers is to construct a table of values of a function. For

9C
eximole, the function P = + 32 relates degrees centigrade to

J

degrees Fahrenheit. A table of values is generated by the following

program.

10 REN: TABLE OF DEGREES CENTIGRADE AND FAHRENUEFT

0 PRINT "CENTIGRADE", "MIRE:Wt:IT"

10 FOR C=0 TO 100

40 LET P 12 + (9*(1/5

C,F

9 NEXT C

70 END

one can print tables of square roots, cube roots, etc.

10 PEN: 'MILE OF :,;(2UARE, CUBE, AND FOURTH ROOTS

2c F,DR N=1 to 10 STEP .1

'F) LET A---Sr)R(N)

4n LET 13,-N1 (1/3)

,,n 1,ET C-N' (I/4)

' 1 n

PPINT N,A,B,C
.

NEXT N

END

,roc rams: The following two programs illustrate two >im-

-inde:1 ai-:orox:hes to writinc, (fAI Programs. Present and discuss

that ouch presents directions to the user, and then a

.;eguenc,, of guestiong. Por each question the answer is received and
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lecko ,(1 I or J:(71.1 an(I an c,ippropt. zit "t-ctv:ar(1" or "pun 1 s1'11-"i(m1." 1';

von kocor{1-; ol ot ,:orroct r ot;pot1s!:. artdrc loit. At, t. ho mild or

t hi' tLiTrti .1 ?-0,t 1)0' t-nt-'11 r-P1;t111..; is Pr i riLed out. aro
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11111, Pl/M,11,111,1 EACH At's11'1I-1."
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It

7f) I 1,'17'.11' "1411A'1' I ";

P , A T 1-'11E1%1 1 31)

11 I 1;( ,10.1!:(''1'"

(2()1,',1.1(1111' A'.).,'.111,' 111," Tt it

1

1,11'1

1 1') 1'11.AT

11i 1 rt ''ii D't1 1,1,"

'1')

51',("1 111:11;11'( ";('

:),/\ 2, 9
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10 REM: CAL ,T I PI, CAT 1 ON DRILL ()SING RND

20 PRINT "TYPE TN THE CHRRE("F ANSWER AND TilrN"

30 PRINT "PII;;Ii THE. -RETURN- "

40 LET C70

50 ROE N--=1 '1'0) 10

60 LET -5+ INT (1.0*RND)

70 LET B.:1+ INT (9?,FtND)

BO PRINT WHAT IS"; A; " TI MES " ; B ;

90 LNPUT R

100 II, R=A*B THEN 140

110 PRINT "NO,THAT i S NJ] Co 0 .J..f"r"

12] PRIM']' c,-)ppoy'p Ai4:-;wEi: A*H

130 ,;,.) To ID])

140 PRINT "GOOD"

15(1 LET C -C4-1

160 NEXT N

170 pplN-11., "THAT.,CC),MpIXTES DnI1,f,"

1139 PRINT "YOU GOT"; C ; " CORRECT, OUT 0]- 10 nu[7:STIONS. "

190 END
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Start.

rrsl io(;1 i can:;

to the student.

Init..Lalizv! counter., arkl other

vat i,ihles

P.ead (rrom auxiliary :ftorage) or

generate the next question to he presented

Ye!-;

Present the
question.

Receive student
response.

Is
eOlreCtj

count 01 H lrtcrer'ment count of. 4

cat correct responses. of incorrect responses.

4

iutput a flutput

rc"...;ardu inc,!-;;;a(j. "punishmnt" messa.fe.

e:3,

T,ny

irvito

in this Ci

Plo

the student
a.nd

(nit p.it a summary

report of hi
work.

11(..

Is

c--another

4 No
nuti)ut the

correct answer.

Flow chart for a (jeneral CA1 lesson.

Yes



III CAIgeneral discussion. Present an overview of the current status

ofd CAI, and its current im act upon the .,:orld of education. give

attention to the PLATO project aL the University of Illinois,

and its very nice student terminal.

IV CAIpackaged programs. If your computer system library contains some

worthwhile CAI materials, discuss a course or lesson in class, and

allow the class to run it. The Pat I';uppes drill and practice in

arithmetic grades 1-6 CAI materials would be excellent for this pur-

,eadingl Chanter V, The Computer As Teacher, ih this Handbook gives

a good introduction to CAI and related topics.

Proaraaming

A. Write a CAl drill and practice program on a topic of interest to

you. Follow the general ideas illustrated in the flow chart on

cAt.

If a computer terminal is available in your school, try out some

CAI materials (from the computer library, or those written in A.

above) on several students.

When you begin La discuss longer programs or flow charts in

class it is highly desirable to prepare handouts of them for the class.

Then use an overhead projector, or write the material on the board before

1,1;5 or while students are working on other things. Don't waste class

t1:71,:, in a massive "copy off the board" activity:

If you want to assign a major "term project" program-

1%3: , proviJles an excellent opportunity. All students

should he able to produce some sort of CAI material (perhaps by very close
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1EETING OH

A(_"PIVITTL:;: This rloting should he (7,evoted primarily to the liN;1C topic

"v04.;Lors" (J1so known as one 1 monsional arrays, or lists). Allow a

ignificant uroportion of the class meeting time to individual help of

tudimt',v; working on programming problem!..

elect an appropriate Kample and discuss it. A simple (p,me

playing program might be a fur thing to present here. The pennie!-,

1rw would appropriato. lu game one starts with 15 pennies;

c,3 1 T, computer alternately take turns selecting 1, 2, or

ponnies. The object of the game is to force your opponent to take

the last penny. An example like this can be disctissed by giving the

1;+JIdent a flow chart and a program, and then tracing through the

ma-jor parts of the program. A sample solution is given below;

1,) 1-RPiT "Tlr IS GA%1E INVnI,VES 15 PENNIES. WHEN IT CS YOUR TURN"
PPINT "Y')U !.1AY `FA YE 1, ,-)R 2, uR 3 PENNIES. THE OP3ECt nr"
pplr,T "THE nAME [.; T(-) I%)RCE: uPPLA'11.MT (In THIS CASE."
PRI%T "UT ('OMPUrr,p. ) TAK1', '['III; LA ;'I'

"WOULD you LIKE Tn PLAY A GAME (Y1::,1\1r)) ";
[71111T PS

1 , 1 [ [ S F ' ] 15
11' 1:,,---"N;)" ) 450

"W, Yk") TC (YE"-;, )";

INPTIT

11') IF "1-"::-"n" DO T 240

YHTI FIP;;F
13, PP:NF "-INPUT A 1,2,r,R 3"

::1PrT

370

3,);4

170 )3 3,30
1-0 410

1,2,T

CN THE BOARD."
I S 1F 1: Tr-, 320

"': I: FEE "Mpij",'El-:',:; TURN."
TF Ti

";,-1 (3*-1-.1;',)

;77, ";*;;" , 11'1.; Y

:HT 176,5

1,ET

:";- IF M-0 Y--) Tr)
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3E0 TO 2'.',j.r)"

321) py;INT "THAT END:.; THE GAiJ THE COMPI.ITE WINS."
'PC) 50

iJjrf iAH. I.Ai;T PENNY. 'FMK; Y(.--T"

V)0 PPINT "NAVE BEATEN THE COMPUTER' lI
T(i 5r,,f

CM PRINT "TH1: m6vr MUT BE AN INTEGEP..."

ITINT ir 3 ;,1-2;.3 11

) G'.) TO 13.1'

431) r'HP;1. ',',"2ri."1Th7\T MANY PENNI.E. ',LPL 'y'r)HP"

4'20 THI:.; TURN CANNra EXcEED ";N;" PENN[ES."
"WHAT Y,-,[1 WANT";

Tfll 140

r)

Vector:. in iCt LC. This is an excellent topic to introduce by means

of an example that 15 difficult or impossible to do without vectors.

61 a I eu follows:

r-)rogra:n. t;c, ir input ,j))7 then N :-.;!-..udent body

nl..,..-Then; and th4. (orrespondi.nr; :;fl.orer.--; made by theso stu-

dent:; on a test. Compute and output the clas:-,; mean.
Then tot each output the :;tiident number and the

feren(7e Lotwoon the :;tudent'!---; !-;,..:ore and the cicil;s

!7!eari.

1 ;i k ;11' mnoIitmimn Lo tie' iT)4'(.' 1

v(ctc)t-:-;.

1

"11Pr.,77 '.--3N AND

"ET;L'1;':'

T:2 H2

;-,r) LPIN7 "INHTF A A!:1,

r)') r.-5"; A

7J2'1 i.i
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Ihe key :)oint is that the length of this --lution LS proportional

!Illber of stulent.i in the (A ass. ImA-lino the typinq effort

if here were 3'i students in the ,:lass. nnte that using thih

"model" requires the pr(_xjram to be written :iecifically for a

color N. Next contrast the above with a solution using vectors.

10 REM: DEVIATICN FROM THE MEAN

DIM N(100), =(lOO)

MS:TME NO M.7,RE THAN 100 '.,TUDENT

"HflW MANY ''s;TUDENTS IN THr ChA.:-;:";

T

Y-1 'DT) T

"INPUT A AND TEST

TN1,uT N(K) ,2(K)

K

17)fl HI:PE WE THE SCORES

110 IT A=0

120 F-'0R F.-1 TO T

130 LITi A=A 4-:-:(Y)

1 4D ':FAT

':0) THE CLASS !1FA'.;

160 LEY A=A/T

1iT THE CLASS =AN s' ;A

PE!!: C7,-',MPUTE AND OUTPUT DEVIATIC'NF-1

PRINT "SBN","DEVIATI

LT. Kr'1

\1),S{K)-A

2T) %EXT

The hove :rogr,,.m is rere'3entative of the statistical programs that

n he readily written in 1-7SIC arZI/or which one will find in a

,:,77-puter system library. The use of computers to carry on statistical

cDmputations is one of the major uses of computers. it would be

ippropriate at this point to provlde a handout on sore of the library

statistiL:&1 programs.



ff nrf)-;rafTlifv; loxl 11::ed :Ourient!-; should ho dir-

evtt,d t( the vect.

Thoo exerci!;es aro dolOned to provide familiariz:ition

'Jjth A..11(;n a couple of t:roblelqs of a deciree of

iHlar to the tollowiniT.

'..;r.te a I:Tn.:Ira:0 to INPE;T 10 numbers into a vector and then

110 nullb,7ni out 3 1;er lino. (Hint: ue of the "print-cwrrA"

will ;1-c)Auce 5 per line nutput).

:ram to nut-A1,,,rs int,) 3 V,:'CtOr, and then 0,ft:Lot

tio :;L the reven3e of thoir ()ric;inal (-)rdor (i.e., output LI' 121.11,

the 11th, file 10th, etc.)

fon;t ion to put. to raudm nulbor into a ver:tor. Yiien

0..;t rot a:1 c): the 7aluc.. that .tre thou ontput all values
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'':TEV1TILi: continue working on use of vectors. Illustrate several major

applications of vectori;. some time reviewing the course.

ihdexini into a vector. Problems involving doing frequency counts for

veral Dr Ct large' number of categories can often be done simply using

vectors. The following example illustrates the point.

10 REM: PR SJPNCY COUNT IN DU': TOING

50 kEM: ::,,IMULATE 100 TM:CMS UP A DIE

e) P(6)

40 T

LET F(E)'°

(.0 NCXT I

0 100

SO 'LET 14INT(6*PND)

0 LET F(T) = F(T) 1

100 NEXT K

110 TO

12.0 PRINT "TUE NUMRER OF "0";"'::.; WA'-',";F(K)

1 '77

140 i".:D

rxtreme vaIU; in vocLor. Fijithnrj the [laximurn (,r minimum in a list

;ood practice for the more important problem of ordering a list.

6rdering a list. This is one of the "classical" i roblerv:: of most

]ntroduory rrogra:....c_hg courses. It makes a good final example to

lone 1f, cuss by the instructor. All students can understand how

do a sort (say order from largest to smallest) by bond. But

tr,mslating this into a computer urYcrarl is a major task. it involves

careful problem analysis; top down analysis and problem segmentation

are well illustrated in this problem.

The genera sorting problem also provides a place to discuss briefly

what computc.r scientists do. There are entire books on searching and
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ACTIVrTIE: In a typical course the final class meet inq will he devor

.to tyini up loose ends, answering last minute (kuestionsi listing and dis-

cussing a few topics the course did not cover, discussing possibilities

for further training, evaluation of the course, evaluation of the course

instructor, and evaluation of the students (a final exam?).
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' °;e l ic,an 'Cede ration of Information Proe0;,,ing

"(:ombuIer rducaLion for Teachers"
,Hcii Aye., ':-Iont,,Yale, ,;.

,,Vigust l')70

i s de is intended tor- those beob 1 e concerned th pl ann ing (27,-
; For Leacher training; at the same Lime, it can readily be
used for planning computer courses for a high school curriculum.

All students need to understand the nature and the uses of computers
in modern society. For this reason, it is essential that teachers of all
sjocts have a knowledge of computers. instruction should be in-
cl(1 in the initial training of teachers and should also be available
to teachers in service.

The Following content should he included in an introductory computing
oto-se:

Information processing (history and need) and the nature of the digi-
tal commuter- as an automatic information processor (taking in, processing,
giving out information);

The analysis and organization of information and what contributions
the computer can make;

The general characteristics of a nrogramming language, the need for
lAn-via e that relate to the machine on a one-one hasis (ac.sc,Ibly and
.7.:iebiix languages), and the need for languages that facilitate the communi-

tion of the r >roblem itself to the computer (e.q. FORTPAI1):

The Influence of the computer in education, and its effects on society;

:-'o successful methods for teaching basic computer concepts to the
st.-gents.

In summary, this article can he useful both to the teacher designing
beginning computer science course for teachers or for students, and to

teacher already instructing a computer science course.

Jay Dee Smith
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vh , V.

Coruht i j 1.111, Y1 CU) 11r1

Tea:_..her Vol. bo %o. 1, ,lakuarY P)1',

3ahes 7; HI -iiI

hive hOCO:!1.-.! 011 1-02:CO in our society and thl.
()nal ',roc ho,(; i n r3:,. f 1Oct. frig thi n 0 fr.c..:,,ch inh ahout
their use, and the social role they play. The mot logical per!,on

c,irry coiur,ater it.mse education into the secondary school is the matto-
:lai f..7:; teacher since he can readily learn the methods of computer science
and nr.;e them a tool in his teaching.

At 14-,'.;,W a teacher training problem exists in our colleges. Vitt'

('.)Iirro'FWO 0)1 Computer Education in FOu ,:alled on educatorn to
early introduction to computer seience ac; inttNiraf part of

education in ;,rimaly and secondary schools and to attempt to use eom-
Hoer aided activititre. to the clasroom when appropriate. A Working
Group on Her-ondary Fdue,ition was set up by the International Federation
!oi H.fonriation Processing and they iitlickly recognized that the biggest
pronlem associated with the us >' at comilutyrs in seciondary ediwatiola war;
ti.at if tlaininq. Con:;equently, in 1a7,) Ole,/ published 1,001ei
",:omputer '-Hucation in :ocondary (;nide for Teacher!;
wHch has :-.;1nr.:0 been revised. They are now in the process of developing
a series of ten booklets to supplement this guide, which will then become

content of a college course for secondary teachers faced with the pro-
lem of computer education in their teaching. it is hord that. this serieo

,.A1 attention to the need for comuter-sonhisticated teachers and
that. 0 rest 1 L many colleges will tabl ish cc>ur with the (xprel;n

ir3;o:;0 of pr,,pari rig hi..h11 L;ohool. and )h,lior e:r'n school teachers to t_cf,l,-}.
):,Lir :;(.1.wco.

t afford to teach computer seienee poorly. must learn from
pa.;t experience: when the "new" math was improperly taught it alienated
many from math for life.

(:(111t',jel; ,are 11,j something about the p ro1,1 em; and ill fact
pos:;ible to °LAI_ in a routers doh ree in the teach r-,cj of cor,put r

a few T:laces. kat not enough is tieing done. It is that
,-olleges will in:,:titutu courses designed for teachers at three

ixvelnl 1) tnc,se teacher who will each computer appre,-1ition or cor,1):1-
1: 11,_,i(,;y courses; ,)thos(_' who Will 'IS'omputer ethods in

coarsei; and 3) those who Will teach computer science courses at the
ligh

Pon Gallagher
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.Tenyer, Donald
A (Allii0 To Teaching About Computers in econdary Schools
APacns. (Iomputer Corooration, 1973; 137 p, $12.95

Donald Spencer has been actively engaged in the computer science
education field for over 15 years. He is the author of a number of books
in the field. In this book he presents many of the fundamental ideas in-
,!olved in the instructional use of computers at the secondary school level.
The book contains three chapters on Computer Science in the Secondary
..7hool Curriculum and six chapters related to Methods of Teaching Computer
,ciec2. Most chapters are relatively short, and their content is limited.
A chanter on films and a chapter on secondary school textbooks are parti-
cularly useful. ':;ources of free and inexpensive materials are given.
A number of the chaoters contain information that is already evident to
almost any teacher who has been involved in the computers in education
field. [n this regard the book is somewhat disappointing, as there is con-
:;lderable need for greater "content" material on the topics under considera-
tion. This book is also somewhat disappointing in terms of its quite hiirh
pr ice/nape ratio.

David Moursund
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SECTfON A: BOOKS
by Ron Boys

introduction

The intent of this section was to choose a limited number

of textbooks and write reviews to give some idea of their suit-

ability fr)r use in the high school classroom. No attempt was

made to give an extensive bibliography of computer science hooks.

A comprehensive bibliography of computer science books is

available from:

The National Council of Teachers of "Mathematics
1201 Sixteenth Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Also The Directory of Data Processing Education, second

edition, 1972-75, is a good guide te computer science books in

print. ft is available from:

Data Processing Horizons
P.O. Box 4127
Diamond Bar, California 91765

"The purpose of the directory is to rrovide the data professional

with the wherewithal to keep abreast by continuing and broaden-

ing his education and knowledge; to aid those responsible for

tLe education of new individuals into the profession in knowing

of the materials available to assist them in this endeavor."

Another source of computer science books is Computer In-_
struction: Plannin_g and Practice, Judith B. Edwards, 1969,

available from:

Northwest Regional Lducational Laboratory
400 Lindsay Building
710 S.W. Second Ave.
Port land, Oregon 97201
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nVIF,WS OF SLUCTED WOKS

Albrecht, kobert L., Lindberg, Fric, and Mara, alter

Computer Methods in Mathematics, Addison-esley Publishing Co.,

1909, 201 pp. , 54.95.

This book is designed for people who wish to learn how to

use computers as problem-solving tools. It may also he used as

a primary text for a course in computer-assisted problem solving

or computer-oriented mathematics. This text could also be em-

ployed as a supplementary text for mathematics courses in which

the computer is used to demonstrate concepts , or where the com-

puter is used as a laboratory for experimentat on, discovery,

and the solving of mathematical problems.

The many examples are complete with flowcharts and actual

solutions obtained by the computer. kxercises arc graded into

three levels of difficult: and arc presented in special fashion,

each building upon the previous. It seems that the book was de-

gned for the high school student who has had at least one year

of algebra.

i)Jvidson, Charles ii. and Koenig, Fldo C.

,uit,'
--

-;r. Introduction to Computers and Applied Computing Con

john iCiIey and Sons, 1967, 596 pp., S12.50.

An intensive survey of computers requiring only high

school mathematics. Here is a clear explanation of what compu-

ters are, their uses, and the extent of their social and economic

implications.

This text was written for college students but it could
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serve as an introduction to computer science for selected high

school students, with ample freedom for the teacher to select

those aspects of the subject he wishes to emphasize.

FORTRAN is the principal language used and is introduced

in the second chapter. "flee material was developed to give a

student a working knowledge of programming and illustrates under-

lying concepts without mathematical rigor.

Forsythe, Alexandra I., Keenan, Thomas A., Organick, Elliot I.,

and Stenberg, Warren

Computer Science: A First Course, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

1969, 553 pp., $10.50.

Here is a textbook that is definitely geared to the high

school student. The book is an outgrowth of a Ichool Mathemat-

ics Study Group (SMSG) program begun in 1964. Much of the mater-

ial in this edition was contributed by committees involving many

people.

The thirteen chapters that make up this book are divided

into three parts. Part I or the first five chapters is a basic

introductory unit. Chapters six through eight mkae up part II

and deals with numerical applications. Part III is devoted to

nonnumerical applications of computing, symbol manipulation,

representative of the more recent areas of computer science re-

search. In its entirety the thirteen chapters of this book con-

stitute a challenging first course in computer science for stu-

dents with a good mathematical background and plenty of time

and energy. Part I alone would provide a challenging one sem-

ester course for the average high school student.
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Companion computer language supplements such as BASIC,

AN , PL/I, COWL, and ALCM, provide the :Tecific syntactic

details of computer language. The Clow chart language used in

this textbook deals only with concepts of central interest to

all programming languages.

A big advantage for a beginning teacher of computer sci-

ence is the availability of a detailed teachers commentary,

Part one of each teacher's commentary chapter parallels the

student text section by section. Each section begins with a

short summary of the corresponding flowchart text followed by

general comments and information. Problems and exercises of

special importance are emphasized. Detailed remarks and ampli-

fication of solutions to student exercises arc found here. Sup-

plementary exercises arc also found in the teacher's commentary.

Much thought has gone into the writing of this text and

the authors seem to he able to anticipate the problems a teacher

will have in teaching the course. Although this hook is four

'Ars old it would seem to be a good choice for a computer sci-

ence textbook.

cear,

Iatroduction to Coputcr Science, Science Research Associates,

Inc. , 1973.

In the introduction the author says, objective of

thi'.-; hook is to introduce you to the basic principles of compu-

ter usage." Whether the student plans to major in computer sci-

cnce or is taking it as a terminal course this introductory ma-

terial is appropriate.
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such

this computer science text is intended to he used with

COna111011 langual.;e manuals

I.

as 1'A:-;1C, 1.01:1IZAN, PL/1,

1011k, Hie author assumes 110 specific. prerequisites ih math

or computer science hecause the material is for IT first course.

Aitnourh without two or three years or hiJ schoij mathemati -

one -would have to skip chapter nine on numerical methods et th0

S tudent would he lost.

Hie text cover:. computer organimlon, llov.chart lanralae,

cputing sYstems, errors, data structures, Non-numerical appli

cations and numerical mythods. 'his is A carefully planned hook

that ,Aotild he appropriate fcr use in a I. ft school computer sci

en Cc' course provided t I C st uilen t had a i 1 1 V s t roar, ickgr,"auld

ia mathematics.

\nthony

Introduction to hroramilmn and tomi,titkr :C1 01100,

hook New 1ork, 1971, 513 pp., rom Computing ke

".)ne result of any college education should he an ahilitv

to study and leJrn the prosic detalls of a suhject on one's own;

much of the study or any computer language falls in this domain."

This is quoted from the preface to the hook; 1.11(' preCace alone is

a sL:i :leant contribution to computing literature.

ilvy, refreshing it is to pick Up liii illtrOdUCtOry text in

which the author faces squarely the many problems involved in

ta2achin computin, states clearly the choices he has made and

then hacks up

CU llection

his choicu.s throuOiout the hook. This is not a

classroom notes; this is a carefully planned nook



g IL e 1 II he ono ces. that tho author Has made , t

ono lord to rei-poet anyone iNko L110t\S eAaetly vilierc he

His Nook does not use the .\\s1 standards for floiNeharting,,

and there is the eommon passion roF having all decisions binary

in their ouleop!os. The author has an optimi.tic view of 11 begin-

ning students grasp of 1 op 1 C Her third problem in this book

ivolvo- a eomplot 1i:i I vs i 01 the knilits tour problem, for

ch tho notation it wouid staut all hut senior math ma

H .; Hit (IT Cu jors

i

rodl101 I 011 to :o111p,litC'r CLL11 CL , 1111 V hi t tin o i

IL'o 111. Mill hook eo., 197n, 281 pp. ,

ihe fundAmental question facing any bog inner in computer

cionco is just how is it that elootricitv can be trained to

1101' U s)ectacular lo vol of performance. In this hook you will

I the answer in ti,o parts, hardniare And software. Lircnits,

!H'ory Hhits, road ii g ;Ind wrhting devices are presented in chap'

1' V iLt. 141,1 )UT,ii four. Programming is presented in cnapters

;1:r011 gh fourtoon.

ALre sc(.r. to Inc' .ieverill ways in 1:11 oh this Nook can he

a F' 101 11, trodue1 1 011 to computer science by us-

)oo It snort eourso Ill rog,rnmming by using,

101111,11' ,,ieven and ..;) it ionger course ill programming hy

up enapter,, stvon to fourteen.

ihis 0: prov 1 des a host of solved

rooie!is and supplementary rroblems at tlie end of each chapter.
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terling, Iheodore; And Pollack,

cymput IQ, And Computer Science: ,\ lint Course, itcriillan Co.,

ItC70, Ill pp. {From Computing Peviews, leh. lt)71')

authors set out "to proide i,tudents with :In ordelv

presentation of the fundamentals of computer science." Thko:

take tno v:el% that computer science is hasically a study oC

languagcs and communication for the formulating of automatic

u'ecedures. the text, divided into fiCtctfl ,

i t h Ihrt 1. achines, and coat h chap t I'S oli c va. e

co6c, comp ter arithmetic, and introductory computer or{ini:

C notion or algorithm is clarif ed lurther via floc-

acting.

'-lahhine lans.{ilage and assemhler lanuage are treated in

two cLipters, using a simple hypothetical computer. Wit,' h0-

tivated a need For more powerful languages the authors intro-

duce 1U,71 in four chapters. Then language processing iP terns

symhol tJhles, hashing macros, etc., in 11 very sketchy way.

t 11 I .1 uayes are introduced a a Hied hNh. Thu Final

Ap 2-H; cover ha Ik14,:11 faaa d i ;i rid hob r IP j all ll

-ste

Ihr reviewer is willing to acc.ep1 the author's and

v:ew of computer science, hut corcludes that atter a good start

1 the first chapter, the text simply does not fulfill reason-

able expcctations. If one is dealing with a science, one expects

pertinent referencesthere seem to be no referi"nces. When deal-

ing wit.n the ruadamentals, one expects clear definitions and

consistcut usage of terms; the authors tend to use computer
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by Fred Oanicls and nay( Olibo:',C

lutredui...tion

l he intent of this section is to present as complete a

list as possikle of iu H ad i cii are primarily devoted to

computin. Appended to the list is a partial list or periodi-

cals whic:), though not primarily devoted to data processin;;,

I requently or occasionally contain articles pertainiiu! to com

:)uting and coilputcr science. odiere it has hcen possihle, the

source through which the periodical can he ohtained, the freqncH-

cy or puolication, and the suhscription price have been listed.

in many s:.s, your school lihralian may he ahle to pro

vide other soll!'oe:; through which a pivcii periodical can he oh

tained at Ti 110 HO reasonahle price. there arc several general

suhscription hrokers that lie S01:1tiW1-; able to oriel- suhserip-

tion rates which are hotter than those ocL.rek.1 hy the nuhlishers.

In many cases quotes CAll he ohtained for i.;suc:q which 11.(, not

in their ,,;uheral catalogue.

hclow:

of these hrokcrs are listeo

VO'st Coast Ormi-:.ation I Ian Inc
I ducational lavisioh
P. .

phone: 20'.;--2A1S-6700

hhsco Huh scription :Service
0] :,arket Ht reet
`-an Francisco, Caifornia

Popular irhscript i on No IV i cc
P. t). box i S6o

lc Fie Piut c , I nd i aaa

1 2ip code and phone 1101 availatle)

"Le re i has been possible to inspect copies of Ti particular
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1 cltr cut recouitenCiation could Pc made were rated in this L,;1:1-

iior. Ph oro the nurber of pages is indieateI, this 111.1101Cf i.-t an

vorate taLen 1 Y01:1 randoili copies.

Ii sample ciT' 011 request.

Jot of the puhlishers ii 1

Niwa.:)enient inco Puhlishing, 13:1 Parl, Avo.,
IPC22. iliterest-ane-
ilent report.

i itt tor, For Litic iil onli i)tii cte11 , Hill \t11iitI t . ,

, S hi nyton, 2011:4.0. I.ree t0 , ve:ir
others, quarterly, 02 N C s , spee):11 ihterest-eP.ucat I on

ri)`-; 11lf\ 11

As;;;M:i t rkir Hit , 20 Sj yv
t , P 101 t oiiillers , ye i r to

others, ilonthly, 21 par,es, Special iatnr(ht-eLluiation.

11ThITI;,!..

-..,0cietv for i-Icholarly Chu A:Tlications, 0.0. hoN IN)0,
Nel.hort :,t2HCh, (73 1 P 2 ( (1 5 Year, ,,itiarterly, gkateral Intet
est.

AI11)1 111'11A11.

Po. OH.la to Co. , I . , t on P i I RI J. I 21 .

y..Jr, loose- leaf. 1-,00k iti, liortth ly updJtin,,t service, s,)eci

) IIElC.111(1N

toP it ii Processir Parent PCIIOCO PahLsh
in Ch., 47-ji Avenue, \ew YoFH P 10022. Y.;7.:-)0 ye;ir,
semiont1y, 1 -)a)tes, interost.

1\ 1

i11 :,rhatie0,.1 hhYsical inde\, 190 Paris
y;2:11', monthly,

!,-111011 of cutrent technieal Pus in literature dellin p with
aat'11101 1 1)11 topics.
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DUVICES

Hitchcock Publishing, Hitchcock 1ni 1dint, heaton,
-60187. $95, 800 page loose-leaf book with monthly
service, special interest-input/output devices.

COMPUT1 NGLsr

Illinois
updat I up

. no per Year, mon;hly, specia I i at t coep t 1 i a ph i :s und

image processing.

COMPUThR JOURNAL

S:6 a year, quarterly.

COPUTEll Ni

Computer News trout 2S0 L. !lain Street, arlboro, MJS!-.
SS0 year, weekly, 10 pages, general interest.

co:Ip'Jftr NOTIA1nOK

Auerback Corp. , 121 N. 3road St., Philndelphia, Pennsylvania
19107. IT Year, loose-leal hook with hi-monthly upC:ating
service, guide to computer system characteristres.

CMFUTLP POST CARD

(omputer Post Card Liited Nations Pla:la, olte 19o,
New York, N.Y. 10017. Free monthly, 10 pages, general interest.
Advertising in the form of post cards.

*

COMPUfhP PROURA\I ASTRACTS

U.S. C,overnment Printing Superintendent o F Documents,
Kashington, D.C. 20102. SI per year, quarterly, general inter-
est (catalog no. NAS 1.41).

PROCL<S1Mi ttn1 i,1:

Comput,'r Pxsenrch kurcau, :.;UP Newport Center Drive, Net-Tart L.'jt=h,

Cal f, 92660. !):76 year, seyil-menthly, S pages, special interest-
management.

Ct.T.,Pli I IN SLi.' I CIIS

Association of Data Processing Service Organiations, S2
barrington, Los Angeles, California 90049. Free to members,
S10 to otners, hi-monthly, 52 pages, special interest-service
centers.

SlOCKS TODAY

CeTuter kesearch Pureau, 500 Newport Center Drive, Newport
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'; p le" t o re II cc t a newer emp has s , "The Col:Toter Di ri Ct ory

;Ind HVoi it i de" 1 s pill) I .i shed yea rly at 0 H C op y , one o lie
reaLlah ft an p.a i nes :It t h I 1i sclmo1 I eve I , art icie i; a re

yod r a I' 10 at, some a r t i c 1 es appear to he tin re at cu 0 compq e
('nee .

S t I it 1 cc t r I c a i and 1 ect rs Ii I a CC 15

I , YHrh N . 11) t) 1 . ro y t o itieinhe r s I 1.111: , p r i cc
N: H non -meinhC' on request , m i , h t h 1 y , 7 5 t

Oil rn a 1 .

1 ' T 1;1011111j

s.s , 1 1 1 irth Ave . N o o rk, N. . 1 0 0 ri . 11 year,
H 1 0 1 1 . h I y , p , s p e c i a l i lit re s i °mod i ca 1 .

111:1,I,1i 1 i

:ace c 1 L'"ie el the it v La i Ci i t v o
3e. I 0 i 11%1 IV NIHU 1 , 115 , 5 t 11505 1 year , te)

, k: Hi 1 interest hurian tic, includes a little mils
o l o l i t I c a I I n . t e , ii rc ao 1 k.vv , art , hut iacyst iv 1

nne 1 1 t e t , 1:)S 1 oL t ho r 1 t C1/4.I i C\'.'! (it
ii Ct. pC 1'1 Cd I It IS , p I ;II 1 y 1.01'0 511 pC I OLI

e , 1 . 'kuhti in at . , aaL ii dc , achuset I s
A ;:; 0 y cnr, vee 1", 1 , 2 pa po , no in 1 i rite Yes I , new s P;ipe

penty r,ove t and i ndu t ry , sect i 011S 011 COMI1U11-

i C:I on , a an ci , sof t ware so iv i cc , vs t. e] is r i phAsra 1 s and
I '..'doc t on seC t i , rite Fes t in advert isint,, Li ohs van t ed ) .

1 I I

ii 1 N : C. I

ti r t 1 a yem'.

Li)
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0:\;11NTLcH N1.HLL1ilR FHR C )M 1N 1 Ti C(11.1,1 CI'S

Vu i vors it y of Colorado, Box 003(1 Co o rad o !--;pr in s Colorado
8 0 9 0 1 ) . 1 1 year , issues pe vo U , spec i i 1 n t c rest i ns t rue
tOrS i 11 OH OU co 1 1 o gc1-1

vo:i r , rLoll t ',I 1

f.l

1 1 ( 1 t CO i'(us i nos S Pub 1 i cat i ors , PDX 7 3 8 7 , Ph i 1 ad c 1 ph i , Penn
sy 1 van i 19101. rreo to ,tu..1i Ii od subscribeT'S 0 to others
40 pages, art ic les tend to he short and :,appy, bus noss and h a rd
on ro emph as is, s 1 i format , good news sect i .

11'.1101:tli:fh()R(11,061CAI, IVRK ii Nc,s

a r , (non t h ly

HYS.1'01-; N[ItSTAPF.

I 11 1101.1 , 200 , 1 . 1 ( 1 i son Ave . , NO.'. YON:, , N . . I 0(110 ti .1, I n

II F , woo k 1 y se ry i cc on ca s so t t c t apo , genera I ruioa,,ement
I a t c ros

1.1.11:111 I 1,11,

fochn Ica I Pull 1 i sh lll g Co. , root , rocaw ch , f..onn (1W60
I ' roe to qua 1 i t i e d suh s C r i he is , t o others , hi -moot h 1 , i

pa go s , 1101. t t cc tin i L.-J.1 to read F ncl tides t et:hn i cal , moo a ge moo t

Hod commentary sect ions , art Cul covers.

DA.] 1M 11 I()\ I NL,vsi.vil I

I1chiii Cal 110) 1 i sh Hip 1:o. :.,lAson St FOLI , c;reero. ch , Coon . (1083(1.
'1:roc 1 o qua 1 i I OF supscr i ho rs , :mu th V I pages general i n t e ' r e s t ,

I n f o rm a I i 0 1 : Sys t CriS Pr anch , f i Ci of. Naval Re so or oh , I i iington,
1 / . C . 20 300. Free to qual i C i e ( ' suhscr i hors , quarterly, 2 6 Hi s ,

WIC 1 % 1 1 jiit 010 H. t .

1 , 1 A ) Pita lv nor , 02 \n :a Ave. , hI st a Lit I 1 I 02083. S 30 von i
11 Iv , 10 pages , general interest t 11 i 1et in

JD}) IOU)

L. 'OP heosho 1' i k.('S fen t 11 Streot , N. l. , 1Va s 1-1 i iutnn, 11.C.
'000 1. 250 year, daily (week- (1 ays ) , S pages , gene r(il interest
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ki)i)T 6 ,1Akithl

init. ran ; owl Li Corp . 1,0 .111w. t. Ii . , wNnvi1ft, .
Vc;I , S U n1011 t Ii 1 Y , r;11 I II t re s t .

I ui INS1161CitTS 0\T\

H.1 Vt.' L.', 1V 01 CO o 1 U U N H vcr;lkilo, F U 1.-J,10
1 1 , -',11. IL' page- , spec 11 ilcrt

oaL.0 1 I W..

c,)PLI
I LI1 ro;; or BW--..ISS

of t'olorn(lo, Cramor Colorado Springs, Colorndo
I year, 9 ;ssue poi venr, 10 pages, special interest

t o C h ol 0 hu:; .

o. It mj t r , 1 1 . iId t , 1 r ,

I o t:c:1*e rs , r ot ht. , a'ult h I v I H.'

,-es, providcH criticn1 oval intions papors, fibs and
\!J.0 t:Ipes OH very Jspoot of computtng, Ito I thu artiHto.t

sc;iool 1 evc1, hcst way to see what is ;IvailThlo in por-
odicAH, OIl n particular suhiect, however mary or 1.kc periodicals
reviut,(0 aro unknown and unohtainahle, divided nicely into IC

,one niuiscule section rolating to high school, junior
at nud olomcv.nry).

sJrvevs, Her0. I I vt. of Americ;o.,
Y . . -t1c.'A;t s , 11C (01;1 it orIv,p.ot- yorleY11 ii!oresl, 1 Ii i C vs IS in t I to I cC cxpo:zure to

',.once, I I I I s one o t hest per!odicals for hi,th
, - H tbe nrticlos arc radahle, nssume littlo prior

Hmj y(t

I ,I-ci as, ,irH1 Color r icc, Newport
L.)2n00. C voar, somi-riouthly, 8 pages, special

interest 'riancial inCertiation.

r

riCli,

1 1.:h Year, monthly.
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DAL\ CoMMUNiCATION 10,PnT

Aue iii ch rp , 121 N roa d Nt . , i de Ipli i , Penn v I Via
19 10" . 325 in It ial year, 2 year t hyrea rt e r , 100 ;e -1,a 1 004

t h quarterly 1.tpdating servic.e, ralide tn computer support equip
ment.

ilATA CMMUN1CAiioN

Communications Trends, 1St South I to a k ii \v e., \allev Str:'am,
Y. 115S1 . Free to jiio I i ii oi individuals, '-20 year to otiletH,

monthly, 04 pages, special interest-telecommunications,

DATA -AUTOMATICA

yar, ::lenthly, attractive format, article,; generally read
able, interesting har&.are information.

iiAlA DAILY

BA IA IA(A2

$12 year, monthly.

DA1'A :1ANA(;L:MIN.1

Data Processing Management AssocLition, 'ioro i),ussy

IllinoiS 00 01 Free to memhers, S 'c' ar -to others,
month 1 V , 08-paQes.

DATA PRoCESSINC

orth American Puhlishin Co., 134 N. 15th
Penn., IH07. S8.S0 year, monthly, 7n pacws, general internHt.

PATA PRCESSINC D1GL;.;T

Uata Processing Digest, 1140 H Robertson Blvd., Los Anp,cle,
Calif.., 90035. S50 year, monthly, 20 pages, general intLrest.

V\I:\ PROCESSING MAGAZINE

$10 year, month ly

DATA PPOCSSING FOR EDUCATION

Ameri-ean 'Data :ProceSsing, 41n Floor, Rook Rui0ing, Detroit-,
Nichigan 48226. $2-4 yea-r, monthly, 12 pages, special interest-
edUcation, discusses mutual- Interests in education, disseminates
current inrormatiOn pertinent to increasing data piocessing in
the education field.



MA\AGEENT

\Her I can Wit a Process .111;7,, 2 2ini I i o o r Boa 1 Tom, r , Ic t ro i t

..50 year, monthly, 56 pages, general interet.

lenth Street , N.W. l':ashington, H.
-Y5 year, weekly, 16 pages, general interest.

L)I.; Ckir\ I T1,R

Systems luternationa, WHshire blvd., hUS An-_
90,105. Uree to co.alified suhscrihers, monOly,

ages, special interest7educatien.

.t:(HINCOLN'i SVi CL

':'echnical Information e iv ice, H.S. Di):,rtment nf
erce, Virgina 22151. Y.--) year, 2 pages, Crequen-

cy dt..pt.sii6t, or input highlignts selected from rovernment Pe-
..(=rell development re)orts.

I I E M. iLIN Ii i1\

litornational Hata Puhlishing Co., r.o.
P2160. S38. 5D year, ,lonthiy, 8 pages, marketing intelligence
on no nstallations.

GKERNYENT PATA SYSTL:s1S TS

tlrited Dusiness Puhlications, $0 year, bi-monthly, 46 k:on-tains a :;ood selection of general interest artic/es, coveringcurrent computer usage.

REPO1:';'S FOIICAh ANNOHNCE:aNTS

otioi Technical Information Service, U.S. Department of Lou'-
year, semi--monthly, 3

aitrets of recently released reports re-sulting front
povernwent-sponsered research and development erforts-.

1j0:;EYM,LI, CONP1ITER JOU.MrAL **

Electronic Data Processing, Division, Welles1(Hitis, Luss. 02131. Free, quarterly,- 54 pages, technical inter--A.



jONEYWELL EDP Ni V;SLIITTER 71:

Honeywell, Inc. , Industry Mareting, 60 V;alnut Street, Wellesley,
Mass. (r218L Free, monthly, 1 pages, general interest.

1101)i AIIMEDICA1 AllrlOMATloN ELANnr()..)K

A;..;er can Data Procesing, Inc., 19830 .%.ve., Detroit,
igan S1.99 year, 1,000 pa e loose-leaf hook with monthly
updating service, special interest medical.

IBM COMPUT1N6 1;1!lv.11a TS**

International Business Machines Corp., Data Processing Divi!ion,
11.'6 Westche,tor Ave., White Plains, ,;ew York- 1-0601. Free-,
issues per year, 17 pages, attractive format, approx. half of
articles non-technical, IBM hardware and software usage

contains several outstanding articles per issue that
-could he used in high school.

iBM iArA PP(1c, SSOR 4,4.

International BuSiness Machines Corp., Data Processing Division,
11.2 E. Post-Road,. White Plains, New York 10601. Free, monthly,31 pages, general interest.

IV JOURNAL 01: RYSEARCH OEVELCr,MNT

International Business Machines Corp., Armonk, New Yor1 11151)1.S7.0 year, hi-monthly, S pages, highly- technical researchjournal.

IBM SYSTEMS JOURNAL

international Business Machines Corp., Armonk, New York I1S(11.$5 year, quarterly, 88 pages, special interest-systems.

INTERFACE

Auervack Corp., 121 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
1:ree to-qualified suhs,:rihers, quarterly, 4 pages, general inter--est,

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTER MATHEMATICS

Gordon _tiireach, 440 Park Ave. S,,iNew York 10016-. $12 year-,
quarterly, 108 pages, technical Interest.

INTROHCTInN TO CONPUTING AND CMPHIFB SCIEYCli

JOURNM. 01 COMPUTER SYSTEM SCIENCES
.

Academic Press, Inc., 111 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10003.$12 year, quarterly, 108 pages, technical interest.



Xi

1 1 . \ LIAIC.Vf ION H

.; on run 1 of 1bit a hduca I ion, TO Union , No rt 11 fie Id, Vermont 05003.
rco to mcinhc 012 dues , \;1(l ,early to inst i tut ions, S

issues a yer, 30 pges, special interest, computers in educ
10k, ,)roi,ramming emphasis, articles at lot Ii student and teacher

level.

01: LDUCATIO:\AL DATA ssi;

huuc,itioaal *vsiems Corp. , box 371!, Georgetown Station,
intoa, i),C. 2.0(107. ';'9 qu;irterIy, speci;,1
lntcyc:;t -ducatioa.

'1AN16! '11.

TILL ASSOCIATkA rop. COMPCUINO 1A(1

for Computin; 'hachinery, 211 h. Trd '')treet,
1001". irec to memhers, S30 to others, quarterly,

technical interest, haicIi too technical for hi,;11 school
level.

CONT:0)1,S

,l1CLOFIL'-1 AND COPIkkS

Litchcocl, Publishing Co., Htcheock Building, Nhcaten, Illinoi
o0i87, S7.; vcar, 30(1 page loose-leaf hook with monthly updatin
service, general interest.

',101)hIN DATA "T

'!,;:dern Data Scrviccs, 3 1 ockland Ave., i'ramingham, Mass. 01701.
Lcce to qualified subscribers, SIS year to others, monthly,
spocial nil) intcre.;ting news articles, new
vicdacts, -what bath habbage wrotOit", good for student discussion.

Cil)WiraP, INDUSTRY .SEIRVhi

Brandon Applied Systems, Inc., 1700 Broadway, New Yorl:, N.Y.
10019. '.110 year, monthly, 32 pages, special interest-manage-
ment.

hl'; BULUW:

Business hquipment Manufacturers Association, 235 Ii. .12nd Street,
Nol. York, N.Y. 10017. Free to qualified subscribers, weekly, 6
mos, cneral interest.

tOMPU11R COMPANY IS

P.ople's Computir Company, P.O. Bo), 310, lenlo Park, (Nil. 91205.
`:"Z year for students, S4 for others, S issues a year, 24 pages
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newspaper form, plenty of mod art6Trk, plenty of basic languae
programs, definitely aimed at the school student.

ITRIPHERALS itiLLKIN

LOP Netcs Services, 511 Tenth Street N.., Washton, h.C.
-$7s yeAr, we.01;]),, 10 1110,-;, ihlurest.

HzACI Imr 51i11001`..;

Automated. Business :-'stems,. Division of Litton Indu-Iries, ono
Washiten Ave., Carlstadt, NOA. .Jersey' 07072. free, quartrly,

pages, education.

QUALTIHUA-BIDLIOGRAPHY OF CONPFT 1Z:-i AND PA1A PROCPSS1N

Applied Computer i:esearch, 8900 N. Central Ave., Suite 208,
Phoenix Arizona 85020. S29.-50 year, quarterly, general inter-
est.

RLAL TPIr

Contr,11 liata Corp.-, 1;100 31t1, Ave., S., Ylinneapolis, linnt.0ta
55410. rrec, hi-monthly, S paes, goneral interet.

VITIWC,nPilltS 6 LNGINFLRIXC, RECnWL

keprographicS, 750 Third Ave., New Yea, N.Y. 10017. :':;18 year,
monthly, 56 pnes, special interest, t2rnphics jouraal.

SCILNTIFIC CONTROL CWIPUTLR RITorls

Atte din Cr. Corp. , 121 Broad St., Ph iladelpk i , I'ennsylvnnin
19107. $,:300 initial year, year thereafter, loose-leaf hook
with hi -monthly upda tint; service, guide to scientific and cant ro
computers.

:J I

.-;inillation Councils, P.G-. Box 22:28,- In Jolla, Calif.. 92::017. $28
year; monthly; SS- pages, special interest-computer simulation.

SIMLANON GIV,IING NEWS

Gauling News, Box 8899-, Stanford OniVorsity, Stanford,
California 94505.i $41 year, S tildes year-, newS0aper fortat, 10
paeS, usually contains one featured game at elementary or h
school level, also technical information.

flitchcock Publishing Co. , Hitchcock Building, Wheaton, Illinois60187. $85 year, 600 page loose-loaf book with monthly updating
service, special interest-software.
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1r , 1020 Church St . i .
lt..1 1 ic-1 Slo \''ar to other, hi -monthly, 18

irterest.

.ervices, 311 Tenth Street, ti, W., Kashinton, V.
year, weekly, 10 pages, general interest.

:niRC.[. DATA AUTOMATIO c REPORT

rrr to
pacS,

Co rr ;I 00 .L;pe.t. rw, 10211 gliv.';iy North, Cherry i1i 11,
year', I. 1)001,, , quarterly up,1 ill);

rvi v.(. , crst/performane deseriptions of conmercially

;) PiW R1.1'()RT;

f\u,'rkach Hm.p. , 121 N. P,road St., Philadelphia, Pf..nnsilvania
5000 initial year,. '..730 yea,: thereat-ter, loose :leaf

Hi)oks 'Aith 10 updatin services per year, appraisal of today's
sy.teins.

j"12,1 \",' 1 tr; I.1 T

l;ox 732, Colorado Sr)rins, Colorado W01.'
(includes one index annually, three hound reference

aandbooks, and one bonus handbook annually) , monthly, 6 pages,
eneral interest.

.derr ta, '.ockland Ave., Yramingham, Mass. 10701. There
l2 Vech Pile mhjeets: interactive CRT hisplay-,, PIiatcros

iolLprinters, Minicomputer, Disk/Drum Memories, Cassette-
(al.tri(12 Trinsports, oCR CI Mark Readers, Data Sots fr NultiPlyx-
iH, COM lqui-pwent, 1.2y-to Tape/Disk, Magnetic Tape Transports,

.:!ita! Plotters, and hire Sharing Services, Each Tech File is
s6n :)er year, loose--leaf with quarterly updating service.

rwo MYS WORTH **

Maynard .121 Company-, Management Science Division, 718 Wallace
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221. Free, monthly, 4 pages, general
interest.

FPIO.TE FOR MANPGEMENT

erry -hand Corporation, UNIVAC Division, 1290 Avenue of the
Ther1Las, New York, N.Y. 11)019. Free, hi-monthly, 4 pages,
general interest.



OTHER PLRIODICALS WHICH OCCASIOALLY CONTAIN
ARTICITS RELATED TO comruriNG

AMERICAN roucATIoN

AiERICAN JOUNNAL (F PHYSIff,

\cin

AUOlollSUAL INSTRUCTION

BUSINESS WEEK

CLLARINt; HOUsE

CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS

CURRENT SCIENCE

DICRFTE MATHEMATICS

EARTH SCIENCE

EDHCATIoN CAADA

ELECTRoCHEM:CAL SOCIETY JOURNAL

ELECTRONIC ENGINEYRINC

kLECTRONIC NEWS

ELECTRONICS

ENCINEERING CEoLOCY

ENUISH JOURNAI

MATHEMATICS TEACHLR

ATIoNS SCHOOLS

SCHOOL LIBRARIES

SCHOOL MAY.AGEMENT

SCIENCI

SCIINTIFIC AMERICAN



:;ECTIOt1 C: NONPRiNT MATER1A:

Nonprint matetials are materials Iwat 1.ca are primarily visual In nature.

They are usually projected rather than orthted. Some considor pitnt t' I 11,1-

torials f hat are formed into transparencies and projected to he noit-)rint

material. Any additional material will .l shows tiv workina part , Th,-

tratos, or ran be manipulated, other than books, would Lo considered non-

print material. Some examples of nonprint materials would include: films,

film strips, audio tapes, video tapes, film loops, tranFtparencios, sl de

computer delivered materials, charts, graphs, and manipulative aids.

An excellent catalog of nonprini materials can he obtained fron Mr.

Pon Jones at OTls. The following (1t.::,,'/Ipt 1,,ri 01 that (rata log.

(.7ATArd; MATi:1;110...; 1; 1.;r1,,,v1,.:() [

is a bibliography of non-books mat `rill':: for teal hors in all leve)s of Pub-

lic irvstruction. Every teacher, whethor pebiic s..hool or col 1f e, will

find some audio-visual materials listed in this c. to be of use in

their instruction.

tuiarly 200 items are alphabetically arranged (by title) displaying tyoe

of material, and other annotative information, A four letter code indicate;
where the material may he obtained. The code is keyed to a source list with

addresses. The alphabetical listing of materials is indexed hy subject

headings and is cross referenced.

Items in the catalog have been culled from comouter vendor materials,

prOfessional association bibliographies, and Oregon instructional materials

centers. (No price quotation is available at this time.)

Copies of the catalog may be obtained by writing:

Ben Jones

Supervisor, Instructional Services
Oregon Total Information System
345 [last 40th

Eugene, Oregon 07405
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:Ti N P: PTACL: VISIT

This section lists both places for the teacher and tne students to

Places for teachers to visit are involved in cemputor educatin.

P aces toi- -'itildents to visit ore suitable for field trips,

IL is recognized that this list is oct exhaustive. Some important

places may have hoer overlooked, if: so we both want to offer our apoloTI:

and we would like to he notified of this omission so that it can be cor-

rected in the future.

When a teacher is eore;ideriny the development of a computei science,

obi:iputer prey rainni rig, Cl r computer 1 L. te.I,ley siJurse It can he helpful to ,:iee

a simiilar course in actual operation. This pait is designed to dive you a

clue to whore activity is occuring, and where you might go to see thirys bf

special interest.

Cr-iMi)I.ri'ill?;; IN .'1ATilE1+1A1 icS PI:3;RA

Henson High School
Mr. Carl Bryson
Portland, Oregon

ox Putnam High .;chbbi
Mr. Wally Poyelstad
Milwaukie, Creyon

Willamet:te HiUh -:)chool
Mr. "Bill Best

Eugene, Oregon

Wilson Nigh School
Mr. Joe Urigatto
Portland, Oregon

SMALL in school) COMPUTER SYSTEMSl

Newport High School
Mr. Dave Dciripster

Newport, Oregon

Mf:ttinville High School
Mr. Bill Peterson

MeMinville, Oregon

COMPH'I.Tk SCIEticr./cOMPUTEE

AsIlland Pi(11: School
Yr. 'eith 1,-;arrett

Ashland, cTeyon

centennial iii II'

Mr. rred Daniels
(;resham, cregen

i,cvnol ds high School

Mr, Earl Phillips

Troutdale, Oregon

Sam Barlo',1 high School
Pr. Dave Dubose
Gresham, Oregon
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Ct. COMPUTING

ne Coll(Ne
Wally %4alki;itol

'otkicd.ton, Crr,r.lon

,Ino Ctor'Aun ty 31 eje

ir;t2no, -Crecjon

O L I
CrOWder

07 t

(101, LE, jir

Nat.!, inn

'111:Hk r; k,V rITIh

tIon:It Hood (OL11J!Lfl1 tv Coli.eqe

Ur. Diane Dean
Grosham, Oregon

Multno1111 Cetvtty

Pdien, jaJ,: Zlinyerland
Pc)rtlanci, Ccv!lon

oregon Mueuat of Science :.1rA
us try

Mr. Rusty 'oThitney

1,ortland,

orewn :;tate EnIversity
Dr. Ld AnAerson, Jo Ann 15aurjhati
rorvall:s,

f, )nn. t
Mike: !Mil.'

rhvne, ore<ton

1:0(ji:e Vii Council. on (7()Mplteu

Edt.watUon
, t_t

As1d.ond High :cho,,)

Ore-ion

University of cirtgon
Dr. David Mowsund
Hugc;Le, Oregon

Thu fo1lot:tin(5 i3 a list. Of some t.ht,resting phiceL; for stuclent to

7,1t2itio '.orthwct l!L21_1 TU]ep]..tw S1:ate Department of
lo1 office (7:alem Oregon

International husiness Machines Oregon Mtieitr, c't- Science and Industry
Portla.hd, Oregon Portland, Oregon

7fikttoiix Multnomah County IRD
t-on, 04,:egon Portland-, Oregon

vinahce--"oan C. ERIC
Eugene, Oregon university or °TejonEugene

ntegon Iota! Inforrration System South.!rn Oregon Co1le4e
FAir!ene, Oregon Ashland, Oregon

lkonneville Power Administration
Portland, Oregon United Air Lines

Portland.
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LL

i.i1tiond1nd I use of c!omput on.; is 1:1i r I v %,(.11 dewl lo; od in :)rocion 01

I 3. A nu:nher of peo',.ile have diht tr iiIi1 ltemhe I yes in this deve

follOWing list:; some of the w11,1 are currenl lv

:1(.1 i. I 0! 1.

n eduht 10r :1.ni-1-; Judy Edward:: :"on E0/.1.1-1,,It I .11M ,L1V/`

t n other states.

The liecp le on this 1 ut were se 0,..ted hee-cise they ha,Je been nvol vsH

on for many , Lir!. t ecohn m.ed I e this ! telt

aryl are excel 1 ent sour:tes f 11ir i ona 1 foriTta t .

1.)11:!7.A1'

mart rent of computer :c.1ence
7'niversity of ,Jregon

iene, Ore'Jon

c,ARRETT

Ashland High -chool
Ashland, Oro4on

CorTuter Center
-7:01thrn Oregon Cbllege
Ashland, Oregon

Dcl_artment o!-7 CompAter

niversity of 'n-eon
Eugenc,,

NEILL
Lane County IlC
:11`.7e1:15 cTe-.Ion

JACK SLINGFRLAND
Multnomah County ;ID
Portland, Oregon

Id;.:1Vt* WITNFY

'tregon Museum of Science and indus try
Portland, Oreflon

A list of -iregon educators involved in cor,puter education can be ob-
tained by joining the CREGO:l COUNCIL FOR COMPUTFR MUCATION ((XCF). Write
to C,req0n Council for CoMputer Education; 4015 S.W. Canyon Road, Portland,
Oregon 97221
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tICT ION h '.\;)R CiI.NPUTER- I AIWATI6 NAT!:

This section contains the names and addresses of major comi,utoi-oduca-

tion projects. lt includes sections on col 1010 spent.. 'red com.iort na ,

area school di5trict ac conortiuTp.s. school fTorc-iored conortitioi,

r ii t rocl-anna 1 cK:rrii ;. rojer:t!-;

Th is n Cc rma t ion was Obi ained i1 p..irt from "Tile J;e of Coij..ute ts

truct ion in -17 CCOliria r'V .-*,c1100 " , tional :nsocia i

ry )01 P ri no i pa 1 , 1201 x t. con'h tr,ie , , t-)ri ,

Ci::N`X)RT

mas owy er Director
Pittsbuah, Pa. 15213

!Lni versi ty of Pliod, I ol and

Wi 1 I i am Heyrerle, Directr

in(js ten, R . 1 . 0281

PT 1.C()!

Jac: Allen, Director
Box 16657
Prtland, clregon

(Oreon Total Information Jystem)
bob Dusenberry, Director
345 F. 40th
Eu4ene, 'U.-ogon

TIIIS (Total Information for Educational Systems)
Thomas Campbell, Director
1025 1. County Road 13-2
St. Paul, Minn. 55113

Region IV Education Service Center
T. S. Handcoc)e-, Director
Houston, Texas 77002

Robert Haven, Director
44 School u-treet

Westwood, Mass. 02090



LIF:1,'.; (the )on,' 1:;1and rtrit. i.i Coputer .:ystet:1
,;eyard Diretur

t 1 t L 1- Avonae
1 HILH, V. 11711,

(H L) 1:,111(:ationci1

k ti
rector

Avontie

h1and, 11101

iortland, {Mc.)
Ant, Watt

i7 Aver-o.L

Pc)rtland, Me. 0410

qh :'(211(-)01

.3. )

Pet rson

Hi,jh S)1
J. 07470

ftrogra .:earnInj in ::coidanc:o with Ne$.,(-k)
't i1<flC .irni nI orporation

Wynan
is ir2154

:,hare corporation

:iallover, N. U. 0375

.i1ci Arnold, Hirector

.latorlord Township :r_.hool Ii stri2L
'.'.resc,:!nt Lake 1::.oad

Pontiac, Mich. 48054

WI]liam M. Ricilardson, Director
AlUort Einstein High :uhool
1117;5 N,?wport Mill Road

KQnsington, Md. 20795

CATER
I;ichard Haskell, Director
Dawnwood Junior High School
Centerreach, Long Island, N. Y. 11720
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Phil,:delphia (PA.) School Sy.;tem
NyLvia Chdrp, Director
Philadelphia School District,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

Huffalo, N. Y.
:r.7,1)ort s,intuc.

)mfrater

itro h2ul High
South Plmwood AV(!.

Pi tab, N. Y. 1422';

Half Hollow Hill.;
c.,rard ftafko, Direct

Halt Hollow Hills High School
),) Vanderbilt i'arkwaY

Dix Hills, N. Y. 11746

chool

REACT (Relevant Educational Applications of Com:)ater 'cchnolo(!y)
Dick hynch

Second Avenue
Portland, Oregon

no complete source of on-loinc.; Addi informa-

tion can he oh tu j n.i from Natior,l :4(11(,,:)1 Pr I n i

pa 1 , ...7omfaittee on Educational Technololy, !201 :ixt(,e!;th Street, N.

1n(it.on, D. C. 20036


